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Condensation heat transfer performance on a series of horizontal stainless- 
steel integral-fin tubes was experimentally studied at both atmospheric and vacuum 
pressure conditions to examine the effects of fin height on tubes of low thermal 
conductivity. Eight tubes with rectangular fin heights ranging from 0.16 to 1.42 
mm and a smooth tube were tested. The fin thickness and spacing and tube inside 
and root diameters were kept constant at 1.0, 1.5, 13.1, and 14.2 mm 
respectively. The overall heat transfer coefficient was determined from 
experimentation and the outside heat transfer coefficient was then determined using 
the modified Wilson plot technique. 
A fin height of approximately 0.30 mm provided the maximum heat transfer 
at both vacuum and atmospheric conditions. Heat transfer performance declined 
steadily for further increases in fin height. The experimental results were 
compared to the predictions of the Beatty and Katz and Briggs and Rose models. 
Neither model satisfactorily predicted performance for the full range of fin heights 
tested. 
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NOMENCLATURE 
A cross-sectional area of tube, m2 
Ax cross-sectional area of tube inlet end, m2 
A2 cross-sectional area of tube outlet end, m2 
Ab area of fin tip, m2 
Acond effective condensing surface for a rectangular fin 
tube, m2 
Aeff effective surface area of tube, m2 
Af effective area of fin flank, m2 
Afin fin area, m2 
Ai effective inside area of tube, m2 
A0 effective outside condensing area of tube, m2 
Ac horizontal tube area between fins, m2 fa 
At effective area of fin tip, m2 
b intercept 
C± leading  coefficient  of  inside  heat  transfer 
correlation 
C0 leading  coefficient  of  outside  heat  transfer 
correlation 
Cp specific heat, J/kg-K 
Dcond inside diameter of test condenser, m2 
D equivalent diameter of tube, m 
Df outside diameter of finned tube, m 
D± tube inside diameter, m 
D0 outside diameter of smooth tube, m 
Dr root diameter of tube, m 
Emf thermocouple or pressure transducer voltage, mV 
F ratio of gravity to shear force 
ff fraction of fin flank blanked by condensate 
fr rotameter flow rate, percent 
fs fraction of interfin space blanked by condensate 
fv volumetric flow rate 
G flow rate of condensate into interfin space, kg/s 
g local gravitational acceleration, 9.81 m/s 
H        radial fin height, m 
Ry.       mean vertical fin height, m 
hb       heat transfer coefficient in flooded region, W/m2-K 
hf       heat transfer coefficient on fin surface, W/m2-K 
hfg      latent heat of vaporization, J/kg 
h'fg     latent  heat  of  vaporization  corrected  for 
advection, J/kg 
hfiooded  heat transfer coefficient for flooded section of 
tube, W/m2-K 
hh       heat transfer coefficient for smooth tube surface, 
W/m2 - K 
h± inside heat transfer coefficient, W/m2-K 
h0       outside heat transfer coefficient, W/m2-K 
ht       heat transfer coefficient on fin tips, W/m2-K 
h
unfiooded heat transfer coefficient for unflooded section of 
tube, W/m2-K 
Ja       Jacob number, (Cp(Tsat - Two) /hfg) 
Kx as defined in equation (4.43) 
K2       as defined in equation (4.44) 
keff      area averaged effective thermal conductivity over 
the fin height, W/m-K 
kc       thermal conductivity of coolant, W/m-K 
kf       thermal conductivity of condensate film, W/m-K 
k^       thermal conductivity of tube material, W/m-K 
L        length of tube where condensation is occurring, m 
L       mean effective fin height, m 
LMTD     log-mean-temperature-difference, °C 
Lx       tube inlet length, m 
L2       tube outlet length, m 
M       fin efficiency component 
M       total condensation rate on a tube 
m       slope 
m       mass, kg 



































mass of noncondensibles,   kg 
condensate  flow rate  in region ij,   kg/s 
mass of steam,   kg 
number of data points 
Nusselt number,    (hD/kf) 
axial  fin perimeter of  tube,   m 
axial  fin perimeter of  tube  inlet,   m 
axial  fin perimeter of  tube outlet,   m 
pressure,   Pa 
partial pressure of noncondensibles, KPa 
atmospheric pressure, KPa 
experimental pressure measured by gage, KPa 
saturation steam pressure, Pa 
partial pressure of steam, KPa 
vapor pressure, Pa 
experimental pressure measured by transducer, KPa 
Prandtl number, (Cp^c/kc) 
heat transfer rate, W 
heat transfer rate from unflooded fin 
heat transfer rate from the flooded fin tips 
electrical power to boiler heaters, W 
heat transfer rate from interfin space 
heat loss of experimental apparatus, W 
heat transfer rate from a smooth tube 
heat flux, W/m2 
heat flux from unflooded fin flank 
heat flux from unflooded interfin space 
heat flux from unflooded fin tip 
heat flux from flooded fin tip 
boiler heater resistance, ohms 
inside thermal resistance, K/W 
outside thermal resistance, K/W 
radius of tube measured to fin root, m 
overall thermal resistance, K/W 
XI1 
Rw tube wall thermal resistance, K/W 
rc radius of curvature, m 
Re Reynolds number 
Re2M two-phase Reynolds number 
S^ as defined in equation (E.7) 
s interfin space length, m 
Tx coolant inlet temperature as measured by the quartz 
thermometer, °C 
T2 coolant outlet temperature as measured by the 
quartz thermometer, °C 
Tb temperature of fin base, °C 
Tcor coolant temperature rise due to viscous heating, °C 
Tf film temperature, °C 
Tin coolant inlet temperature, °C 
Tm mean coolant bulk temperature, °C 
Tout coolant outlet temperature, °C 
Tsat saturated steam temperature, °C 
Ttip,flood temperature of flooded fin tip, °C 
Two outside tube wall temperature, °C 
t fin thickness, m 
ta/2 n-2 t-distribution statistic 
U0 overall heat transfer coefficient, W/m2-K 
U,,, steam vapor velocity, m/s 
u uncertainty 
V boiler heater voltage, V 
vf,air volume fraction of noncondensible gases 
vf,stm volume fraction of steam 
vw average coolant velocity, m/s 
W weight, lbf 
x mean value of x 
y mean value of y 
Z outside heat transfer correlation 
a confidence interval 


















empirically determined constant in equation (2.46) 
empirically determined constant in equation (2.47) 
empirically determined constant in equation (2.45) 
as defined in equation (4.42) 
temperature drop across condensate film, °C 
vapor to fin flank temperature difference, °C 
vapor to interfin space temperature difference, °C 
vapor to fin tip temperature difference, °C 
heat transfer enhancement 
condensate film thickness, m 
fin efficiency 
weighting coefficient in equation (2.38) 
weighting coefficient in equation (2.38) 
coolant viscosity evaluated at Tm, kg/m-s 
condensate film viscosity, kg/m-s 
coolant viscosity evaluated a wall temperature, 
kg/m-s 
"active" area enhancement 
weighted "active" area enhancement 
coolant density, kg/m3 
condensate film density, kg/m3 
density of saturated steam, kg/m3 
vapor density, kg/m3 
summation expression 
condensate film surface tension, N/m 
unbiased estimator of variance 
condensate flooding angle measure from top of tube 
inside heat transfer correlation 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 
A.   BACKGROUND 
The post-Cold War U.S. Navy has faced severe budgetary- 
pressures with a consequent loss of shipbuilding and repair 
monies. Construction and operating costs are proportional to 
ship size. Any increase in equipment efficiency allows a 
reduction in component size and weight and lowers the overall 
cost. A majority of the steam propelled surface combatants 
with their large steam condensers have been replaced with the 
smaller, more efficient gas turbine powered vessels. 
Nevertheless, main engine condensers are still required on the 
older auxiliary ships, amphibious ships, and nuclear-powered 
vessels. Many condensers are also needed for the auxiliary 
equipment on all warships regardless of the method of 
propulsion. 
One of the methods to improve the efficiency of 
condensers is to add fins to the tubes. Fins increase the 
surface area exposed to the vapor and would normally be 
expected to enhance condensation. Ideally, finned condenser 
tubes would be made from materials with high thermal 
conductivity to obtain higher heat transfer rates. 
Unfortunately, the saltwater operating environment of 
shipboard condensers requires that a higher priority be placed 
on corrosion protection. Titanium is a suggested material 
choice for use in saltwater applications. It is relatively 
light, yet strong, and best of all, it is extremely resistant 
to corrosion in the marine environment. Its disadvantages are 
high cost and relatively low thermal conductivity [Ref. 1]. 
The use of fins could offset these disadvantages by increasing 
the heat transfer rate and allowing a more compact and 
inexpensive design. However, there is very little 
experimental data available on the performance of low 
conductivity finned tubes. Since titanium and stainless steel 
have similar thermal conductivities (14.3 and 18.9 W/m2-K 
respectively), experimental testing can be performed on 
stainless steel tubes as these are less expensive. 
At the Naval Postgraduate School, Meyer [Ref. 2] explored 
the effects of fin height and tube thermal conductivity on the 
condensation of steam on integral rectangular finned tubes 
made from copper, aluminum, copper-nickel, and stainless steel 
for a range of fin heights from 0.5 to 1.5 mm. For the three 
higher thermal conductivity materials, increasing fin height 
was shown to enhance heat transfer as shown in Figure 1.1. 
The larger the thermal conductivity of the tube material, the 
larger was the rate of enhancement. These enhancements are 
greater than what would be expected from the increase in 
surface area from finning. Equally interesting, the lower 
conductivity stainless steel tubes showed an opposite trend. 
As fin height decreased, enhancement increased. Because the 
stainless steel enhancement curve must eventually decrease to 
one for a smooth tube, as the fin height continues to 
decrease, some optimum must exist at a fin height below that 
tested by Meyer [Ref. 2]. 
As a substitute for experimentation, many predictive 
theories are available to model condensation on finned tubes. 
They vary in complexity and assumptions and are suited for 
specific ranges of fluid properties and fin geometries. At 
present, no one model accurately accounts for all conditions. 
Models are important because they can provide numerical heat 
transfer data more quickly than costly experimentation. They 
are also suited for design optimization. Nevertheless, models 



















Fin Height (mm) 
Figure  1.1. Meyer's [Ref. 2] Experimental Results for 
Enhancement vs. Fin Height for Copper, 
Aluminum, Copper-Nickel, and Stainless Steel 
Integral Fin Tubes Obtained at Atmospheric 
Pressure Conditions 
B.   OBJECTIVES 
The main objectives of this thesis are therefore to: 
1. Review the experimental procedures and data processing 
computer code of Meyer [Ref. 2] for validity. 
2. Retest Meyer's stainless steel tubes and verify the 
trend of increasing enhancement for fin heights 
decreasing from 1.5 to 0.5 mm. 
3. Test a set of new stainless steel tubes with fin 
heights ranging from 0.2 to 1.5 mm and experimentally 
determine any optimum fin height and corresponding 
enhancement. 
4. Compare the experimental results with existing 
predictive models. 
II.  LITERATURE SURVEY 
A. INTRODUCTION 
Surface condensation occurs when a vapor is cooled below 
its saturation temperature by contacting a cold surface. Two 
types of surface condensation can take place -- filmwise and 
dropwise. In filmwise condensation, the condensate "wets" the 
surface with a continuous film, whereas in dropwise 
condensation, the condensate does not "wet" the surface, but 
forms droplets of various sizes instead. The drops form in 
imperfections on the surface and are then removed from the 
surface by gravity and/or vapor shear forces. Dropwise 
condensation results in much higher heat transfer coefficients 
(typically by an order of magnitude) than filmwise 
condensation because a portion of the cooled metal surface is 
directly exposed to the vapor [Ref. 3]. From a design 
perspective, a film condensation analysis is preferred as it 
gives a more conservative indication of condenser performance. 
B. FILM CONDENSATION ON SMOOTH TUBES 
When vapor condenses on smooth horizontal tubes in a 
filmwise mode, the condensate flows down by gravity and a 
continuous film always exists around the tube. The latent 
heat released by the condensing vapor is eventually absorbed 
by the cooling liquid that flows through the tube. The 
condensate film resists this heat flow because of its low 
thermal conductivity. This thermal resistance increases as 
the film thickness increases. At the top of the tube, the 
condensate film thickness and thermal resistance are small. 
Due to gravity drainage, the film thickness and thermal 
resistance increases with increasing distance around the 
perimeter of the tube. 
Nusselt [Ref. 4] developed the foundation for the study 
of filmwise condensation on horizontal smooth tubes in 1916. 
His formulation was done for a "quiescent" vapor condensing on 
a single horizontal tube. Due to the increase in the 
thickness of condensate as gravity draws it around the sides 
of the tube, the local heat transfer coefficient decreases 
around the tube circumference. Nusselt's theory for the 
average heat transfer coefficient around the tube accounts for 
the lower resistance at the top of the tube where the film 
thickness is minimum and the higher resistance at the bottom 
of the tube where the film thickness is maximum. The average 
outside heat transfer coefficient for the Nusselt theory is 
given by 
h0 = 0.728 kf£rPf(pf-Pv)ti fff \^P0(T3at-TW0) 
1/4 
(2.1) 
where  h'fg is   the modified  latent  heat   of  vaporization  that 
accounts  for advection effects   [Ref.   3] 
Afg = hfg(l+0.68 Ja)   = hfff+0.68Cp(Tsat-Two) , (2.2) 
and the fluid properties are evaluated at the film temperature 
(Tf)   given by 
Tf = |rsat + |rwo. (2.3) 
C.   FILM CONDENSATION ON PINNED TUBES 
When a horizontal finned tube comes in contact with a 
highly wetting condensate, surface tension drives the liquid 
from the fin tips and flanks to the fin root. This effect was 
first described in 1954 by Gregorig [Ref. 5]. For horizontal 
finned tubes, the liquid pressure at any point along the fin 
profile is given by 
P=PV+^. (2.4) 
At the top of a fin, the film has a convex appearance and the 
local pressure is greater than the vapor pressure due to a 
small radius of curvature. At the fin root, the film has a 
concave appearance, the radius of curvature is negative, and 
so the local liquid pressure is less than vapor pressure. The 
pressure difference between the fin tip and root causes the 
condensate to flow toward the fin root. As a result, the film 
thins near the fin tips and thickens near the root. The 
condensate from the fin tips and flanks flows into the 
interfin space. The film thickness in the interfin space 
increases along the circumference, and eventually, it 
completely fills the interfin space, so that the interfin is 
completely "flooded" with condensate. 
Referring to Figure 2.1, the flooding angle (<f)f) is 
defined as the angle measured from the top of the tube to a 
point around the tube circumference where the condensate film 
between the fins just fills the entire interfin space. Along 
the bottom of the tube, the retained liquid extends past the 
fins. This portion of the flooded region is referred to as 
the drop-off zone and is estimated to be ten percent of the 
tube circumference [Ref. 7]. The flow of condensate between 
the fins depends on the ratio of the surface tension forces to 
the gravity forces since the former acts to retain the 
condensate between the fins while the latter acts to drain the 
condensate. Thus two competing mechanisms exist. Surface 
tension thins the condensate film along the fins in the 
"unflooded" region improving the heat transfer, but retards 
drainage, increasing the size of the "flooded" region, 
degrading the heat transfer. Yau et al. [Ref. 8] and 
Wanniarachchi et al. [Ref. 9] studied film condensation on 
finned tubes and observed that heat transfer enhancement was 
greater than what could be explained by increased surface area 
alone. This indicates that the beneficial effect of 
condensate  thinning  offsets  the  detrimental  effect  of 
c 
Figure 2.1, Schematic of Condensate Flooding Angle (0f) 
on Finned Tubes (illustrated in gray).  From 
Ref. [6]. 
flooding. 
Condensation on a finned tube is a complex phenomenon 
involving many variables. These include condensate flow 
characteristics, surface tension and gravity forces, wall and 
fin conduction effects, condensate film thickness variations, 
and vapor velocities [Ref. 9] . The accuracy of any predictive 
model is dependent on how closely it can account for these 
effects. 
D.   CONDENSATE RETENTION OR FLOODING ANGLE 
In 1946, the first measurements of condensate retention 
were reported by Katz et al. [Ref. 10] . These measurements 
were made under static conditions (i.e., no condensation 
taking place) using water, aniline, acetone, and carbon 
tetrachloride. Fin heights of 1.2 to 5.7 mm, and fin 
densities of 276 to 984 fins per meter were used. Since the 
vapor density is much smaller than the condensate density, it 
was neglected. It was shown that as much as 100 percent of 
the tube surface could be flooded with retained condensate, 
depending mainly on the ratio of surface tension to condensate 
density and on the fin spacing. Katz's equation for the 
flooding angle is 
*r 




This equation shows a direct relationship between an 
increasing surface tension to condensate density ratio and an 
increasing flooding angle. For constant fin height and fin 
spacing, an increasing root diameter leads to a decreasing 
flooding angle. 
In 1981, Rudy and Webb [Ref. 11] were the first to 
measure condensate flooding angles under both static and 
dynamic (condensation occurring) conditions and they concluded 
that the flooding angle did not differ significantly for the 
two cases. Honda et al. [Ref. 12] confirmed the conclusion of 
Rudy and Webb from a photographic study. Honda developed an 
expression for the flooding angle on rectangular fin tubes as 




It is valid for interfin spacing less than or equal to twice 
the fin height (s s 2H). This equation was also independently 
determined by Rudy and Webb [Ref. 13] and Owen [Ref. 14] and 
confirmed from experimentation. Rudy and Webb noted that it 
predicted the flooding angle within ten percent for 
condensation of R-ll, n-pentane, and water on 19 mm fin 
diameter tubes of 748 to 1,378 fpm. For horizontal tubes with 
interfin spacing greater than twice the fin height (s > 2H), 
Honda et al. [Ref. 15] and Masuda and Rose [Ref. 16] 
determined the flooding angle as 




E. PREDICTIVE MODELS 
1.   Beatty and Katz 
In 1948, Beatty and Katz [Ref. 17] developed a simple, 
analytical model to predict the average heat transfer 
coefficient for spiral integral fin tubes. They treated the 
interfin space of the tube as a horizontal smooth tube and the 
fin flanks as plain vertical surfaces. They combined 
Nusselt's expressions for each to model a finned tube. They 
accounted for the conduction effects through the fin by 
including fin efficiency. To simplify the problem, they 
assumed that the condensate was only gravity-drained and that 
there was no effect of surface tension in thinning the 
condensate film or in retaining the condensate between fins. 
For rectangular fins, their equation reduces to 
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h0 = 0.689 
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(2.9) 
the mean effective fin height (L) is 
{D2f-Dzr) 
L = %■ AD, 
(2.10) 
the effective surface area (Aeff)   is the sum of the effective 
surface areas of the fin and interfin space 
A
eff ~ r\fAfin+As (2.11) 
the fin area (Afin)   is the sum of the flank area {Af)   and tip 
area (At) 
Afin - 2Af+At - 
n{DJ-Dl) 
+ 7tDft, (2.12) 
and the horizontal tube area (As)   is 
As = nDrs. (2.13) 
This was the first analytical model to predict the 
condensing heat transfer coefficient on a horizontal finned 
tube. The experimentally determined leading coefficient 
(0.689) is only five percent less than the theoretically 
derived constant (0.728) of the Nusselt analysis for a smooth 
tube. Equation (4.8) shows that the heat transfer coefficient 
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decreases with increasing tube diameter. Since Beatty and 
Katz ignored surface tension, their model should perform more 
accurately for low surface tension fluids, such as 
refrigerants, and for tubes with low fin densities. Also, the 
model should perform better under higher pressures, and hence, 
higher saturation temperatures where surface tension is lower. 
In their experiments, Beatty and Katz only tested tubes with 
low fin densities and fluids with low surface tensions. 
Although the fins used by Beatty and Katz were spiral, their 
theory applies to rectangular-shaped annular fins as well. 
2.   Soviet Models 
Between 1971 and 1977, Karkhu and Borovkov [Ref. 18] and 
Zozulya, et al. [Ref. 19] developed the first analysis which 
recognized the importance of surface tension on horizontal 
finned tubes. They demonstrated that surface tension forces 
could increase the condensation rate by 50 to 100 percent. 
They used Nusselt's assumptions on the mechanisms of heat 
transfer through a liquid film on a smooth surface, the 
differential equation of condensate motion that assumed 
gravity driven, laminar flow of condensate from the fin to the 
interfin space, and appropriate boundary conditions to solve 
for the thickness of the condensate film in the interfin 
space. They used film thickness, fluid properties, and fin 
geometry to determine the flow rate of condensate (G) into the 
interfin space. The one-dimensional conduction equation for 
the fin was solved to determine fin temperature distribution. 
Finally, using numerical methods to solve the resulting 
differential equations, they found an expression for the 
average heat transfer coefficient such that 
h0 =  P^S. (2.14) 
where Tb  is the temperature at the base of the fin and Acond 
is the effective condensation surface for a rectangular fin 
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and is given by 
They reported predictions within five percent of the 
experimental data for film condensation of steam and R-113 on 
brass and copper tubes with a fin spacing of 0.14 mm and 0.20 
mm, respectively. 
3.   Rudy and Webb 
In 1981, Rudy and Webb [Ref. 11] reported that the Beatty 
and Katz model overpredicted the heat transfer coefficient 
with increasing error for fin densities greater than 1,024 fpm 
and for fluids with surface tension to condensate density 
ratios greater than 30 x 10"6 N-m2/kg. They proposed a 
possible improvement by applying equation (2.8) to the 
unflooded region only, assuming that heat transfer in the 
flooded portion was negligible. Because their equation was 
still based on a gravity-drained model and because it 
neglected any heat transfer through the flooded region, it 
underpredicted the average heat transfer coefficient of 
condensing R-ll by ten to fifty percent. They concluded that 
any experimental success that Beatty and Katz had was due to 
offsetting errors from the competing effects of surface 
tension. That is, the loss of heat transfer due to flooding 
cancelled out the gain in heat transfer from film thinning. 
In 1982, Webb et al. [Ref. 20] confirmed the conclusions 
of the 1981 study. Judging a gravity-drained model as 
insufficient, they developed a new model which included 
surface tension effects. They modified the original Nusselt 
equation for a vertical plate so that surface tension causes 
the condensate to drain from the fin tip to the base and 
gravity causes the condensate to flow in the interfin space. 
They assumed a linear liquid pressure variation over the fin. 
They were able to predict the experimental results obtained 
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from the condensation of R-12 on a plate with vertical fins to 
within ten percent. 
Later, Rudy and Webb [Ref. 21] expanded this model to 
predict the heat transfer coefficient for rectangular radial 
fins. The Nusselt equation for horizontal tubes was used for 
the tube area between fins where 





while the Nusselt equation for the fin surface was modified by- 
replacing the body-force term (pgr) by an equivalent expression 
based on surface tension force yielding 






1 + 1\ S      t) 
1/4 (2.17) 
They assumed no heat transfer through the flooded region. 
Their resulting weighted area expression for the total heat 
transfer coefficient is 
h. - H±h.+ IfA fin 
MAb Ab 
(2.18) 
where As and Afin are defined previously and Ab  is equal to the 
fin diameter of one fin pitch, i.e. 
Ab  = nDr(s+t) (2.19) 
This expression provided an accuracy of better than ten 
percent for condensation of R-ll on short, finely-spaced fins 
and was an improvement over Beatty and Katz. It overpredicted 
the heat transfer coefficient for other tubes by up to 25 
percent. They attributed this to gravity induced drainage 
becoming more important as fin height and spacing increased. 
They concluded that their linear pressure gradient model is 
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better than the Beatty and Katz gravity drainage model for 
predicting the heat transfer coefficients for fin densities 
greater than 1200 fpm and fin heights of less than 0.9 mm. 
Still later, Webb et al. [Ref. 22] modified the previous 
model to allow for heat transfer in the flooded region. They 
assumed surface tension drainage from the fin, discarded the 
assumption of a linear surface tension induced pressure 
gradient, and used an analysis of Adamek [Ref. 23] to 
determine the film thickness on the fins in the unflooded 
region. Gravity drainage from the interfin region was 
assumed. Nusselt's equation for condensation on a smooth, 
horizontal tube was modified to account for the increase in 
film thickness due to drainage from the fins. The area 
weighted average heat transfer coefficient is then 
n ) h° ■ iflx>^^. hb (2.20) 
where hb is the heat transfer coefficient in the flooded 
region. The model predicted the heat transfer coefficient for 
condensation of R-ll on tubes with fin pitch of 748 to 1,378 
within twenty percent. Heat transfer across the flooded 
region was shown to be minimal. 
4.   Owen 
In 1983, Owen et al. [Ref. 14] also recognized the 
necessity of including the effects of condensate retention in 
heat transfer models. They demonstrated that the Rudy and 
Webb [Ref. 11] modification of Beatty and Katz that neglected 
heat transfer in the lower portion of the tube with retained 
condensate, underpredicted the heat transfer coefficient when 
a significant amount of condensate was retained between the 
fins. They sought a model that permitted heat flow through 
the condensate retained region. Like Rudy and Webb, they 
extended the Beatty and Katz model to include the flooding 
angle. 
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They considered the flooded and unflooded regions with 
condensation occurring on both the retained condensate and the 
fin tips. In the unflooded region, the Beatty and Katz 
equation was used so the heat transfer coefficient is 
h
unfloaded  =   0.7 25 
kfp2fSfhfg 
U/4 
M'f^eg (rsat Two> 
(2.21) 
In the flooded region where condensation occurs on the surface 
of the retained condensate and on the fin tips, the heat 




Here, hh    is the heat transfer coefficent arising from 





and ht   is the heat transfer coefficient for the fin tips 





and the area averaged effective thermal conductivity over the 
fin height (keff)   is 
*-*-(-5H)<^*«**> (2.25) 
The average heat transfer coefficient for the entire tube 
length having an effective area Aeff  is thus an area average 
of the heat transfer coefficients for the upper and lower 
portions, or 
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h   =   *fh +|i-*£ h (2.26) 11
 o        ~
I1
unflooded    lx       ^  J11 flooded' 
Their model agreed within 30 percent of Beatty and Katz's 
experimental data for R-ll, R-12, R-22, water, acetone, methyl 
chloride, n-pentane, sulfur dioxide, propane, and n-butane. 
This was little improvement over the Beatty and Katz model. 
They assumed it would be more accurate in situations where an 
appreciable fraction of the tube was covered with retained 
condensate. Honda and Nozu [Ref. 12] later showed that this 
model overpredicts steam data by up to a factor of two. 
5.   Honda 
Between 19 84 and 1987, Honda [Refs. 15, 24] developed an 
analytical model for film condensation on horizontal, low 
integral-fin tubes. The model is extremely complex and 
required a numerical solution, but is the most comprehensive 
available. It includes the effects of variable condensate 
film thickness along the fin, fin efficiency, gravity versus 
surface tension forces, and variable temperature between the 
fin root and interfin space. The model assumes that the wall 
temperature is uniform, condensate flow is laminar, condensate 
film thickness is small, and the dominant flow on the fin is 
in the radial direction. The equation for condensate flooding 
angle is generalized to include all fin heights and spacings. 
The tube is divided into the flooded and unflooded 
regions and three cases are considered based on fin spacing 
and condensation rate. These are shown in Figure 2.2. These 
cases are used because it is expected that the depth of the 
condensate film in the interfin space would have a significant 
impact on the amount of heat transferred. The first case 
considers a small interfin spacing with a high condensation 
rate. The second considers a large interfin spacing with a 
low condensation rate where fin height is large relative to 
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with a low condensation rate where fin height is small 
relative to interfin spacing. Along the fin, surface heat 
transfer is determined from the flooding condition, case type, 
and by whether the condensate flow is gravity or surface 
tension dominated. In the interfin space, heat transfer is 
determined for the three cases for an unflooded condition 
only. No heat transfer is considered for the flooded interfin 
space. Expressions for the Nusselt number representing the 
flooded and unflooded regions are found and summed to yield an 
average Nusselt number. Honda's comparison of his model with 
available experimental data showed agreement to within 20 
percent for 11 fluids and 22 finned tubes. 
In 1992, Briggs, Wen, and Rose [Ref. 25] conducted a 
detailed review of the accuracy of various models to predict 
heat transfer for condensation on horizontal integral-finned 
tubes. The simple model of Beatty and Katz performed poorly 
because it did not account for surface tension effects. The 
Adamek and Webb model included an approximate surface tension 
effect and resulted in an improved enhancement prediction. 
The Honda model, which accounted for both the condensate 
flooding and the enhancing effect of surface tension drainage 
from the fins, was judged the most accurate for predicting 
heat transfer coefficients for steam condensation on 
horizontal integral finned tubes. Despite its accuracy, its 
complexity limits its use. 
6.   Adamek and Webb 
In 1989, Adamek and Webb [Ref. 7] formulated a model that 
accounted for condensation on surfaces in the unflooded and 
flooded regions. It rivals Honda and Nozu in its complexity, 
yet is solvable without numerical methods. The model accounts 
for heat transfer on the fin tips, flanks, and interfin areas 
in the unflooded zone and on the fin tips in the flooded zone. 
It assumes no heat transfer in the other areas including the 
fin tips in the dropoff zone.  Referring to Figure 2.3, the 
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Figure 2.3. Illustration of the Condensate Flow Pattern 
Assumed by Adamek and Webb.  From Ref. [7]. 
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unit area of one fin pitch is divided into nine flow regions. 
Regions 0, 1', and 2' are labeled from the edge of the fin tip 
to its midpoint. Regions 1, 2, and 3 run down the fin flank 
to the root. Regions 4, 5, and 6 run from the fin root to the 
midpoint of the interfin area. If the condensation rates in 
the circumferential direction between each of the regions 
(jn_£ ■) can be determined, their sum would be the total 
condensation rate (M) for one-half the fin pitch. The heat 
transfer coefficient based on the area of one fin pitch is 




   A      (T0 -T   ) (2*27) 
"■effxlsat    Iwo> 
where the heat transfer rate (Q)   is 
Q = 2Mhfg. (2.28) 
Calculation of the individual regional flows is achieved by- 
determining whether they are gravity or surface tension 
controlled and then calculating the respective film 
thicknesses in each region and radius of curvature of the film 
at the fin root based on this dominant force. 
This model was compared to the experimental results of 80 
copper tubes of varying geometries and condensing fluids. The 
fluids included water, methanol, n-pentane, R-ll, R-12, R-22, 
and R-113. Fin spacing, height, and thickness varied from 
0.06 to 10 mm, 0.29 to 3.6 mm, and 0.06 to 1.0 mm 
respectively. The model predicted the heat transfer 
coefficient within 15 percent for 74 of the 80 tubes. 
7.   Rose 
In 1987, Masuda and Rose [Ref. 16] developed a more 
complete accounting of the liquid retention on the fin flanks 
and interfin areas of the unflooded region. Figure 2.4 shows 
the profiles for static retention of liquid on a finned tube. 
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Column (b) refers to "long fin" geometries where fin height is 
relatively larger than the fin spacing. Column (c) refers to 
"short fin" geometries where fin height is relatively smaller 
than fin spacing. 
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Figure 2.4. 
L_        W 
Configuration of Retained Condensate Along 
Tube Circumference for Briggs and Rose Model 
From Ref. [16]. 
In the unflooded region for both geometries, the retained 
liquid forms a small "wedge" between the flanks of the fins 
and the tube surface in the interfin space (bl) and (cl) . 
Moving circumferentially around the tube, four flooding 
conditions are considered, corresponding to the profiles in 
illustrations (b2), (b3), (c2), and (c3) respectively. 
Considering long fin tubes (column (b)), moving from the top 
of the tube to the flooded region, the size of the liquid 
wedges increases until they meet at the midpoint of the 
interfin space. This corresponds to 0 = <f>£1, where the 
interfin space is just filled by liquid, but the fin flanks 
are not wholly wetted. Continuing downward, the meniscus 
rises until it reaches the fin tips. Here, <t> = <t>f2, and the 
whole of the flank is just wetted and the liquid film at the 
center of the interfin space has finite thickness. Further 
movement around the tube will show an increase in the 
thickness of the liquid in the interfin space (b4). 
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For short fin tubes (column (c)), the wedges increase in 
size until they contact the fin tips. This corresponds to <f> 
= (j)f3, where the fin flank is just completely wetted but the 
interfin space is not wholly wetted. Continuing along the 
tube, the wedges expand until they meet at the midpoint of the 
interfin space. At this point, <$> = <j>f4, and the whole of the 
interfin space is just wetted and the contact angle of the 
liquid at the fin tip is nonzero. Further movement around the 
tube will show an increase in the thickness of the liquid in 
the interfin space (c4). 
By considering the radius of curvature of the liquid 
profile, Masuda and Rose developed the following relations for 
flooding angle at each of the four positions 
4o e        Dr 
cos<l)fI = _ _/^ --£, (2.29) 0, Df PfgsDr Dz 
40f 
-i cos<|)f? = — -1, (2.30) t2
     pfgsDf 
2of    _ Df 
PfsrHDr   Tt 
cos4>fJ = _ _rf^ --^, (2.31) 
and 
cos4>/4 =    ^  —-1. (2.32) pfg{s2+AH2)Df 
They recognized that heat transfer through the condensate 
film was minimal. Therefore, only heat transfer through the 
fin tips and through the thin film or "unblanked" areas of the 
fin flanks and interfin space in the unflooded region are 
considered. The following expression approximates the 
fraction of the fin flank "blanked" with a thick condensate 
film 
ff -  J° 0 
z<Prd*  _  2of  tan((J)f/2)        (2.33) 
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Similarly, the fraction of the interfin space blanked is 




 $pzs pfgDzs       4>f 
These equations for blanking are only valid for long 
rectangular section fins where (Dr/Df « 1) and H > s/2. For 
these fins, </>fI «= <t>f2 and so the flooding angle (</>f) is set 
equal to <j>f2 which is the same as the Rudy and Webb equation 
(2.6). 
For rectangular fins the "active" area enhancement (£), 
defined as the combined areas of the fin tips and unblanked 
portions of the flank and interfin space in the unflooded 
region divided by the smooth tube area of D0  = Dr,   is 
2    2 
Dzs*f(i-ft) +EL^k$e^-ft) +%Dft (2>35) 
KDz(s+t) " 
Actual experimental heat transfer enhancements are much 
greater than | because the fin flanks behave as small vertical 
surfaces with significantly higher heat transfer coefficients 
than a horizontal smooth tube. Therefore, the second term in 
the above expression needs to be multiplied by a weighting 
coefficient (K2), where 
1/4 
1
      \0.728l{Hv) (2.36) 
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In addition, surface tension thins the condensate film at 
locations where the liquid radius of curvature varies 
relatively rapidly. This occurs on the fin tip, flank, and 
interfin space. Therefore the entire numerator of equation 
(2.35) needs to be multiplied by a second weighting factor 
(K2) where K2 would be proportional to surface tension. The 
weighted "active" area enhancement (%w)   is thus 
lw = 
K2 
D   -D   ) Dzsbt{l-ft) +Kl -J—z- \*f(l-ff) +*Dft 
%DZ(S+ t) 
(2.38) 
With K± = 2.2 and K2 = to 1.5, fair prediction of enhancement 
was found for steam condensation on copper integral fin tubes 
of 1.59 mm fin height, 0.5 mm fin thickness, and interfin 
spacing of 0.5 to 4.0 mm. 
In later work, Rose [Refs. 26, 27] defined the heat 
transfer  enhancement  as  the  ratio  of  heat  transfer 
coefficients of a finned tube based on a smooth tube area of 
fin root diameter (Dr)   to that of a smooth tube of outside 
diameter {D0)   equal to the finned tube root diameter.  Both 
heat transfer coefficients are evaluated at the same vapor 
side temperature difference.  In later work, Rose [Refs. 26, 
27] defined the heat transfer enhancement as the ratio of heat 
transfer coefficients of a finned tube based on a smooth tube 
area of fin root diameter (Dr)   to that of a smooth tube of 
outside diameter (DQ)   equal to the finned tube root diameter. 
Both heat transfer coefficients are evaluated at the same 
vapor side temperature difference.   Equation (2.38) was 
modified by including the heat fluxes in each area component. 
Each heat flux consisted of a gravity and surface tension 
term.   The constants KX    and K2   were replaced with the 
constants B1,   Btip,   BflaBk,   and Bint   .  Briggs and Rose [Ref. 
28], later incorporated fin efficiency into the model.  The 
final form of the equation for enhancement is 
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Qflood + Qfin + @int 
-AT (2.39) 
^smooth 
where the heat transfer rates from the flooded tips, unflooded 
fin and interfin space, and smooth tube are 
/ A    1   r,    fc (2.40) 
£) flood =   W-Vt'DftZtip. flood' 
Qfin   =   *H 
Df -Dr 
Dftqtip +(l~ff) — qflank (2.41) 
Qint = *f(i-^)^rsgint, (2.42) 
and C>      fch = nDjs+t)qt smooth' (2.43) 
The respective heat fluxes are 
Qtip, flood 
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Smooth  = 0.728 
1
 faklh^T**" (2.48) 
The expression i*(#f) is needed to determine the mean 
condensate film thickness in the thin film interfin space and 
can be approximated by 
C(4>f) « 0.874+0. 001991 4>f-0.02642<j>| + 
0 . 00553(|>f -0 . 00136344 
The constants B±, Bint, Btip, and Bflank were empirically 
determined by curve fitting condensation data on copper tubes 
from seven investigations, four different fluids, and fourty- 
one different fin geometries. The best fit was found by 
setting Bx equal to 2.96 and the other B values set equal to 
0.143. The Briggs and Rose model gave a predictive accuracy 
of 15 to 25 percent when compared with experimental data. 
F.   RESEARCH ON FILM CONDENSATION ON INTEGRAL FINNED TUBES 
AT THE NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL 
Condensation on finned tubes has been studied at NPS 
since 1984. The majority of the experimentation has been done 
with copper tubes. Flook [Ref. 29] in 1985 and Mitrou [Ref. 
30] in 1986 tested tubes of varying thermal conductivities. 
They showed that materials with high thermal conductivity 
exhibited greater enhancement than lower conductivity tubes. 
In 1993, Cobb [Ref. 6] studied the effects of varying thermal 
conductivity on steam condensation. He tested finned tubes of 
constant fin spacing and thickness manufactured from copper, 
aluminum, 90-10 copper-nickel, and stainless steel. He noted 
that tube conductivity had a significant effect on enhancement 
with the lowest conductivity tube (stainless steel) at larger 
fin heights yielding heat transfer coefficients less than a 
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smooth tube. He also compared his experimentally determined 
heat transfer coefficients with the Beatty and Katz [Ref. 17] 
and Rose [Ref. 26] models. He found that both theoretical 
models underpredicted enhancement for copper tubes under high 
heat flux conditions. For the other materials, as thermal 
conductivity decreased, Beatty and Katz overpredicted the 
results with increasing error while the Rose model closely 
predicted the results. 
Meyer [Ref. 2] continued the work of Cobb by comparing 
the experimentally determined heat transfer coefficients for 
steam condensation on tubes made of the four materials to the 
predictive models of Beatty and Katz [Ref. 17], Briggs and 
Rose [Ref. 28] , Adamek and Webb [Ref. 7] , and Honda [Ref. 15] . 
He judged the Rose model best, yet found that it consistently 
underpredicted the experimental results. The Beatty and Katz 
model consistently overpredicted experimental results 
especially for the lower temperature vacuum runs where surface 
tension was greater. The Adamek and Webb model followed the 
experimental trend, but overestimated the results. The Honda 
model performed erratically. Meyer noted that increasing fin 
height improved enhancement for all tube materials except 
stainless steel. The lower conductivity stainless steel tubes 
showed a decreasing trend in enhancement as fin height was 
increased from 0.5 mm to 1.5 mm. He attributed this to 
increased flooding of the tube and lower fin efficiency. 
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III. SYSTEM OVERVIEW 
A.   EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 
The apparatus used for this research was originally- 
constructed by Krohn in 1982 [Ref. 31] . Major modification to 
the condenser section was done by Swenson in 1991 [Ref. 32]. 
Since then, the apparatus was used successfully by O'Keefe 
[Ref. 33], Long [Ref. 34], Cobb [Ref. 6], and Meyer [Ref. 2] 
to test condensation on single horizontal tubes of various 
configurations. Fig 3.1 contains a general schematic of the 
overall system. 
Steam is generated in a Corning Pyrex glass cylindrical 
boiler of 0.3048 m diameter and 0.5 m height with a maximum 
working pressure of 72.6 kPa (10.5 psig). It contains ten 
vertically mounted 4 kW, 440 VAC Watlow stainless-steel 
immersion heaters connected in parallel. The heaters have a 
total resistance of 5.76 ohms throughout their range of 
operation. The boiler is mounted on a metal stand with four 
adjustable legs so that the system can be plumbed. The boiler 
is filled with water by gravity drain or vacuum drag from a 
distilled water tank through a fill/drain valve. Distilled 
water for the apparatus is made from tap water by a Barnstead 
Fi-streem 4 ltr/hr glass still. 
Steam from the boiler passes up through a cylindrical 
section of Pyrex glass with an inside diameter of 0.15 m and 
a length of 2.13 m. Two 90° Pyrex glass elbows redirect the 
steam back down a second similar cylindrical section of 1.52 
m in length. All glass piping have a maximum working pressure 
of 103 kPa (15 psig) . The piping is covered with Halstead 
insulating foam to minimize premature condensation. 
Steam then enters a stainless steel test section 
containing the horizontally mounted condenser tube. The test 
section is fitted with openings for Teflon and Nylon inserts 
that support the horizontal tube and provide a coolant flow 
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path. These inserts contain 0-rings to seal the condenser 
from the ambient atmosphere and the coolant. The test section 
also contains a circular hole that accomodates a viewing port 
so that the condensation process can be observed. A smaller 
port in the test section allows connection of a pressure gage 
and thermocouple well. 
Steam not condensed in the test section passes into a 
final Pyrex glass cylinder containing an auxiliary condenser. 
The auxiliary condenser is constructed of a single copper coil 
mounted to a stainless steel base. It was installed in 1991 
and replaced the previous double coil condenser. The 
auxiliary condenser section collects all the condensate and 
returns it to the boiler through a gravity drain in the 
baseplate. Two stainless steel side plates are mounted to the 
glass cylinder with penetrations for a pressure bleed valve, 
a vacuum line, and a pressure transducer. The auxiliary 
condenser cooling water is supplied directly from the building 
water main and passes through a pressure regulator that 
eliminates most pressure fluctuations. Saturation temperature 
in the apparatus is controlled by adjusting a throttle valve 
in the auxiliary condenser coolant flow line. Water exiting 
the condenser is discharged to the building drain. 
Cooling water for the test section originates in a 
stainless steel sump tank. Tap water flows into the sump and 
an overflow maintains a constant water height. Two 
centrifugal pumps connected in series draw suction from the 
sump. A throttling valve and calibrated rotameter on the 
discharge side of the pumps allow control of the cooling water 
flow. After flowing through the test tube, cooling water 
flows into a nylon mixing chamber so that the average coolant 
temperature can be accurately measured. In the mixing 
chamber, water is channeled through a center hole, then flows 
radially outward and through a set of four holes, and then 
flows inward and exits through another center hole.  Coolant 
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then returns to the sump where it mixes with the incoming cold 
tap water before recyling to the test section. Thermocouple 
wells and quartz thermometer probe connections are installed 
on the coolant lines prior to the test section and following 
the mixing chamber. Details of the test section are shown in 
Figure 3.2. 
Noncondensible gases are removed through a vacuum system 
shown in Figure 3.3. Vapors are removed at a suction port at 
the base of the auxiliary condenser section. The vapors then 
pass through an internal condensing coil located in the 
cooling sump where any steam is condensed and collected in a 
plexiglass vacuum chamber. The noncondensibles are passed 
through a vacuum pump and expelled to the atmosphere. The 
Gast model 2567-V108 vacuum pump was installed in 1991 and 
replaced a compressed air actuated air ejector. The pump can 
draw a vacuum of 130 mm Hg. A check valve is installed to 
prevent back flow when the pump is stopped. An IMC Magnetics 
model 12 electric fan cools the vacuum pump. 
Cast iron flanges with Buna-N rubber gaskets join the 
boiler, glass piping, and condenser sections and are secured 
with fasteners tightened in a star pattern to 60 in-lbs 
maximum torque. The apparatus was leak tested by placing it 
under an initial vacuum of 4.96 kPa absolute (0.72 psia) . 
After 18 days, the system pressure was 12.81 kPa (1.86 psia) 
giving a mean leak rate of 0.434 kPa (0.063 psi) per day. 
B.   SYSTEM POWER AND INSTRUMENTATION 
Power for the boiler heaters is controlled by a Halmar 
system located in the laboratory switchboard. A schematic of 
the system is shown in Figure 3.4. Four-hundred-forty VAC 
line voltage is reduced by a factor of 100 in a differential 
input precision voltage attenuator. The stepped-down voltage 
is then passed through a True-Root-Mean-Square (TRMS) 
converter in which the integration period is reduced to about 
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Figure 3.4. Schematic of Halmar Power Control System. 
From Ref. [35]. 
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100 ms. The output of the TRMS converter is then buffered and 
compared to a reference voltage from a panel-mounted 
potentiometer. The comparator output is fed to the control 
input of a Halmar silicon-controlled rectifier power supply- 
that applies the actual voltage to the heaters. The TRMS 
converter output is also paralleled through a filter and then 
inputted to the data acquisition system for voltage and 
current measurement [Ref. 35] . An AC voltmeter and ammeter 
are mounted on the switchboard for visual reference only. 
Saturated steam temperature in the test condenser is 
measured by two type-T copper/constantan thermocouples 
positioned in a well whose tip is located in the steam flow 
between the test tube and condenser shell. Ambient 
temperature is measured with a type-T copper/constantan 
thermocouple located in the proximity of the apparatus. The 
inlet and outlet test tube coolant temperatures are measured 
with an HP-2804A quartz crystal thermometer. Two 
copper/constantan thermocouples fitted into wells also provide 
a crude check of the quartz thermometer measurements. 
Test condenser pressure is monitored by both a Heise 0- 
103 kPa (0-15 psia) pressure gage and a Setra model 204 
pressure transducer. These were installed in 1992 and 
replaced a mercury manometer that was attached to the 
apparatus. Both devices measure gage pressure relative to 
atmospheric and require a local atmospheric pressure value to 
convert from gage to absolute pressure [Ref. 36] . It was 
discovered that the pressure transducer had previously been 
operated incorrectly. Meyer and previous researchers compared 
the transducer pressure to a constant 14.78 psi atmospheric 
pressure in all experimental trials. Because they calculated 
the mass fraction of noncondensibles gases in the apparatus 
from the pressure transducer, this constant value of 
atmospheric pressure would have given them false and 
inconsistent   noncondensible   fractions   for  different 
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experiments. Its effect on their judgement of experimental 
validity is unknown. Measurements of experimental pressure 
for this thesis were determined by the transducer output 
relative to atmospheric pressure measured from a mercury 
barometer located in the adjacent calibration laboratory. 
Coolant flow is measured by a Fischer and Porter model 
FP-1-35-G-10/83 rotameter installed on the discharge side of 
the coolant pumps. Complete operating instructions for the 
experimental apparatus are contained in Appendix A. 
Because the last instrument calibration was reported by 
Swenson in 1992 [Ref. 32], all thermocouples, the quartz 
thermometer, the rotameter, and the Halmar power supply 
voltage output were recalibrated. The calibration procedure 
and voltage correlations are discussed in Appendix B. The 
pressure transducer and Heise gage were not calibrated due to 
lack of campus facilities. A comparison of the last and 
current calibration correlations showed agreement within 
0.25°C for the thermocouples, 0.025°C for the quartz 
thermometers, and 1 percent for the rotameter in the 
experimental ranges. These close comparisons indicate that 
the lack of recent instrument calibration for Meyer's 
experiments should not have affected his results. 
C.   DATA ACQUISITION 
An HP-3497A data acquisition system and the quartz 
thermometer unit are linked to a HP-9826 computer and Think- 
Jet printer. HP-BASIC program DRPALL contained in Appendix C 
is used to read, store, and process the experimental data. 
The data acquisition subroutine prompts for the tube and fin 
dimensions, tube material, and pressure condition for each 
experimental trial. For each data point, coolant flow from 
the rotameter and the gage pressure are manually entered. The 
data acquisition system remotely reads the system voltage, the 
pressure transducer voltage, the coolant inlet and outlet 
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temperatures from the quartz thermometers, and the coolant, 
steam, and ambient thermocouple voltages. Five readings of 
the transducer, quartz thermometers, and thermocouples are 
taken over approximately fourty-five seconds and then averaged 
to minimize the error due to system fluctuations. 
For each data point, the steam temperature, coolant 
temperature rise, system voltage, and noncondensible gas mass 
fraction are reported for visual inspection. When these 
values lie within the proper range and the coolant temperature 
rise for two consecutive data readings lies within 0.01°C at 
the same flow rate, the most recent pressure, voltage, flow, 
and steam, ambient, and coolant temperatures are stored in a 
file for future analysis. A complete experimental trial 
consists of 14 data points. Data points are taken at ten 
percent rotameter increments from 80 to 20 percent flow. To 
assure their validity, data points are then taken in reverse 
order from 20 to 80 percent flow. 
D.   CONDENSER TUBES 
1.   Description 
The apparatus is designed for condenser tubes 228.6 mm (9 
in) long. The inlet and outlet shoulders that fit within the 
inserts are 60.325 mm (2-3/8 in) and 34.925 mm (1-3/8 in) long 
respectively, leaving an active condensation length of 133.35 
mm (5-1/4 in) . The tube O.D. at the ends is machined to a 
standard pipe size of 15.88 mm (5/8 in). Tube inside and root 
diameters vary dependent on the source of supply and 
fabricator. Fin spacing of 1.5 mm and fin thickness of 1.0 mm 
were selected as these were previously determined to be 
optimum values for steam condensation enhancement on copper 
tubes [Refs. 8, 9, and 37]. 
Discrepencies were found in the reported dimensions of 
the tubes tested by Meyer. Multiple measurements of fin 
dimensions, root diameter, and inside diameter were taken with 
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a digital caliper. Significant taper from one end of the tube 
to the other was noted of up to 0.07 mm in fin height, up to 
0.21 mm in root diameter, and up to 0.20 mm in inside 
diameter. The degree of taper was linear along the tube 
length and was probably due to the machining process. If the 
average dimensions were used in experimental data reduction, 
it is unlikely that this taper would have significantly 
affected the results. However, a comparison of these averaged 
measured values and the dimensional values reported by Meyer 
show disagreement of up to 0.15 mm in fin height, up to 0.15 
mm in root diameter, and up to 0.32 mm in inside diameter. 
The inside and root diameters are used in calculating the heat 
transfer coefficients and enhancement. These differences 
could have affected his results. Table 3.1 shows the correct 
dimensions of Meyer's tubes. 
Fabrication of the new set of stainless steel tubes was 
accomplished by the NPS machine shop on a numerical lathe with 
a common ASTM 304 stainless steel tube stock. This assured 
dimensional consistency and taper of less then 0.04 mm for fin 
dimensions and less than 0.12 mm for diameters in each tube. 
Comparisons among tubes showed a range of less than 0.01 mm in 
fin width and spacing, less than 0.13 mm in inside diameter, 
and less than 0.19 mm in root diameter. Therefore, the only 
significant dimensional variable among tubes was fin height. 
The fin geometries, diameters, and materials of the new tubes 
tested are summarized in Table 3.2. 
2. Surface Treatment of Condenser Tubes 
To ensure complete film condensation on the test tubes, 
special surface treatment was performed before testing. 
Swenson [Ref. 32] and O'Keefe [Ref. 33] both noted that 
dropwise condensation was difficult to prevent, particularly 
on copper tubes. A caustic soda treatment originally proposed 
by Georgiadis [Ref. 38] was used by Meyer [Ref. 2] to oxidize 

















Finned 1.0 1.5 0.42 12.65 13.77 STS 
Finned 1.0 1.5 0.60 12.69 13.80 STS 
Finned 1.0 1.5 1.02 12.69 13.84 STS 
Finned 1.0 1.5 1.11 13.02 14.02 STS 
Finned 1.0 1.5 1.46 12.93 14.03 STS 

















Smooth — — — 13.21 14.10 304 STS 
Finned 1.0 1.5 0.16 13.20 14.25 304 STS 
Finned 1.0 1.5 0.28 13.15 14.23 304 STS 
Finned 1.0 1.5 0.38 13.08 14.29 304 STS 
Finned 1.0 1.5 0.48 13.11 14.26 304 STS 
Finned 1.0 1.5 0.75 13.10 14.25 304 STS 
Finned 1.0 1.5 0.95 13.08 14.24 304 STS 
Finned 1.0 1.5 1.26 13.08 14.21 304 STS 
Finned 1.0 1.5 1.42 13.10 14.28 304 STS 
Table 3.2. New Stainless Steel Tubes Tested 
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copper-nickel, aluminum, and stainless steel tubes.   The 
procedure is: 
1. Thoroughly scrub new tubes inside and out with a soft 
bristle brush using water and a mild detergent to 
remove dirt and oil. 
2. Soak tubes for one hour in acetone to remove remaining 
oil.  Thoroughly rinse with distilled water. 
3. Wearing protective goggles and gloves, mix a solution 
of equal parts by volume of ethyl alcohol and sodium 
hydroxide (caustic soda). Do not use any previously 
mixed solution because the caustic soda absorbs carbon 
dioxide from the air limiting its effectiveness. Heat 
the solution in a hot water bath until it achieves the 
consistency of thin paste. Thin with added alcohol if 
necessary. 
4. Place the cleaned tube in a steam bath. Apply the 
caustic soda solution with a brush over the active 
area of the tube. Rotate the tube while applying to 
ensure the entire tube surface is treated. Apply the 
solution at ten minute intervals for one hour. Note: 
For aluminum tubes only, discontinue solution 
treatment once a continuous oxide layer forms on the 
tube surface. Additional treatment could reduce the 
tube dimensions from excess corrosion. 
5. At the end of the treatment procedure, rinse the tube 
with acetone and then distilled water. Examine the 
surface film for continuity. If an unbroken film does 
not exist, repeat Step 4. Do not touch the active 
area of the tube once the desired film condition is 
achieved. 
Although Georgiadis cited no reference for this 
procedure, a similar treatment was found for preparing 
stainless steel for electroplating [Ref. 39]. The metal is 
soaked in a five percent by weight solution of caustic soda 
while a seven to twelve volt potential is applied between the 
solution and metal. The process is discontinued once water 
forms an unbroken film on the metal. 
During retesting of Meyer's stainless steel tubes, 
Georgiadis' tube treatment procedure proved inadequate. 
Despite repeated caustic soda treatment of the tubes, dropwise 
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condensation could not be prevented. Direct immersion of the 
tubes in a ten percent (by volume) solution of caustic soda at 
80°C was also ineffective. Several copper and copper-nickel 
tubes were also treated and retested with the same poor 
results. After several months of repeated dropwise trials, an 
acid treatment procedure was tried as an alternative [Ref. 
40]. Stainless steel tubes were soaked in a solution of 225 
ml nitric acid (70% molar) , 75 ml hydrochloric acid (37% 
molar), and 1,200 ml distilled water at 58°C for 15 minutes. 
Afterwards, they were soaked for 15 minutes in a solution of 
225 ml nitric acid and 1,275 ml water at 65°C. When this 
procedure was used on Meyer's stainless steel tubes that had 
been previously treated with caustic soda, a white marbled 
finish formed on the tubes. No measurable change in tube 
dimensions was observed. This finish proved effective at 
maintaining film condensation during retest of Meyer's 
stainless steel tubes. No retest of Meyer's copper or copper- 
nickel tubes was possible. The acid treatments referenced for 
treatment of these metals [Ref. 40] severely damaged the 
tubes, decreasing the fin and tube dimensions, rounding the 
rectangular fin profiles, and in some cases, completely 
eroding the interfin space. 
When the acid treatment was used on the new set of 
stainless steel tubes that had no prior caustic soda 
treatment, no white finish formed and film condensation could 
not be maintained during experimentation. Therefore, the 
combination Georgiadis' caustic treatment followed by the acid 
treatment was used. This combination was used successfully 
for testing most of the new stainless steel tubes although 
repeated treatments were often necessary. The combination 
solution treatment was ineffective for testing the smooth and 
0.16 mm fin height tubes. 
For these two tubes, another approach was sought to 
oxidize the surface.   The tubes were heated with an 
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oxyacetylene torch and then air cooled to obtain a brown oxide 
layer on the tube surface. This proved an effective and much 
simpler method for promoting film condensation. No measurable 
change in tube or fin dimensions was noted after heat 
treatment. Therefore, the layer must be extremely thin and 
should not affect the tube thermal conductivity [Ref. 41] . 
Two of the tubes that were tested successfully after the 
combination solution treatment were subsequently heat treated 
and retested. These tests yielded similar experimental 
results demonstrating that the brown oxide layer formed from 
heat treatment did not significantly effect the thermal 
characteristics of the tube. 
3.   use of Tube Inserts 
Previous NPS researchers used twisted tape, wire-wrap, 
and the Cal Gavin HEATEX inserts within tubes. These inserts 
significantly increase the overall heat transfer rates at the 
expense of an increase in the pressure drop through the tube. 
Inserts are used in experimental applications to realize a 
larger temperature rise in the coolant flow and decrease the 
uncertainty of heat transfer calculations. Early 
investigations had shown that without the use of inserts, the 
coolant side thermal resistance could be as much as 50 to 60 
percent of the overall thermal resistance [Ref. 37]. A small 
discrepancy in the coolant side thermal resistance could 
therefore translate into a substantially larger discrepancy in 
the overall heat-transfer coefficient. An insert enhances the 
coolant side heat transfer coefficient thereby improving the 
accuracy of the experimentally determined overall heat 
transfer coefficient. It also reduces circumferential wall 
temperature variation and thermal entrance effects by inducing 
quicker turbulent boundary-layer growth. 
The favored insert for the most recent NPS investigations 
was the HEATEX insert. It is a wire mesh insert that disturbs 
the laminar boundary layer at the tube wall [Ref. 42] . 
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O'Keefe [Ref. 33] found that the HEATEX insert gave a twenty- 
percent increase in the overall heat transfer coefficient 
compared to the data from tubes without an insert. Swenson 
[Ref. 32] compared the inside heat transfer coefficients for 
HEATEX and wire wrap inserts to data runs with no insert. He 
reported that the inside heat transfer coefficient doubled 
when an insert was used in place of a smooth tube. 
E.   MODIFICATIONS TO APPARATUS 
Minor changes were made to the experimental apparatus. 
The sight glass on the test condenser was modified. A 
Phenolic spacer and a plastic outer pane were attached over 
the inner glass pane. Holes were drilled into the side of the 
Phenolic spacer so that air from a heat gun could be blown to 
defog the inner glass. The gate-type throttle valve between 
the cooling water pumps and rotameter was replaced with a 
globe valve. This allowed more steady control of cooling 
water flow to the test tube. The auxiliary condenser 
regulator outlet valve position was also reversed so that the 
arrow on the valve body coincided with the direction of 
coolant flow. 
It was observed that the Teflon spacer that supported the 
inlet end of the test tube did not protrude completely to the 
beginning of the finned area. Approximately 4 mm of the 
smooth tube shoulder was exposed. Experiments conducted with 
this condition would overstate the experimentally determined 
outside heat transfer coefficient because additional outside 
area was exposed to condensation. This original spacer was 
used for retesting Meyer's tubes so that the experimental 
conditions would be duplicated. A correctly sized spacer was 
installed for testing the new set of tubes. 
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IV.  DETERMINATION OF HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS 
A.   DATA REDUCTION 
The total heat transfer rate (Q) across the test tube is 
calculated directly from the coolant mass flow rate (in) and 
the coolant temperature rise through the tube as 
Q = rhCp(Tout-Tln) (4.1) 
where Tin and Tout are the coolant inlet and outlet 
temperatures and Cp is the specific heat. The total heat 
transfer rate can also be expressed in terms of the overall 
heat transfer coefficient (U0) , the effective outside 
condensing area (AQ) , and the log-mean-temperature-difference 
(LMTD)   as 
Q = UgA0(LMTD) (4.2) 
where 
LMTD = 
T     -T. x
 out    *m 
4- Tsat-Tin\ (4.3) T      -T * sat    -'■out; 
Substituting equation (4.1) into equation (4.2) yields an 
expression for direct calculation of U0 from the 
experimentally obtained heat flux (g") and LMTD, 
o A0(LMTD) LMTD 
The overall heat transfer coefficient is related to the 
overall thermal resistance from steam to the coolant by 




where the inside coolant, outside vapor, and wall resistances 
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are given respectively by 
*' - iX (4-6) 
R° = Tk (4-7' 
K-^dpL. «4.8, 
vjn 
Substituting   equations   (4.6)   and   (4.7)   into   equation   (4.5) 
gives 
1
     -      
1




^V- (4.9) UJL0      h±A±     v   h^0' 
The effective outside condensing area of the tube (AQ)   is 
calculated as 
A0 = nDrL. (4.10) 
For computing the inside effective area, two different 
conditions need to be considered. Over the inside heat 
transfer surface, radial heat transfer from steam to coolant 
takes place over the "active" tube length (L) where steam 
condenses on the outer surface. Beyond the "active" length on 
either side, the tube ends are insulated on their exterior by 
the Teflon inserts. Nevertheless, axial heat transfer takes 
place along the inlet (I/2) and outlet (L2) lengths. To 
account for this axial "fin" effect, an extended longitudinal 
fin approximation and associated fin efficiencies are used to 
compute the inside area as 
A± = nDi(L + L1l\1 + L2l\2) . (4.11) 
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The fin efficiencies (T;2 and r}2)    for the inlet and outlet 
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The fin perimeters (P2 and P2)   and the cross-sectional areas 
(A2 and A2) for tube ends of equal diameters are given by 
(4.16) 
and 
Px = P2= nD, 
A,=A2 = ±(D02-D/). (4.17) 
With A0, A±, Rw, and U0 all known, the only unknown 
quantities in equation (4.9) are the outside (h0) and inside 
(h_£) heat transfer coefficients. 
The most accurate way to obtain inside and outside heat 
transfer coefficients is to directly measure the vapor 
temperature, mean inside and outside wall temperatures, and 
the coolant temperature. However, the measurement of tube 
wall temperatures requires the use of an instrumented tube 
with thermocouples embedded in the wall. The fabrication of 
such tubes is expensive and time consuming. It is especially 
impractical if a large number of tubes are to be tested. 
Moreover, the extremely delicate thermocouples are easily 
damaged.   The modified Wilson plot technique provides a 
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simpler alternative to solve for both the outside and inside 
heat transfer coefficients simultaneously. 
B.   MODIFIED WILSON PLOT TECHNIQUE 
In 1915, Wilson [Ref. 43] developed a method for 
indirectly determining the inside and outside thermal 
resistance from an overall resistance. Wilson's original 
method required a constant heat flux to the system in order to 
obtain hi and hQ. Since the cooling water velocity is varied 
during the experiments in this study, it is difficult to 
maintain a constant heat flux without varying boiler power and 
steam velocity. Briggs and Young [Ref. 44] proposed a 
modified Wilson technique to accomodate varying flow rates and 
temperatures. Their modification also provided separate 
techniques for boiling, condensation, and no-phase-change 
conditions. 
The method, however, still requires that h± and h0 be 
expressed in terms of the physical, flow, and thermal 
properties of the coolant and condensate. The inside and 
outside heat transfer coefficients can be expressed as the 
product of a leading coefficient (C± and C0) and a parameter 
(D and Z) which is a function of the thermophysical properties 
and flow variables, as discussed in the next two sections, to 
get 
h± =  cvfl (4.18) 
hQ = C0Z. (4.19) 









Y = mX+b (4.21) 
Y = {j--RwAoy, (4.22) 
X=  44' {4'23> 
m = -jr, (4.24) 
b
 = ~k- (4.25) 
A least-squares fit of equation (4.21) with respect to X 
and Y gives the slope and intercept which are the reciprocals 
of Ci and C0 respectively. The accuracy of the modified 
Wilson plot technique is dependent on the number and spread of 
X-Y data points. With C± and C0 now known, hi and hQ for any 
data point follow from equations (4.18) and (4.19), and the 
temperature drop across the condensate film (ATfilm) simply 
becomes 
Ar,iJa, = -£'. (4.26) 
C.   OUTSIDE HEAT TRANSFER CORRELATIONS 
The first work on the study of filmwise condensation on 
horizontal smooth tubes was carried out by Nusselt [Ref. 4], 
as discussed in detail in Chapter 2. The average outside heat 
transfer coefficient for the Nusselt theory is given by 
h0  = 0.728 
3 •  I1/4 
\^fDo^sat-Two) 
*tg (4.27) 
The Nusselt theory has been extensively studied, and with 
the imposed assumptions, it has been found to be generally 
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valid [Refs. 45, 46]. It has also been found to be quite 
accurate for cases which do not conform to Nusselt's original 
assumptions, such as variable wall temperature [Ref. 47]. 
One of the major problems encountered in applying 
Nusselt's theory in the design of condensers arises from his 
assumption of a quiescent vapor. While in theory, and in some 
limited practical applications, the assumption of a stationary 
vapor can be justified, most steam condensers operate under 
conditions where the vapor is traveling at some sizable 
velocity. The downward flowing vapor introduces condensate 
thinning by vapor shear, which significantly increases the 
outside heat transfer coefficient beyond that predicted by 
Nusselt. Shekriladze and Gomelauri [Ref. 48] were the first 
to conduct a theoretical analysis to account for vapor shear. 
They assumed that the primary contribution to the surface 
shear stress was due to the change in momentum across the 
liquid-vapor interface. They approximated the mean Nusselt 
number (dimensionless mean heat transfer coefficient) as 
Nu 
Jlie. 0.64[1+ (1 + 1.69F)
1/2]1/2 (4.28) 
2* 
where the dimensionless parameter (F) is the ratio of the 
gravity force to the shear force, 
F-  gD°^° (4.29) 
Ujkf(Tsat-TW0) 
and Re2(k  is the two phase Reynolds number given by 
Re^ =*&£*. (4.30) 
At large values of F, where gravitational forces 
dominate, the Shekriladze and Gomelauri equation (4.28) 
reduces to Nusselt's equation (4.27). At low values of F, the 
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Shekriladze and Gomelauri correlation predicts significantly- 
larger values of hQ than Nusselt due to the vapor shear 
thinning of the condensate film. Lee and Rose [Ref. 49] 
compared several vapor shear models with experimental results 
and found that the Shekriladze and Gomelauri results were more 
conservative than the more rigorous developments performed by- 
other researchers due to their simplified approximation for 
the interfacial shear stress. 
Fujii et al. [Ref. 50] developed an empirical formulation 
for the condensation of steam on a horizontal tube which 
included the vapor velocity effects. The Nusselt number for 
their model is given by 
NU
       -0.96F1'5, (4.31) 
Rf*    1/2 
where F and Re2(f) are defined in equations (4.29) and (4.30). 
For situations where the surface shear forces dominate, 
Fujii's correlation more accurately predicts the vapor side 
heat transfer coefficient for steam. 
At NPS, Long [Ref. 34] processed his experimental data 
for steam velocities less than 2 m/s using both the Nusselt 
and Fujii correlations along with the modified Wilson plot 
technique. He found almost equal values of h0, presumably due 
to the small amount of interfacial shear associated with these 
low velocities. Subsequent researchers at NPS have used 
Nusselt's outside correlation exclusively to avoid the 
necessity of calculating an accurate steam velocity. The 
leading coefficient in Nusselt's correlation is incorporated 
into C0  so that 





An iterative technique is used to find the film temperature 
(Tf) for evaluation of the properties and is described in 
Appendix C. The term on the right accounts for drainage from 
the tube as a function of the ratio of gravity to viscous 
forces. Heat transfer is a therefore a function of the 
drainage, thermophysical properties, temperature difference 
between steam and tube, and root diameter. Other factors that 
contribute to heat transfer such as area enhancement from 
finning, surface tension forces, and vapor shear are 
incorporated into the leading coefficient. 
D.   INSIDE HEAT TRANSFER CORRELATIONS 
Several correlations are available for heat transfer 
within a smooth pipe with turbulent flow (Re > 10,000). A 
majority of the correlations are presented in the form 
Nu  = C1RemPin (4.33) 
which has been used for several well-known correlations 
including those developed by Dittus and Boelter [Ref. 51] 
Nu = 0.023Re°-8Pr°-i (4.34) 
and Colburn [Ref. 52] 
Nu =  0.023i?e4/5Pr1/3. (4.35) 
A correction factor for equation (4.35) was developed by 
Sieder and Täte [Ref. 53] as 
Nu =  0.027i?e4/5Pr1/3 (4.36) 
to compensate for the variation in the coolant viscosity when 
large temperature differences exist between the bulk coolant 
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and the inner tube wall temperatures. With the exception of 
ßw, all coolant properties for equations (4.34), (4.35), and 
(4.36) are evaluated at the mean coolant bulk temperature (Tm) 
= 
ri+ r2 (4.37) 
m 2 
The Dittus-Boelter, Colburn, and Sieder-Tate correlations are 
all valid for Re > 104 and 0.7 < Pr < 100, and were developed 
for long, smooth pipes without inserts [Ref. 54] . 
More recently, Sleicher and Rouse [Ref. 55] and Petukhov 
and Popov [Ref. 56] developed equations which are applicable 
over a wider range of Prandtl numbers. The Sleicher-Rouse 
correlation is 
Nu = 5 + 0.015RefcPrwd (4.38) 
where 
c =  0.88- "-r* (4.39) 4+Prv 
and 
d = —+0.5exp(-0.6PrJ . (4.40) 
3 w 
The Petukhov-Popov correlation is 
Nu =  (y/8) RePr  
where 
and 
Y = (1.82log10(i?e) -1.64)"2, (4.42) 
Kx =  1+3.4Y, (4.43) 
K2 =  11.7 +1.8Pr_1/3. (4.44) 
The Petukhov-Popov correlation is valid for 104 < Re <  5 x 10( 
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and 0.5 < Pr  < 2,000. 
At the Argonne National Laboratory, Lorenz et al. [Ref. 
57] compared the experimentally determined inside Nusselt 
numbers for turbulent flow of cold water in smooth tubes to 
seven of the more common inside heat transfer correlations, 
namely, Dittus-Boelter, Sieder-Tate, Kays, Braun, Petukhov- 
Popov, Eagle-Ferguson, and Sleicher-Rouse. Tests were run at 
Pr = 11.6 with 10,000 < Re < 35,000 and Pr = 6.0 with 40,000 
< Re < 140,000. They found that the Petukhov-Popov and 
Sleicher-Rouse correlations agreed with the experimentally 
determined inside Nusselt numbers within five percent. The 
other correlations typically underpredicted the data by up to 
15 percent. 
Both the Petukhov-Popov and Sleicher-Rouse correlations 
assume a long straight inlet section prior to the test 
section. Swenson [Ref. 32] identified these correlations as 
the most accurate but felt that he could not use them because 
of the 90° bend in the inlet flow arrangement for the test 
apparatus. O'Keefe [Ref. 33] used the modified Wilson plot 
technique and both of these inside correlations to analyze his 
data. He allowed the inside leading coefficient (C^) to 
"float" in an iterative process. He then compared his values 
of hQ obtained using each inside correlation with Swenson's 
values of h0 obtained from an instrumented tube and found 
agreement within seven percent for smooth copper and titanium 
tubes. Using a recommendation of Lorenz [Ref. 57], he altered 
the Reynolds number exponent in the Sieder-Tate equation from 
0.8 to 0.85, and obtained results similar to the Petukhov- 
Popov and Sleicher-Rouse correlations. 
The Petukhov-Popov correlation requires determination of 
properties only at the coolant mean bulk temperature (Tm) 
while the Sieder-Tate and Sleicher-Rouse correlations require 
property evaluation at the inside wall temperature. Wall 
temperature must be iteratively determined when processing 
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data from noninstrumented tubes. For this reason, the 
Petukhov-Popov correlation has been the choice of researchers 
at NPS since 1992 where 
Q = kwy. (y/8) RePr (4   . 
Di    K1+K2(y/8)1/2(Pr2/*-l)  ' 
The Petukhov-Popov correlation was derived for fully 
developed turbulent flow in smooth tubes with constant heat 
flux along the tube wall. No leading coefficient is required, 
so ^ = ß. During these tests, because of the 90° bend in the 
coolant line approximately 90 mm prior to the test tube and 
the use of an insert, the flow may be different than the 
conditions used in deriving the Petukhov-Popov correlation. 
In addition, because of a condensate film of varying thickness 
around the tube, heat flux is circumferentially variable. To 
account for these additional conditions, a leading coefficient 
{C±)   is introduced in equation (4.18). 
E.   ENHANCEMENT RATIO 
The heat transfer enhancement (ejT) used in this thesis 
is the same as defined by Rose [Refs. 26, 27] . It is the 
ratio of heat transfer coefficients of a finned tube based on 
a smooth tube area of fin root diameter (Dr) to that of a 
smooth tube of outside diameter (D0) equal to the finned tube 
root diameter. Both heat transfer coefficients are evaluated 
at the same vapor side temperature difference. Recalling that 
h0  = C0Z, 
€AT 
I h \ ( C 7 \ 
"o, finned \        _  |   ^o, finned"finned I M*    A(\\ 
\c°. h I I r 7 1 V MXo, smooth}^T       \ ^o, smooth"smooth)±T 
For the same temperature drop across the condensate film, the 
film temperature and fluid properties are the same, so that 








From a previous discussion, C0 is probably a function of 
area enhancement and fin geometrical effects, surface tension 
effects, and vapor shear effects. No attempt was made during 
this thesis to separate out the individual contributions. 
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V.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A.   RETEST OF MEYER'S STAINLESS STEEL TUBES 
Due to the discrepencies in tube dimensions and program 
coding discussed in Chapter III and Appendix C, Meyer's 
stainless-steel tube data were reprocessed. The reported and 
reprocessed values of enhancement are shown in Tables 5.1 and 
5.2. Because the effects of each discrepency are small, only 
minor differences between the two are noted. The trend of 
decreasing enhancement with increasing fin height remained the 
same. Reprocessing of the stainless steel, 1.12 mm fin height 
tube at vacuum conditions was not possible because his raw 
data file could not be located. Enhancements were determined 
from equation (4.89) where C0fSmooth was obtained as the 
average of Cobb's [Ref. 6] smooth tube copper C0 values. 
These smooth tube values were 0.81 and 0.85 for vacuum and 
atmospheric trials, respectively. 
Meyer's stainless steel tubes were retested under vacuum 
and atmospheric conditions. Two tests at each pressure 
condition were conducted for the tubes with 0.60 mm and 1.46 
mm fin heights. Only one test was conducted at each pressure 
condition for the other tubes. Results are tabulated in 
Tables 5.3 and 5.4. Enhancement versus fin height is plotted 
in Figures 5.1 and 5.2 for Meyer's data and the retested 
values. The experimentally determined enhancements agreed 
within -11.0 to +8.7 percent except for the 0.60 fin height 
atmospheric trial which differed by -19.2 percent. Within the 
range of fin heights tested, the general trend of decreasing 
enhancement with increasing fin height noted by Meyer was 
confirmed. 
Closer agreement with Meyer's enhancements was expected. 
Meyer only reported one trial for each tube at each test 
condition so it is possible that several of his trials could 











STS 0.42 1.20 1.18 -1.4 
STS 0.60 1.12 1.10 -1.6 
STS 1.02 0.97 0.96 -0.2 
STS 1.12 0.91 N.A. N.A. 
STS 1.46 0.96 0.94 -2.3 
Table 5.1.  Reported and Reprocessed Values of Enhancement 










STS 0.42 1.36 1.34 -1.3 
STS 0.60 1.14 1.42 0.1 
STS 1.02 1.14 1.14 -0.2 
STS 1.12 1.17 1.10 -5.5 
STS 1.46 1.10 1.07 -3.4 
Table 5.2.  Reported and Reprocessed Values of Enhancement 





Meyer's Results Retest Results 
c
< Co Enhancement c< Co Enhancement 
0.42 2.34 0.96 1.18 2.33 1.00 1.24 
0.60 2.58 0.89 1.10 
2.08 0.78 0.96 
2.45 0.81 1.00 
1.02 2.21 0.78 0.96' 2.07 0.73 0.90 
1.12 File not available 1.85 0.74 0.91 
1.46 1.95 0.76 0.94 
1.81 0.76 0.94 
2.09 0.74 0.91 
Table 5.3.  Comparison of the Experimentally Determined 
Values of C±,   C0, and Enhancement for Meyer's Stainless 




Meyer's Results Retest Results 
CH Co Enhancement CH Cn Enhancement 
0.42 2.69 1.15 1.34 2.58 1.24 1.46 
0.60 3.06 1.22 1.42 
2.32 0.98 1.15 
2.75 0.98 1.15 
1.02 2.42 0.98 1.14 2.15 0.94 1.11 
1.12 2.87 0.95 1.10 2.17 0.97 1.14 
1.46 2.50 0.92 1.07 
2.17 1.02 1.20 
2.35 0.98 1.15 
Table 5.4.  Comparison of the Experimentally Determined 
Values of Ci# C0, and Enhancement for Meyer's Stainless 
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Figure  5.1. Meyer's and the Retested Experimental Values 
for Enhancement vs. Fin Height for Stainless 
Steel Integral-Fin Tubes (Vacuum) 
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Fin Height (mm) 
Figure 5.2 Meyer's and the Retested Experimental Values 
for Enhancement vs. Fin Height for Stainless 
Steel Integral-Fin Tubes (Atmospheric) 
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could be attributed to differences in coolant temperature 
rise. Because of seasonal variations in the ground 
temperature, Meyer's coolant inlet temperatures were 1° to 2°C 
lower than when the retests were conducted. The temperature 
difference between steam and coolant was thus larger for his 
trials, resulting in a larger coolant temperature rise through 
the tube. In addition, it was later found that the retesting 
of Meyer's tubes was accomplished with the HEATEX insert 
installed backwards [Ref. 42] . Consequently, the coolant 
temperature rise would not be as large. Whether due to 
greater inlet temperature or due to reverse positioning of the 
insert, smaller coolant temperature rises, and hence smaller 
heat fluxes, could have clustered the X-Y data points on the 
modified Wilson plot, lending to an imprecisely determined 
value of C0. The insert was correctly installed for the 
second trials conducted on the 0.60 mm and 1.46 mm fin height 
tubes. The coolant temperature rise was slightly larger for 
these trials, however, little change was observed in the value 
of C0. 
A comparison of the X-Y data points in the modified 
Wilson plot for an original Meyer experimental run and retests 
with the insert installed correctly and incorrectly is shown 
in Figure 5.3. Little difference is observed in the spread of 
points or the slope of the least-squares line for each trial, 
yet the intercepts (inverse of Cc) are different for each. 
More than likely, this difference in intercept and consequent 
values of C0 and enhancement, can be attributed solely to 
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Figure 5.3 Comparison of Modified Wilson Plot 
Experimental Data for a 0.60 mm Fin Height 
Stainless Steel Tube Under Vacuum Conditions 
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B.   TEST RESULTS OF THE NEW FAMILY OF STAINLESS STEEL TUBES 
1.   General Discussion 
The nine newly fabricated stainless steel tubes were 
tested under vacuum and atmospheric conditions. An 
experimental trial was considered acceptable if no evidence of 
dropwise condensation was observed and if the system was 
maintained within the prescribed power and saturation 
temperature ranges. Two or three acceptable trials were 
conducted for each tube at each pressure condition. A total 
of 48 trials was accomplished with 40 judged acceptable. The 
minimum modified Wilson plot regression coefficient was 0.997. 
Most values exceeded 0.999. This indicates an excellent 
linear fit of the data points for determining the values of 
the leading heat transfer coefficients. Raw and processed 
data sheets are compiled in Appendix D. 
Summaries of the experimentally determined enhancement 
and heat transfer correlation leading coefficients are shown 
in Tables 5.5 and 5.6.  Enhancements were determined from 
equation (4.89) where C0 8mooth  was obtained by averaging the 
smooth tube C0   values from trials conducted at the same 
pressure condition.  These average smooth tube values are 
0.815  and  0.827  for  vacuum  and  atmospheric  trials, 
respectively, and are within a few percent of Cobb's [Ref. 6] 
smooth tube values.  Comparisons of enhancements calculated 
for the same tube and pressure condition show a difference of 
less than 7.8 percent for vacuum conditions and less than 5.7 
percent for atmospheric conditions.  Repeatable results were 
therefore obtained. 
2.  Trends in Inside Heat Transfer Correlation Leading 
Coefficient, Ci 
The purpose of the HEATEX insert is to increase the 
turbulence of the cooling water, remove the laminar sublayer, 




(mm) CH Cn Enhancement 
SSMTV3 Smooth 2.80 0.82 1.00 
SSMTV4 Smooth 2.86 0.81 1.00 
S16V1 0.16 2.71 1.09 1.34 
S16V2 0.16 2.69 1.09 1.34 
S2 8V1 0.28 2.67 1.17 1.44 
S2 8V2 0.28 2.56 1.16 1.42 
S2 8V3 0.28 2.61 1.13 1.39 
S3 8V2 0.38 2.62 0.97 1.20 
S38V3 0.38 2.63 0.99 1.21 
S48V1 0.48 2.50 0.95 1.16 
S48V2 0.48 2.50 0.97 1.19 
S75V1 0.75 2.35 0.88 1.08 
S75V2 0.75 2.17 0.84 1.03 
S95V1 0.95 2.10 0.77 0.95 
S95V2 0.95 2.21 0.83 1.02 
S126V1 1.26 2.01 0.75 0.82 
S126V2 1.26 2.08 0.76 0.83 
S142V3 1.42 2.14 0.71 0.87 
S142V4 1.42 2.07 0.73 0.89 
S142V5 1.42 2.11 0.71 0.87 
Table 5.5.  Experimentally Determined Values of Ci# C0, and 







SSMTA2 Smooth 3.01 0.83 1.00 
SSMTA3 Smooth 3.01 0.83 1.00 
S16A1 0.16 3.17 1.11 1.34 
S16A2 0.16 3.10 1.12 1.35 
S28A1 0.28 3.08 1.33 1.61 
S28A2 0.28 2.95 1.28 1.55 
S28A3 0.28 3.01 1.26 1.52 
S3 8A1 0.38 2.95 1.09 1.31 
S3 8A2 0.38 2.90 1.12 1.36 
S48A1 0.48 2.85 1.11 1.34 
S48A2 0.48 2.82 1.14 1.38 
S75A1 0.75 2.61 1.03 1.25. 
S75A2 0.75 2.65 1.05 1.27 
S95A1 0.95 2.47 1.02 1.23 
S95A2 0.95 2.55 1.04 1.26 
S126A2 1.26 2.32 0.93 1.12 
S126A3 1.26 2.32 0.96 1.16 
S142A3 1.42 2.43 0.86 1.04 
S142A4 1.42 2.47 0.86 1.05 
S142A5 1.42 2.48 0.89 1.07 
Table 5.6.  Experimentally Determined Values of Cit   Co; and 
Enhancement for New Stainless Steel Tubes (Atmospheric) 
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outside leading coefficient (C0) is a measure of enhancement 
on the outside of the tube, the inside leading coefficient 
(Cj_) can be viewed as a measure of enhancement on the inside 
of the tube. (From Chapter 4, C± also accounts for the 
developing flow in the tube leader and heat flux variations.) 
Without an insert, C^ for the Petukhov-Popov correlation would 
ideally be unity. With an insert installed, the value of C^ 
is increased. From Tables 5.5 and 5.6, the smooth tube 
experimental values of C± is approximately 2.8 and 3.0 for 
vacuum and atmospheric pressure conditions, respectively. 
As fin height increases, the condensate flooding angle 
decreases. This is shown in Figure 5.4, by plotting the 
flooding angle determined by equations (2.6) and (2.7) for a 
fin spacing of 1.5 mm and fin heights ranging from 0 to 1.5 
mm. As the flooding angle decreases, a larger fraction of the 
tube is covered with thick condensate film, and less heat 
transfer occurs overall. This is illustrated in Figures 5.5 
and 5.6, where heat flux is plotted against fin height. 
Considering only radial heat flow, the inside of the tube 
views the thick film region on the lower outside portion of 
the tube as insulated. Heat will mostly be convected from the 
upper inside surface of the tube where the film on the tube 
outside is thin. Therefore, as the flooding angle decreases, 
the effective convective inside area decreases. Because the 
inside heat transfer coefficient is calculated assuming the 
entire inside circumference is active, it will decrease due to 
this decreasing effective convective area as shown in Figure 
5.7. The reduction in the inside heat transfer coefficient is 
due almost exclusively to the decrease in C^ shown in Figure 
5.8. Increasing fin height thus causes C^ to decrease. 
This same trend was observed by Zebrowski [Ref. 58] and 
Lester [Ref. 59]. They placed plastic insulators of the same 
angular area on the inside and outside of their tubes. As the 
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Figure 5.4 Analytically Determined Values of Flooding 




































Figure 5.5 Comparison of Average Experimental Heat Flux 
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Figure  5.6 Comparison of Average Experimental Heat Flux 
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Figure 5.7 Comparison of Inside Heat Transfer 
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Figure 5.8 Comparison of the Leading Coefficient (C±) of 
the Inside Heat Transfer Correlation with Fin 
Height for Stainless Steel Tubes 
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transfer coefficient and C±  decreased. 
The  Petukhov-Popov correlation was  formulated  for 
constant heat flux conditions circumferentially and axially. 
As pointed out in the preceding discussion, the condensation 
film thickness and heat flux vary around the tube.  For this 
reason,  the Petukhov-Popov correlation is probably more 
accurate for tubes of shorter fins where the flooding angle is 
larger and the angular heat flux distribution is small. 
3.  Comparison of Outside Heat Transfer Coefficient 
(hQ)   with Condensate Film Temperature Drop 
Plots of the outside heat transfer coefficients versus 
the temperature drop across the condensate film for each fin 
height and pressure condition are shown in Figures 5.9 through 
5.26. The minimum and maximum experimental uncertainties are 
also plotted in the figures. These uncertainties in h0 and 
film AT were obtained from the uncertainty analysis described 
in Appendix E. Maximum uncertainties occurred at the highest 
coolant flow rates where the temperature rise of the coolant 
was least. Minimum uncertainties were obtained for the lowest 
flow rates where the coolant temperature rise was greatest. 
Uncertainties for the vacuum runs were greater than those for 
the atmospheric runs due to the smaller coolant temperature 
rise. 
For all plots, the outside heat transfer coefficient is 
inversely related to the temperature drop across the 
condensate film. As the coolant flow rate is increased, the 
inside heat transfer coefficient and hence the heat flux 
increase. Increased condensation occurs, resulting in a 
thickening of the condensate film. Because the increased 
condensate thickness acts as an insulator and retards heat 
transfer, the temperature drop across the film increases and 
the outside heat transfer coefficient, which is inversely 
proportional to the film thickness, decreases. The 
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Figure 5.9 Experimentally Determined Values of the 
Outside Heat Transfer Coefficient vs. Film 
Temperature Difference for a Stainless Steel 
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Figure 5.10 Experimentally Determined Values of the 
Outside Heat Transfer Coefficient vs. Film 
Temperature Difference for a Stainless Steel 
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Figure 5.11 Experimentally Determined Values of the 
Outside Heat Transfer Coefficient vs. Film 
Temperature Difference for a Stainless Steel 
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Figure 5.12 Experimentally Determined Values of the 
Outside Heat Transfer Coefficient vs. Film 
Temperature Difference for a Stainless Steel 
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Figure 5.13 Experimentally Determined Values of the Outside Heat Transfer Coefficient vs. Film 
Temperature Difference for a Stainless Steel 
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Figure 5.14 Experimentally Determined Values of the 
Outside Heat Transfer Coefficient vs. Film 
Temperature Difference for a Stainless Steel 
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Figure 5.15 Experimentally Determined Values of the 
Outside Heat Transfer Coefficient vs. Film 
Temperature Difference for a Stainless Steel 
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Figure 5.16 Experimentally Determined Values of the 
Outside Heat Transfer Coefficient vs. Film 
Temperature Difference for a Stainless Steel 
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Figure 5.17 Experimentally Determined Values of the 
Outside Heat Transfer Coefficient vs. Film 
Temperature Difference for a Stainless Steel 
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Figure 5.18 Experimentally Determined Values of the 
Outside Heat Transfer Coefficient vs. Film 
Temperature Difference for a Stainless Steel 
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Figure 5.19 Experimentally Determined Values of the 
Outside Heat Transfer Coefficient vs. Film 
Temperature Difference for a Stainless Steel 
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Figure 5.20 Experimentally Determined Values of the 
Outside Heat Transfer Coefficient vs. Film 
Temperature Difference for a Stainless Steel 
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Figure 5.21 Experimentally Determined Values of the 
Outside Heat Transfer Coefficient vs. Film 
Temperature Difference for a Stainless Steel 
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Figure 5.22 Experimentally Determined Values of the 
Outside Heat Transfer Coefficient vs. Film 
Temperature Difference for a Stainless Steel 
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Figure 5.23 Experimentally Determined Values of the 
Outside Heat Transfer Coefficient vs. Film 
Temperature Difference for a Stainless Steel 
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Figure 5.24 Experimentally Determined Values of the 
Outside Heat Transfer Coefficient vs. Film 
Temperature Difference for a Stainless Steel 
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Figure 5.25 Experimentally Determined Values of the 
Outside Heat Transfer Coefficient vs. Film 
Temperature Difference for a Stainless Steel 
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Figure 5.26 Experimentally Determined Values of the 
Outside Heat Transfer Coefficient vs. Film 
Temperature Difference for a Stainless Steel 
Integral-Fin Tube with Fin Height 1.42 mm 
(Atmospheric) 
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runs due to the larger heat flux and increased condensation. 
Consolidated curve fits of the data are shown in Figures 
5.27 and 5.28. For both vacuum and atmospheric runs, as fin 
height initially increases, the value of hQ increases. For 
both pressure conditions, the maximum outside heat transfer 
coefficient is obtained at a fin height near 0.30 mm. As fin 
height is increased past this optimum, the outside heat 
transfer coefficient decreases. For fin heights in excess of 
0.75 mm under vacuum conditions, heat transfer is actually- 
less than that for a smooth tube. For atmospheric conditions, 
h0 for fin heights up to 1.5 mm was always more than that for 
a smooth tube. 
4.   Comparison of Enhancement (£jr) with Condensate 
Film Temperature Drop 
A plot of enhancement versus fin height, shown in Figure 
5.29, showed a trend similar to that observed for the outside 
heat transfer coefficient. At the optimum fin height of 0.30 
mm, the corresponding enhancements are 1.4 and 1.6 for the 
vacuum and atmospheric conditions. For fin heights less than 
0.5 mm and 0.75 mm for vacuum and atmospheric conditions, 
respectively, the overall enhancement is greater than 
indicated by the increase in surface area alone. Further 
increase in fin height yields overall enhancements less than 
the area enhancement. 
Referring to Figure 5.30a, as the fin height is initially 
increased, the combined effects of additional condensing 
surface area on the fin flanks and surface tension induced 
condensate thinning in the interfin region increases heat 
transfer. When fin height increases beyond the optimum 
(Figure 5.30b), thinning of the condensate on the increasing 
fin flank area causes the condensate wedge to rise higher 
along the lower fin flank and to flood the interfin space. 
Due to a fin efficiency less than one, less heat is conducted 
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Figure 5.27 Consolidated Curve Fits of Experimentally 
Determined Values of the Outside Heat 
Transfer Coefficient vs. Film Temperature 
Difference for Stainless Steel Integral-Fin 
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Figure 5.28 Consolidated Curve Fits of Experimentally 
Determined Values of the Outside Heat 
Transfer Coefficient vs. Film Temperature 
Difference for Stainless Steel Integral-Fin 
Tubes of Various Fin Heights (Atmospheric) 
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Figure  5.29 Experimentally Determined Values of Enhancement vs.   Fin Height  for Stainless 
Steel   Integral-Fin Tubes 
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Figure 5.30 Condensation Film Profiles for Short (a) and 
Long (b) Fins 
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tips and flank.  Increased flooding of the interfin space 
along the tube circumference due to increasing fin height also 
causes the flooding angle to decrease as shown previously in 
Figure 5.4.  Thus the enhancing effects of film thinning is 
more than offset by the deteriorating effects of lower fin 
conduction and interfin flooding, resulting in a reduction of 
heat transfer.  The decrease in flooding angle as fin height 
increased could also be observed during experimentation. 
5.   Comparison of Experimental Enhancement with 
Predictive Models 
Predictive enhancements from the Beatty and Katz [Ref. 
17] and the Briggs and Rose [Ref. 28] models were obtained 
from computer codes written by NPS research associate, Dr. 
Ashok Das. Tables 5.7 and 5.8 summarize the enhancements from 
the experimental data and predictive models.   These are 
plotted in Figures 5.31 and 5.32 for comparison. 
a.  Beatty and Katz 
The Beatty and Katz model neglects surface tension 
and is based on gravity drainage and area enhancement only. 
The predicted enhancement curves increase until a fin height 
is reached where the temperature of the fin tip approaches 
saturation steam temperature. Because surface tension is 
neglected, the model underpredicts enhancement by up to 10 
percent for low fin heights where surface tension induced 
condensate thinning enhances heat transfer. This relatively 
small percentage could indicate that although condensate 
thinning aids in enhancement, the majority of the enhancement 
is due to the increase in surface area from finning. 
For fin heights larger than the experimental 
optimum, the Beatty and Katz model overpredicted enhancement 
at an increasing rate because it does not account for the 
increased flooding from drainage from the fin flanks into the 
interfin space. For atmospheric test conditions, the 







(B & K) 
Enhancement 
(Briggs/Rose) 
0.16 1.34 1.29 1.20 
0.28 1.42 1.40 1.09 
0.38 1.20 1.47 1.02 
0.48 1.18 1.52 0.96 
0.75 1.05 1.58 0.84 
0.95 0.98 1.61 0.86 
1.26 0.92 1.63 0.87 
1.42 0.88 1.66 0.88 
Table 5.7.  Experimental and Predicted Values of Enhancement 






(B & K) 
Enhancement 
(Briggs/Rose) 
0.16 1.34 1.30 1.27 
0.28 1.56 1.41 1.17 
0.38 1.33 1.52 1.11 
0.48 1.36 1.53 1.01 
0.75 1.26 1.61 0.96 
0.95 1.24 1.64 0.98 
1.26 1.14 1.67 0.99 
1.42 1.05 1.69 1.00 
Table 5.8.  Experimental and Predicted Values of Enhancement 
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Figure 5.31   Experimental and Predictive Values of 
Enhancement vs. Fin Height for Integral Fin 
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Figure  5.32 Experimental and Predictive Values of Enhancement vs. Fin Height for Integral Fin 
Stainless Steel Tubes (Atmospheric) 
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increased from 0.3 8 mm to 1.42 mm. 
The overprediction is greater for vacuum pressure 
conditions, where film temperatures are smaller, and 
consequently, surface tension is larger. For this test 
condition, the Beatty and Katz model overpredicted enhancement 
from 23 to 89 percent as fin height increased from 0.38 mm to 
1.42 mm. 
b.       Briggs and Rose 
The Briggs and Rose predictive model underpredicted 
enhancement for all fin heights. For vacuum conditions and 
fin heights greater than 0.48 mm, the model performs very well 
with predicted values within 20 percent of the experimental 
enhancements. For atmospheric conditions or fin heights less 
than 0.48 mm, the model underpredicted enhancement by up to 25 
percent. For both pressure conditions, the model follows the 
experimental trend of the experimental enhancements, however, 
no optimum is ever reached. 
Several reasons could explain the difference in the 
model's performance at vacuum and atmospheric pressure 
conditions. First, while the vapor velocity is lower at 
atmospheric conditions, the effect of the vapor shear may be 
more pronounced due to the thicker condensate film at 
atmospheric conditions. Second, the exit of the condensate 
drops from the bottom of the tube creates an oscillatory 
motion of the free surface of the condensate retained between 
the fins. Due to a higher heat flux at atmospheric 
conditions, the oscillation of the condensate front is much 
more rapid as compared to vacuum conditions. 
For small fin heights, the model is probably 
invalid. The computer generated values of the average 
flooding fractions of the interfin space (fs) and fin flank 
{ff) in the unflooded zone were examined for each fin height 
tested. The average value of fs remained nearly constant for 
all fin heights and pressure conditions and was appoximately 
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80 percent. For both test pressures, ff increased at an 
increasing rate from approximately 40 percent at a fin height 
of 1.42 mm to 100 percent (complete blanking) at a fin height 
of 0.48 mm. This is due to high heat conduction to the fin 
tip at small fin heights. The surface tension induced 
pressure gradient draws the resulting large amount of 
condensate from the tip to the root. As the liquid wedges 
rise along the fin due to the volume of condensate, the flanks 
are eventually blanked. The predicted large increase in 
enhancement at small fin heights is due to the increased 
convection from the thin film area at the fin tip. In the 
limiting case as fin height approaches zero, the constants 
Btip and Bint must approach zero and the sum [B-j * (^{<f>£))3^4 
+ 0.281] must approach 0.728. Therefore, the analysis is not 
valid for such small fin heights. 
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VI.  CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
A.   CONCLUSIONS 
Experimental data were obtained for steam condensation on 
stainless steel smooth and integral-fin tubes at both vacuum 
and atmospheric conditions. Both Meyer's [Ref. 2] tubes and 
a new set of tubes were tested. The tube fins had a thickness 
of 1.0 mm and were spaced 1.5 mm apart. For Meyer's tubes, 
fin heights ranged from 0.42 to 1.46 mm. For the new set of 
tubes, fin heights ranged from 0.16 to 1.42 mm. The following 
conclusions can be drawn: 
1. Meyer's experimentally determined enhancements for 
stainless steel tubes with fin heights between 0.5 and 
1.5 mm were confirmed. 
2. Increasing fin height has two effects on enhancement. 
As fin height is initially increased, the increase in 
surface area and thinning of the condensate film on 
the upper fin flanks and interfin space increases 
enhancement. As fin height is increased past an 
optimum, lower conduction through the fin and 
increased condensate flooding of the interfin space 
decreases enhancement. At some point, further 
increase in fin height actually yields heat transfer 
performance less than a smooth tube. 
3. For the new set of tubes tested, the optimum fin 
height was approximately 0.30 mm with corresponding 
enhancements of 1.4 and 1.6 for vacuum and atmospheric 
pressure conditions respectively. 
4. The Briggs and Rose model underpredicted the 
experimental enhancements for fin heights greater than 
the optimum. For vacuum conditions, the model 
performed well with predicted enhancements within 20 
percent of experimental values at fin heights greater 
than the optimum. The model is probably invalid for 
small fin heights. 
5. Flame heating a stainless steel tube is the quickest 
and easiest method to form an oxide layer that 
promotes film condensation. 
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B.   RECOMMENDATIONS 
1. Test low conductivity tubes of various fin spacings 
and thicknesses and determine optimum values and the 
corresponding enhancements. 
2. Once optimum fin geometries are determined, explore 
the commercial fabrication of low conductivity, low 
fin height condenser tubes. 
3. When a large experimental data base is obtained for 
condensation on low conductivity finned tubes, 
recalculate the B constants in the Briggs and Rose 
predictive model and see if this improves its 
accuracy. 
The following recommendations should improve on the 
operation and accuracy of the system. 
1. Replace the switchboard mounted voltmeter and ammeter 
with ones accurate within the range 0 to 500 VAC and 
0 to 100 amperes AC. 
2. Calibrate the apparatus pressure transducer and gage. 
3. Recode program DRPALL in QUICK BASIC and install on 
the Zenith computer system. 
4. Modify the uncertainty analysis to provide a more 
realistic estimate of the experimental uncertainties 
in enhancement and the inside and outside heat 
transfer coefficients. 
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APPENDIX A.  OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 
NOTE: If both vacuum and atmospheric data runs are to be 
taken in the same day, conduct vacuum run first to avoid the 
delay of cooling down boiler. 
A.   START-UP 
Establish the following valve line-up: 
Boiler feed 
Boiler fill and drain 
Auxiliary condenser cooling water 
regulator inlet 
Auxiliary condenser cooling water 
regulator outlet 
Condenser pressure gage cut-out 
Head tank supply 
Head tank overflow 
Head tank drain 
Cooling water pump vent 
Cooling water pump discharge 
Condenser vacuum line cut-out 
Accumulator drain 














Establish boiler water level at 6 inches above the 
top of the heater elements. 
a.   If water level too high: 
(1) Place boiler fill and drain hose into 
waste drain. 
(2) Open boiler fill and drain valve BLR-2 
and drain to bilge. 
(3) When boiler water level is at proper 
level, shut boiler fill and drain valve 
BLR-2. 
b.   If water level too low: 
CAUTION:  DO NOT ADD WATER TO A HOT BOILER, ALLOW BOILER TO 
COOL BEFORE ADDING WATER. 
(1) Connect boiler fill and drain hose to 
distilled water tank spigot. 
(2) Open boiler fill and drain valve BLR-2 
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and gravity fill boiler. 
(3) When boiler water level is at proper 
level, shut boiler fill and drain valve 
BLR-2. 
(4) Disconnect fill and drain hose from 
distilled water tank spigot. 
3.   Install the condenser test tube. 
NOTE;  Each condenser tube has two smooth ends.  The longer 
smooth end is the inlet section. 
a. Remove the studs from test condenser inlet in 
an X-pattern. 
b. Remove the flange and nylon component. 
c. Remove the previously installed tube. 
(1) Remove the teflon insert and tube 
assembly by gently twisting the insert 
while pulling. 
(2) Remove the tube from the teflon insert by 
twisting. 
(3) Remove the HEATEX insert from the tube by 
grasping its core with pliers on the 
outlet side of the tube and gently 
pulling and twisting. 
d. Examine the three small 0-rings in the teflon 
insert and the large 0-rings on the nylon and 
Teflon components for damage and replace if 
necessary. 
e. Pull the petals of the HEATEX insert slightly 
outward. Install the insert into the tube so 
that petals fan outward opposite the direction 
of cooling water flow. 
f. Wet the 0-rings and tube ends with distilled 
water to ease installation. 
g. Each condenser tube has two smooth ends with 
one shorter than the other. Insert the 
shorter smooth end of the test tube into the 
condenser and through the outlet teflon 
insert.    Seat  by  gently  twisting  while 
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pushing. 
h. Reinstall the teflon insert, inlet flange 
assembly, and studs and uniformly snug the 
fasteners in an X-pattern. 
Check the test condenser integrity. 
a. Slightly open head tank supply valve CW-1. 
b. Plug in cooling water pump #1. 
c. Slowly open cooling water pump discharge valve 
CW-4 and adjust to at least 60% rotameter 
flow.  Check for system leaks. 
d. Shut cooling water pump discharge valve CW-4 
and unplug cooling water pump. 
Check auxiliary condenser integrity. 
a. Open auxiliary condenser cooling water 
regulator outlet valve ACW-3 and adjust to at 
least 30% rotameter flow. 
b. Check auxiliary condenser cooling system for 
leaks. 
c. Shut auxiliary condenser cooling water 
regulator outlet valve ACW-3. 
Energize the data acquisition unit, computer, CRT, 
and quartz thermometer power supplies. Verify that 
the thermocouple and quartz thermometer readings 
correspond to ambient temperature. Channels on the 
data acquisition system correspond to the 
following: 
Steam thermocouple (Tsat) CH 20 
Coolant inlet thermocouple (Tin) CH 21 
Coolant outlet thermocouple (Tout) CH 22 
Lab temperature thermocouple (T.^) CH 23 
Steam thermocouple (Tsat) CH 24 
Heater voltage (V) CH 61 
Heater current (I) CH 62 
Pressure transducer (PXdcr) CH 64 
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B.   PROCEEDING FROM A COLD BOILER TO VACUUM OPERATION 
1.   Energize boiler heater. 
a. Ensure switch 3 circuit breaker is closed in 
power panel 5 located on the right-hand wall 
of the hallway to the machine shop. 
b. Ensure power control knob on lab switchboard 
is turned completely counter-clockwise. 
c. Close heater load bank circuit breaker on left 
side of lab switchboard. 
d. Place boiler power supply switch located in 
front of lab switchboard to "ON" position. 
The switchboard voltmeter reading should drop 
to zero volts. If voltmeter does not read 
zero, secure power, and contact lab 
technician. 
e. Turn power control knob clockwise until 
switchboard voltmeter reads approximately 40 
volts. 
2.  Warmup and purge system. 
a. When boiler glass becomes warm to the touch, 
accomplish the following: 
(1) Plug in vacuum pump fan. 
(2) Plug in vacuum pump. 
(3) When gage on vacuum pump accumulator 
reaches 24 inches Hg, slowly open 
condenser vacuum line cut-out valve VAC- 
1. 
(4) As the water begins to boil steadily, the 
glass piping will quickly warm. This 
will be indicated by a rapid rise in the 
CH20 and CH24 thermocouple (Tsat) voltages 
to over 2000 mV. Maintain the purge for 
at least 10 minutes after the piping has 
warmed to evacuate air and 
noncondensibles. 
b. When purge is completed, shut condenser vacuum 
line cut-out valve VAC-1, and unplug vacuum 
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pump. 
c. After vacuum pump has been unplugged for 5 
minutes, unplug vacuum pump fan. 
3. Establish system vacuum. 
a. Plug in cooling water pump and fully open 
discharge valve CW-4 to establish film 
condensation on test tube. 
b. Fully open auxiliary condenser cooling water 
regulator outlet valve ACW-3 to quickly cool 
system and establish operating vacuum. 
c. Adjust panel mounted potentiometer to achieve 
1.98 volts on CH61 (198 volts). 
d. As steam temperature and pressure fall, the 
steam will superheat as it draws heat from the 
boiler piping. This is indicated by an 
unfogged sight glass. Allow steam to saturate 
by waiting until sight glass fogs before 
continuing. 
4. Prepare system for operation. 
a. Load program into HP9826 computer by inserting 
program disk, typing LOAD "DRPALL", and then 
pressing EXECUTE key. 
b. Press RUN key. 
c. Type in barometer reading (in Hg) followed by 
return. 
d. Select Take Data option and follow the prompts 
until the prompt Enter flowmeter reading 
appears. 
e. Start second cooling water pump and adjust 
discharge valve CW-4 to achieve a 80% 
rotameter setting. 
f. Shut auxiliary condenser cooling water 
regulator outlet valve ACW-3 to raise system 
temperature. 
g. When CH20 thermocouple (Tsat) voltage reading 
approaches 1950 microvolts, slightly open 
auxiliary condenser cooling water regulator 
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outlet valve ACW-3. 
Steady state operation is reached when CH61 
voltmeter reads 1.978 to 1.982, CH20 
thermocouple (Tsat) reads 1964 to 1985 
microvolts, and CH24 thermocouple (Tsat) reads 
1961 to 1982 microvolts This corresponds to a 
heater voltage of 198 volts and a steam 
temperature of 48.5 to 49.0°C. Operate system 
at steady state for at least 15 minutes before 
commencing data runs. Finely adjust auxiliary 
condenser cooling water regulator valve ACW-3 
and potentiometer to maintain saturated steam 
temperature and system power within limits. 
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C.   PROCEEDING FROM A COLD BOILER TO ATMOSPHERIC OPERATION 
1. Fully open head tank supply valve CW-1. 
2. Energize boiler heater. 
a. Ensure switch 3 circuit breaker is closed in 
power panel 5 located on the right-hand wall 
of the hallway to the machine shop. 
b. Ensure power control knob on lab switchboard 
is turned completely counter-clockwise. 
c. Close heater load bank circuit breaker on left 
side of lab switchboard. 
d. Place boiler power supply switch located in 
front of lab switchboard to "ON" position. 
The switchboard voltmeter reading should drop 
to zero volts. If voltmeter does not read 
zero, secure power, and contact lab 
technician. 
e. Turn power control knob clockwise until 
switchboard voltmeter reads approximately 40 
volts. 
3. Warmup and purge system. 
a. When boiler glass becomes warm to the touch, 
accomplish the following: 
(1) Plug in vacuum pump fan. 
(2) Plug in vacuum pump. 
(3) When gage on vacuum pump accumulator 
reaches 24 inches Hg, slowly open 
condenser vacuum line cut-out valve VAC- 
1. 
(4) As the water begins to boil steadily, the 
glass piping will quickly warm. This 
will be indicated by a rapid rise in the 
CH20 and CH24 thermocouple (TBat) voltages 
to over 2000 mV. Maintain the purge for 
at least 10 minutes after the piping has 
warmed to evacuate air and 
noncondensibles. 
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b. When purge is completed, shut condenser vacuum 
line cut-out valve VAC-1, and unplug vacuum 
pump. 
c. After vacuum pump has been unplugged for 5 
minutes, unplug vacuum pump fan. 
4.   Prepare system for operation. 
CAUTION:  DO NOT ALLOW CONDENSER PRESSURE TO EXCEED 15 PSIA. 
a. Load program into HP9826 computer by inserting 
program disk, typing LOAD "DRPALL", and then 
pressing EXECUTE key. 
b. Press RUN key. 
c. Type in barometer reading (in Hg) followed by 
return. 
d. Select Take Data option and follow the prompts 
until the prompt Enter flowmeter reading 
appears. 
e. Slowly increase boiler voltage until CH61 
voltmeter reading reaches 3.85 (385 volts). 
f. When CH20 thermocouple (Tpat) approaches 3800 
microvolts, plug in coolxng water pumps and 
adjust discharge valve CW-4 to achieve a 80% 
rotameter setting. 
g. When CH20 thermocouple (Tsat) approaches 4000 
microvolts, slightly open auxiliary condenser 
cooling water regulator outlet valve ACW-3. 
h. Steady state operation is reached when CH61 
voltmeter reads 3.848 to 3.852, CH20 
thermocouple (Tsat) reads 4244 to 4290 
microvolts, and CH24 thermocouple (Tsat) reads 
4247 to 4293 microvolts. This corresponds to 
a heater voltage of 385 volts and a steam 
temperature of 99.5 to 100.5 °C. Operate 
system at steady state for at least 15 minutes 
before commencing data runs. Finely adjust 
auxiliary condenser cooling water regulator 
valve ACW-3 and potentiometer to maintain 
saturated steam temperature and system power 
wi thin 1imi t s. 
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D.   PROCEEDING FROM VACUUM OPERATION TO ATMOSPHERIC 
OPERATION 
1. Fully open head tank supply valve CW-1. 
2. Shut cooling water pump discharge valve CW-4. 
3. Unplug cooling water pump(s). 
4. Shut auxiliary condenser cooling water regulator 
outlet valve ACW-3. 
5. Purge system. 
a. Plug in vacuum pump fan. 
b. Plug in vacuum pump. 
c. When gage on vacuum pump accumulator reaches 
24 inches Hg, slowly open condenser vacuum 
line cut-out valve VAC-1. Maintain the purge 
for at least 10 minutes to evacuate air and 
noncondensibles. 
d. When purge is completed, shut condenser vacuum 
line cut-out valve VAC-1, and unplug vacuum 
pump. 
e. After vacuum pump has been unplugged for 5 
minutes, unplug vacuum pump fan. 
6. Prepare system for operation. 
CAUTION:  DO NOT ALLOW CONDENSER PRESSURE TO EXCEED 15 PSIA. 
a. Select Take Data option and follow the prompts 
until the prompt Enter flowmeter reading 
appears. 
b. Slowly increase boiler voltage until CH61 
voltmeter reading reaches 3.85 (385 volts). 
c. When CH20 thermocouple (Tpat) approaches 3800 
microvolts, plug in cooling water pumps and 
adjust discharge valve CW-4 to achieve a 80% 
rotameter setting. 
d. When CH20 thermocouple (TBat) approaches 4000 
microvolts, slightly open auxiliary condenser 
cooling water regulator outlet valve ACW-3. 
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e. Steady state operation is reached when CH61 
voltmeter reads 3.848 to 3.852, CH20 
thermocouple (Tsat) reads 4244 to 4290 
microvolts, and CH24 thermocouple (Tsat) reads 
4247 to 4293 microvolts. This corresponds to 
a heater voltage of 385 volts and a steam 
temperature of 99.5 to 100.5 °C. Operate 
system at steady state for at least 15 minutes 
before commencing data runs. Finely adjust 
auxiliary condenser cooling water regulator 
valve ACW-3 and potentiometer to maintain 
saturated steam temperature and system power 
within limits. 
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E.   SECURING SYSTEM 
1. Secure boiler heater. 
a. Turn power control knob fully 
counterclockwise. Voltmeter should indicate 
zero. 
b. Place boiler power supply switch to "OFF" 
position. 
c. Open heater load bank circuit breaker. 
2. Secure test condenser. 
a. Shut cooling water pump discharge valve CW-4. 
b. Unplug cooling water pump(s). 
c. Shut head tank supply valve CW-1. 
3. Secure auxiliary condenser. 
a. Shut auxiliary condenser cooling water 
regulator inlet valve ACW-1. 
b. Shut auxiliary condenser cooling water 
regulator outlet valve ACW-3. 






CALIBRATION AND THERMOPHYSICAL PROPERTY 
A. ROTAMETER 
The Fischer & Porter rotameter (tube model FP-1-35-G- 
10/83) calibration was accomplished by weighing the quantity 
of water (IV) that flowed through the meter in a prescribed 
time period (t) . The rotameter flow rate (fr) was varied from 
ten to seventy percent in five percent increments. Average 
water temperature for the trial was 21.2°C. 





and the corresponding volumetric flow rate (fv)   was computed 
from 
f„ = 991 (B.2) 
A summary of the raw data and flow rates is contained in Table 
B.l. A linear regression analysis was used to curve fit the 
data and obtain the following linear equations 
m 
lbm 
=   (0. 029546+ 0.014880f"x) 
PT=70.1"F 
(B.3) 
























10.0 5.0 28.40 0.080 0.176 4.8 1.27 
15.0 10.0 39.18 0.116 0.255 7.0 1.84 
20.0 10.0 30.60 0.148 0.327 8.9 2.35 
25.0 10.0 24.92 0.182 0.401 10.9 2.89 
30.0 10.0 20.96 0.216 0.477 13.0 3.44 
35.0 10.0 18.10 0.251 0.552 15.1 3.98 
40.0 10.0 15.87 0.286 0.630 17.2 4.54 
45.0 10.0 14.44 0.314 0.693 18.9 4.99 
50.0 20.0 26.09 0.348 0.767 20.9 5.52 
55.0 20.0 23.59 0.385 0.848 23.1 6.11 
60.0 20.0 21.60 0.420 0.926 25.2 6.67 
65.0 20.0 19.98 0.454 1.00 27.3 7.21 
70.0 20.0 18.71 0.485 1.07 29.1 7.70 
Table B.l.  Rotameter Calibration Data 
A comparison of these mass flow rate curves at 20°C with 
the previously used correlations shows a difference of less 
than one percent over the range 2 0 < fr  < 80. 
B. DATA ACQUISITION VOLTMETER 
The voltage read by the HP3497A data acquisition system 
(CH61) was compared to the voltage measured from a test 
voltmeter. In Chapter III it was noted that the voltage read 
on CH61 is 1/100 of the actual voltage due to the voltage 
attenuator placed in the circuit. When the CH61 voltage is 
multiplied by 100, its value lies within 4.8 percent of the 
test voltmeter reading. This is within the accuracy of the 
test meter and the attenuator.  The data are shown in Table 
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B.2. Note that the difference between the test meter and CH61 
is approximately 9.5 volts throughout, implying that the test 
voltmeter, data acquisition system, or both have a constant 




(V x 100) 
Difference 
(pet) 
199.8 191 4.4 
207.9 198 4.8 
229.3 220 4.1 
249.3 240 3.7 
269.3 260 3.5 
289.5 280 3.3 
309.6 300 3.1 
329.6 320 2.9 
399.8 390 2.5 
Table B.2.  Voltmeter Comparison Data 
C. QUARTZ THERMOMETERS AND THERMOCOUPLES 
The HP2804A quartz thermometer unit and the 
copper/constantan thermocouples and their circuit card were 
tested in a Rosemont fluid bath calibration unit. The quartz 
thermometer probes were tested in the range of 16° to 25°C 
corresponding to the expected coolant temperature range of the 
experimental apparatus. The data are presented in Table B.3. 
Both probes have a 0.013°C offset compared to the Rosemont 
test unit so the corrected temperatures are 
Tin   = rx +0.013 














16.36 16.35 16.35 
18.58 18.56 18.56 
20.57 20.55 20.56 
22.32 22.31 22.31 
23.08 23.06 23.07 
24.36 24.33 24.33 
24.86 24.84 24.84 
Table B.3.  Thermometer Calibration Data 
The thermocouples were tested in the ranges of 16° to 
25°, 48° to 50°, and 98° to 102°C corresponding to the 
experimental coolant and steam temperature ranges. These 
relatively small ranges were selected to give linear fits of 
thermocouple voltage and temperature. Linear fits within 
small ranges provide greater precision than a single 
polynomial fit between large extremes. The test data are 
presented in Table B.4. The linear equations for the 
temperature (D in °C for given thermocouple voltage {Emf) in 
millivolts are 






0.443 89 +24.9487£mf 
0 . 56612 +24 . 8415-Emf" 
0.49260+24.8951ßnf 
(B.8) 
48°   <   T  <   50.25°C 
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TCH2O = 2.3045+23.5630£taf 
TCH2i = 2.2220+23 .563OEmf .        . 
TCH22 = 2. S 033+23. 3333 Em f l        ' 
rcH23 = 2.6267+23. 3333finf 
c.        98°   <  T  <   101.5°C 
ra/20 = 7.3400+21.7645£tafr 
roBi  = 8-1396 +21. 527 8 Emf .      ._. 
TCU22 = 7 .1550+21. 57 86Emf 
TCH23 = 7.8057+21.59 OOflnf 
D.   PRESSURE TRANSDUCER 
The Setra pressure transducer and Heise pressure gage 
were not calibrated because NPS had no facilities to calibrate 
vacuum instruments. According to the manufacturer, the 
transducer measures pressure relative to atmospheric with a 
zero output at atmospheric, a 5.0 VDC output at 14.7 psi 
vacuum, and a linear output in between [Ref. 36]. With the 
apparatus open to the atmosphere, the transducer voltage 
output reported on CH64 of the data acquisition unit was 
zeroed. The absolute pressure (PXdcr^ as a function of 
transducer voltage (Emf)   is then 
PXäcr =  -2.9^Emf + Patm (B.ll) 
where PX(^cr  is in psia and Emf  is in volts. 
E.   THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES 
The temperature dependent correlations for saturated 
steam pressure (P) , water viscosity (JI) , density (p) , thermal 
conductivity (kw) ,   and latent heat of vaporization (hfg)   were 
obtained from NIST [Ref. 60] . The specific heat of water (CD) 

















16.36 0.638 0.639 0.636 0.638 
18.58 0.726 0.726 0.725 0.726 
20.57 0.805 0.806 0.805 0.806 
22.32 0.876 0.877 0.876 0.877 
23.08 0.906 0.907 0.906 0.907 
24.36 0.957 0.959 0.958 0.959 
24.86 0.978 0.979 0.978 0.979 
48.01 1.940 1.943 1.946 1.945 
48.85 1.975 1.979 1.982 1.981 
49.41 1.999 2.003 2.006 2.005 
50.25 2.035 2.038 2.042 2.041 
98.44 4.186 4.195 4.203 4.198 
99.13 4.217 4.226 4.234 4.230 
99.81 4.249 4.258 4.266 4.261 
100.48 4.279 4.290 4.297 4.293 
101.48 4.327 4.337 4.345 4.340 
Table B.4.     Thermocouple Calibration Data 
3].     The correlations as a function of  temperature   (T)   where 
T is  in  °C are 
P[KPa]   = -3.8075649£'-12r6 + 3.8793438£'-9r5 + 
1. 51451975-7 I74 + 3 . 33169025-5r3 + 1. 2624795-3 T2    (B.12) 
+4.64432615-2T+6.02092135-1 
\l[kg/m-s]   = 1.0788695-18r8-5.09541325-16r7 + 
1. 03291465-13 T6-l. 187 82235-lir5 +8.7367555-10 r4<B-13) 
- 4. 5129235-8 r3+1.827 50945-6 r2-6 . 37459485-5 T 
+1.800195-3 
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p[kg/m3]   = -8.6244597£,-12T6+3.9067797£'-9r5-     (B  14) 
7 .6318631£-7r4 + 8.8129446£'-5r3-9.0737942£'-3r2 
+ 7 . 0640968£,-2T+999 .81032 
kw[W/m-K]   = -5.1282051£-12r5 +1.87 35431^-9 r4- 
2.3712121£'-7 2,3 + 3.0282634£'-6r2+ (B.15) 
1. 8883438E-3T+ 0.56103333 
Af?[J/£gr]   =  -9.6917486£,-7r5+2.3213696£,-4T4-      (B.16) 
3.0487402^-2T2 + l.0148364T2- 237 0.0473T+2500519.7 
Cp [J/kg-K]   = -4.8411511E-8r5 + 1.529196£-5r4-       (B.17) 
1. 8467209£'-3r3 + 0.1145064 J12-3. 431451T+4216. 853' 
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APPENDIX C.  PROGRAM DRPALL 
A.   INTRODUCTION 
The data acquisition and reduction program DRPALL is 
written in HP BASIC code. It was used by O'Keefe [Ref. 3], 
Swenson [Ref. 32], Long [Ref. 34], Cobb [Ref. 6], and Meyer 
[Ref. 2] to store and process data from experiments conducted 
on noninstrumented tubes. Although functional, it contained 
minor arithmetic errors, was inefficient, was poorly 
commented, and so was completely revised. The logic was 
restructured to improve efficiency. Processing time was 
reduced from approximately five minutes to one minute. The 
same data sets were processed with both versions to assure 
that the restructure did not affect the results. Liberal 
addition of comments improved program readability. 
The reference for the temperature dependent 
thermophysical property correlations in Meyer's version of 
DRPALL was not noted. These were replaced by the latest 
correlations from NIST [Ref. 60] . Little change in 
thermophysical properties was noted. A comparison of Meyer's 
correlations for the saturation pressure, viscosity, density, 
thermal conductivity, latent heat of vaporization, and 
specific heat of water with the NIST correlations showed small 
differences of 0.1, 1.8, 0.05, 0.8, 0.13, and 4.0 percent 
respectively in the experimental range. 
The original computer code calculated the axial fin 
effeciency incorrectly. From equations (4.14) through (4.17), 




the  inside  fin perimeter  is 
P = ■KDi, (C.2) 
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and the fin cross-sectional area is 
A = l(Dl-DJ) . (C.3) 
In Meyer's version of the code,  the fin perimeter is 
calculated as the sum of the inside and outside perimeters 
P = 7i {D±+D0) (C.4) 
and the axial fin cross-sectional area is calculated as 
A = TtjDl-Dpl-DcPl+Dl. <c-5> 
These errors were corrected during program revision. 
The new code contains options for data acquisition, 
processing, and printing, merging and copying files, and 
checking the operation of the electronic sensors. The most 
recent instrument calibration curve fits from Appendix B were 
included. The program logic follows the development presented 
in Chapter IV. Features of the program not previously 
discussed and the program listing follow. 
B.   CALCULATION OF MASS FRACTION OF NONCONDENSIBLE GASES 
The mass fraction of noncondensible gases (i.e., air) in 
the apparatus is calculated by comparing the temperature 
dependent saturation steam pressure with the actual system 
total pressure. The total mass of gas in the apparatus (m) is 
equal to the sum of the masses of steam (mstm) and air imair) . 
In terms of the mass fractions of air and steam, 
in      m 
From thermodynamics, the mass fraction is related to the 
volume fraction (Vf) and molecular weight (MJV) by 
mstm   _   Vf,stnt™['stm /p   -j\ 
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According to Dalton's law of partial pressures 
Pair+Pstm  = P <C'8> 
or 
P
*i*   =   I - Pst"> (C.9) 
and according to the ideal gas law 
E*iL = Vfmir (CIO) f,air 
and 
P. 
—  = V-- ,.„. (C.ll) x, sera 
Substituting equations (C.2), (C.4), (C.5), and (C.6) into 
equation (C.l) yields the mass fraction of noncondensibles 
m
aiz   _ 
m 





where p is the total pressure measured by the transducer, pstm 
is the saturated steam pressure determined from the measured 
steam temperature, MNair is equal to 28.97, and MWstm is equal 
18.016. 
While theoretically correct, unrealistic mass fractions 
were calculated by this method during experimentation. The 
mass fraction of noncondensibles ranged from -7 to -10 percent 
during vacuum conditions and 0 to -2 percent for atmospheric 
conditions. Similar discrepencies were observed by previous 
researchers [Ref. 42] . The negative readings could have been 
due to a bias in the pressure transducer or a lack of 
precision in reading the atmospheric pressure from the mercury 
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barometer. Due to the high density of mercury, it provides a 
wide range of pressure measurement when used in a barometer 
but does not yield the precision found in barometers of lower 
density fluids. Nonlinearity in the pressure transducer could 
explain the difference in mass fractions observed between 
vacuum and atmospheric test conditions. Because the 
transducer pressure is measured relative to atmospheric 
barometric pressure, any test pressure measurements in this 
range would yield minimal error. As test pressure diverges 
from atmospheric, nonlinearity would increase the difference 
between measured and actual pressure, and yield greater error 
in mass fraction calculations. 
Because neither the pressure gage nor the transducer 
could be calibrated, the exact cause of the erroneous mass 
fraction calculations could not be determined. All trials at 
the same pressure condition produced calculated noncondensible 
mass fractions in the same range. For each trial, the vacuum 
pump was operated for at least ten minutes after boiling 
occurred and before any data was taken. Whatever the precise 
amount of noncondensible gases in the system, they were 
assumed small. 
C.   CORRECTION OP AVERAGE COOLANT VELOCITY FOR HEATEX 
INSERT 
Average coolant velocity (vj through the test tube is 
calculated from the coolant density (p) , tube inside diameter 
(D^), and mass flow (m) obtained from the rotameter 




Because the HEATEX insert reduces the cross-sectional area of 
coolant flow, a correction must be incorporated in equation 
(C.8).  The volume of water held by a tube with an insert 
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installed was compared to the volume of water held by the same 
tube without an insert. The tube with an insert contained 
approximately ten percent less volume resulting in a cross- 
sectional area reduction of 9.18 mm2. The equation for 
corrected coolant velocity is then 
„ _ in (C.14) 
p[(uD?/4) -9.18E-6)] 
Meyer and previous researchers neglected this correction 
and consequently underestimated the coolant velocity by about 
ten percent. Their lower velocity yielded a lower Reynolds 
number, a lower inside heat transfer coefficient, and shifted 
the modified Wilson plot to the right. Shifting the modified 
Wilson plot to the right, reduces its intercept, and yields a 
falsely higher outside heat transfer leading coefficient. 
D.   CORRECTION OP HEAT TRANSFER AND LMTD FOR VISCOUS 
HEATING 
At higher coolant flow rates where the temperature rise 
due to heat transfer is minimum and that due to fluid shear is 
maximum, viscous heating can account for up to eight percent 
of the total coolant temperature increase. To improve 
accuracy, the viscous heating effect must be subtracted from 
the coolant outlet temperature when calculating the log-mean- 
temperature difference (LMTD) and the overall heat transfer 
coefficient (U0)   in equations (4.3) and (4.4). 
To determine the amount of frictional heating that occurs 
as a function of coolant velocity, the coolant temperature 
rise was measured with the quartz thermometers at various flow 
rates through a 13.1 mm I.D. stainless steel tube with a 
HEATEX insert installed. Although the temperature difference 
between the apparatus and the coolant inlet was less than 
0.08°C, the test tube was insulated with a rubber sheet and 
the apparatus was placed under a vacuum to minimize any heat 
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transfer between the apparatus and coolant. The data are 
presented in Table C.l. A curve fit of the data yielded the 
following quadratic expression for temperature correction due 
to viscous heating (Tcor)   for a given coolant velocity (vw) 
24.670v^-6.6468v„-5.0103        (c 15) 
where Tcor and vw are in the units of °C and m/s respectively. 
The correlation is almost identical to the previously used 
correlation. The correction must be subtracted from the 
coolant outlet temperature when determining UQ or LMTD so that 
viscous heating will not contribute to the steam to coolant 
heat transfer calculations. 
E.   MODIFIED WILSON PLOT ITERATION 
The Nusselt correlation for outside heat transfer 
coefficient is dependent on the outside tube wall temperature 
(Two) . Because Two, Ci, and C0 are unknown, an iterative 
scheme is incorporated into the Modified Wilson plot 
technique. Arbitrary values of C^ and C0 are initially 
assumed. For the given value of C0, an arbitrary value of Two 
is assumed for each data point and condensate properties for 
computing Z in equation (4.35) are calculated from the film 
temperature (Tf) given by equation (4.30) to compute h0 from 
equation (4.19). The outside wall temperature is then updated 
using 
Two = Tstm-^-, (C.16) 
and Tfl Z, and hQ are recalculated with this new value of Two. 
The process is repeated until two consecutive values of Two 
converge within 0.1 percent. 
Once an iteratively determined Two is found for each data 








90 4.696 0.051 
85 4.440 0.045 
80 4.185 0.040 
75 3.930 0.035 
70 3.675 0.030 
65 3.419 0.026 
60 3.164 0.022 
55 2.909 0.019 
50 2.654 0.015 
45 2.398 0.012 
40 2.143 0.009 
35 1.888 0.007 
30 1.633 0.005 
25 1.377 0.004 
20 1.122 0.002 
Table C.l.  Viscous Heating Data 
Wilson X-Y data points is found. Updated values of C^ and CQ 
are then determined by taking the reciprocals of the slope and 
intercept of this linear fit. The old and new values of C± 
and C0 are averaged. The entire iterative process for Two, Ci# 
and C0 is repeated until the last two values of both C_£ and C0 
converge within 0.05 percent. 
F. CALCULATION OF AVERAGE STEAM VELOCITY 
Because average steam velocity (v,,,) is not required when 
using the Nusselt outside correlation, it is determined for 
informational purposes only.  It is given by 
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40- 
 r-^ (C.17) 
TtDcondPstnfifff 
where Q±n/PstnPfg ^s the rate °f volumetric production of steam 
and irD2cond/4 is the cross-sectional area of the test 
condenser. The net electrical power (Q±n) in watts delivered 
to the apparatus is calculated as 
Q.   = -Ü-2, (C.18) 
^m n      ^loss 
where V is the system voltage in volts, R is a constant heater 
resistance of 5.76 ohms, and Qioss is an analytically 

















































DRPALL (GEORGE INCHECK) 
MODIFIED:  SEP 1S92 CO'KEEFE) 
MODIFIED:  JAN 1933 (LONG)' 
MODIFIED:  'JUNE 1393 (COBB) 
COMPLETE REVISION JULY 1393 (MEMORY) 
COMPLETE REVISION OCT 1934 (INCHECK) 
This HP BASIC program is used to-collect and process data for steam con- 
densation on. finned and smooth tubes as used by COBB, MEYER, and INCHECK. 
Because the u.nfinned ends sf the tubes conduct heat fro« the condensing 
steam to the internal coolant, they are  treated as axial fins in the 
analysis.  Allowance is also wade for both vacuum and atmospheric 
condensing conditions.  Disk files are read in the format of both 
INCHECK and MEYER.  A modified Wilson analysis using Nusselt theory is 
used to find the outside convection coefficient as described in Briggs, 
250 i Dale E. and Young, Edwin H. , "Modified Wilson Plot Techniques for 
Obtaining Heat Transfer Correlations for Sneii and Tube Heat Exchangers" 
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING. PROGRESS, 92, Vol 65.  An i'terai :echnique is used 
to find the inside convection coefficient and is based on the theory of 
Petukhov, S.S., "Heat Transfer and Friction in Turbulent Pipe Flow with 
Variable Physical Properties", ADVANCES IN HEAT TRANSFER, Vol 5, <1970). 
Data and curve-fit equations for calculating the properties of water and 
steam were obtained from NBS/NRC STEAM TABLES (NIST> C13S4 3 and ASME STEAM 
TABLES (1S77 ).  Formulas for converting the reu  output of the rotameter, 
thermocouples..and quarts thermometers into SI unit measurements were 
obtained during instrument calibration by INCHECK (Jun 1334),  Thermal 
conductivities of the tube metals were taken from "Thernphysical 
Properties of Matter"', TPRC DATA SERIES, Uoi 1. 
Dictionary of variables 
A - Cross-sectional area of tube (m"2>. 
Alp - Nusselt coefficient. 
Alp - outside heat xfer leading coefficient. 
Alpc - Iteratively determined Alp.  Compared to Alp to test for 
convergence. 
Alpsm - Nusselt coefficient for a smooth tube. 
Areecorr -Tube inside x-sectional area loss due to heatex insert (m"2>. 
Array - An array for storing Tl, T2, Md, Tsteam during Wilson analysis. 
Bamp - System currant. 
Spwr - System power (KW). . 
Svol - System voltage <v') 
Absolute error between Ci and Cic.  Used to test convergenc 
Ci - Inside heat transfer leading coefficient. 
Cic - Iterativeiy determined Ci.  Compared to Ci 
Cpcw - Specific heat of cooling water <J/kg-JO. 
Cpf - Specific heat of condensing film <J/fcg-K>. 
CI - Constants in the function FNPvst. 
C2 - Constants in the function FNHfg. 
e. 















































1 830 •! 
1040! 
1 850! 
C3 - Constants in the function FNMuw, 
C4 - Constants in the function FNRhoui. 
C5 - Constants in the function FNKw. 
Co - Constants for function FNTvsvSS. 
C7 - Constants for.function FNTvsv57. 
C8 - Constants for function FNTvsvSS. 
C9 - Constanta for function FNrhostm. 
C10 - Constants for function FNTcouple. 
Cil - Constants for function FNTcpw. 
Dcon - Inside diameter of the test condenser Cm). 
Ddd - Du fifty variable. 
Deitriif - The difference in readings between two temperature sensors. 
Di - Inside diameter of tube <m). 
Droot - Root dianeier of finned tube or O.D. of smooth tube (m). 
D_file$ - Read/write data storage file. 
Emf - An array that stores thermocouple voltages. 
Eq-- Enhancement ratio for constant heat flux across the condensate film 
for a finned tube vs smooth tube. 
Et - Enhancement ratio for constant temperature drop across the condensate 
film for a finned'tube 'vs smooth tube. 
Etran-- Condenser pressure transducer voltage reading (mU>. 
Fel - Axial fin efficiency for tube inlet length. 
Fe2 - Axial fin efficiency for tube outlet length. 
Fh - Fin height < m) ■. '        ■ •■  . 
Fm - Cooling water flo^ measured by rotameter \pct>. 
Fs - Fin spacing (w>. 
Fw - Fin width (it),     • 
Hfg - Latent heat of vaporisation for saturated water evaluated at 
saturation temperature (J/kgh 
Hfgf - Latent heat of condensation for saturated water evaluated a1 
temperature, plus the effects of thermal advection (J/kg). 
Hi - Inside heat transfer coefficient (W/m'-2~K5. 
Ho - Outside heat transfer coefficient (W/>i"2-K.5. 
Hoavg - Average outside heat transfer coefficient <W/mA2-K>. 
Ifg - Tube type flag. ;   ' 
Imc - Tube material flag. 
Inane - Experimenter name flag, 
Icpt - Subroutine opt ion :flag. ■ 
Ipc - Experiment pressure flag. 
selecting the proper thermocouple -correlations 
J - Loop counter and array subscript. 
Kcw - Thermal conductivity a* cooling water (W/H-K). 
Kf - Thermal conductivity'of film <W/m-K>. 
Km- Thermal conductivity of tube metal iW/m-KK 
L - Tube condensing length- Sro')y 
Lmtd - Log mean temperature difference <riegK>. 
LI - Tube inlet end length Cm*. 
L2 -Tube outlet end length <«>. 
at film 
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M - The component f 'fin efficiency v!.'>i),- 
ow rat a ( k\ \J « ild . - Cooling water mass fi 
Mfng - Molar fraction of nofi-condenäibla gases. 
Mucw - Viscosity of cooling' water <kg/m-s}. 
Muf - Viscosity of film tkg/m-s). 
Mwng - Molar weight of aipv   
Mwstm - Molar weight of steam. 
Mew - Nussalt function for outside heat transfer on-horizontal saoc tuoe 
leat transfer. 
Mrun - Number of data runs. 
Ntercept - Intercept of the modified Wilson plot line. 
Ok - User option flag, ' 
Onega - Petukhov's Nusseit number.for inside: 
P - Tube inside perimeter (PI). 
Patm - Local atmospheric pressure (in Hs ' ■ 
Pgage - Condenser pressure- fror* gage (Kpa). 
Ppkl - Constant K1 in Petukhov's relation.- 
Ppk2 - Constant, K2 .in Petukhov' s relation» 
Ppl - Numerator in Petukhov's 'relat icsri Nu=f( Re ,Pr >. 
Pp2 - Denominator in Petukhov's relation Nu=f< Re ,P'r). ■■■ 
Prcw - Prandti Number of cooling mater. 
Psat T The saturation pressure of steam given saturation temperature *KPs ) 
Pxdcr - Condenser pressure from transducer (KPa). 
Q - Heat transfer rate to coolant (J/s). 
Qloss - Approximate heat loss in the test apparatus steam pip 
Op - Heat flux to coolant <J/m"2-s). 
Qpavg - Average heat flux to coolant (J/wA2-s>. 
R - Regression coefficient. 
Rei - Reynolds Number of cooling water through a circular pip 
Rhof - Density of film (kg/mA'3). 
Rhocw - Density a-f cooling-water- Ckg/m-"3).. 
Rhcstm - Density of saturated steam (kg/mA3>. 
Rm - Mali thermal resistance <KrW>. 
Slope - Slope of the modi-fied'Wiison plot line. 
Sse. - Used in linear regression analysis. 
Sxx - Used, in linear regression analysis. 
Sxy - Used in linear regression analysis. 
Syy - Used in iinear regression':analysis. 





bum oi XA2, 
- Sum o' 
Sumy - Sum of Y. 
Sumy2 - Sum of Y*2. 
Tavg - Average cooling water temperature 
Tcor - Temperature rise•■ of -: coolant due to 
flow (degC). >-- 
Temp - Temporary variable. •• 
degC >. 
viscous heating xnternaj 
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15201 Tfiim - Temperature of. film ( dagC ). 
1533! Tin - Coolant water inlet-t-empenature as measured by thermocouple (degC). 
154S! Tout - Coolant water outlet t-e«p as Measured by thermocouple (degC), 
1550! Trise - Delta T of coolant after subtracting  viscous heating effect (degC) 
1353! Troom - Temperature of laboratory <-degC>, 
157®! Tsteam - Temperature of steam-in condenser (degC). 
1 £-30! Tsteam1 - Steam temperature measured by Wrl thermocouple K degC > - 
1530! TsteamZ - Steam temperature measured by Nr2- thermocouple iaegC>. 
!5©8! Two - Tube outside wall temperature -degC). 
1S10i Tuioc - Iteratively obtained wall temp«  Compared to Two for convergence. 
1620! Txf - Temperature drop across the condensate film (degüh 
1E30! Txfava - Average temperature'drop across the condensate film (degC). 
iS40! Ti - Coolant inlet temperature as measured hy  qtz thermometer (degC). 
1550! 72 - Coolant outlet temperature as measures by qtz thsrmometerCdegC). 
56S0i Uo - Overall heat transfer-cosf f iciewt < K/W>. 
1670! Uapvel - Approximate steam vapor velocity (m/s). 
1580! Vow - Cooling water average vs'loeitry ■ (m/s > -. 
1630! Vf - Cooling water volumetric f-iow (m^S/s). 
1700' Vfng - Volume fraction 6$  non^eandertsible gases. 
1710! X -Independent variable M 'function ¥»f<X.>.' Used for curve fitting by 
1720!      least squares method. 
1730! Xbar - Mean X. 
1740! Xi - Greek "Xi" in Paiukhoy's equation NuÄf<Re,Pr>. 
1750! Y - Dependent variable in>uhet ion' ¥=f {X j. • Used for curve fitting by 
17S0!      least squares methodr; 




1810 COM AJst/ CHS) 
1820 COM /Hfg/ C2(5) 
1830 COM /Muw/ C3(8) 
1840 COM /Rhow/ C4(S) 
1850 COM /Kw/ C5<5) 
18S0 COM /Cc5B/ CS<5> 
1370 COM /Cc57/ C7<5> 
1880 COM /Cc58/ C8(5> 
1330 COM /Rhostm/ C9C5) 
1300 COM /Tcouple/ C!0(3> 
1910 COM  /Cpu/  C1H5) 1920 COM  /Fid/   Inane,Ifg.Di.Drooi.IncKn.Fs.Fh.Fw.Iopt.Nrun.Patn.Ipcbpwr.Vapve 
1 
1 930! 
(940! Read function constants. 
1950 DATA -0.3807S549E-13 .0.38793438E-10.8.15t46t97E-8,0.33316302E-b 
I960 DATA 0.3;2S2479E-4 ,0.46443261573,0.502092135-2 
1370 READ C1<*> 
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1980 DATA -0.96317486E-9.0.23213SS6E-S,-0.30487402E-4 
1990 DATA  0. IS1483B4E-2 ,-9. 2378247351 :0.25S05!37E4 
2000 READ C2<*> 
2013 DATA 0,1078869E-U,-0.50954132E-9,0.1032914SE-S,-0.M878223E-4 
2020 DATA 0.373S755E-3,-0.4512923E-1 ,3.1S275034E1 ,-0.S2745348E2 ,0.1 o0019E<+ 
203® READ C3<*> 
2040 DATA -0.3S244S37E-!i ,0.390877975-8,-0.7S3t8S31E-6,0.8312944SE-4 
2050 DATA -0.30737942E-2 ,0.706403685-1 ,3,33931S32E3 
2080 READ C4<*) ■ ■ ' 
2073 DATA -0. E! 282051E-8 ..3.1 3735431 EH8.-0,2i7 5 2 i 21E-3 
2080 DATA  0.322S2S34E-2,0.13883438E1 ,S.5S1'@3333£3 
2030 READ  C5<* > • " 
2100 DATA 273.15,2.5878E-21-S.93B3E-7,'3.12428-H.1.3Z75E-!4,-1.0t8BE-18 
9 i 1 ffi ppÄH   pH i' * ) 
2120 DATA 273.15,2.S923E-2.-7.3933E-7,2,86255-11,1,9717E-1S ,-2.24S6E-19 
2130 REftO'C7(*) ■       ■ 
2140 DATA  273.15,2.593!E-2  -1.5232E-7 ,4.3SS7EH1 ,-1.2791E-15,S.4402E-Z0 
2150 READ  C8<*> - 
21S0 DATA 0.844S44S6E-11 , .2244715SE-S ,,139112S2E-S,.M26S4S4E-4 
2173 DATA .31S22098E-3,.43353S25E-2 
2180 READ C9(*> 
2190 DATA  25.381237,-.B1954SS9,.22181S44E-1 ;-.i55009E-3 
2200 READ C10<*> „„.,  „. 
22.10 DATA -4.8411511 E-8 ,5.5291 96E-S ,-1.34372035-3,, 1145064,-3.431 451 ,42!b.8i 
2220 READ CtKO 
2230 PRINTER 15 1 
2240 Pat«i=30.08 ! in Hg 
2250 PRINT USIN3 !,4X,""IF TAKING DATA OR OPERATING SENSORS""" 
22B0 PRINT USING "6X,""ENTER ATMOSPHERIC PRESURg-^in -Hg )""" 
2270 PRINT 
2280 .INPUT Pa-Lm 
2290 Patm=Patm/2.041735 !in Kg to psi 
2300 ! 
2310 ! Select desired program option. 
2320 BEEP 
2330 PRINTER-IS 1 
2340 PRINT USING "4X ."'"SELECT OPTION;'1"" • 
2350 PRINT USINS "BX,""0 EXIT PROGRAM  
2360 PRINT USINS "SX,""i CHECK REMOTE SENgORgM ■' 
2370 PRINT USING "SX.B,,2 TAKE DATA-"-""     :- 
23S0 PRINT USING "SX,""3 PROCESS-DATA""" 
2390 PRINT USING "6X,""4 PRINT-RAW DATA"1"' 
2400 PRINT USINS "SX,""5 MERSE/CQPY DATA RILES-'"'" 
2410 PRINT 
2420 INPUT Iopt 
2430 i 
2440 !   I?  exit  optior,  selected,  go  to   '''END". 
2450 IF  lopt=0 THEN  GOTO  3133 
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Z4B0 I 
2470 ! If marge file option selected, call MERGE, 
2430 IF Iopt=5 THEN 
24S0    CALL Merge 
2500 50T0 2321 
2513 END IF 
25Z0  ! . 
:
 sensor check option selected, enter appropriate unit temp, reac 
i sensors, and display readings on screen. 
IF Iopt«1 THEN 
BEEF 
PRINT USING "4X /'"SELECT APPROXIMATE TEMPERATURE RANGE""" 
PRINT USING "SX,""0 48 - 50.5 riegC""'1 
PRINT USING "EX ."M  38 - !02 ■ degC""" 
PRINT USING "SX,""2  IS - 25  degC""" 
PRINT USING "6X,""3 Other""" 
INPUT  Ipc • "_..,, 
CALL  Sensor*T! ,T2 Jin .Tout Jsteanl Jsteam2 Jroom «Pxdcr ,Bvol ,Banp > 
Pxdcr=Pxdcr/6.8947 
Ts t ears=i Ts i eaw < +Ts-te£üsa2 XJ2-.& 
Fsat=FNPvst(Tsteam )/S■8947 
Bpuir=Bvol "2/5.7SE+3 
PRINT USING "20X,""SENSOR CHECK"»5 
PRINT '" ■ ■ _ 
PRINT USING "2X,""TI    Tin   T2    Tout  Tstml   ist«*.  Troori 
PRINT USING MX.,""<degC> tdegO < degC > (degC; \ degC ) \ degC > <degCT"" 
PRINT 





































PRINT USING MX,""Pxdcr 
PRINT USING MX,""\psi) 
PRINT n     ,   „  , _ 
PRINT USING " tX ,2CDD.DQ ,4X » ,3D.D ,4X ,00-00" tPxdcr-.Psat ,bvoi ,Bpwr 
PRINT 
gcrpp 












INPUT "ENTER STUDENT'S NAME (0=INCHECK-Defauit , 1«MEYER )" , iname 
IF Iopt=2 OR Inane*! THEN 
SEEP 
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2330 PRINT USING "4X .""Select Material Code:""" 
2940 PRINT USING "6X,"n0 COPPER   1 STAINLESS STEEL  
2'350 PRINT USING "SX ,""2 ALUMINUN 3 90:10 CU/NI""" 
2960 PRINT USING "5X/!"4 TITANIUM """ 
2370 PRINT 
2930 INPUT Ime 
2390 BEEP 
3000 INPUT "ENTER PRESSURE CONDITION ( 0=VACUgH1.' ATMOSPHERIC )" ,Ipc     ; 
3010 . BEEP 
3820 INPUT "ENTER TUBE INSIDE AND ROOT DIAMETERS (mm)" ,Di .Drool 
J ■£ w' <U Di=ui/1000.0 
3040 Oroot=Droot/1830.0              ■•■ 
3050 END IF 
3060 IF Iapt=3 OR Iopt=4 THEN 
3070 Nrun=14 
3080 BEEP 
3090 INPUT "ENTER NUMBER OF OATA SETS STORED iDEFAULT»!4)",Nrun 
3100 END IF 
3t 10 IF Iopt=2 THEN CALL Takedaia 
3120 IF Iopt=3 THEN CALL Process 
3130 IF Iopt=4 THEN CALL Raw 
3140 END IF 
315© i 
3160 ! Return to r<iain menu. 
3170 GOTO-2320 






3240 DEF FNPvst(T) 
32S0 i This function takes the saturated temperature EdegCl of steam and 
32S0 .! returns the saturated pressure [KPal- 
3270 
32S0 COM /KJsi/  CUB) 
3290 P=CK0> 
3380 FOR 1=1 TO S 
3310 P=P*T+CHI> 
3320 NEXT I 
3330 P=P*1.E+Z 
3340 RETURN P 
3350 FNEND 
33S0 i                 :  :- 
3370 i 
3380 ! 
3390 DEF FNHfgCT)                       ' 
3400 i This function takes saturation temp EdegCl of water and returns latent 
139 
3412 ! heat of vaporization fjVkg].    •  ■ 
3420 ! ' 
3430 COM /Hfg/ 02(5) 
3440 Hfg=C2(0> 
3450 FOR 1 = 5 TO 5 ;." •> 
3453    Hfg=Hfg*7+C2(I) 
3470 NEXT- 1 
3480 Hfg=Hfg*l.E+3 





3540 DEF FNMuw(T) . ,  „,      . 
3550 ! This function takes saturation temperature gf water tasgu^ and re .urn-: 
3580 i viscosity Ckg/w-s-i.-        ■ 
3570 !■ 
3580 COM /Muw/ C3(8 ) 
3590 Mu=C3<0> 
3600 FOR  1=1   TO  8 
3510 Mu=Mu*T+C3U> 
3620 NEXT I 
3S30 Mu=Mu*!.E-6 





3830 DEF FNCpwU) 
3700 ! This function takes saturation temp of'water tdagoraru, returns 
3710 ! specific heat LJ/kg-K). •■-•.• 
3720 ! 
3730 COM  /Cpw/  C1 U5> - 
3740 Cp=C!K0> 
3750 FOR 1=1 TO 5 
3750 Cp=Cp*T+C1KI > 
3770 NEXT  I 





3830 DEF FNRhowCT! .  .,_, ,,_, 
3840 ! This function takes water temp CdegC] and r^xur^   oer.sixy ..Ky/m ->- 
3850 i ■ "   ' 
38S0 COM  /Rhow/   C4(S> "   
3870 Ro=C4(0> 
3880 FOR  1=1   TO S 
140 
3890    Ro=*Ro*T+C4(I) 
3300 NEXT I 





39S0 DEF FNPru(T)  . 
3978 ! This function takes water tewp Ld*gC3 and returns Frandti Number, 
3380 i _  . 
3330 Pru=FNCpw<T)*FNMuw<T)/FNKw< i >•■.'    '• 
4000 RETURN Prw 
4010 FNEND 
4020 i   . 
4030 ! 
4040 ! 
4050 DEF FNKw<T) ,  .  .. 
40S0 ! This function takes water tamp IdeqCl and returns thermal connectivity 
4070 ! coefficient EW/ro-Kl. 
4880 ! 
4038 COM /Kw/ C5<5> 
4100 Kw=CS(0> . •■■■ 
4110 FOR 1=1 TO 5 
4120    Kw=Kw*T+C5C I > •_ 
4130 NEXT I 
4140 Kui=Kw*1 -E-3 
4150 RETURN Kw 




4200 DEF FNTanh(X)        '■.:■•'■• 
4210 ! This function computes the byperboUa tangent of a number. 
4220 ! '. ' ' 
4230 P=EXP(X) • 
4240 Q=EXP(-X) .        • 
4250 Tanh=(P-Q>/(P+Q> 
4260 RETURN Tanh 
4270 'FNEND.' 
4280 !•••■•-•■     ^       ■..:..    •■'. 
4230 !...-. 
4300 I 
4310 DEF FNTvsv55(U) 
4320 This function takes MEYER th«raooouple voltage and returns TSTEAM2 ideg] 
4330     ! 
4340     COM  /CcSS/  C6(5> 
4350     T=CS(0) 
141 
43S0 FOR 1=1 TO 5 
4378    T=T+CG( I )*'\)"1 
4383 NEXT I 
43S0 T=T-273.15 





4458 DEF FNTvsv57(V> , 
460 i "his function takes. MEYER thermocouple voltage and returns AL 
4470 i 
4480 COM /Cc57/ C7<5; 
4430 T=C7<8> 
4500 FOR I=t TO 5 
45112    T=T+07(I )*y*I 
4520 NEXT I 
4530 T=T-273.15 
4540 RETURN T 
4550 FNEND 
45S0 ! ■ • 
4570 ! 
4580 ! 
4590 OEF FNTvsv58<y> ,    f,Bn„, 
4690 ' This function takes MEYER iberaocoupi* voltage and-return» <RuO,1 tdegvi. 
4610 ! 
4620 COM /Cc58/ C8<5) 
4530 T=C3<0> 
4640 FOR 1=1 TO 5 
4850    T=T+C8(I)*iri 
4650 NEXT I 
4670 T=T-2?3.1S 




4720 !   .• 
4730 OEF FNTfric(Vcw) • ,     ...     a   ,„ 
4740 I This function takes coolant velocity [«/si and returns the increase xn 
4^50  1 water tenp fdegCl due solely to- frjetionai heating ot. the^ internal 
4750  i flow.  This increase was determined sy curve fitting tne temp rise  __ 
4770  1 obtained by circulating cadlant ai velocities ranging rrom i., to 4.. 











48G0 SUB Heading 
4S7© f. This subroutine prints headings required for the Tekedata, Process, and 
4880 ! Raw subroutines. 
4830 ! 
4S00 COM  /Fid/   Iname,Ifg,Di ,Droot ,Imc ,K>I.FS ,Fh rFu; ,Icpt ,Nrun,Patm,Ipc ,Bpwr,Vapve 
I - 
4910 PRINTER IS 701 
4923 IF lnane*0 THEN PRINT USING " I3X ," !,Qat.a -taken by: INCHECK  
4930 IF Iname=1 THEN PRINT ÜSINS • i 0X ," "Däjta -taken by: MEYER""" 
4942 IF Ifg='3 THEN PRINT USING M0X ;" "Tupa'type:- SMOOTH TUBE" 
4950  IF Ifg=t THEN 
43S0   .PRINT ÜSIN6 " 1<3'X ," "Tube type: •       RECTANGULAR FINNED TUBE 
4970    PRINT USING "10X,""Fin spacing, uiiuith ,■- height: :'" ,00.00 ,2X ,Z .00 ,2X ,2.00 
,"•" (mm>""";Fs,Fw,Fh 
4930. END IF 
4930 IF lmc=0 THEN PRINT USING "1QX»""Tube material: COPPER""" 
5008 IF Inc-1 THEN PRINT USING MAX/"Tube material: STAINLESS-S7 
EEL  
53.10 IF Imc=2 THEN"PRINT USING 'M0X,""Tub3 material: ALUMINUM  
.5020  IF J-nc-3 THEN PRINT USING 'M 0X ," "Tube material: 90/18 CU/MI" 
it ii 
5030  IF Imc=4 THEN PRINT USING "10X,""Tube material: TITANIUM""" 
5040  IF Iopt>2 THEN PRINT USING "18X , ""Thermal conductivity: "",30.0,"" 
(W/Pi-K >""";Km 
5050 PRINT USING " 1 0X ," "Inside diameter:            "",00.00/"' (mm >*"" ;Di*13 
00. 
50S0 PRINT USING "10X,""Root diameter: "",DD.0D,:"" (mm) ?Drcot 
*1000. 
5070 IF lpc=0 THEN PRINT USING "10X,""Pressure condition:       . VACUUM  
5080 IF Ipc=l THEN PRINT USING "10X,""Pressure condition:        ATMOSPHERIC" 
u tt 
5090  IF Iopt=2 THEN 
5100    PRINT 
5110    PRINT USING "9X,""Inlet    Temp    Steam Xducer  Satur 
aX x w tii 
5120  PRINT USING "!X/'"Fiau>   Temp     Rise     Temp    Volts     Press 
Press    Mfng""" 
5I30  PRINT USING "!X ,""(pet )  <degC )   (degC )   (degC )    <V>      < as i) 
<psi.)   \ pet )""" 
5140 END IF 
5150  IF Iopt=3 THEN 
5150    PRINT USING "10X.""System power: "",00.00,"" (KU)"""?Bp 
wr ■ • '•' 
143 
SI78    PRINT USING " ISX .""Steam velocity: "\D.DD,"" <m/s)"":':v 
apvel 
5130    PRINT USING "10X,:;"This analysis includes end-fin effect""" 
5130    PRINT USING "10X ,""MEATEX insert installed in tube  
5200    IF Ifg=l THEN 
5210       IF lname=0 THEM 
5220 PRINT USING "13X,""Enhancements based on comparison to Incheck sm 
octh tube data  
5230       ELSE 
5240 PRINT USIN6 "^/-'"Enhancements based on comparison to Ccbb snoot 
h tube data  
5250       END IF 
52S0   'END IF 
5270 END IF 
5280 IF Iopt=4 THEN 
52S8    PRINT 
5300    PRINT USING "MX,""Room   Inlet Outlet  Steam   Gage  Xducer 
5310    PRINT USING "5X,""Flow Temp   Temp   Temp   Temp   Press  Press 
Volts  Current""" 
5320    PRINT USING "4X,""Cpct) ( degC)  <degC)  <degC)  ( degC)  (KPa)  <KPa) 
< U )'  





5380 ! • 
5390 SUB Sensor<71,T2,Tin;Tout Jsteaml ,Tsteam2 ,Troom,Pxdcr,BvoI,Bamp> 
5400 ! This subroutine reads the HP2804A quartz thermometer, Setra Model 234 
5410 { pressure transducer, and the unit thermocouple voltages and converts 
5420 ! these to usable SI unit measurements.  Readings are taken 5 times over 
5430 ! approximately 30 seconds and averaged. 
5440 !  • 
5450 COM /Fid/ Iname,Ifg,Di ,Droot sImc ,Km ,Fs ,Fh ,Fw ,Iopt ,Nrun ,Pat« , Ipc ,3pwr ,'.;apve 
i . 
A 
5480 DIM EmfU) 










5570 ! Read system voitage and current <V and ft). 
5530 OUTPUT 709;"AR AFS1 ALS2 VR5" 
144 
559® OUTPUT 703;"AS SA1' 
5S00 BEEP 
5610 INPUT "CONNECT VOLTAGE LINE" ,Ok 
5S20 ENTER 709;Bvol 
5530 8vol=Bvoi* i 00.0 
SE4Ö BEEP - 
5650 INPUT "DISCONNECT U0LTA6E LINE" ,0b 
5S50 OUTPUT 709;"AS SA" 
5S70 ENTER 703;Bamp 
5B80 FOR J=1 TO 5 
5930 i 
5700 ! Rsad cooling water inlet /'out let temps fron quarts thermometers (degC),' 
5710 OUTPUT 703?'AS SA"                 : 
572S OUTPUT 713;"T1R2E" 
5730 WAIT 4 
5740 ENTER 713 s Temp .                    •    .  " 
5750 7i =71+Tamp 
57S0 OUTPUT 7!3;"T2R2E" 
5770 WAIT 4 
5788 ENTER 7I3;Temp 
5790 72=72+Temp           
5800 • OUTPUT ?13;*'T3R2E"        '.,..  . 
5810 
5820 ! Read pressure transducer. 
5830 OUTPUT 709;"AR AFS4 ALS4 URS" 
5840 OUTPUT 703;"AS SA"               • 
5850 ENTER 70S;Temp             ' 
5860 Etran^Etrars-ä-Temp                           •....■- 
5870 1                                             '....:■■' 
5380 ! Read steam, cooling watsF, snd roam temp thermocouple voltages <mV). 
5880 ■' - OUTPUT 709; "AR AF20 AL24 URS" 
. 5 300 FOR 1=0 TO 4 
'5910 ■ OUTPUT 709;"AS 3A" 
5920 ENTER 709;Temp 
5930 Erif<I )=Emf<I>+TempM.E+3 
5940 . NEXT. I. '■_  
5350. NEXT J; • • 
5960 'r 




5010 P:<äcr=(-2,34*Etran+Patm}*3.35473  ! psi to KPa 
S020 Emf(0)=ABS(Emf(0)>/5.0 • 





6070 IP  lpc=0 THEN ; Appro* 50 dsgp ranjSS 
S080 TsteanI=2.222 + (23.5S3*Efl'ii(0J) 
S090 Tstean2=2.S2S7+(23.3333*£Pi?U-)) 
6100 END  IF 
S113 IF   Ipc=i   THEN inpprox   100  qegC  ränge- 
st ■ Tsieam1=3, i396 + (21 .52?8*EpifO} > ;' 
6138 Tsteam2=7.S857+(21 .SB*Em^A) ) 
5143 EMD  IF ";- 
6150 IF   Ipc=2  THEN ! Ambient   temperature 
6150 T3teamt = .443SS-K24.S437*Ernf<0}> 
G170 Tsteam2=.4328+(24.335i*Emf<4) 5 
SI88 END  IF 
SI 30 IF Ipc=3 THEN    'All other temp ranges 
6200    Tätean1=FNTcoupis(Enf(0 5 > 
6210    Tstean2=FNTcoupis(Enf<45) 
S220 END IF 
5230 Delidif=7steam1-T5teaN2 
6240 IF ABSCDeltdif».! THEN 
8250    PRINT USING "4X ,""STEAMSIDE TCOUPLES DIFFER BY "H ,DD.O ,"" degC jOeltd 
if 
S260    PRINT 
S270 END IF 
5280 Tin=.SBSi2+(24.8415*Enf<:n) ' ' 
5290 Tout=.41665+<25.0103*Emf(Z>> 
S300 Deitdif=7out-Tin-T2+T1 
63*0 IF ABSCDeltdif )>.05 THEN 
6320    PRINT USINS "4X,""QUARTZ THERMO AND TCOUPLE DELTA-T DIFFERS BY "" ,DD.DD 
',"'" degCu""jDeltdif 
S330    PRINT 
S340 END IF . 
E350 Troon=FNTcoupie< Emf(3 )) 
6360 SUBEND • 
5370 i 
6380 I    ' . 
6390 ! 
6400 SUB Raw 
64)0 ! This subroutine prints the raw data obtained from INCHECK or MEYER 
6420 ! experimentation. 
6430 ! 
6440 COM /Fid/ Inane ,Ifg ,Oi .Droot ..Iwc rJ*m ,Fs ,Fh ,Fw .lopi ,Nrun ,Pa+.m ,Ipc .Bpuir ,Vapve 
1 . 
6450 DIM Enf(20> 
6460 BEEP 
S470 INPUT "SIUE THE NAME OF THE RAW DATA FILE",D_file$ 
6480 ASSIGN ©File TO D_fiie$ 
6450 PRINTER IS 701 
6500 PRINT USING "!0X ,""Progran Nans; DRPALL"'1" 











































IF Tnarie=0 THEN 
ENTER §Fj.Ie5lfg,Irtc,Ipc 
ENTER @Fiie;Fs,Fi*isFh •• 
ENTER £Fiie;Di .Droot 
ELBE 
ENTER SFils;Ifg ,Drid 
ENTER @File;Ddd,Fs,Fu,Fh 
END IF 
IF   lnc»0 THEM  Km=390.8 [ ■ 
IF  Irnc=!   THEN Km=14.3 
IF   Irnc=2  THEN  Ke>=231 .8 
IF   Ific=3 THEN K*=55.3 
IF   Imc=4  THEN Km«18.9 
CALL Heading 
FOR  J=i   TO Nrun 
IF  Inane-0  THEN -        ;   ^ 
ENTER  8File;Fn,TT ,12 Jstean .figag« ,-Pnd<?p , iroom ,BvoA ,aamp 
ELSE 
ENTER  @Fiie;Bvol,Barcp,Ddd;F!«,T1-J2,pQage,Pxdcr ,Enf<*) , 
Tsteaml =FNTvsv57C Emf (0 > ■> 
T5tsam2=FNTvsv56(EMf( l'>) 
Troorn=FNTvsv58(Emf < 2 > > 
Pgage^Pgaga./i 000.0 
Pxdcr=Pxdcr/V000.8 
. Tstean=Tstsän1    . . ' 
. Bvol=Bvöi*100.0 . - 
:•'  END IF   -. '-•-•;'"•• 
. fi-Pgage ■   ' .,;■:. 
PRINT^USINS 'ix!2<DD,3X),3(D0.0D,3X>,4(3D.D,3X>)D.D0"jJ,FK(Troon.T1 
,P2 ,Bvol ,Bai*ip 
NEXT J 




! This subroutine records 
i 
data obtained from the experimental apparatus. 
CON /Fid/ Iname.Ifg.Dt.Droot,1*0.Km.Fs.Fh.Fw.Iopt.Nrun.Pat«,Ipc .Bpur.vapve 
6920 INPUT "GIVE A NAME FOR THE RAW DATA FILE" ,D_fUe$ 
5930 CREATE BOAT D_file$,30 
5940 ASSIGN @Fiie TO D_file$ 
6950 PRINTER IS 70! ' .   
S9B0 PRINT USING ' J OX ," "Program Name:      ■       V» 7^» n *n-s 
R970 PRINT USING "10X .""Raw data stereo on   file:      .i"1 »-J_-i*-* 
147 
5380 ! . ' 
B990 ! Read tube geometry and experimental conditions. 
7080 BEEP 




7050 IF Ifg=i THEN ;      • -\ '" 
70B0    BEEP .,__,_ 
7370    INPUT "ENTER FIN SPACING, HE.ISHT, AND W^TH ^n;' .|"5.rn'Fu 
7030 END IF ■ ,, 
7090 ! Write fin geometry, tube mat anal , and ppa*sure condition to xne data . I 
i e. ■;•.'■ 
71-00 OUTPUT §File;Ifg,Imc ,Ips '. '■['  
71 i0 OUTPUT §File?Fs,Fui,Fh        • '■■ 
7120 OUTPUT @File;Di ,Droot 
7130 CALL Heading ■ 
7140 t ... 
7150 i Take experimental data thru subroutine SENSOR.  By using the nolar   _ 
71G0 i weights of steam and air, deter-in« the n«ji«P fraction of nonconoensioie 
7170 I gases in the system  If the data sat is acceptable, write it to xr,e 





7230 INPUT "ENTER FLQWMETER REAPING",Fm 
7240 IF Fn<20. OR Fm>85. THEN' ' 
7250    BEEP 
72B0   . PRINTER IS 1 
7270    PRINT "INCORRECT FLQÖNETER READING—-REENTER" 
72S0    PRINT 
7290    GOTO 7220 
7300 END.IF .  _  . 
7310 CALL Sensoren ,T2,TIB,Tayt.Tsteanl ,Tstean2 .Troom«Pxacr .avoi ,Bamp> 
7320 BEEP 
7330 INPUT "ENTER PRESSURE GASE READING <p5i>",Psag3 
7340 Pgage=Pgage*6.8947 . 
7353 Tstaan=(Ts.team1+Tsteaw2 J/2.0- 
7360 Psat=FNPvst<Tsteam> ■ 
7370 Ufng=(Pxdcr-Psat )/Pxder 
7380 Mf ng=t.. /< < 1 . /vfng-i .; >*iilw5tK*lyiutng+i . ) 
7350 Mfng=Mfng*!00. 
7400 PRINTER IS 701 , .„ 
74.0 PRINT USING   "2X ,0D,4X ,B<3Q.ÜO ,4X > ,4D.D" jFp ,T1 J2-T1 , i steam .övol'.Pxdcr/o. = 9* 
7,Psat/B.89477M.fng '   .   , ■" 
7420 BEEP 

















































IF Ok=l THEN 
OUTPUT @Fiie;F«i',TI ,T2 Jsteam ..Pgage .Px-der Jroow ,Bvoi ,3amp 
PRINTER IS 70! 
PRINT 
BEEP 
INPUT "WILL' THERE BE ANOTHER DATA RUN tä=YE5 : i=NO)?" ,0k 
IF' OK=0 THEN "-■■-■'    ".' 
J=J + 1 
GOTO 7220 
ELSE .,; ■ ■'''*■■ ■ '■'-:-■■ 
Nr.un=J • 
END IF - ■ ' 
ELSE 
PRINTER. IS 1 
PRINT "THE PREVIOUS DATA SET.WAS DISCARDED!!" 
GOTO 7220 
END IF 
ASSIGN ©File TO * 
PRINTER IS 701 
PRINT 




! This subroutine processes MEYER or INCHECK data files using the modified 
! Wilson-method.  Values of the leading coefficients for the inside and 
I outside heat transfer correlations are found using Petukhov and Nusselt 
! theory respectively.  Coolant velocity, beat transfer coefficients, heat 
! flux, and temperature drop--across- the condensing film are printed for 
S each data point.  Curve fit data,for the overall heat transfer 
! coefficient vs heat fiux and fil« delta-T are printed. 
! 
COM  /Fid/   Iname,Ifg,Qi ,Drcot ,Imc ,K« js^Eh ,Fw,Iopt ,Nrun ,Patm,Ipc ,Bpwr ,v"apve 
DIM Array(27,6>,Enf(Z0) 
BEEP 
INPUT "GIVE THE NAME OF THE EXISTING DATA FILE" ,0_fileS 
ASSIGN ©File TO D_file$ 
PRINTER IS 70! ..,.   . 
PRINT USING  "10X, ■'"Program Name*.       •• DRPALL ' 
PRINT  USING   ',!0X:""Rau>  data  stored-on  file« "" , 10A";D_file$ 
IF  lname=0 THEN '..,-... 
ENTER ©File; Ifg ?IPIC ,Ipc— - 
ENTER  §Fiie;Fs ,Fw ,Fh      • 
ENTER. @File;Di ,Droci    •: 
ELSE 
149 
7910    ENTER @FiiesIfg ,Ddd 
7920    ENTER iFiie;Odd ,Fs ,Fw,Odd 
793S    BEEP 
794t3 INPUT   "ENTER  FIN  HEIGHT   <piH>",Fh 
7950 END IF 
7360 ! . 
7S7S ! Initialize tabs geometry and  thermal concuctivity, 
7980 L=.13335 .       • 
7990 LI=.060325 
8030 L2=.034925 
83 <0 Dcon=.lb24 
302S Areaccrr=9.18214E-S 
8830 IF lmc=0 THEN Km=390.8 
8040 IF   It*ic = 1   THEN k>=14.3 
8050 IF   Imc-2  THEN Km=231.3 
80G0 IF  Imc=3  THEN  K«=55.3 
8070 IF  Imc=4  THEN  Krc=18.9 
80S0 Ci=2.5 
8050 IF lname=0 THEN 
8100 IF  lpc=0  THEN  Alp5|n=.8jS 
8110    IF Ipc=l THEN AipsKi=.S27- 
8120 ELSE . ■' 
8130    IF lpc=0 THEN ftlpsn-.8> 
8140    IF Icc = ! THEN Alpsm*.35 
3150 END IF 
81B0 Alp=2.S 
8170 Rn-LO6(Droöt/Di)/(2.0*PI*L*Kn> • 
8180 P=PI*Di ■   " y.V , 
8130 A=CDrootA2-Di'-2>*PI/4.0  ,. 
8200 O'oltavg=0. 
8210 Tstmavg=0. 
8220 IF lpc=0 THEN Qiossr=i2E?. 
8230 IF Ipc=1 THEN (210835343-. 
8250 i Read file and compute necessary values for Wilson iteration,  bxore 
8280 ! these values in Array' for iterative processing. 
8270 FOR J=1 TO Nrun 
8280    IF Insrne=0 THEN , 
829©      ENTER (SFileiFrc ,Ti ,T2 , Tsteam, Odd .Ddd.Ddd.Bvoi, Odd 
g7,0Q f-LSE — •' 
8310 "     ENTER ©FilejBvol^Qtiä.Pdd.FmJt JZ.Ddd ,Odd ,Emf(*),- 
3320 BvoI=Bvoi*!00. •-<3' 
8330 Tstean=FNTvsvS7<Epif<0> > 
8340 END  IF 
8350    Uoltavg=Ooitavg+BvQl 
8380    T3tmavg=Tstmavg+Tsieam 
So I Calculate the properties of. the cooliPQ *aier at its avg temperature. 
150 
8330 i Based an these properties, ealGuUU'-Qfcego by Petukhov theory. 
8400 ■ . Md=( .S763*Fmrj .342-!2>*FNRhcuKT-l >/l >E+5 
8410 Tavg=(Ts+T2>/2.0 
8420 Gpcu)=FNCpu)iTavg} 
8430 ■. Rhocu>=FNRhowiTavg ) 
3440 Kcw=FNK.ui< Tavg) 
8450 Mucw=FNKuw-< Tavg ) 
84S2 Prcw=FNPrw<Tavg) 
8470 Uf=Md/.Rhocw 
8480 Vcw=4 .0*U.f /( PI*Di*2-ftreacarr ) 
8490 Rei=Rhocm*yc«*Di/Mucw 
8500 Xi = ( t .82*LST(Rei )-> .84 )"(.-£) 
8510 . Ppkl = 1..0+3.4*Xi 
3520 Ppk2=1'I .7+1 ..8*Prcw"(-i .0/3,2) 
8530 Pp1=(Xi/8.8>*Rei*Prcw 
3540 PpZ-Ppkl+PpkZ^Xi/S.Sr ,5*iPrcut" .8SS7-! .#) 
8550 0riega=Pp1/Pp2 
8550 f         •        : 
8570 ! Calculate the Iog-mean-temp-differanca after correcting for the 
8530 ! frictional effects of heating.  Their.'calculate the heat flux  and 
8530 ! overall heat transfer coe.ff is lent. ■• • 
8B00 Tcor=FN7fric< Vcw }        ■• • 
3S10 Trise=T2-T1-7cor 
8820 Lmtd=Trise/LOG( (Tstean-Ti }/( TsteawJStTcsr >) 
S830 Q=Md*Cpcui*Trise 
8840 Qp=Q/(PI*Droot*L) 
3850 Uo=Qp/Lntd . 
8S80 i 
8S70 ! Store the necessary values for Wilgep, iteration. 
8S80 Array< J-1 ,0 )=Tsteam                 '• 
8S90 Array«J-1 ,1 )-Kcu 
8700 Array(J-5 „2>=Qp 
3710 Array(J-t ,3)=Uo 
8720 Array(J-1,4)=0mega 
8730 • ■ ftrray( J-1 ,5 >=Vcw 
8740 Array<J-t ,S )=Lmtd 
8750 NEXT J' 
87S0 ASSIGN §File TO * 
8770 i 
8780 ! Calculate the power and steam vapor velocity.  Print page heeding. 




8330 Rhcstn=FNRho5t;"i( Tstnavg ) 
8840 yapvei=4*< Bpwr-Qloss }/<PI*Rh05tro*Hfg*DconA2 ) 
8850 Bpur=8pwr/t.E+3 
38S0 CALL Heading 
151 
3B7S i 







8350 FOR J=l TG Nrun 
3960    7steam=Array( J-1 ,'d) 
3S70    Kcw=Array\J-1 ,1 >       .--•' 
3930    Qp=Array<J-i ,2) 
S9S0 •   Üo=ftrräy(J-1 ,3) 
3000    Omega=ftrray(J-1,4) 
3010 I 
30Z0 i Solve for Two by iteration and then find Hi. 
9030    Two=T.steam-5.0 
9040 Tf iiri=( Tsteaw+2,0*7^0 )/3.0, 
9050 Rhof=FNRhow(Tfiim>      '' 
9.BB0" Kf-FNKui<TfilM)   , 
9070 Muf=FNMuw(Tfil*> 
9080 Hfgf=FNHfg(Tf il«->+r68ifFNGpwi Tf ii«i >*< Tstear.-Two > 
9090 New=( K f * 3*9.81*Hfgf*flhia f .*2/< Muf'*Droct*< Ts team-Two > >>'\2S 
9100    Ho=Alp*New.        " "'',";. 
9110    Twoc=Tsteaw-Qp/Ho 
9120    IF ABS<<Twoc-Two>/Tuoc)>^äai.-THBN 
9130       Two=Twoc 
9140    ■= .GOTO 9040 •  • 
9150    END .IF 
9150    Hi=Kcw/Oi*Ci*Owegs     ■ 




9210 ! Compute the Wilson data poi-r.ts *®r linear regression. 
3220    X=Droot*New*L/(0mega*Kcw*<L*U#F#!+U2*Fe2)} 
9230    Y=New*(i.0/Uo-Rm*PI*DrQQt*L) 
9240 Surcx=Sumx+X ... 
9250 Suny=Sumy+Y -,- 
92B0 Sur.x2=Su«x2+X*X 
3270    Suny2=Suwy2+Y*Y 
S2S0    Sumxy=Sumxy+X*Y •     ■ 
3290 NEXT.J ■ • 
9300 ! 
5310 ! Compute the-slope and intöRcapi of the Modified Wilson plot.  Take the 
9323 ! reciprocals and compute ftlpc and Cic»  Compare with the last values of 
3330 I Alp and Ci.  If out of tblepanes, -average the values and repeat entire 















9470 IF Cerr>.©005 OR Aerr>.0005 THEN GOTO 8890 
9490 i Once final values of Ci and Alp are found compute the rajreHlon 
9500 » coefficient of the Modified Wilson plot.  Fina tne enhancement, to, 
9510 ! constant heat flux and constant temperature drop across .ha mm. 




S5B0 PRINTER IS 701   . .  t  „,. 7 ,n-.R 
3570 PRINT USING " 10X ," "Wi laon Plot regression coefficient - ^.^.au, 
95S0 PRINT USING »10X/"Ci (based on pstukhov-Ropov;      - ^.-.SJ l^ 
9590 PRINT USING "10X/"Alpha (based on Nusaslt)   ^ .-•-1' '• ^ 
9800 IF If§=* THEN . -' 
9513    Et=Alp/Alpsm 
5520    Eq=EtA<-4.0/3.0) ,    .,  _ „ „ 7 3D"-Ea 8530    PRINT USING " 10X/ "Enhancement (constant heat flu* >      -  ^,y        ■ * 
9640    PRINT USING "10X / "Enhancement (constant temp drop,-  -   ^-^ ■ &* 
9S50 END.IF 
9S60 PRINT ' 
9670  ! i    »e ■r.^=i   *"tnv  Hi  and Ho for each 9680  1 Determine and print the tinal values- of ne«i •*"*. Hi, ana ,o , 
9690  ! data point.  Determine the power relationship between ne*t tlu* and 
9700  i. and print. '„..„„„ 
9710 PRINT USING "24X/"Overall   .Outside ^ inside 
9720 PRINT USING " 14X / "Coolant Hea* • Xfsf  Heat Xfer  Heat X.er 
9730 PRINT USING "!3X/"Velocity Coefficient Coefficient Coefficient   Flux 
Ts-Tuiail  Temp""" . 
9740 PRINT USING "2X, LMTD -Vw Uo  ' Ho rti 
SPRINT USING  »4xV-t     (de9C>(m/,)       (^2-K)       (U/--2-K)       ^"2-^ 
U/m 2 ) vdegC; 
9760    PRINT 
9770    Txfavg=0.    . 



















































•FOR  J=:   TO Nrun 
7sieai*t=ftrray( J- I 
Kcw-Array<J-i ,! ) 
Qp=Array(J-1 ,2 
Uo=Array( J-i- ,3 
Omega^firray* J-1 ,4). 
Ucw=Array<J-1 ,5 ) 
Lrctd=Array( J-1 ,6 ) 
Hi =Kcw/D i *Ci *0wsga 
M=<Hi*P/CKm*A) >'\S 
Fe1=FNTanhiM*L1 )/'(M*L1 >  ■ 
Fe2=FNTanh(M*L2 )/(M*L2 ) ■Ho-1.0/U.0/UoTDpo<»*»L/iDi*«L+L1*F8»+L2*Fe?>*Hi)-Rn*L»PI*Oroot; 
Txf=Qp/Ho 
PRINT USING "3X ,DG,3X ,DD:De,3X ,Z.OO ,2X ,4(M0.3DE ,2X >,1X,DD.QD" ; J , 
,Ho,HiFGp,Txf       .•'■•• 







PRINT USING "2X/,,AygN\29X,Mp.3QeiUX,MBr3DE,3X,UD.uD ;hoavg.Qpavg 
SUBEND •.,,-...   ■.-..:•.. 
SUB Merge , . 
! This subroutine will merge tuo data files into a new usta file »,. 
■ one file to another. 
DIM Array (27 ,8) ■ ■ .  ": ~''"' ..,,. 
INPUT "TYPE OF OPERATION?-r@==!1erge . 1 -CopyV ;I f tie 
IF Ifile-0 THEN      "     ..... 
INPUT .-6IVE THE NAME OF'THE FIRST DATA FILE" «Defile* 
ELSE 
INPUT "GIVE THE NAME OF THE FILE TO BE COPIED" ,D__file* 
END IF , 
ASSIGN ©File TO D_file$ 
INPUT "ENTER THE NUMBER OF DATA POINTS" .Nruri'I 
ENTER @File;Ifg,lMc,Ipc 
ENTER @Fiie;Fs ,Fw ,Fh 
ENTER §FUe?Di,ürss* 
FOR J=l TO Nrun! 
ENTER ßFiie;Fr«,T1 ,T2 Jstesm ,Pgage ,Pxdcr Jroon ,Bvo.i ,3anp 





13260   ArrayCJ-1 ,2)-T2 
10273   Array*J-1 ,3>=Tstearn 
10280   Array'. J-i ,4 )=Pgage 
10230   Array<J-1 ,5>=Pxdcr 
10380   ArrayC J-1 ..S >=Troo.™i 
•©Si's   Array( J-1 ,7 )=Bval 
10320   Array'. J-1 ,8)=8amp 
10330 NEXT J 
18340 ASSIGN ©File TO * 
10350 IF Ifile-0 THEN ,.--nvn -ATA "ic n f<le$ 103S0   INPUT "GIUE THE NAHE OF (Hfc sfcUOND unTn , ^ ,~_r-i- 
1S5-70 AS5I6M @Fiie TQ D_fileS .. 
,W80 INPUT "ENTER THE NlMBER OF DATA POINTS" ;Nru, 
10330 Nrun=Nrun+Nrun1 -1 
1040© ENTER  @Fils;Ddd,Odd5Ddd   ■• 
10410 ENTER ©Fiie;Qdd,Ddd,Qdd 
1QA20 ENTER @File;Ddd,Ddd 
10430   FOR J«Nrunl TO Nrun , B 19440      ENTER eFilejFnJIJZ.Ts^W.^BS.P^r.i.ocm.dv-i.s  P 
10458      Array*J,0>=Fm ' • 
104SS      Array!J ,1 )=T1 
10470      Array(J ,2>=T2 
10480     Arrayv J ,3 ;=Ts-tsan 
10450      Array(J ,4)=Pgage 
10500      Array*. J ,5>=Pxdcr 
10510      Array( J -.6 >=Traofi 
10520      ftrray(J ,7)=Bvol 
10530      Array(J ,8 )=Banp 
1@540 NEXT J 
10550 ASSIGN «File TO * 
10560 Nrun=Nrun+1 
10570 END IF 
!S IF HUT?«* THE MAME OE THE HER« DAT, EILE- .D_f 11- 
',S ELSINPUT -6IUE THE NABE OF THE NEU DATA FILE" .O.file. 
10620   Nrun=Nrunt 
1QS30 END IF 
10840 CREATE BOAT D_file$,30 
10550 ASSIGN iFile TO D_fiie$ 
10BS0 OUTPUT •§File;IfgIInc-,Ipc 
10B70 OUTPUT SFile;Fs,Fw,Fh 
10S80 OUTPUT §FiIe;Di .Droot 
10650 FOR J=1 TO Nrun 
1070O   Fm=Array(J-1,S> 
10710   .T1=Array(J-1 ,1 > 
10720 T2=Array<J-1 ,2> 
13730 Tsteam=Array(J-1,3) 
155 
. r J__nT   =i-rt r-a+iirna   density   [kci/fi'w'3 takes  steam  ■ce^p   Loeg^J- a**'- "e'ur-'°  .--.»-.I.JF 
10740 Pgage=firray<J-1,4) 
13750 Pxdcr=Array<J-1,5) 
10760 Troom=flrray< J'-i ,S) 
107"70 Bvol=Array<J-1,7) 
10780 Bamp=ftrray< J-i ,8) _, _^ „ 
1079® OUTPUT  @File;Fn,T1 ,T2 Jstea« .Pgag« .F-xdcr Jrcom ,B „O. ,Bamp 
10883  NEXT  J 





108S0 DEF FMRhostM(T) 
1087® ! This function 
10880 ! 
10898 COM /RhQstm/ 09(5) 
10530 Ro=C3(0> 
10910 FOR 1=1 TO 5   ■ 
18920   Ro=Ro*T+C9(I> 
10930 NEXT I  .     . 




10980 ! ...-■ 
10990 DEF.FNTcouple<E>       *h!irm,~uole voltage C«V1 and returns temperature 
1,000 » This function takes a *JBrno^i" ^^ ^relation from Beckaith, T. 
11010 , IdeBC] using a ^"^^Trffiä^AL MEASUREMENTS. <Sth 1102© ! 6., Marangom, R.D., and uienhara .-•"•• 
11030 ! ed>, Addison-Uesley: Reading, Ma, 1993, p. 684. 
11040 ! 
11050 COM  /Tcouple/   C10<3) 
M060 T=0. 
11070 FOR  1=1   TO;4 
11080 T=T+C10<I-n*EAI 
11090 NEXT   I 
1 !100 RETURN  T 
1 110 FNEND 
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APPENDIX D.  RAW AND PROCESSED DATA 
Raw data was compiled for 20 experimental trials for each 
of two pressure conditions. Raw and processed data from 
accepted data trials follow. 
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Progran Name: DRPftLL 
Raw data stored on file: SSMTU3 
Data taken fay; INCHECK 
Tube type: SMOOTH TUBE 
Tube material: STAINLESS-STEEL 
Thermal conductivity:        14,3 (W/PI-K) 
Inside diameter: 13.21 (mn ) 
Root diameter: 14.10 (mm) 
Pressure condition: VACUUM 
Room Inlet Outlet Siearo Sage Xdueer 
Flow Temp Temp Temp Tewp Press Press 'Jolts Current 
(pet) (degC) (degC) (degC) (degC) (KPa) \KPa) (lJ)' 
1 80 19.63 17.46 1 -S. 03 4S.7 11.0 10.8 138.0 I .04 
2 70 1S.B5 17.55 18.13 48.7 .11.0 11.0' 1 q7   a 1 .03 
3 S0 19. SS 17.62 13.32 43.6 11.0 10.S 138.2 1 .03 
4 S3 1S.S5 17.46 13.27 4S.7 11 .0 1 ! .0 197.9 1 .03 
5 40 13.67 17.49 18.43 48.6 1 j , 0 10.9 137.9 1 .04 
6 30 19.69 1   / .3/ 18.74 48.S 1 i .0 1 1 .0 137.3 1 .03 
-7 
f 20 19.67 17.59 19.13 43.7 1 1 .0 11.0 138.0 1 .04 
0, 20 19.68 17.59 19.13 48.7 11.0 10.9 138.0 1 .83 
.9 :'  33 13.69 17.54 .18.71 48. S" 10.3 10.3 .1 98.0 .. . 1.04 • . 
10 ■    40 .19,71 17.35 ■ 1 8-. 30 .48.7 1 ! .0 .1! . 1 .137,9. 1.04    . 
11. 50.. 1.9.G8-- 17.29 ,  ■1-8..-03 ■ 4.8,6 11-0- - ■ : H-..l 198.3. ■K02    . 
12 60 19.71 17.31 .13.01 • 48.7 1 1 .0 ■;.n .9 198.0  . ...1 .04. ' 
13 70.   : 19.68 •17.*?. -18..as 48,6 13,3 .   V t .. 0 1 98,4' r.;1..02. , 
14 S0 .. .13.72 .17.43 .1.8,06 48.8 71.0 u,.i 197.5- .... -j .02 
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Program Name: 
Raw data stored on file: 














'14.. 3 <W/m.-K> 
. 13.21 <«m > 
14.10 (mm ) 
UfiCUU&l 
S.81 (KW> 
\ , 97- (m/s ) 
This analysis includes end-fin affect 
HEnTEX insert installed in tube- 
Wilson Plot regression coefficient =-§.938 
Ci (based on Petukhov-=Pbpov >      = 2.803 
ftlpha (based on Nu552.lt)-.'       «* 0.323 
Overall Outside Inside 
Coolant Heat Xfef Heat Xfer • Heat Xfer Heat 
\J elocity Coefficient Coefficient Goefficieni Flux Ts-Twall 
Date LMTD </w Uo • Hör Hi-. ' Qp Txf 
* (degC) (m/s) (W/R~2-K> {W/M?2-K) (W/m"2-K) 'W/r/2) (degC > 
i 31 .02 4. 1 1 6.707E+03 1 ,631£+04 4.344E+04 n .0S0E+05 19.25 
2 30.84 3.8-1 S.754E+83 1 .<128E*04 3.9S5E+04 .033E+05 18.47 
3 30.G5 3.11 S.S17E+03 1.10BE+04 3r43"E+04 1 .997E+0B 18.07 
4 30. SS 2.81 6.379E+03 1 . 12SE+04. 2.9S9E+04 .964E+05 17.45 
5 30. B3 2.1 1 5.107E+03 1 . 12BE+84 2,475Ei-04 .870E+05 16 . GI 
S 30.43 LSI 5.858E+03 1.17GE+04 J.97SE+04 .7S3E+05 15.15 
7 30.29 1.10 5.333E+03 1.21SE+04 1.450E+04 .B17E+05 13.3! 
s 30.29 1 .10 5.355E+03 1.224E+04 1.4S0E+04 .S22E+05 13.25 
s 30.48 1.61 S.342E+03 1.170E+04 1.S75E+04 .7S1E+05 15.22 
10 30.84 2.1 1 B.127E+03 1.134E+04 2.471E+04 1 .890E+0E IB.67 
i 1 30.92 i.Ci G.365E+03 !.123E+04 2.S53E+04 1 .9S8E+05 17.53■ 
12 31.10 3.11 S.521E+03 1 .10SE+0.4 3.424E+04 *? .02SE+05 18.30 
13 30.82 .3.61 E.5S1E+03 1.075E+04 3.392E+04 7 .022E+05 18.31 
14 3! .02 4.11 B.733E+03 1 .0S7E+04 4.34BE+04 JC .0S9E+05 19.21 
Avg 1 .134Ef04 ] .314E+05 IS. 95 
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Program Name: DRP? ILL 
Raw dat a stored on file SSMTU4 
Data ia ken by: INCHECK 
Tube type: SMOC TH TUBE 
Tube ma terial: STAINLeSS'STEEL 
Thermal conduct i v i t y : 14. 3 «W/m-h :> 
Inside diameter ; 13 21 ■'. mm ) 
Root diameter: 14. 10 (iw) 
Pressur s cond.it ion: UACÜUH 
Room Inlet Outlet Steam Gaga Xdueer 
Flow Temp Temp Temp Temp Press Press volts Cu, "rent 
(pet) (riegC) < degC ) (degC ) (degC ) <KPa> <KPa) (U) 
1. 83 19.76 17.66 1 8.22 48.7- • ■IS,3 11 .0 - \98.1 1 .04 
2 70 19.74 17.72 18.33 43.7 10.9 11 .0 1 98.1 
i 
.04 
i S0 19.73 17.31 13.50 48.5 10.9 1 1 .0 1 98.0 1 .04 
4. 50 T9.79 17.51 18.40 48.7 13.9 1 1 .0 197.8 1 .04 
5 43 19.30 17.83 18.61 48.6 10.3 H .0 197.3 1 .04 
s 30 •i 9.83 17.71 18.8G 48.7 11 .0 11 .0 193.0 1 .04 
7 23 19.81 1 7.30 13.33 48.7 1 1 .0 .11.0 1 98.1 1 .04 
8 20 19.80 17.79 19.32 48.7 10.9 11 .0 1 98.0 1 .03 
9 30 19.81 17.58 18.73 48.5 10.9 1.0.3 197.9 
j 
.34 
10 40 19.81 17.49 18.44 48. S 11.0 11 .0 »98.0 1 .04 
1 ? 50 ■ 19.83 17.45 18.25 48.S 11.0 1 1 .0 1 38.1 1 .04 . 
12 S0 1 9. -22 17.44 13.14 4S.7 11 .0 11.0 1 98.0 
i 
t .04 
13 70 19.82 17.58 18,20 48,7 1 1 .0 11.0 1 98.2 1 .04 




Program.  Marne: 
Raw data stored on file: 













13.21 i itn) 
14.10  (mm) 
VACUUM 
System power : E.31 (KM) 
Steam veicci ty: . 1.37 (m/s ) 
This . snalysi a includes f sns-fin., erfe _ i 
HEATE i   insar t installed in tuba 
Wilso -s Plot regression sasffjcient = 3.997 
Ci < b 3ssd on Petukhov-P apov > = 2.SS7 
Alpha (based on Nu5se.lt 
overall 




C oolant Heat Xfer ■ Hast Xfer Heat Xfer Heat 
Ue locity Coefficient Coefficient Coefficient Flux Ts-! wall 
Data LMTD Vw Uo Ho Hi Qp Txf 
$ <degC) (M/S ) CW/nA2-K> (Wm."2-K) <W/mA2-K) (W/n"2> (degC) 
* 30.73 4.1 1 E.754E+03 1 . 0P,7E*04 .4.437E+34 2.079E+05 19.13 
2 30.SB 3.B 1 8.479E+03 1 .ft47E-fc»4 3.977E+04 1.937E+0S 13.98 
3 30,43 3.11 S.51SE+03 1.093E+04 3.510E+04 1.9S1E+05 13.35 
4 33. S3 2 .Si 6.2B1E+03 1.0S1E+04 3.020E+04 1.920E+05 17.75 
s 30.4S 2.11 S.098E+03 1.I12E+Q4 2.52SE+04 1 .858E+0S 16.71 
G 30.41 1.G1 5.785E+03 1,)33Ef04 2.018E+04 1.753E+05 15.52 
? 30.13 1 .10 5.345E+03 1.1965+04 1 .431E+04 1 .S10E+05 13.4B 
8 30.14 1 .10 5.333E+03 !.193E+04 1.481E+04 1.B09E+05 13.49 
3 30.35 1 -St S.786E+03 1.i 33.E+04 2.013E+04 1.7S9E+05 15.45 
10 30. £7 2.11 S.1B5E+03 1 .135E,+04 2.522E+04 1.S91E+05 IB. 65 
11 30.74 2.S1 6.335E+03 1.10SE+94 3.015E+04 1.9435+05 17.53 
12 30.90 3.1 1 S.455E+03 I.082E+E4 3.495E+04 i.994E+05 13.44 
13 30.82 3 . 0 1 6.552E+03 1.065E+04 3.371.E+04 2.Ö13E+05 13.93 
14 30.75 4.11 S.S39E+03 1.070E+04 4.434E+04 2.057E+0S 19.22 
ftvg 1,110E+04 1 .891E+05 17.10 
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Program Name-" 
Raw data stored on file: 
Data taken by: 
Tubs type» 









RECTANGULAR FINNED TUBE 
i .50  1 .00 0. IS (mm > 
STAINLESS-STEEL 
14.3  (W/pi-K ) 
13.20  <mm> 
14.25   \ mm > 
VACUUM 
ROOM Inlet Outlet Siaa* Sage Xducer 
Flow Temp Temp Temp Tamp Press Press Volts Current 
(pet ) i degC ) (degC) i degG ) <degG ? (KPa) (KPa) <U> 
1 80 19.70 17.08 17.73 ■ 48.5 10.7 10.3 158.1 1.04 
o 70 19.7! 17.17 1 7.30 48.7 11.0 tl .1 198. 1 I .04 
3 60 19.72 17.28 18.07 48.7 1 1 .0 •11 .0 1 97.8 1 .04 
4 50 19.75 17.12 18.04 48. S t 1 .0 n .0 197.9 \ .03 
c 40 19.75 17.13 18.20 48.5 11.0 .10.9 197.9 1 .03 
6 30 . 19.73 17.20 18.51 48.6 11 .0 . 11.0 197. S. ■ 1 .03 
7 20- 19.73 ■■ 17.2E 18.97 48.5 10.9 ■ ■ 11.0 i 97.9 ' 1 .03 . 
8 20'.; 19.74. 17.24 18.95 48.6 10.9 11. .0 198.4' i.03:. 
9 30 19.73- ,17.07 ■ 18-. 39 48.7 1 1.0 1T.0 197.9 1.04 
10 40 19-74 ■ 15.97 .18.06 48.7 11 .0 1 1 .0 1 38.2 .1.93 . 
11 50 ■■■■ IS. 75 .IS.95 17.88 43.7 11 .0 11,0 197.8 1 .03 
12 ■': E0 19.73. ". 1S . 94 17.76 48-7 11.0 11 .0 197.9 .' 1 .03 
13 70 19.73 '17.12 . 17.84 48.7 w.% 11 ,0 198.0.. . •• 1 • 03 
14 80 •19.73 17.14 17,80 48.7 n,0 .! 1 .0 198.0 i .«3 
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ItyCH£CK 
RECTANGULAR FINNED TUBE 
Program Name: 
Raw data, stored on file: 
Data taken by: 
Tube type: 






System power: • ■•• 
Steam velocity: 
This analysis includes end-fin affect 
HEftTEX insert installed in tube 
Enhancements based on comparison to Incheek smooth tube d= 
! * 5 38 0,1 a
STA :NLESS-STEEL 
14 ■ --; W/m~K ) 
! "3 1 wf 20 ( «.«! ) 
■u .2S i mm > 
iMCUUM 
• 8 .81 i KW) 
i 
.97 (m/s > 
Wilson Plot regression coefficient = §,998 
Ci (based on Petukhov-Pöpov ) = 3,'? 14 
Alpha (based on Nusseit■•>■ *= 1.038 
Enhancement (constant heat flux) = 1 .-453 
Enhancement (constant temp drop!1 = 1,335 
Overall Outside Inside 
Coolant Heat Xfer Heat Xf'er Heat Xfer Heat ' 
0 elocity Coefficient Cs«ffioient Goefficient Flux Ts-Twail 
Data LMTD Vw Uo ; ■ H®  .  i Hi ■Qp Txf 
# (degC > (m/s ) (U/m"2-(<} iW^S-K} •<W/mA2-K> ■ < W/m"2> (degC > 
1 31.15 4.12 7.S43E+03 ! , 490E+04 4.136E+04 2 .381E+05 15.38 
7 31.19 3.B2 7.S2BE+03 1.550E+04 3.763E+04 2 378E+05 15.34 
3 31.02 3.12 7.46SE+03 1.574E+04 3.321E+04 2 .31SE+05 14.71 
4 30.33 2.61 7.239E+03 1.599E+04 2.859E+04 9 243E+0S 14.03 
S 30.87 2.11 G.831E+03 1.S75E+04' 2.332E+04 109E+05 13.39 
e 30.72 1 .El 6.417E+03 1.S22E+04 1.909E+04 i .972E+05 12.16 
7 30.52 1.11 S.832E+03 1.750E+04 1.402E+04 1 .730E+05 10.17 
8 3®. 53 1 .11 5.830E-1-03 1.748E+04 1.401E+04 1 7S0E+05 10.18 
3 30.33 i .si 8.439E+03 1.S38E+04 1 .906E+04 1 3S2E+05 12.13 
10 31 .15 2.11 6.909E+03 1.619E+04 2.387E+04 2 . 152E+05 13.29 
i i 31-30 2.Si 7.171E+03 1.56SE+04 2.854E+04 2 .245E+05 14.32 
12 31 .3! 3.12 7.490E+03 I.583E+04 3.308E+04 n . 345E+0S 14.77 
13 3! .29 3.62 7.541E+03 1.516E+04 3.7S0E+04 2 .353E+05 15.52 
14 31 .23 4.12 7.766E+03 1 .537EH-04 .4.199E+04 n i- .425E+05 15.78 
ftvg 1.598E+84 2 .176E+0S 13.70 
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Program Mane: D. IPi H.L 
Raw data stored on file: S S! )2 
Data tak en by: II CHECK 
Tubs typ e: RECTftN6ULAR FINNED TUBE 
Fin spac ing, width, heig it«  i .50  1.00 0.15 (mm) 
Tube mat erial: S" "nlNLESS-S" "EEL 
Thermal conduct] . v i t •■/ '■ 14 .0   \W/M-K ) 
inside d iameter 3 20 (mm > 
Root dlanetar: 4 25 (MW ) 
Pressure conditJ .on: VACUUM 
Room Inlet Outlet 3 teen Sage Xdueer 
Flow Temp Temp Temp Temp Press Press • Volts Current 
(pet) .( degC) <degC> (degC ) :degC) (KPa) (KPa) (V > 
I 90 1 9.75 17.25 17.94 48.7 ■U .0 10.9 197.9 1 .03 
n 70 '19.75 17.36 18.08 49.5 10.S 10.9 197.9 
1 
I .02 
3 50 19.7? 17.44 18.24 48.? 10.7 11 .0 197.5 1 .03 
4 50 19.78 1 7.28 18.23 48.6 U . 0 11 .0 193.1 i .83 
5 . 40 19.77 17.29 18.36 43.6 10.9 11 .0 197.9 t .33 
30 •19.79 17.34 18.55 43.3 1 1 .0 10.9 198.0 i .03 
7 20 IS. 77 17.42 19.13 48.7 11.0 11.0 19?. 9 t .03 
8 20 19.73 17.40 1S.J1 48.6 10.9 10.8 197.9 1 .03 
9 30 19.7? 17.23 18.54 48.7 10.9 1.0,8 !98.0 1 .03 
10 40 19,78 17.11 18.19 48.7 11,0 10.S 138.0 1 1 .03' 
t 1 50 19.78 17,08 18.01 48.7 10.9 10.8 198.1 1 .03 
5 2 S0 19.79 17.06 17.98 48.7 10.9 10.S 197.8 1 .03 
13 70 19.79 17.22 17.94 48.S 10.9 10.7 197.8 1 .03 
14 80 19.79 17.22 17.88 48.7 10. S 10.8 198.1 1 .03 
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Progr am Name QRPALL 
Raw data stored on file S1BU2 
Data f a !.' s> ~ h V' INCHECl> 
Tube type: ; '  RECTANGULAR FINNED TUBE 
fin s pacing ., width, hsi ght:  1.53  1 .00 0.-18 (mm; 
Tube materia 1: STAINLESS-STEEL 
Therr ai cond uct ivity: ' Ä        "3   I W/fl-K ) 
Ins id e diame ten: 13.28 (mm ) 
Root diameter: 14,25 (rcm.! 
Press ure con dition: VACUUM 
System power : 6,80 < KU 1 
St ear veioci ty: ! .97 (pi/a > 
This anaiysi 5 includes end-fin sffec t 
HEftTE X inser t installed in tube - 
Enhar cements based on comparison to Incheck smooth tube dat a 
Wilson Plot "egression coefficient = 0.999 
Ci (b ased on Pe'tukhov-P opov >      = 3.694 
•Alpha (based on Nusselt )                           ~ 1 ,888 
Enhancement (constant h eat flux )       = ! .47! 
Enhar cement (constant t 
Overall 
emp drop )  = 
Outside 
1. 33S ■ 
Inside 
Coolant Heat Xfer Heat Xfer Heat Xfer . Heat 
Ve locity Coefficient Coefficient; Coefficient ' Flux • Ts-Twall 
Data LMTD ÜU Uo Ho Hi " " Qp  .'■ - Txf 
# (degC > (m/s) <W/mA2-K> <W/m'l2-K> (W/iV2-K> (W/mA2) (degC > 
1 31.0S 4.12 7.745E+03 1.S32E+134 4.175E+04 2.40GE+05 15.70 
2 38.80 3.S2 7.S05E+03 1.545E+04 3.743E+04 2.343E+05 ! 5.1E 
3 30.88 3.12 7.422E+03 1.SB9E+04 3.303E+04 2.292E+05 14.78 
4 30.89 2.61 7.245E+03 1 .S07E+04 2.844E-i-04 2.23SE+05 13.93 
5 30.82 2.1 1 S.802E+03 1.5B6E+04 2.373E+04 2.S97E+05 1 3.33 
S 30.7? 1 .61 5.431E+03 1.S39E+04 1 .898E+04 1 .379E+05 12.07 
*7 38.44 1.11 5.842E+03 1 .771E+04 1.394E+04 1.778E+0S 10.04 
s 30.3S 1.11 5.836E+03 1.7S8E+04 !.394E+84 1.772E+05 10.03 
9 30.85 1 .51 8.3S5E+03 1.617E404 1 .895E-i-04 \.373E+05 12.23 
10 31 .©9 2.1 1 S.854E+03 1.59GE+04 2.373E+04 2.131E+05 13.35 
It 31 .18 2. SI 7.195E+03 1 .S8SE+04 2.837E+04 2.242E+05 14.14 
12 31.25 3. 12 7.463E+03 1.581E+04 3.288E+04 2.332E+05 14.75 
13 31 .04 3.S2 7.G1SE+03 1-.5S0E+04 3.737E+04 2.3S4E+05 15.25 
14 3! .19 A     * n 7.746E+03 1 .533E-f-@4 4.171E+04 2.416E+05 15.76 




Progran Name: DRPALL 
Raw data stored on file: S28V! 
Data taken bv. INCHECK 
Tube type:  ' RECTANGULAR FINNED TUBE 
Fin spacing, width, height:  1.50  i.38 0.28'(mm) 
Tube material: STAINLESS-STEEL 
Thermal conductivity:        14-3 (W/m-K> 
Inside diameter: 5 3.15 <mm ) 
Root diameter: 14,23 < mm!' 
Pressure condition: VACUUM 
Room Inlet Qu 11e t Steam Sage Xducer 
Flow Temp Temp Temp Temp Press Press Volts Current 
(pet ) (degC ) (degC ) (degC ) (degC ) (KPa) (KPa) " / y 5 
1 8-2 28.02 17.24 17.93 48.9 1 1.0 11 .2 198.1 1.03 
7 70 IS. 97 17.33 18.14 48.7 10.9 11.1 198.1 1 ,04 
3 00 20.01 17.52 18.33 48.G 1 t. 0 11 .0 198.1 '1 .03 
4 50 20.03 17.41 IS.34 48.3 1 ! .0 11.1 1 93.0 'i .dZ 
5 40 20.05 17.44 IS.54 48.7 11 .0 M.I 198.0 ■] .04 
8 30 20.04 17.56- 13.90 48.5 1 1 .0 11.0 198.0 1 .04 
7 20 20.02 17.69 19.41 48,7 1 1 .0 n. r 138.1 1 .03 
3- 20 23.02 17.70 • 19.42 48.7 11.0 n .0 198.3 • 1/.-04- 
Q 30 20.03 17.53 18.87 43.7 1 1 .0 11.0 198,1 1.04 
10 40 23.04 17.45 . J8.S7 48.7 11.0 n.1 197.9 1.03 
11 50 20.03 17.45 18.39 43.6 " 11.0 11 .0 138.8 1 .03 
12 60 20,05 17.47 18.2S 48.6 11 .8 ii .3 \ 38.1 1 .03 
13 . 70 20.05 .17.61 .18.35 48.8 11.0 11.0 197.9 1 .03 





RECTANGULAR FINNED iÜBE 
! , 8« m    0.28 (m 
Program Maws: 
ROW data stored on file: 
Data taken by: 
Tube type: 







Stearc velocity: ! • 37 (n/s? 
This analysis includes end-fin effect 
MEA7EX insert installed in tube 




13.15 (n«! > • 
14.23 im) 
VACUUM  : 
6.31 ikW) 
Wilson Plot regression coefficient 
Ci (based on Petukhov-Popov> 
Alpha (based on Nusselt ) 
Enhancement (constant heat flux) 
Enhancement (constant temp drop') 
-- a.999 
= 2.571 
T  \ , 1-70 
=   !.4?S 
Overall Outside Inside 
Coolant Heat Xfer Heat Y.?=r Haat Xfer Heat 
V elocity Coefficient Coefficient Coefficient Flux Ts-Twail 
Data LMTD \/u Uo .  .Ho ■'■..■ • H.i Qp Txf 
* (degC ) i m/s ) (W/m"2-K) ■ (W/m^2rK) (W/n'12-K ) \ W/mAZ> ( degC )■ 
1 3! .38 4.15 8.038E+03 1 .535E+Ä4 4.1S7E+04 2 522E+05 14 .37 
2 30.96 3.65 7.9G6E+83 !. we+a* 3.740E+04 463E+05 14.21 
3 30.B6 3.14 7.620E-*03 !.633E+94 3-301E+04 
n 337E+05 13.88 
4 30. S3 2.63 7.3G0E+03 1 .70ÖE+Ö4 2;844E+04 9 27BE+S5 13.39 
c 30.74 7.082E+03 1 .75§E-i 94 2.37SE+04 
y 
. 177E+05 12.33 
6 30.39 1 .62 6.642E+03 i.S22E+04 i . 380E+04 
7 013E+05 11 .88 
7 30.16 1.11 S.948E+03 i.815E+8<1 \.3965+04 t .794E+05 5.37 
3 30.10 \. n 5.GG0E+03 1.327E+24 1.337E+04 i .734E+05 3.31 
9 30,4 8 1.62 5.635E+03 1,818E+84 1,S<?9Eifl4 2 .023E+0S 11.13 
10 30.S9 2.13 7.J28E+03 1 ,'78QEt@4 2.33SE+04 
-^ 
. 1 S7E+Ö5 12.24 
30.71 2.53 7,450t-.'03 !. 743E-i'3<l 2.Ö45D04 C ,238E+0S 13.03 
? *? 30.75 3.14 7.E74E+03 1.7185+04 3.2Ö3E+04 2 .3S3E+05 13.30 
. 7- 30.6 7 3.S5 7.878E+03 ! .6Sq£t0-1 3.743C-104 .3 15E+0S 14 .26 








Raw data stored on 
Data taken by: 
Tube type: 










RECTANGULAR FINNED TUBE 
1 ,50  1 .08 0.23' (ffi! 
STAINLESS-STEEL 
14.3  <W/m-K) 




Room Inlet Outlet Steam Gage Xdueer 
Flow Tsmc Temp Temp Temp Press Press Volts Current 
\pct ) (degC > (degC) ' <degC) <degC J (KPa) (KPa)'' (V) 
i 30 19.91 17.27 17.95 48.7 10.8 11.1 1 98. 1 1.03 
2 73 19.93 17.3S IS.13 48.7 1 1 .0 11 .3 1S8.1 1 .03 
S0 19.82 17.54 18.36 48.7 11.0 11 197.9 1 .04 
4 53 19.82 17.4! 1 8.34 48.7 1 1 .0 1! 1 198.0 K03' 
5 43 1S.7S 5 7.45 18.55 48.7 H .3 11 2 198.0 1 .03 
6 30 19.73 17.52 18.84 48.7 11.3 1 1 198.0 1 .03 
7 20 19.68 17.65 . 19.34 48.8 11.0 1 1 3 198.0 1 .03 
8 20 19.83 17.65 19.35 48,8 !1 .0 11 y 198. 1 1.04 
9 30 19.90 17.54 18.85 48.7 11.0 f 1 . 0 193.1 1.03 
10 40 19.39 17.47 18.54 48.6 1 i .0 11 0 198.1 1.03 
1 1 50 19.89 17.43 18.34 48.7 10.9 11. 7 A. 198.1 1 .04 
12 60 19.92 17.44 18.26 48.7 \] .0 11 2 198.1 1 .03 
13 70 19.93 17.G7 IS.40 48.7 10.3 1 1 . 2 193.0 1 .03 





RECTANGULAR FINNED TUBE 
].50  i.03 8.2S-(mm ) 
STAINLESS-STEEL 
14.3 <W/m-K) 
13.15 (mm ) 
. 1 4.23 ( PIN > 
VACUUM 
S.8; <KW ) 
1.37 (m/s ) 
"act 
Program Name: 
Raw data scored on file: 
Data taken by: 
Tube type; 







St earn velocity: 
This analysis includes end-fin aff« 
HEATEX insert installed in tube 
Enhancements based on comparison to Incheck smooth tube data 
Wilson Plot regression coefficient = 0.393 
Ci (baaed on Petukhov-Popov) = 2.555 
Alpha (based on Nusselt ) = 1.161 
Enhancement (constant heat flux) = i . 603 
Enhancement (constant temp drop) = !.424 
Overall    Outside    Inside 
Coolant Heat Xfer  Heat Xfer  Heat Y,fsr sat 
V eiocity Coefficient Coefficient Coefficient Fiux Ts-Twali 
Data LMTD Vw Uo Ho Hi Qp Txf 
3 (degC > (m/s ) <W/m"2-K> (W/n'2-K) (W/PT2-K ) <W/m"2> (degC ) 
1 
t 31.15 4.15 7.968E+03 1.687E+04 3.9S8E+04 2.482E+0S 14.71 
2 30.98 3.S5 7.7S5E+03 ! .681E+04 3.577E+04 2.406E+05 14.31 
3 30.78 3.14 7.617E+03 1.724E+04 3.159E+04 2.344E+05 13.B0 
4 30.32 2.63 7.348E+03 1.744E+04 2.720E+04 2.265E+05 12.99 
5 30.55 2.13 7.006E+03 1.77SE+04 2.277E+04 2.14SE+05 12.12 
6 30.54 1 .62 S.541E+03 1 .831E+04 1.817E+04 1.998E+05 10.91 
7 30.25 1 .11 5.823E+03 t .311E+04 t.335E+04 1 .7S1E+05 5.22 
8 30.28 1.11 5.842E+03 1.931E+04 1.33SE+04 1.759E+05 5.IB 
3 30.46 1  CO 6.482E+03 1.735E+04 1.817E+04 ! .97SE+05 1 i . SB 
5 0 30.57 2.13 6.938E+03 1.727E+04 2.277E+04 2.119E+05 1 "> ~)i 
11 30.77 2. S3 7.233E+03 1.S83E+04 2.721E+34 2.228E+05 13.24 
!? 30.86 3.14 7.547E+03 1.S90E+04 3.155E+04 2.329E+05 13.79 
13 30.66 3.65 7.849E+03 1.719E+04 3.53SE+34 2.407E+05 14.00 
14 4.15 7.865E+03 I.S38E+04 4.007E+04 2.408E+05 14.70 
1.752E+04 2.188E-r35 12.58 
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Program  Name: 
Raw data stored on file: 
Oata taken by: 
Tube type: 









.RECTANGULAR FINNED TUBE 
i .50  I ,08 0.28 .(mm) 
STAINLESS-STEEL 
14.3' (W/'.i-K ) 
13,15  (mm ) 
14.23 
VACUUM 
( PIC! ) 
Room Iniet Gut1st Steam Sage Xducer 
Flow Temp Temp Temp Temp Press Press Molts Current 
( pet > { degC ) idegC> (degC) (dagC ) <KPa> (KPa) .. cy) 
! 80 13.23 16.85 17.53 48.7 11.1 11.1 138.0 1.03 
2 73 19.24 15.98 17.71 48.7 11.2 11 .1 198,1 1 .03 
3 60 19.26 17.10 17.32 43. 5 11.2' 11.1 198.1 t .83 
4 50 19.26 16.95 17.88 48.7 11 .3 11,1 198.1 1 .03 
5 • 40 19.27 17.02 18.10 48 ..6 11.2 11 .1 1 98... J 1 .03 ■ 
6 30 19.28 17.07 18.40 48.8 h.3 11.2 1 38. 1 ■ 1 .03 
7 20 19.28 17.21 18.93 48.7 15.2 11.2 188.2 1 .04 
8 20 1.9.28 17.21 .18.93 4S,7 11.3 t ! .1 198.1. 1 .03 
S 30 i-9.30 17109 .■1.8.40 48.7 . 11.2 . 11.2 1S7.S. 1 .03 
10 40 19.30 16.96 18.05 48.6/ .11 .3 .11.1 197.9 ' 1 .03 
It • 50 19.31 .16.93 17.87 48.7 11.3 - 11 .3 1 98:.\ • 1 .03 
12 60 19.30 16.94 17.76 48.6 11.2 ; 11.1 1 97.9 •• 1 .03 
13 70 19.33 17.14 17.87 48.6 . 1 1.2 11.1 198,0 1 .04 
14 80 19.34 .17.17 17.35 48.7 11.2 - MA 198.0. 1 .04 
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Program Name: 
Raw data stored on file: 
Data taken by: 
Tube type: 








This analysis includes end-fin effect 
HEATEX insert installed in tube 




RECTANGULAR FINNED TUBE 
1 .58  * .m 0.28 < i>im ) 
STAINLE .SS-3TEEL 
14.3 ( W/m-! ',) 
13.15 <mp ) 
14.23 ( ftP! ) 
VACUUM 
S.3! (KW) 
1.97 (n/s ) 
Wila on Plot regression coefficient = 0.999 
Ci ( based or i Petukhcv-P opov 5 = 2.S11 
filpr a (based on Nusselt V * 1.134 
Enhancercent <constant h eat: flux ) - 1.554 
Enhancement (constant t emp drop ) » 1.332 
overall Outside Inside 
Coolant Heat Xfer Heat Xfer Heat Xfer Heat 
\, eiocity Coefficient Coefficient Coefficient Flux is-" "wall 
Data LiTTQ Uw Uo . .. Ho Hi op Txf 
# (degC) (m/s) <U/mAZ-K> (W/K-2-K) <W/m*2-K) V WAV 2 ) (degC> 
1 31.52 4.15 7.S43E+03 !.623E+04 4.054E+04 2 474E+05 15 24 
n 31 .32 3.B5 7.549E±33 . I.StSE+04 3.538E+04 335E+0S i £ 83 
3 31 .05 3.14 7.S47E+03 1.G73E+04 3.2UE+04 n .3445+05 14 01 
4 31.25 2.53 7.1655+03 1.527E+04 2.765E+04 u. .242E+05 . 13 .78 
5 31.07 2.13 6.343E+03 1.S53E+04 2.314E+04 c. . 12SE+05 12 87 
G 31.10 1 .62 6.453E+03 1.734E+04 I.346E+04 ^ £_ .007E+05 11 .57 
7 30.SB 1.11 5.323E+03 1.861£+«4 ■.357E+04 1 .784E+05 Q .S3 
8 30.58 1.11 5.S38E+03 1.S79E+04 1.357E+04 ; 78GE+05 S .50 
9 38.33 1 .52 6.427E+03 1.71SE+04 !.847E+04 1 .9S8E+05 i 1 .53 
10 31.12 2.13 S.923E+03 1.701E+34 2.312E+04 2 .1S4E+0S 12 .65 
11 31 .30 2.53 7.253E+03 1.673E+34 2.7S4E+04 7 .270E+05 13 CT"7 
12 31 .29 3.14 7.474E+03 1.S3SE+04 3.205E+04 7 .33SE+05 14 .27 
1 3 3! .15 3.B5 7.723E+03 S.B47E+34 3.S44E+04 2 .405E+0S 1 4 .51 
14 31 .21 4.i5 7.S73E+03 {.533E+04 4.070E+04 .4535+05 15 .05 
Avg 1.691E+Ö4 2 .198E+05 13 .08 
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Program Name: DF PALL 
Raw data stored on fiie :    S3SV2 
Data tal -.en by: INCHECK 
Tube type: RE CTANGULriR FINNED TUBE 
Fin spa' :ing, width, hei ght '•  1 , 50  i.00 0.bu \ mm / 
Tube naJ :erial: ST ftINLESS-S' rEEL ' 
Thermal conduct . v i t y; 1 4.3 (W/n-t < } 
Inside dianeter 1 3.08 Cnrn) 
Root diameter: i 4.29 ',m) 
Pressure condit LOO: UAC'JUM 
Room Iniat Outlet Steam Bage Aducar 
Flow Tenp Temp Temp Te*p Press Press \>o 11 s Current 
<pct ) (degC) (degC) (degC) (degC > (KPa) (KPa) < V) 
t 80 20.43 17.93 18.52 43.7 51.0 10.9 198.0 1 .04 
1 70 20.44 18.0! 18. ES 43.6 10.9 10.9 198.0 1 .04 
3 60 20.44 18.12 18.84 48.7 10.8 10.9 198.1 1 .04 ■ 
4 50 20.45 17.98 19.80 48.6 10.9 10.9 198.0 1 .04 
s' 40 20.44 18.01 S3.97 48.7 10.9 10.9 198.2 1 .04 
6 30 20.45 18.04 19.2! 43.6 10.8 10.9 1 38.0 
1 .04 
7 20 20.45 18.13 19.68 48.8 10.9 10.9 138.2 
1 .04 
8 20 20.44 19.13 19.68 48.7 10.9 10.3 198.1 1 .34 
9 30 20.46 18.02 19.20 48.7 10.9 10.9 198.2 
1 .04 
13 40 20.45 17.91 13.37 48.6 10.3 10.9 1 98.1 
1 .04 
1 1 50 20.46 17.84 18.65 48.6 10.3 10.3 198.0 1 .04 
12 60 20.47 17.33 13.55 43.6 10.S 10.9 198.1 1 .04 
(3 70 20.48 18.00 13.65 48.7 10.S 10.9 1 98.1 1 .04 
14 80 20.50 18.05 18.S4 4S.7 «0.8 10.9 198.1 1 .04 
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Program Name: 
Rau data stored en file: 
Data taken by: 
Tube typei 
Fin spacing, width, heigr 










RECTANGULAR FINNED TUBE 
1 .50  1.@3 0-38 (mm) 
STAINLESS-STEEL 
14.3 (W/m-K> 
13.08 (mm ) 
14.23 (mm) 
VACUUM  ■ • 
S.81 (KW) 
5.37 (m/s) 
This analysis includes end-fin effect 
HEATEX insert installed in tube 
Enhancements based on comparison to Incheck smooth tube data 
.Ison Plot regression coefficient t - S.999 
C'i (based on Petukhov-Popcv i  ... * 2.624 
Alpha (based on Nusselt )■- " 0,974 
Enhancement (constant heat flux) * 1 -^S8 
Enhancement (constant, tsmp drop) *» 1,195 
Overall    Outside Inside 
.. Coolant  Heat Xfer  Heai Mf*r Heat Xfer 
Velocity Coefficient Coefficient Coefficient 
Data LKTD    Vu      Uo.   • "   bio Hi . 
^  (W/WT2-K-)  m/v"2~K) (W/si'2-K). * (degC) (m/s. 
•t 
I 30.50 4.20 7.305E+03 i.379E+04 
7 30.32 3.68 8.8S3E+03 4.382E+04 
7 30 -1-9 3.17 6.781E+03 1.425E+04 
4 30.25 2.SB B.546E-H53 1.420E+0.4 
3 30.! 8 2.15 B.2S2E+03 1.431E+04 
6 30.00 1 .84 5.877E+03 K452E+04 
7 29.84 1 .13 5.382E+03 1.S62E+04 
8 29.81 1 .13 5.390E+03 1.5S9E+04 
5 30.05 I .64. 5.912ET03 i.474E+04 
10 30.18 2,15 6.269E+03 1.43SE+04 
11 30.38 2.GS S.486E+03 i.3S*t>04 
1 <£ 30.45 "7     1 "7 6.71 iE-f-03 1.392E+04 
13 30.35 3.69 S.394E+03 i.532E+04 
vq 





















































Program  Name: ORPftLL 
Raw data stored on file: S 38 JZ 
Data taK en by: I ÜG HECK 
Tube typ e: R. — /■* TAN6ULAF FINNED TUBE 
Fin spac ing, wid th, hei£ nt:  1 .5 D     1 .03 0,38 (mm) 
Tube mat erial: S" "A INLESS-STEEL 
Thermal conducti v i i y '- 14 . 3 \ w/i*t- K) 
Inside diameter: 3 . 08 i inn ) 
Root diameter-" 4. .29 (flin: 
Pressure conditi on: VACUUM 
Roorc Iniet Outlet Steam Gage X dueer 
Flow Tercp Tercp Tercp Temp Press Press Volts Curra 
(pet ) (degC ! (degC > (degC ) degC ) (KFa? (KFa) - (V) 
1 80 20.58 1 7.70 18.30 48.8 10.5 11.1 197.8 1 .03 
3 70 28.53 17.80 18.46 49.0 10.3 11 .3 197.9 1 ,03 
7 68 20.G0 17.93 18.66 43.8 18. a 11 .2 198.0 1 .03 
4 50 23. S2 17.79 16.62 48. S 10.5 11.1 198.0 1.03 
c 40 20.6? 1 7.88 18.85 48.7 10.5 11 .2 198.0 1 .03 
6 30 20.60 17.92 19.13 48.7 10.5 1 1 .2 198.0 1 .03 
7 20 20.50 18.10 19.56 48.7 10.5 11 .2 198.4 1 .04 
8 20 20.61 18.05 19.65 48.6 10.5 11.1 197.8 1 .03 
9 30 20.60 1 7.93 19.12 48-6 10.5 11.1 1 98.1 1 .03 
10 40 20. S! 17.83 18.81 48.6 10.3 11,2 198.3 1 .03 
1 1 50 20.65 17.77 18.50 48.6 10.5 11.2 198.1 1 .33 
I ? S0 23.56 17.77 18.50 43.7 12.5 11.2 138.0 1 .03 
13 70 20.73 17.94 18.50 48.S 10.5 11.! 1 58.1 1 .33 
14 80 20.73 17.95 18.54 48.7 S@,5 11.2 198. 1 1 .03 
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Program Name: 
Raw data stored on file: 
Data taken by: 
Tuba type: 












RECTANGULAR FINNED TÜSE 
1 .58  ! , 0© 8 • 38 . £ mm ) 
STAINLESS-STEEL 
14.3 (W/m-K) 




■ 1 .9? 
(KW> 
(m/s ) 
includes end-fin affect 
installed in tube 
Enhancements based on comparison to Incheck smooth tube data 
Wilson Plot regression coefficient = '3,399 
C'i (based on Petufche-v-Popov) «2,6: 
Alpha £ based on Musselt r * 0.987 
Enhan cement (constant heat flux) = 1,2S1 
Enhan cement (constant-temp arqp> - 1.211 
Overall Outside Inside 
oolant Heat.. Xf-er Heat Xfer Heat Xfer Heat 
Ve locity Coefficient Coefficient Ceefficisnt Flux Ts-Tuail 
Data LMTD Uw Uo Ho" 
:
' 'Hi Qp Txf 
# i. degC ) (m/s) (W/V2-K) (U/m^'S-K ) (W/nÄ2-K> W/n*2 ) (dsgC) 
i 30.73 4.20 7.0B4E+83 i .379E+04 4.1 SSE+04 2 . 157E+05 15. S 4 
2 30.85 3.ee 6.903E+03 1.396E+04 3.737E+04 9 .123E+05 15.25 
3 30,54 3.17 B.732E+03 1.421E+04 3,239E+04 2 .071E+05 U.58 
4 30.40 2.SB 6.594E+03 !.443E+04 E.sit.E+04 2 .005E+05 1 3.83 
5 30.38 2.1.5 E.265E+03 1,4315+04 2.378E+04 i .303E+05 13.30 
6 30.17 1 .64 S.935E+03 1.518E+04 ! . 837E+04 1 .80BE+35 11.30 
t 23.8S ..1.13 5.400E+03 1.573E+04 ]L.3S5E+34 1 .S12E+05 10.25 
3 23.74 1 .13 5.423E+03 1.538E+04 1.335E+04 1 .B14E+05 10.11 
g 30.06 i .84 5.331E+03 1.484E+04 1.337E+04 1 .783E+35 12.01 
10 30.31 2.15 S.284E+03 1.441E+04 2.377E+04 1 .304E+05 13.21 
11 ' 30,43 2.SS S.S63E+03 1 .43IE+04- ?;§40E+34 1 .995E+05 13.37 
12 30.53 3.17 E.803E+03 1.431E+04 3.2335+04 
n- 
.081E+05 14.54 
13 30.33 3.G3 7.0? 4E+03 .1 .441E+04 3.743E+04 2 . 127E+S5 1 4.76 
14 30.45 4.20 7.0SSE+03 •.337E+04 4.178E+04 t- . 149E+05 15.38 
Avg 1.45SE+04 t . 953E+8S 13.43 
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Pragram Name: ORPALL 
Raw data stored on file: 3- 18 J'i 
Data tat: en by: INC HECK 
Tube typ a« REC" fANSULAR FINNED TUBE 
Fin spac ing, wi dth, heig ht:  1 .50 ■ 1.00 9.43-( im) 
Tube «at aria1 • STA ENLESS-STEEL 
Thermal conduct . v i t y : 4 .3 (W/m-t <■)■ 
Inaide d iametsr 3 .11 (mm) 
Root diameter: 4 .25 (mm) 
Pressure condit i on: VACUUM 
Room Inlet Outlet Steam Sage Xducer 
Flow Temp Temp Temp Temp Press Press Volts Current 
(pet ) (dagC> <degC) (degC) (dagC) <KPa> <KPa) ■ (.<)) 
t 80 20.58 17.1 1 17.71 48.9 10.7 
. . <-* 184.7 .94 
2 70 20.58 17.23 17.93 43.6 10.5 0 185.2 .94 
5 60 20.57 17.41 18.14 48.6 18.6 1 185.7 .94 
4 50 20.57 17.32 18.14 48.7 10.6 i 185.1 ,93 
5 40 20.60 17.43 18.39 48. S 10.5 i 184.9 .94 
S 30 20.58 17.55 18.72 48.7 is. e 1 184.9 .34 
7 2® 20.57 17.74 19.27 48.7 10.5 1 185.0 .94 
3 20 20.50 17.77 19.30 48.7 10.S 1 165.0 .94 
9 30 20.59 17.53 18.75 48.6 10.6 1 185.1 .94 
10 40 20.60 17.42 18.38 48.7 10.7 * 185.1 .34 
n 50 20.60 17,35 18.17 48.6 10.6 r 185.0 .94 
12 S0 20.60 17.56 18.27 48.7 10.5 1 185.0 .94 
13 70 20.60 7 7.55 18.19 48.7 10.5 1 185.0 .94 
14 80 20.57 17.57 18.16 48.7 10.7 \ t 1 185.1 .94 
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Program Name: 
Raw data sic-red on file: 
Data taken by". 
Tube type: 







R&CT3NSULAR FINNED TUBE 
1 .53  i . 2j0  0. 43 { mm ) 
STAINLESS-STEEL - 
14.3 (W/m-K) 
"essi ire condition: 








< m/s ) velocity: _  
"his analysis includes end-'fin effect 
HEATEX insert installed in tube' 
Enhancements based on comparison to Incheck smooth tube data 
W: Plot   regression  coefficient  = 0.998 
Ci based on Petukhov-P QRSIV ) - 2.499 
Alp; ^ä (based on Nusselt ) = 0.345 
Enhancement (constant heat fiuxi =1.213 ' 
"Enhancement (constant t QWP tÜCQQ. ) = 1 .159 
Overall Outside Inside 
Coolant Heat Xfei? Heat X-fer Heat Xfer Heat 
Velocity Coefficient Coefficient ■ Coefficient Flux Ts-Twaii 
Data LMTQ- UUJ Uo He ■ ■ Hi Qp ' " Txf 
# (degC> (m/s > <W/mA2-K> 04/^1^ ) <W/mA2-K) (W/mA2> (degC ) 
r 31 .48 4. IS 5.911E+83 1.330E+04 3.913E+04 n . 175E+05 16.35 
n <- 31.(22 3.B7 S.756E+03 1.343Er04 3.S12E+04 c .108E+05 15.70 
3 30.87 3.16 E.S75E+03 1.3B3E+04 3. 1-01E+04 .0B1E+05 15.SB 
4 33.98 2.55 S.38EE+03 1.345Ef04 2.S72E+04 1 .577E+05 14.65- 
• 5 30'. 74 2 1-1 4 6.139E+03 1.374E+04 2.237E+04 1 .3B7E+05 1 3.74 
G 30.54 1.S3' 5.770E+03 1.4BSE+04 1.73BE+04- 1 .7S2E+05 ■12.53 ' 
7 30.20 1 .12 5.2S1E+03 1.S0&E+04 1.313E+04 i .S8SE+05 10.54 
8 30.13 1 .12 5.275E+03 1.520E+04 J.314E+04 1 .590E+05 10.46 
g 30.45 1 .63 5.737E+03 1.SSSE+04 1.787Et04 i .7475+05 12.50 
10 30. S3 2. 14 5.149E+03 1.373£+04 2:237E+04 1 .S95E+0S 13.75 
11 30.84 2.55 S.395E-t03 1 ,3535+04, 2^E73E-f04 1 .572E+05 14.8! 
30.7S 3.15 S.593E+03 1.333£r04 3. 10SE+04 1 028E+05 15.21 
13 30.35 3.S7 S.732E+03 1 .31SE+04 3.S23E+04 n 07EE+05 15.78 
14 30V86 4.13 S.SS7E+03 1.311 E+0'4 3.334E+04 2 119E+05 15.15 
Avg 1 .37SE-r04 1 928E+ÖS 14.08 
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Program Name: DRPALL 
Raw data storea on file :    S48VZ 
Data tab en by: INC J,ECK 
Tube typ e: REC InNSULnR FINNED TUBE 
Fin spac ing, uii dth, hai ghti  1.5 3  1 .00 0.48 (mm) 
Tube «at er i a i : STn INLESS-STEEL 
Thermal conduct i v i t y: 14 .3 (W/m-K) 
Inside c ianeter ; 13 .f1 (mm ) 
Root dia meter: 14 .26 (mm) 
Pressure condit ion: VACUUM 
Room Inlet Outlet Stssm Sage Xdueer 
Flo«) Temp Temp Temp Temp Press Press " Volts Current. 
(pet > (degC) < degC) <degC ) (degC) < KPa > (KPa) '. V ) 
1 80 20.26 17.17 17.77 48.6 10.5 10.8 198.1 1 .03 
7 70 20.26 17.37 18.03 48.7 10.5 1! .8 198.S 1 .03 
3 60 20.25 17,47 18.20 48.6 10.5 10.9 198.1 1 .03 
4 50 20.31 17.33 18.17 A-p. ö 10.S 50.9 1 98.0 1 .03 
5 40 20.32 17.37 18.35 48.7 10.7 11.0 198.1 1.03 
6 30 20.30 17.49 13.89 48.7 10.7 11.0 198.3 1 .03 
7 20 20.35 17.64 18.18 48.5 10.5 10.9 198.7 1 .02 
8 20 20.37 17.56 I S. 2 T 43.6 10.7 \\.% 198.2 1 .03 
9 30 20.35 17.46 18.65 48.S 10.5 11 .0 199.0 1 .02 
10 40 20.37 17.41 18.39 48.7 10.6 11.0 197.6 1 .03 
11 50 20.39 17.38 18.21 43.8 74.2 U.0 198.0 1 .03 
12 60 20.40 17.41 18.14 48.6 10.6 10.9 187.9 1.03 
13 70 20.33 17.58 18.24 48.8 10.7 11.1 5 37.7 1 .03 
14 30 20.33 17.59 IS.13 48.7 10.7 11.0 198.0 1 ,03 
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Program Name DRPALL 
Raw data sic red an file :    S48V2 
Data taken b y : INCHECK 
Tuae type: RECTANS ÜLAR FiNNEQ TUBE 
(■ in spacing , width .. hei ght:  i.58  i .33 ■' 0.48- ( fin ) 
Tube nateria I - STAIt4LE 5S-STEEL 
Thema! conci activity: .'.'■' ' 1.4.3 ( Wvn-K ) 
Inside diame ten: 13.11 (pi.m ) 
Root diamete r- 14.25 i snro ) 
Pressure con dition: VACUUM 
Systen power- : S.82 <Kw; 
Steam veioci 1-37 (m/s > 
This analyst s includes and-«-fin effec t 
HEATEX inser t installed in tube 
Enhancements based on c omparison to Ineneck srno oth tube dat a 
. Wilson Riot •"egression 
T 
coefficient = (3.399 
Ci (based on Peiukhov-Popov)      - 2:501 
Alpha (based on Nusseit )' .            a 0.373 
Enhancement < constant'ft eat fiux )  ° 1 .267 
'Enhancement (constant tewp drop)  = 1..194 . 
Overall Outside ■ Inside 
Coolant Heat Xfer Beat Xfer Heat Xfer Heat 
Velocity Coefficient Coefficient Coefficient Flux Ts-Twaii 
Data LMTD    Vw UQ Ho Hi Qp . . Txf 
(dagC)  (m/s ) ■<U/n*2-k ) (W^m'^-K) <W/mA2-K> <W/mA2'> (degC ) 
1 31.18  4.18 1. 08)E+S3 1.363E+04 3.918E+04 2.183E+05 1S.01 
2 31.03  3.67 8.320£:*$3 i.391E+04 3.518E+04 2.147E+05 15.44 
3 30.8®  3.IS 6.738E+03 1 .334E+S4 3.105E+04 2.07SE+05 14.85 
4 30.85 . 2.55 S.5I5E+03 1.404E+04 2lo74E+04 2.018E+0S 14.32 
5 38:85  2.14 5.234E-H53 1.422E+04 2.237E+04 1 .323E+05 13.52 
G 30.57  1.G3 5.391E+03 ).480E+04 1.73EE+04 1-801E+05 12.16 
7 30.12  1.12 5.301.E+03 1.S43E+04 !.312E+04 1.537E+0S 18.35 
8 30.13  1 . ! 2 5.331E+8S3 1.S37E+04 1.313E+04 1.S03E+05 10.27 
Q 3.8.52  1 .33 5.8S3E4-03 i.457E+04 I.785E+84 1.787E+0S 12.23 
10 30.81.  2.14 S.26QE+03 1 .43.SE+04 2.238E+04 1.928E+05 13.43 
11 30.97  2.E5 8.47]E+03 ).383E+04 2r§75E+04 2.904E+05 14.43 
1 H 1 i 30 .S3  3 . 1 S '6.733E+Ö3 i.332.E+04 3.1Q2E+04 2.07SE+05 14.31 
13 30,54  3.67 6.892E+03 i.378E+04 3.527E+04 2.133E+35 15.47 
14 30.84  4.i8 S.3S7E+03 ! - 3%§ß+$A 3.3S7E+04 2.15SE+05 1 5.30 
Avg },42SE!+H 1.953E+0S 13.32 
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Program Name: DRPALL 
Raw data stored on file: S75U1 
Data taken by: INCHECK 
Tube type: RECTANGULAR FINNED TUBE 
Fin spacing, width, height:  1.50  1.00 2.75- (mm) 
Tube material: STAINLESS-STEEL 
Thermal conductivity: 14.3 (W/m-K) 
Inside diameter: 13.10 (mm) 
Root diameter: 14.25 (mm) 
Pressure condition: VACUUM 
Room Inlet Outlet Steam Sage Xducer 
Flow Temp Temp Temp Temp Press Press Volts Current 
(pot ) (degC > <desC) (decG) < degC ) < KPa > (KPa) - <U> 
t 30 20-52 18.81 19.35 48.5 10.7 13.3 198.1 ! .04 
2 73 20.35 18.93 19.52 48.8 1 1  .0 11 .0 1 93. 1 1.04 
3 60 21 .47 IS.07. 13.73 48.7 11.0 11 .0 198.2 1 .04 
4 50 20.59 JS.95 1 9.73 48.7 11 .0 10.9 198.1 1 .04 
5 40 21.30 19.0S 19.97 48.7 V<.2> 10.9 197.S i .34 
S 30 21 .57 19.23 20.30 48.8 1 1 .0 11.0 198.2 1.04 
7 20 21.51 19.36 20.75 48.S 13.9 13.9 198.3 1 .04 
8 20 21 .58 19.39 20.78 48.7 10.9 10.9 198.1 1.04 
9 30 21.02 19.14 20.21 48.7 10.9 10.9 198.0 1 .04 
10 40 20.65 19.02 19.89 48.E 11 .3 10.9 198.0 1 .04 
11 5S 20.54 18.95 19.73 48.S 10.9 10.9 188.2 1 .04 
12 60 21 .28 18.88 19.54 48. S 11 .3 11 .8 197.9 1 .04 
13 70 21.36 1 9.05 13.S4 48.7 1 1 .3 \UiS 197.9 1 .04 
14 80 21.B3 19.06 19.S0 48.5 11.0 10.9 198.0 1.04 
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Program Name: 
P.aus data stored on file: 
Data taker by: 
Tubs type: 
Fin spacing, width,-haight: 




RECTANGULAR  FINNED   TUBE 
I .-58  1 .88 .0.75 (mm) 
Ml 3 inn 
14.3 (W/m-K 









Pressure  condition: . 
System power". 
Steam velocity: 
This analysis includes end-fin affect 
HEATEX insert installed in tube 
Enhancements based on comparison to Jncheck smooth tube data 
Wilson Plot regression coefficient = 1 .#00 
Gi (based on Pstukhov-Pepcv ) - 2.343 
Alpha (based on Nussalt ) ■ » 0.878 : 
Enhancement (constant Heat flux) *= 1^194 • 
Enhancement (constant ta»tp drop) = 1.877 
Overall Jut si de Inside 
Coolant Heat Xfer H sat Xfer Heat Xfer Heat 
V elacity Coefficient Coefficient Soaf-f jsient Flux Ts-Twali 
Data LMTD Uw Uo Ho Hi Qp Txf 
# <degC ) (m/s ) <U/mA2-K) <W/wA2-K> (W/m>2-K> (W/m
A2> <degC ) 
1 23.47 4.13 5.60GE+03 j .239E+04 3.755Et04 1 .347E-M35 15.7i 
4_ 29.55 3. B7 S.495E+03 1 .251E+04 3.'3B8E+04 1 .92SE+05 15.35 
W 
7q 77 3.15 S.3S4E+03 1 .2S7E+04 2.373E+04 1 .8BBE+05 14.72 
4 29.33 2.65 6.17SE+03 \ .284E+34 2.561E+04 1 .8HE+05 14.11 
5 25.15 2.14 5.307E+03 i •297E+04 2.M5E+04 1.722E+05 13.28 
6 29.00 1   *~~~2 5.540E+03 1 .320E+04 1.713E+04 1.6B7E+05 12.17 
7 28.54 1.12 5.052E+03 1 .418E+04 1.25SE+04 1.442E+05 10.18 
8 28.58 1 . ! C 5.027E+03 1 .39SE+04 i.259E+04 1.437E+05 10.25 
3 28.98 1 .53 5.559E+03 t .332E+04 1 '. 1 f j E+04 i.5115+05 12.09 
10 29.13 2.14 5.889E+03 1 .28SE+04 2. U3E+04 1.7!8E+05 1 3.33 
11 29.26 2.55 5.13SE+03 ! ,?67E+04 2iS§l:E+04 1 .795E+05 14.17 
1 "7 
t ^. 29.55 3.IS 6.2S9E+03 i .239E+04 2.9B7E+04 1 .S53E+05 15.00 
13 23.40 3,57 S.471E+03 1 .241E+04 3.373E+04 ! .S03E+05 15.33 
14 
ftVQ 




3.7S5E+04 1 .924E+35 
1 .754E+05 1 3,57 
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Program Name: on?( ^ LL 
Raw dat a stored on file :            S75!> t L. 
Data taken by: INCHECK 
Tufas type: RECTANGULAR FINNED TUBE 
Fin spa =ings width, hei ght:  1.50  1.00 0.75 (mm> 
Tube ma teriai: STA- [NLESS-STEEL 
Thermal conductJ L-vity: 14 3 vwVpi-f < ) 
Inside diameter 13 13 <mm> 
Root di araetar: 14 .25 (mm) 
Pressur e oondit. .on: VACUUM 
Room Inlet Outlet Steam Gage Xducer 
Flow Temp Temp Temp Temp Press Press Volts Cu TS 
(pet ) <degC ) (degC) !degC) (degC) <KPa) (KPa ) - !V> 
{ 80 20.90 18.38 19.40 48.6 11.0 10.3 197.3 1 .04 
n 70 20.55 18.39 13.46 48.8 11.2 10.8 197,3 
t 
.04 
3 S0 21.00 18.31 19.55 48.8 11.1 11 .0 198.0 1 .04 
4 50 21 .02 18.96 19.68 43-8 1 I .0 11.0 198.0 
i 
.04 
5 49 2! .02 18.72 13.57 48.7 11 .0 10.9 1 98. t 1 .04 
8 30 21.12 18.77 19.80 48.8 11.0 10.9 193.2 1 ,04 
■7 20 21 .12 18.88 20.22 48.7 11.0 11.0 198.0 
i ( .04 
s 20 21 .12 1 8.87 20.21 48.7 1 1 .0 15.0 19S.0 1 .04 
9 30 21 .15 18. S3 i9.se 48.7. ]\ .0 11 .0 1 98. 1 1 .04 
10 40 21.14 18.46 19.31 43-, a 11 .0 '11 .0 198.1 1 .03 
1 1 50 21.15 18.39 19.12 48.8 11.0 11.0 198.3 1 .03 
12 S0 2.1 . 14 18.34 18.98 48.8 11.0 il .0 198. 1 1 .03 
13 70 21.IB 18.48 19.03 48.7 n .0 10.9 187.9 I .03 
14 80 21.23 18.46 18.98 4.8.8 11.0 ■11 .0 197.9 1 .03 
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Program Nans: 
Saw data stored on 'li 
Oat 3 ■;en by: 
Tube type; 
Fin spacing, width, height 
Tubs materiel".      " " . 
Thermal conductivity: 
Inside diameter: 
«cot aiarte + »r: 
Pressure condition: 
System power: 
Steam velocity: ! 
This analysis includes end- 
HEnTEX insert installed.in tube 




RECTANGULAR FINNED TUBE 







'S-. 96 ■( m/a ) 
:in effect 
;üB us ta 
Wilson Plot regression aaeffieient * = 0.989 
Ci { based or PetuKhov-P 8PÖV-) • ■ ' ' • ■= 2. 170 ■ 
■ftlpr- ;a (basec on Nusselt )' • •      * 0.S39 
Enhancement (constant h eat flux )  ~ = T.039 
Enhancement (constant temp drop)  = ? 1.829 
Overall. outside Inside 
Coolant Heat X'fer • Heat Xf-er Heat 'per Heat 
Ve. .ocity Coefficient Goef f ic-ient Coefficient Flux Ts-Tuall 
o<.a LMTD Uw' UQ '■■' •"" Ho - M^ Qp   ' Txf 
# (degC ) ( m / s •) <W/m"2-K> <W/m"2-K) $W/si"2HO <W/w"2 ) (degC ) 
! 29.49 4. t? S.32gE+'23 ! .177E+04 3.471E+04 1 .8SSE+05 15.86 
TO CO 3.67 S.245E+03 ! . 1S7E+04 I.I*0E+04 1 .843E+05 15.43 
~ 29. S5 3.IS 6,0pEt03 1 .209E+04 2.742E+&4 i .802E+05 14.91 
A 
-r 29.49 2.S5 S. 8SSE+83' 1.211E+04 2,3SßE+04 !.734E+05 14.32 
5' 29.55 2.14 5,BS2,E-H33 1 .24354-04 1,9735*04 t .S74E+05 13.41 
0 29.47 1 .S3 '5.269E+03 1.258E+04 !.574E+04 1.553E+85 12;35 
7 29.17 \-.\Z 4-.773E+83 \ .339E+04 \ . 1-5EE+04 1 .392E+05 10.40 
S 29. IS 1.12 4■770E+03 1.337E+04 i .■ 1SSEt04 1.331E+Ö5 10.40 
9 29.55 1 .S3 5.2S8E+03 1.259E+04 1,5715+04 1 .557E+05 1 2.36 
10 29. S7 2.14 5.S73E+03 1 .208E-t-04 i .9675+04 1" .5S4E+05 13.78 
1 i 30.01 2.S5 S.SS5E+05 1 . 2S4E+04 2.3515+04 1.757E+0S 14.59 
1 '~> 30.12 3.IS S.035E+03 i .J88E+04 ^?24E+04 f.317E+05 15.30 
13 29.93 3.S7 6.1 70E+03 i . 173E+04 3.09SE+04 1 .350E+05 15.78 
) 4 30.8S 4.19 S.271E+03 i . 1SSE+04 3'. 4S?Er04 1 .S85E+05 IS..27 
vq 1.226E+Q4 1 .593E+05 1 3.94 
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Program Name: ORPALL 
Raw date stores on file:    3 351»! 
Data tak en by: INCHECK 
lube type: RECTAN6ULAR FINNED TUBE 
Fin spacing, uii dth. hei Qht:  1 .50  1.00 3.35 (mm) 
Tube mat erial: STAINLESS-STEEL 
Thermal conduct ivity: 4,3 <W/w <>' 
Inside c iameter : 3.08 (mm) 
Root diameter: 4.24 (mm) 
Pressure condit ion: UACUUM 
Room Inlet Outlet Steam Sage Xducer 
Fio-w Temp Temp Temp Temp Press Press Volts Current 
(pet ) «degC) (degC) (degC) (degC > (KPa) {KPa) .. <V) 
'! 80 22.38 19.13 13.68 48,6 10.8 10.8 1 98.0 1 .04' 
-3 70 22.5B 19.32 19.86 48,3 10.8 10.9 198.1 1.04 
3 60 21 .34 13.45 20.08 48.6 10.8 10.8 197.9 1 .04 
4 50 21 .78 19.40 20,08 48.9 11.0 11.0 i 98.0 ! .34 
5 40 21.69 19.58 20.3B 43.6 10.8 10.8 198.0 1 .04 
6 30 22.49 13.56 20.62 48.8 10.8 10.9 197.8 1 .04 
7 20 22.57 19.84 21 .09 48.8 10.8 !0.9 198.0 1 .04 
8 20 22.51 19.82 21.06 48.S 10.8 11.0 ■198.0 1.04 
5 30 22.54 19.57 20.63 48.3 10.9 11 .0 197.8 1 .04 
10 40 22.49 19.63 20.41 48.5 10.7 10.8 198.0 1.04 
U 50 22.76 19.70 20.36 48.6 10.8 10.9 197.9 1 .04 
12 60 22.73 19.87 20.45 48.8 1! .0 10.3 197.3 1 .04 
13 70 22.68 19.86 20.38 48.7 11.0 10.9 198.1 1.04 
14 80 22.63 19.86 20.34 48.7 10.8 10.9 133.1 1 .04 
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Program Name: 
Raw data stored on file: 
Data taken by: 
Tube type: RECTANGULAR FINNED TUBE 








This analysis includes end-fin effect 
HEA7EX insert installed in tube 





1 50 m   0 95  
STAINLESS-STEEL 
14.3 « W/m-K > 
i3.es (mm ) 
14.24 (mm) 
VACUUM 
S .3® (KW) 
.1  .-i (-> (m/s) 
Wilson Plot regression coefficient = 3.999 
Ci (based on Petukhov-Popov) = 2.103 
Alpha (based on Nuss»it-)- = 0.772 
Enhancement (constant hsat flux) = 0.330 
Enhancement (constant tamp dnop ) = 0.947 
Overall Guts-irfe Inside 
Coolant Heat Xfer naa* Xfer Haat Xfer Heat 
Velocity Coefficient Coefficient Coefficient Flux.   Ts-Twali 
Data LMTD    Vw      Uo Ho Hi Qp        Txf 

























































































































Raw data stored on file: 
Data taken by: 
Tube type: 
Fin spacing, width, height: 








RECTANGULAR FINNED TUBE 
1.S0  1.00 0,95.(mm) 
STAINLESS-STEEL 
14,3  (Ui/m-K ) 
J 3.08  (mm ) 
14.24  (mm) 
VACUUM 
Room Inlet Outlet Steam Gage Xducer 
Flow Temp Temp Temp Temp Press Press Volts Current 
< pet ) (degC) (degC> (degC) C degC > (KPa) <KPa> .. (V) 
5 80 21.37 19.06 19.53 48.7 11,4 1 1.3 197.S 1.03 
2 70 21.95 19.21 19.77 48.7 1 1 .4 1 1 4 1 58.0 ! .04 
3 S0 21-97 19.32 1 9.94 48.7 11 .4 1 1 Cl 137.9 1 .04 
4 50 21 .67 19.20 19.92 48.7 1 1 .4 11 3 197.9 1.04 
5 40 21.5! 1 9.28 20.1 ! 48.7 11.3 H 4 198.1 1 .04 
8 30 21.43 19.35 20.39 48.7 1 1.4 15 3 1 98.3 1.04 
7 20 , 21.47 19.54 20.85 48. S 11.4 It 3 197.9 1 .04 
8 20 21.41 19.47 20.79 48.7 1 M 1 1 3 197.3 1 .04 
9 30 21.25 19.28 20.30 48.S 11 .3 11 3 198.0 1 .04 
10 40 21.38 19.17 20.01 43.8 H .4 11 4 198.1 1 .04 
It 50 21.33 19.11 19.82 48.7 11.4 1! 3 198.3 1 .04 
12 60 21.36 1 3.05 I9.S8 48.5 11.3 1 1 1 S3, 1 1,04 
13 70 21.33 19.20 19.77 43.7 1 1.4 11 3 198.0 1 .04 
14 80 21.43 19.19 19.7! 48.7 M.3 1 1 4 198.3 1 .04 
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Program Name DRPALL 
Raw data stored on file :    S95V2 
Data taksn b^ f '• INCHECK 
Tube tyse: RECTANGULAR FINNED T USE 
Fin spacing, width , hsi ght: .. VfS0  1 .03 0.35 (mm 
Tubs material S7AIMLE SS-STEEL 
Thermal conductivity. :'. 14.3 ( W/m-lv) 
Inside diame^ t gp ; _ - 13.08 • mm ) 
Root diameter" 1 A    "> 4 trii» ) 
Pressurs condition: < UACUJH 
System power ■   • - £ : 8 1 <KW) 
Stsari velocity; 1 .37 «m/s) ■ 
This analyst. 3 includes end-fin effec + 
HEATEX inssr-1 , installed in tube 
Enhancements based on c ompariscn to Incheck snoot h tube data 
Wilson Plot r -egression coefficient = 1 .00'? • 
Ci (based on Petukhov-P cpav)      = Z , 203 
Alpha (based on Nusselt ?         *~ 0.S32' 
Enhancement constant h eat flux )   = 1 .023 
Enhancement 'constant t 
Overall 
e«p drop )  ■ 
Outside Inside 
Coolant Heat Xfer Heat Xfer Heat Xfer Heat 
Velocity ' Joefficiant Coefficient Coefficient Flux Ts-Twai1 
Data LMTD    Vw Uo   He- ■.Hi' Qp ■ Txf 
$ (degC) {m/s) <U/m"2-K) (W/mA2-K) <W/;m"2-K ) <U/M"2) ( degC) 
!. 23.41   4.23 S.308E+03 1.153E+04 3.E49E+04 1.853E+05 15.33 
2 2S.2S  3.63 S.194E+03 I.174E+04 3. 184E+04 1 .8T3E+05 15.44 
■7 
•j 29.07  3.17 6-0S7E+03 1.197E+04 2,,§1;0E + 04 1.769E+0S 14.73 
4 29.11  2.66 5.S15E+03 1 .217E+04 2.421E+04 1 .722E+05 14.15 
5 23.04  2.15 5.S42E+03 l;224E+04 ^.BZBE+04 '. .638E+2S 13.39 
B 2S.84  1.54 5.301E+03 1.255E+04 5.616E+04 1 .523E+05 12.19 
7 2S.41   1.13 4.308E+03 1.330E+Q4 i . 18SE+04 t.366E+05 10.27 
8 2S.55  1.13 4.73SE+03 1.324E+04 1. 137E+04 1.370E+05 10.35 
o 28.S5  1.64 S.307E+03 !.253E>04 l,6'i5E+04 t.531E+0S 12.1S 
10 23.18  2,15 5.S62E+B3 1.234E+04 2.0Z3E+04 1.S52E+05 13.33 
1
>1 23.19  2.SB 5.362Ef03 1.195^04 2-418E+04 1 .711E+05 14.32 
12 23.17  3.17 S.068E+03 1.191E+&4 ■2 \ 802E+04 1 .7705*05 14.86 
13 23.13  3.S3 S.203E+03 1.177H-H&4 3.134E+04 1.811E+05 15.39 
29.23  4.20 S.237E+03 1 .1PE+04 3,g54Er04 1.844E+05 15.87 
nvg I.2215*34 
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1 .670E+05 13.75 
Program Name: DF iPALL 
Raw data stored on file :    SI 25U1 
Data tak en by: INCHECK 
Tubs typ e; RE CTANGÜLAR FINNED TUBE 
Fin spac ingt wi dth, hei ght:  1. 50  1.00 i .25 .(mm) 
Tube mat arial: STAINLESS-S" rr-ri 1E.C1- 
Thermal conduct i v i t y: 1 4.3 <UI/m-K) 
Inside diameter : 1 3.08 (mm) 
Root diameter: 1 4.2! (mm ) 
Pressure oondit ion: W CUUM 
Room Inlet Outlet Steam Gage Xdueer 
Flow Temp Temp Temp Temp - press Press Volts Current 
(pet ) (degC) (degC> (degC) (degC) (KPa) (KPa) . (V) 
1 80 21.50 20.38 20.85 4S.7 10.5 10.9 137.9 1.04 
2 70 21.38 20.42 20.92 48-6 10.3 10.9 198.0 1 .04 
3 60 21 . 36 ' 20.48 21 .04 48.S 10.4 10.3 193.1 "1 .03 
4 50 21 .65 20.29 20.93 48.8 10.3 11 .0 198.1 ! .04 
5 40 21 .58 20.31 21 .06 48.9 11.0 11 .0 193.0 ■1 .04 
S 30 21 .82 20.32 21 .23 48.3 76.1 11.0 198.2 1 .03 
7 20 21.87 20.45 21 .64 43.8 1 1.0 11 .0 197.6 V.03 • 
8 20 21 .92 20.42 21 .62 48.8 10.8 1 1 ,0 197.9 1 .03 
9 30 21.95 20.11 21.03 48.7 10.9 10.9 193.0 1 .04 
10 40 21.S3 : 1 5. 98 ■20.74 43.8 1 1 .0 10.9 197.7 1 .03 
11 50 22.03 19.91 20-56 43.7 10.9 10.9 197.9 1 .04 
12 60 22.15 20.09 ■20.66 48.8 10.9 10.9 137.7 1 .04 
13 70 22.13 20.06 20.57 48.8 10.3 10.9 157.6 1.04 
14 30 22.12 20.0S' 20; 53 48.8 10. S 10.9 133.1 1 .04 
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Program Name t DRPAJ.L 
Raw data stored on fils i             S12SV; 
Data t alien fc y- Iiy£#EO 
Tube type: RECTANGULAR FINNED TUBE 
Firs spacing width, hei ght;  1,50  1 .00  1.26 ( mm) 
Tuba piateria i ; STAINLESS-STEEL 
Thermal conductivity: !4.3 ( W/rc-K ) 
Inside riiame ter: \ 3.08 (rim ) 
Root diarists r: 14.2! (?w\ •) 
Pressure cor d i t i on < VACUUM 
System power : 6.80 (KW> 
Steai*i veioci ty: 1 .35 Cm/5 > 
This analysi s includes end-fin effec .j. 
HEA7EX inser t installed in tube 
Enhancements based on c omparison to Incheck sno 3th tube dat a 
Wilson Piot regression coefficierti * 0.999 
Ci (based on Pstukhov-P opov ) .'    ■» 2. ms 
Alpha (based on Nusselt )   ....     * 0i74S 
Enhancement (constant heat -'flux ) «■« 0.888 
Enhancement (constant t 
Overall 




Coolant Heat Xfer H«at Xf*«s Hea?:Xfer Heat 
Velocity Coefficient Coeff iciwt Cosffieient Flux Ts-Twall 
Data LMTD    Vw U'o '.Ho • Hi •Qp Txf 
•n- (degC >  (PI/S) <W/mA2-K) (W/>i*-2-K ) <y^Z-K> (W/«i"2) <degC) 
1 28.1.1   4,20 5.94SE+03 • 1 .063E+04 3.271E+04 ! .S71E+05 15,72 
1 27.95  3.S3 5.307E+03 l.06t-E+84 2.831E+04 1 .S23E-T05 15.36 
3 27.82  3.17 5.S85E+03 1.07SE+84 2.S8EE+04 i .5S1E+05 14.72 
4 28.28  2.SB 5.483E+03 !-077E+04 2^22EE+04 1.545E+05 14.36 
5 2S.20  2.15 5.225E+03 1.082E+04 1.8B1E+04 1.474E+05 13,62 
g 28.05  1.S4 4.508E+03 1.109E+04 1.484E+04 !.377E+05 12. -\2 
7 27.78  1.13 4.475E+03 1.192E+84 ]-090E+04 !.243E-f0S 10.43 
8 27.77  t.13 4.489E+03 1.203E+04 1.089E+04 ! .24SE+05 10.37 
Q 28.17  s.64 4.923E+03 t.11«E+Q4 1.480E+04 1 .387E+05 12.43 
10 28.40  2.15 5.247E+03. 1.094E+84 1.854E+04 1.490E+05 13.62 
11 Co.51   Z.oS 5.463E+03 1.072E+94 2.21SE+04 1 .557E+05" 14.53 
< n 28.41  3.17 5.S55E+03 1.0G6E+34 2.575E+04 t .S0SE-J-05 15.87 
IS 28,47  3.SB S.774E+03 1.051,Ef04 2.S20E+04 1 .S44E+05 15.64 
14 28.49  4.20 5.853E+03 1 .035Et04 3.2S0E+04 1 .BS8E+05 15.11 
ftvg 1.0S3E+34 
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t .S08E+05 13,88 
Program Warne- ÖRPALL 
Raw data stored on file: S126V2 
Data taken by: INCHECK 
Tube type: RECTANGULAR FINNED TUBE 
Fin spacing, width, height:  1.50  1.00' !,Z5' Cmm> 
Tube material: STAINLESS-STEEL 
Thermal conductivity: "'    14.J C¥/>i-K') 
Inside diameter:    . "13,35'(mm) 
Roo t a iame t er: 1 4. 2 ! (mm > 
Pressure condition: VACUUM 
Room   Inlet Outlet Steam   Sage X'ducer 
Flow Temp   Temp   Temp Temp   Press Press ^oT'ts Current 
(pet) (degC)  < dagC)  (degC) CdegC")'  (KP a)' tKPaJ " CV< 
1 30  22.98   i3.?i   20.20 48. S   VIZI.'S 11 ."0 IBS.!   1.14 
2 70  23.06   13.8S  20.38 "'•" 45.3   f 0". 5" fßT.S" f 3B". f   ! . 04' " 
3 60       22.35       19.96       20.54 48.?          10.4 T0.B T57.B       5 .^A- 
4 50       23.12       19.86       20.51 48.S          HETtS' l'0~. 3* f9H. 5"    '• f'lW 
5 40       22.98       19.89      20.65 48.8         10.5 TT3 ."S TSB.V     "1 .'04 
S       30       23.15       19.98       20.92 48.9          ('0.5" U'.S" .'9T.7"      V.m 
7 20       23,04       20.15       21.38 43.S         T0.5 lt.'0 1BB.'0       T.04 
8 20       23.14       20.13       2T.3S '48.8    '     1"0.S' I f'.'ff i"97.'3"'     f.-0"4 
9 30      23.21        19.90      20.84 48.7        T0.5   ' T0V5 TS7;B    "TiW 
10 40       22.08       IS.81       20.58 48.7     "'fe.S' TffVff TSF.0"'      1 .34 
11 50       22.15       19.74       20.40 48.6        'T$.3 1'0."S' '"?37 ."8      '1/84 
12 S0       22.08       19.93       20.51 48.6        ' NffVS' ' 1 'ST. 9" r98".'3"      T.04  
13 70       21.29       19.94       20.45 48.5          V0.5 "T0 :3 T3B. 1      "1 .04 
U       30       21.23       19.95       28.43 48.5"       TiS':S 10.9"' 1"9H'.'f"      fY04 
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Program Name: 
Raw data stored on'fila: 
Data taken by:     • • 
Tube type: 
Fin spacing, width. heig! 
Tube material: 










!,53  1 .30  I .25 <P 
STAINLESS-STEEL . 
14.3 ( M/*i"K ! 
i 3. 08 ' mm 3 
14.2! <mm 5 
VACUUM 
* -g.S1 <tfW> 
1 ■, 9£ ( M/S ) 
USE 
T'r ru analysis includes end-fin effect 
HEATEX insert installed ;ube 
Enhancements based  on comparison  to   Incheck   smooth  u is  data 
w i 1 s on Plot regression coefficient = !.S80 
Ci < based or . Petukhov-P opov ) *  2.083' 
AipS ■»a (based.on Nussslt )  =? g. 780 
Enhancement (constant h eat flux ) - @ ,' 9 1 2 
Enhancement (constant tewp drop) * «.S33 
Overall Outside Inside 
Coolant Heat Xfer üeat Xfer Heat Xfer Heat 
Velocity Coefficient Coefficient Coefficient Flux Ts-Twall 
eta LMTD Vw Uo !■ • Ho '"' Hi Qp 1 f:  1 
4 (degC) in/s ) (U/m"2-K) (W/m"2-ts ) (W/KA2-K> <W/mA2) (degC) 
1 28.91 4.20 5.932E+03 ] .0545+04 3.372E+04 •723E+0S 16.26 
28.55 3.B9 5.903E+03 !.080E+#4 3.025E+04 .591E+05 15. SS 
3 28.42 3.17 5.745E+03 1.0S0E+04 2.S70E+04 1 .S33E+05 15.11 
28.46 2.SB S.574E+03 1.334E+04 2.300E+04 .S86E+05 14.50 
5 28. S0 2.15 5.341E+03. 1.H0E+04 1.924E+04 .S22E+05 13.72 
e 28.45 1.S4 5-02SE+03 1.139E+04 1.535E+04 .430E+05 12.55 
7 28.03 1 ,13 4.5S3E+03 i.20SE+04 1.128E+04 .273E+0S ie.se 
8 2S.02 1.13 4.S71E+03 1.213E+04 1.123E+04 .281E+05 10.55 
o 28.31 1 .64 5.030E+03 1.142E+04 1.S34E+84 .424E+05 12.47 
10 28.48 2.15 5.322E+03 I.102E+04 1.922E+84 .51SE+05 13.75 
n 28.53 2.E6 5.584E+03 1.0S8E+04 2.297E+04 .593E+05 14.50 
12 28.44 3.17 5.747E+03 1.082E+04 2.GS9E-M94 .S3SE+05 15.11 
13 28.45 3.69 5.880E+03 !.072E+04 3.023E+04 .S73E+0S 15.81 
14 28.47 4.20 5.975E+03 1 .0S1E+04 3.380E+04 .701£+05 IS. 04 
VG 1.110E+04 .S50E+05 14.03 
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Program K4ana: BRPALL 
Raw data stored on file: S142U3 
Data tak an by: INCHECK 
Tube typ e: REG1 'AN6ULAR FINNED TUBE 
Fin spacing, wi ±th, he ig 'it:  1.5S  1 ,00 1 .42. (mm) 
Tube mat srial: STAINLESS-STEEL 
Thermal conduct i v i t y: 14. 3 <W/«1-K ) 
Inside d iamster : 13. 10 < mm ) 
Root diameter: 14, 28 (mm) 
Pressure condit ion; VACUUM 
Room Inlet Outlet Steam 6age Xducsr 
Flow Temp Temp Temp Temp Press Press I'oits Current 
(pet ) (degC ) (dagC ) (degG ) (degC) (KPa) <KPa) - (V) 
■1 80 20.28 17.39 17.87 48.6 10.9 10.9 ! 33.0 1 .03 
2 70 20.32 1 7.48 .18.00 48.7 11.0 • 10.9 198.0. 1 .03 
3 60 20.28,' 17.53 18.1,1 48^7 • H . 0- 10.3 ■138.0 ;. 1.03 
4 50' 20.34 17.39 18.07 43.7 11 .0 ! 1 .0 i 37.9 1.03 
5 43 20.3t 17.43 ' 13.22 48. S 1Ö.9 •■ 10.3 198. 1 1 .03 
6 30 20.26 '17.48. 18.45 '48:.7 10.8 10.9 193.2 '1 .33 
7 20 20.35 17.63 18.88 . 48.5 10.S 10.8 138.1 1 .03 
8 ■ 20 20.30 17.52 1.8.88 48. S 10.8 ' 10.8 198.3 1.03 
9 30. 20.31 17.36 18.33 43.5 10.7 1'0.3 198.8 1 .03 
10 40. 20.34 17.24 13.04 48. S 10. S 10.9 1 98.0 ! .03 
1 1 50 . 20.35 17.16 ' 17.83' 48.7 10.9 10.3 . 1.37.7 1 .03 
12 S0 20.34 . 17.10 17.83 48.6 10.8 10.9 197.7 • 1 .03 
13 70 20.32 17.23 17.78 48.6 ' 10.8 10.3 198.0 "1 .03 
14 8-0 20.34 •17.24 17.72 ■48.8 10.9 10.9 138.2 1 .03 
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Program Name: 
Rau data stored on file: 
Data taken by: 
'Tube type: 











REC7ÄN6ULAR  FINNED  TUBE 
1 .50     1 -'30     1 .42   (mm ) 
STAINLESS-STEEL    ■ 
14,3   <W/m-K> 
13.1©   (MFI ) ' 
!i.2S   (m)     '■ 
VACUUM 
S-81   (KW) 
1 .37   (m/s) 
This analysis includes end-fin effect 
ÜEATEX insert installed in tube 
Enhancements based on comparison to Inch.eck smooth tube data 
Wilson Piot regression coefficient 
Ci (based on Pstukhov-Popov ) 
Alpha Chased on Nusselt ) 
Enhancement (constant heat flux) 
Enhancement (constant temp dr.op,;  s $.8S3 




Coolant Heat Xfer Haut £?$r H^st Xfer Heat 
V elocity Coefficient CoePfic isn't Coefficient Flux Ts-Twal1 
ata LMTD ^'Ui Uo HQ • Hi QP Txf 
t (degC) (m/s ) (W/m"2-K> (W/'m"S-K ) \ WmA2-K} <W/nrt2 > (degC> 
t 31.83 4.13 5.509E+03 9,-4}3E#®3 |,358E+84 1.709E+05 1 8. 1 S 
n 30.93 3.67 5.4B2E+93 9.S137E+33 3.;€J11E+04 1 .S30E+0S 17.53 
3 30.87 3,IB 5.342E+Q3 3,6675+03 2.655E+S4 1.S49E+05 17.0E 
4 31 .01 2.65 5.222E+35 9.882E+03 2.286E+04 ?.a:9E+05 1B -38 
Ü 30.78 2.14 4.3S1E+83 9.94.SE+03 J.312E+04 1.S3SE+05 15.43 
S 30.SS 1 -S3 4.743E+03 ! .028E+04 ■'1 .525E+04 1 .455E+05 14.15 
7 30.30 1.12 4.29SEt03 1 .067E+24 1.121E+04 1 .302E+0G 12.20 
8 33.32 1.12 4.305E+03 1.073E+04 i . 121E-J-04 1.38SE+05 12.17 
3 30.74 1.53 4.743E+S3 1 .0J1£t0,4 . 1.523E+-04 i .458E+05 14,14 
10 3@. 39 2.14 5.015E+03 L00J2E+04 1.908E+04 1.554Ef05 15.51 
! 1 3! .19 2.S5 S.193E+03 §,7S0etg3- 2.280E+04 1 .628E+05 16.54 
! 7 31.17 ö. la 5.343E+03 3.'718E+03 2.S42E+04 1.667E+05 17.17 
13 31 .14 3.S7 5.435E+83 9.S31E+03 3.002E+04 1.S33E+05 17.76 
H 31 .3! 4.13 5.534E+03 3.43ÖE+03 3.352E+04 i.733E+05 18.25 
VQ 9.930E+03 1.S71E+05 15.38 
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Program Name: ■ DfiPALL 
Raw data stored on file :    S142V4 
Data tai .en bv: INCHECK 
Tube type: RECTANGULAR FINNED TUBE 
Fin spac ,ing, width, hei ght:  1-50  1.00 1 .42 -<i» m) 
Tube mat erial: S7AINLE5S-S" rEEL 
Thermal conduct .v it y J 14 3 <y/n-f <) 
Inside diameter 13 10 < mm > 
Root diameter: 14 28 (mm) 
Pressure condit ion: VACUUM 
Room Inlet Outlet Steam Gage Xducer 
Flow Temp Temp Temp Temp Press Press Volts Current 
(pet ) (degC) (degC) (degC ) < degC ) <KPa ) (KPa) - <V) 
1 60 19.81 17.24 17.73 48.3 11,0 10.5 188.0 1 .04 
70 19.83 17.30 17.83 48.8 11 .8 10.9 198.0 1.04 
3 50 19.86 17.35 17.94 48.7 1 J.0 10.8 197.9 1 .84 
4 50 19.86 17.17 17.85 48.5 1 1 .0 10.3 188.0 1 .03 
5 40 19.95 17.19 13.00 48.7 11 .0 10.9 198.2 1 .33 
8 30 19.85. 1 7 "7 0 18.20 43.7 ii .0 10.9 198.0 1.03 
7 20 19.85 17.38 18.55 48.7 11 .0 10.9 193.3 1 .04 
3 20 13.74 17.46 18.73 48.7 11 .3 10.8 137.9 1.04 
9 30 19.74 17.14 18.11 43.5 1 1.0 10.8 197.9 i .04 
10 40 19.75 17.03 17.33 48,5 1 1 .0 10.3 198.0 1.04 
M 50 19,73 16.35 17.63 48.7 11.0 10.8 198.1 1 .04 
12 50 19.77 16.92 17.52 48.7 10.9 10.9 193.0 1 .04 
13 70 19.76 17.36 17.60 48.7 1 1 .0 10.8 158.0 1-.04 
14 80 19.75 17.05 17.55 48.7 1 1 .0 10.9 198.1 1 .04 
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Program Name: DRPftLL 
Raw data stored on file C 1 i^ll/l 
Data taken b y: INpHECi- .  . 
Tube- type: .. .  ,[i£CTriNSULftR FINNED TUBE 
Fin 2 pacing, widih, hsi ght: . 1.50  i . 80  1.42 ( p.n ) 
Tube ciateria 1: .  '  STAINLE ■SS-STEEL 
There al cond activity; • ., 14,3 ( W/m-K ) 
Ins it e diarce ten: 13.10 (nr^) 
Roo v dianete r • !4,28 (mr,) 
Press urs con dition: VACUUM 
Syste PI power : S. S1 <KW) 
St eac vsloci ty: 1 .36 ( ci / s ) 
This analyst 5 includes end-fin effsc t 
ÜEATE X inser t installed in tube 
Enhancements based on c Gfiparison to Incheck spioo th tube data 
Wilson Plot regression coefficient = 0,339 
Ci (t asad on Petuknov-R 9BOY ■•'       K 2.066 
Alpha <based on Musselt )         •= 0.725 
Enhar cement (constant peat flux)  = 0.85S 
Enhan CSRGnt (constant tefif) drop) - = 0.3SS 
Overall Outside Inside 
Coolant Heat Xfer Heat Xfer Heat Xfsr Heat 
Ve locity Coefficient Ccer ficient Coefficient Flux rs-" "ual 1 
Data LMTD Vw ÜO  ' Ho Hi Qp "xf 
* < dagC) <m/s ) (W/nA2-K> (W/PTZ-K) (W/m"2-K > <W/P)A2) (degC ) 
i 31.35 4.19 S.547E+03 9.S29E-I-03 3.242E+04 1.739E+05 18 06 
•? 31.25 3.B7 5.497E+03 9.83CE+03 2.Q0SE+04 t.718E+05 17 .46- 
3 31 .07 3.1 S 5.3SSE+03 9.333E+03 2.5G3E+04 !.65SE+05 16 86 
4 31.14 2.65 5.2SSE+03 1.81SE+04 2.20GE+04 1„635E+05 16 .10 
5 31.10 2.14 5.059C+03 1.040E+S4 \ , 845E+04 1.573E+05 t ~. 12 
s 30. SG 1.63 4.723E+03 1.B4GE+04 J.471E+84 1.462E+05 !3 .35 
n 1 30.71 1 .12 4.299E<03 1.111E+34 1.081E+04 1.320E+05 i ; .83 
8 30.61 1 .12 4.29JE+03 1.I04E+04 !.082E+04 1.313E+05 n 9® 
9 31.00 I .63 4.724E+03 1 .04..9E+04 i . 470E+04 1.464E+0E 17 1 hS 9G 
10 31.21 2.14 5.043E+03 1.035E+04 1 .841E+04 1.5745+05 15 21 
1 5 31 .40 2.S5 5.238E+03 1.001E+04 2.200E+04 1.83SC+05 IS 33 
12 31 .43 3.IS 5.370E+03 9.321E+03 2.553E+04 t.6315+05 17 04 
< 7 31 .41 3.67 5-.560E-»03 1.0055+04 2.SS8E+04 1.74GE+S5 17 38 
14 31.39 4.1B 5.567E+03 9,6956+03 3.23GE+04 1.748E+05 18 33 
ftvg 1.032^+04 1-592E+0S 15 63 
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Program Name: QRPALL 
Raw  data stored on   file: S142«JS 
Data  tak sr. by: INCHECK 
Tube  typ e-' REST ■ANGULAR FINNED TUBE 
Fir.  spacing,  wi* 3th,  neig nt:      1.50     1.00 1 .42   (mm) 
Tube  mat erial: STA3 .NLESS-STEEL 
Thermal conduct i v i t y"- 14 3  <W,'?r K> 
Inside  c iameter 1 3 10  < r°m ) 
Root   diameter: 14 28   (mm) 
Pressure condit ion: VACUUM 
Room Inlet Outlet Steam Gage Xdueer 
Flow Temp Temp Tenp Temp Press Press   . Volts Gu Tent 
(pet ) (degC) (degO < degC ) {degC ) < KPa) (KPa) <V) 
1 80 19.56 18.13 18.SI 48.9 10.3 11.0 197.S 1 .04 
o L. 70 1 3.56 1 8.03 18.54 48. E 10.8 10.9 138.0 
i 
.02 
3 S3 19.5? 17.98 18.55 48.7 10.S 10.9 198.0 1 .03 
4 50 19.53 17.74 18.41 48.7 10,8 10.9 1 98.1 1 .03 
5 40 19.60 17.55 13.44 48.6 10.8 10.9 198. J 
1 
t .04 
R 30 13.62 17.63 13.58 48. S 10.S 10.8 198.1 1 .03 
7 20 19.SI 17.62 18.89 4S.8 10.9 10.3 193.2 1 .03 
3 23 59.63 17.55 18.81 48.8 10.8 10.9 158.0 1 .03 
9 30 13.63 17.48 18.45 48.6 10.8 10.9 197.9 1 .03 
10 40 19.G4 17.18 17.96 48.7 10.5 10.9 198.2 1 .03 
1 1 50 19.64 17.17 17.85 48,7 10.8 10.9 198.0 1 .03 
12 80 19.83 17.11 17.71 48.7 10,8 11 .0 198.0 1 .03 
13 70 19.B3 17.25 17.79 48. B 10,7 10.8 138.0 1 
.03 
14 80 19.63 17.23 17.72 48. S 10.5 10.9 198.1 1 .03 
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Program Mams; 
Raw data stored on file: 
Data taken by: 
Tube type: 











RECTANGULAR  FINNED  TUBE 
i,58     1.08     i.42   (mm; 
STAINLESS-STEEL   - 
14.3   <W/m-K> 




i.57 (m/s ) 
ncludes end-fin affect 
HEATEX insert installed in tube 
Enhancements based on comparison to Incheck smooth tube data 
"his analysis 
Wilson Plot regression coefficient » 9.997 
Ci (based on Petukhcv-Popov> ~ 2.112 
Alpha (based on Musselt)        • * 8.112 
Enhancement (constant heat flux)- s S.335 
Enhancement (constant temp drop) = 0.§74 
Overall    Outside    Inside 
Coolant  Heat Xfer  Heat Xfer  Heat Xfer Heat 
Velocity Coefficient Coefficient Coefficient Flux 
Data  LMTD    vw      Uo       ■  Ho • '      Hi Qp 
























































































































Program Mane: DRPALL 
Raw data stored on file: SSMTAZ 
Data tak en by; INCHECK 
Tube typ a * SMOOTH TUBE 
Tube mat eriai:- STA] NLESS-S" ■EEL . 
Thermal conduct . v i t y: 14 3 <W/m-K ) 
Inside d ianeter 1 3 21 (mm ) 
Root dia meter: 14 i 0 <mm ) 
Pressure condit ..on; ATMOSPHERIC 
Room Iniet Outlet Steam Sage Xducsr 
Flow Tamp Tamp Temp Tamp Press Press Volts Current 
(pet ) (degC) (degC ) (degC ) < degC > (KPa ) (KPa) < V > 
t S3 20.01 17.92 100.! 100.7 180.3 384.7 2.74 
y 73 20.01 18.39 t 9.92 130.0 101.0 100.6 385. i 2.74 
3 S3 20.02 18.SI 20.36 i 00., t 1 00.9 100.S 385.0 2.74 
4 50 20.00 18.61 20. SI 100.0 100.7 100.5 385.2 2.74 
5 40 20.00 18.76 71  i C i, t » f 3 100.0 100.5 100.4 384,7 2.73 
6 30 28.07 18.S2 21.90 100.1 100.0 100.5 385. 1 2,73 
i 20 20.08 19.05 23.07 100-1 93.9 100.4 384.7 2.73 
20 23.04 13.05 23.08 100.1 '! 00.0 100.5 385.1 2.73 
9 30 20.06 19.05 22.04 100.1 •• 100.0 100.7 384.9 .2.73 ■ 
0- 40 20.0-8 13.9:9 21.39 100.0- 99.6 100.4 385.0 2.72 
1 S0 20.10: 19.18 ' 21.18 100. 1 99.8 100.5 385. 1 2.73 
2 . 60, 20.13 13.20 20. S3 100,2  . 100.3 100..9- 385.1 .2.73 . 
ö 70 20.15 13.40 20.32 100.1 100.0 100 .-6 384.9 ..2.73 
4 30 ■ 20.16 ' 19.4? 20.83 100.1 1 00 .0 100,7 385.1 2.73 
198 
Program Name :    »? 
Raus data stored on file:- 









This analysis includes end- 






14.3 (W/m-K ) 
. ! 3., 2! (mm 5 
14. 13 -i mm ) 
ATMOSPHERIC 
25.73 (KW) 
1 .33 (r./s) 
fin effect •• ■■. 
tube       . ' 
Wilson Plot regression coefficient =» 3.938 
Gi (based on Petukhov-Popov ) ■» 3,0J4 
Alpha (based on Husssit ) * Q.S27 
overall Outside Inside 
\^ oolant Heat Xfar Heat Xfer Hsat Xfer Heat 
Ve locity Coefficient Coefficient Coefficient Fiu'x " ' Ts-Twal 
Data LMTD Vw Uo Ho 'Hi " Qp ■ . Txf 
* (degC) (m/s ) (W/m"2-K) (W/m,%-2-K) i w/m'-2-K > (W/'m^) < degC > 
I 81.47 4.11 6.416E+03 3.382E+03 4.7L2E+04 5..227E+05 52.90 
2 30.84 3.61 S.372E+03 1.002E+04 4.247E+04 5.151E+05 51 .41 
6 88.58 3.11 5.355E+03 1.031E+04 3,755£+04 5.121E+05 49.6B 
4 80.35 2.6! B.135E+03 1.019E+04 3.243E+04 4.S30E+05 48.38 
c 80.05 2.11 5.348E+03 1.031E+04 2.720E+04 4.751E+05 4B.20 
S 79.71 I .61 5.714E+03 1.0B1E+04 2. 173E+04 4.SS5E+05 42.33 
7 78.05 1 .10 5.345E+S3 1.122E+04 1.B0SE+04 4.225E+05 37.55 
3 73.93 1 .10 5.357E+03 1.127E+04 1.507E+04 4.23IE+05 37.54 
o 79.52 1.61 5.740E+03 i.0GSE+04 2,J81E+04 4.554E+0S 42.69 
10 73.80 2.11 6.000E+03 1.045E+04 2.727E+04 4.783E+05 45.81 
* \ 73.33 2.61 G.165E+03 1.025E+04 3,2S3E+04 4.32SE+85 48.05 
12 80.12 3.1 1 B.325E+03 1.022E+04 3.786E+S4 5.0S8E+05 49.SI 
13 79.95 3. SI S.443E+03 1.017E+04 4.235E+04 5.152E+0S 50.67 
14 79.96 4.12 B.48BE+03 1.001E+04 4.'79SE+04 5.185E+05 5! .3! 
Avg 1.040E+04 4.S43E+05 46 .3) 
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Program Nanei 
Rau/ data stored on file: 












14.3 iW/w-K ; 
















Uoits  Current 





































































































































Raw data 5tor« on file; 








Steam i x C C 
l-~f in er'e 






' !4.3 <W/rc-K ) 
13.21 (.r,m) 
-I 4.10 • i' raw ) 
ATMOSPHERIC 
25.73 (KW) 
• •; . 83 ( m/s ) 
t This analysis includes end 
HEATEX insert installs 
Wilson Plot regression coefficient * -0.833 
Ci (based on Petükhov-Popov) = 3.007 
Alpha (based on Nusseltt- = §.327 
Overall    Outside    Inside 
Coolant Heat Xfer  Heat Xfer  Heat-- Xfer 
Ve locity Coefficient Coefficient Coef ?. icient Flux Ts-Twa 
Dsta LMTD Uw Uo ■• Ho '■■ -Hi Qp 7xf 
# (degC> ' m/s ) <W/rc"2-K> (WVV2-K) iW/m*2-K > t W/mA2) (degC 
1 73.53 4.! 2 S.459E+03 9 . 3,41 £+03 4.309E-J-04 5 :37E+05 51 .S3 
'/ 79.40 3.SI S.401E+03 1 . aasE-fcö* 4,3UE+@4 5 032E+05 50.55 
-?. 79.12 3.1 1 S.362E+03 1 .029E+04 3.810E+04 «j S33E+05 48.33 
A_ 79.17 2.51 S.207E+03 i . 034E+04 3.284E+04 4 914E+05 47.51 
5 75.03 2.1 1 S.023E+03 1 . 04 5E-T04 2,7S<3E+@4 4 750E+05 45.39 
a 78.55 1.51 5.782E+03 1 .078E+04 2.202E+04 A 542E+05 42.13 
/ 77.88 1 .10 5.3S2E+03 ! .USE+04 f;623Er04 4 1S8E+05 37.27 
S 78. 1 2 ! .10 5.367E+03 1 .125E+04 1.613E+04 4 . 133E+05 37.26 
9 73.70 1 .51 5.777E+03 1 .078E+04 2,137E+04 4 547E+05 An      t -? 4-£ . I 1 
10 79.2S 2.11 5.001E+03 1 ! .043E+04 2.745E+04 4 75BE+05 45.S2 
1 1 79.42 2.61 5.17SE+03 1 I .02SE+04 3.Z8SE+04 4 304E+05 47.80 
12 79.14 3.1 1 6.345E+03 1 .025E+04 3.30IE+.04 5 022E+05 48.39 
1 ~Z 
I w 79.34 ■s c 1 S.4B3E+03 1 .028E+04 4.317E+04 5 !28E+05 50.25 
14 79.23 4.12' S.506E+03 1 1 .005E+04 4.8185+04 5 1S5E+05 51 .30 
Avg ■i .045E+04 4 8\0E+05 4S.20 
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Program Mama: DRPALL 
Raw data stored on file :    SIS c\\ 
Data tak en by: INC ■4ECK 
Tube tvpe- REC rANGULftR FINNED TUBE 
Fin spac ing, wi jth, hei ght:  1.5 a i. 00 0,16 ( w.m ) 
Tube Mat erial: STA INLESS-STEEL 
Thermal conduct .. v i t y '■ 14 .3 CW/M-1 \ > 
Inside c iameter 13 . 23 (mm ) 
Root diameter: 14 .25 (mm) 
Pressure condit ,on: ATMOSPHERIC 
Roo* Inlet Outlet Staan Sage Xdueer 
Fiou Teflip Tercp Temp Temp Press Press - Uoits Current 
(pet ) (degC) (degC ) ( dsqC / (degC ) (Kra) <KPa; (y) 
1 80 19.30 17.78 15.43 100.8 100.3 100.2 384.9 
o 7"3 
<? 70 IS.87 18.30 20.13 100.0 100.7 103.G 385. \ 2.74 
3 60 15.87 13.51 20.57 103.0 100.7 100.4 385.0 2.74 
4 50 19.87 18.51 20.83 SS.9 100.2 100.3 385.0 2.74 
s- 40 19.31 18.58 21 .38 100.2 100.9 }Qi] .1 385.1 2.73 
6 30 19.90 18.66 22. ! 6 99.9 99.3 ■■ 95.5 385. 1 2.74 
. 20 19.90 18.84 23.48 180.0 99.S 100.4 385.0 2.74 
8 • 28 IS. 90 18.88 23.52 100.1 95.6 '100-.4 385.2 2.74 
9 30 19.91 18.87 22.37 95.8 99.3 99,8 385.0 2.74 
10 40 19.90 18.78 21 .62 100.1 99.5 100,5 385.0 2.74 
n 50 .. 19.91 18.95 21.34 100.0 99.3 100.2 385-. 3 2 .75 
12 S0 1 9.90 19.02 21.09 100.1 100.0 100.5 385.0 . 2.74" 
13 73 19.92 19.22 21 .05 100.0 99.6 100.3 384.9 2.74 ., 




RECTANGULAR FINNED TUBE 
1 .50  1.0© 0. SB iw) 
fSTAINLESS-STEEL ■ 
• -14.3 CU/M^K ) 
13.20 <wm> 
• 14,25 <«M? 
ATMOSPHERIC :>- 
25.74 «KW> 
1.S3 (m/5 ) • 
Progran Name: 
Raw data stored on file: 
Data taken by:       
Tube type: 








This analysis includes end«-f in effect 
HEATEX insert installed in tube 
Enhancements based on comparison to Inchsck arccoth tuba data 
Wilson Plot regression coefficient 
Ci <faased on Petukhcv-Popov> 
Alpha (based on Nusselt J • 







Data    LMTD Vw 






•Outside    Inside 
Heat ^far  Haat-Xfer 
Coefficient Coefficient 
Ho-      ., Hi 























































































































Raw data stored on file: 
Dais taken by: 
Tuba type: 









RECTANGULAR FINNED TUBE 
!.53  1.00 0.16 (mm) 
STAINLESS-STEEL 
14.3 (W/m-Ki 
i3.20 (mm ) 
14.25  (mm) 
ATMOSPHERIC 
Room Inlet Outlet. Steam Gage Xdueer 
Flow Temp Temp Temp Temp Press Press.. Volts 
Current 
<pct ) (degC ) (degC) <degC) •-. degC ) (KPa) (KPa) (U) 
1 80 . 19.88 19.49 21 . M 100.0 93,6 100.4 385.2 2.74 
*J 73 19.'98 19:63 21 .43 100.1 99.6 100.5 '385.3 2.73 
3 60 19.98 19.72 21.75 93.9 39.2 10©. 0 385.0 2.73 
4 50 13.96 19.S2 2! .93 100.3 33.3 100.2 384.8 2.73 
5 40 19.95 19.52 22.33 33.9 99.1 100.1 384.9 2.74 
6 30 5 9.93 19.55 23.04 100.1 93.7 103.5 384.8 2.74 
7 20 19.97 19.53 24.28 100.1 100.0 100.7 385.1 
o   74. 
8 20 19.98 19.84 24.25 100.© 33.3 100.3 385.0 2.74 
9 30 { u * ob 19.50 22.98 100.0 99.1 93.9 384.8 2.74 
10 40 19.98 19.39 22.20 100.0 53.3 100.0 385.0 2.74 
1 1 50 20.01 19.49 21 .38 100,2 100.0 500.8 385.0 2.73 
12 60 20.34 19.52 21.53 100. ! 93.3 } 00.6 335.0 2.73 
13 70 20.04 19.74 21 .55 100.2 1 00, 0 100.9 385.1 2.74 


















Raw data, stared on file: 
Data taken by: 
Tube type: 









INta4ECK  ■ 
RECTAN6ULAR FINNED IÜBE 
f.50- 1 .'28 0- IS (mm) 
STftlNi.ESS-'STEEL    - 
.  14.3   (W/PTK' 




t.33 im/s ) Steam velocity: 
This analysis includes end-/in-effect 
HEftTEX insert installed in tuba 
Enhancements based on comparison to Incheck smooth ;ube data 
Wilson Plot regression coafficiant 
Ci (based on Petukhov-Popov )■ 
Alpha (based on Nusselt ) . • 
Enhancement (constant heat fki>;> 
Enhancement (constant temp tirw'i 
Overall 
Coolant  Heat Xfsn» 
Velocity Coefficient 














( 3 . 2w' 



































■ Heat Xfar 
Coefficient 
■ Ho 
■ ( W/m'^K ) 
1 .418E+04 









































































Program Name: OR PALL 
Raw data stored on file :    S2 8A1 
Data tak en by: IN CHECK 
Tubs typ e: RECTANGULAR FINNED TUBE 
Fin spacing, wi dth, hei ght:  1. 50  1,00 0.23 (mm) 
Tube material: ST AIMLESS-STEEL 
Thermal conduct ivity: 1 4.3 (W/m-K ) 
Inside d iameter i 3.15 (mm) 
Root diameter: 14.23 \. mm > 
Pressure condit ion: AT MOSPHERIC 
Room Inlet Outlet Steam Sage Xducer 
Flow Temp Temp Temp Temp Press Press - 
Uoita Current 
(pet) (degC) (degC) (degC) <degC > (KP<3> <KPaS (V) 
t 80 20.12 18.24 20.05 100.5 102.0 101 .6 385.0 2.74 
7 73 20.15 18.70 20.70 130. 1 101 .4 100.7 384.3 2.74 







































3 20 20,28 19.53 24.46 100.0 100.0 100.4 385.0 
2.74 
9 30 20.27 19.52 23.27 , 39.9 99.3 99.9 384.9 
2.74 
10 40 20.29 19.54 91 C? 100,1 100,0 1 00.6 
384.9 2.74 
! 1 50 20.32 19.66 22.25 99.9 99.6 100.0 385.1 
2.75 
























Raw data stored on file: 
Data taken by: 
Tube type: 









RECTANGULAR FINNED TUBE 
1.50  1.00 0.28 (Mm) 
STAINLESS-STEEL • 





1.03 (m/s ) 
System power: 
Steam velocity: 
This analysis includes end-fin effect 
HEATEX insert installed in tube 
Enhancements based on comparison to Incheck smooth tube data 
Wilson Plot -egression coefficient = 0.SS9 
Ci <b ased on Petukhoy-P OpOV ) s 3.031 
Alpha (based on Nusaelt / = i.328 
Enhan cement (constant h sat flux) - 1 .831: 
Enhan cement (constant t 
Overall 




C oolant Heat Xfer Heat Xfer Heat Xfar Heat 
' Ue iocity Coefficient Coefficient Caefiicient Flux Ts-Twal1 
Data LMTD Vw' Uo ' Ho. •Hi Qp Txf 
* < degC) <m/s). (W/V2-K) (U/mA2-K) <W/m"2-K> { W/m"2 ) ( degC 5 
t 81 .35 4.15 3.441E+03 1 .743E+04 4.394E+04 S .867E+05 39.29 
2 80.45 3.B5 8.3S1E+33 ! .783E+84. 4,41IE+04 S .71SE+05 37.69 
"A 80.13 3.14 S.177E+03 1.802E+04 3.30SE+04 n .553E+05 36.37 
4 79.73 2.63 7.948E+03 1.327E+04 3.37SET04 S .341E+05 34.70 
3 79.33 2.13 7.532E+03 1.857E+Ö4 2.333E+04 G .058E+05 32. S3 
6 78.83 1 .62 7.230E+03 i.932E+04 2^2B9E+04 5 .703E+05 29.52 
7 78.18 1.11 S.543E+03 2.019E+04 1.S75E+04 5 115E+05 25.35 
8 78.31 1 .11 6.573E+03 2.043E+04 1.G7SE+04 c .128E+0S 25.10 
9 78.47 !,S2 7.230E+03 1.92SE+B4 2.273E+04 5 S73E+05 29.42 
10 79.0! 2.13 7.723E+03 1.90SE+04 2.843E+04 S 102E+0S 32.01 
11 7S.S4 2.G3 8.011E+03 1.854E+04 3.398E+04 S 324E+0S 34.12 
12 75.17 y.    1 n 8.321E+03 1.S64E+04 3.941E+04 s 58SE+05 35.33 
13 78. S2 3.S5 8.482E+03 i .S33E-T04 4.482Et04 s .694E+05 36.58 
14 78.95 4.15 3.385E+03 1.79SE+04 5.00SE+04 6 778E+0S 37.77 
Avg 1 .871E+04 S . 1S9E+05 33.23 
207 
Program Name: DRPALL 
Raw data stored on file ;    S28A2 
Data taker by: IMCHECK 
Tube typ e: RECTANSULnR FINNED TUBE 
Fin apse ing, iifi dth, hai gh.t:  1 50  1.00 3.28 ( •um) 
Tube mat eriai: STAI.MLESS-S" fEEL 
Thermal conduct i v i t y i 4.3 < Ul/n- < ) 
Inside d iameter : 3.15 (mm) 
Root diameter: 4.23 Cftm) 
Pressure condit ion: A" rKu5PHERIG 
Room Inlet Outlet 5 team Gage Xducer" 
Flow Temp Temp Temp Temp Press Press Uolts Current 
(pet ) (degC) < degC ) (degC) <degC ) (Kra) (KPa) <U> 
1 80 IS. 98 18.33 20.08 100.0 100,7 100.5 384.9 2.75 
■-> 70 5 9.96 18. SS 20,80 100.0 100,7 100.3 385,0 2.75 
3 60 19.98 19.01 21.20 100.3 }m.r\ 100.2 384.9 2.75 
4 50 19.99 19.02 21.53 100. i 100.7 100.6 384.8 2.75 
5 40 19.99 19.15 22. n 99.9 y ^«0 130.2 384.3 2.75 
S 30 20.04 19.39 23.03 100.1 99.S 100,5 385.2 2.75 
*7 20 20.11 19.53 24.36 99.8 99. : 99.6 385.1 2.75 
8 20 20.11 19. SI 24.40 100.2 100.5 100.9 384.9 2.75 
9 30' 20.02 19.78 23.41 100.0 100.0 100.5 384.9 2.74 
10 49 20.01' 13.72 22.70 . 100.0 100.3 100.3 385.0 2.75 
n 50 20,07 19.87 22.33 100.0 100.8 100,6 385.0 2.75 
12 60 20.04 19.90 22.11 99.3 99,3 100.1 385.0 2.75 
13 70 20.07 20.IS 22. \Z 100.0 100-0 100.5 384.9 2.75 
14 80 20.05 20.31 22,05 100.0 39.3 100.3 384.9 2.75 
208 
Program Nafte: 
Raw data stored on file; 
Data taker: by: 
Tube type: 
Fin spacing, width, freight 
Tube material: 






This analysis includes end-fin effect • 
HEATEX insert installed in tube 




RECTfiNSULAR FINNED TUBh 
1.SO • !-08 0.28-(nw> 
STAINLESS-STEEL 
! 4.3 •( W/n-K ) 
13. 1-5 < w> > 
14.22 -. f.M) 
ATMOSPHERIC 
25'. 73 -v Kyi.) 
I.83 (m/s? 
tube data 
Wilson Plot regression coefficient = 8,338 
Ci (based on Patukhov-Popev1 = 2.853 
Alpha (based on Nusselt ) . • 
Enhancement (constant-.heat flux* 
Enhancement (constant tgmp a«>op )      ~   t.549 
1.281 
1 . 3 02 
Overall .outside Inside 
Coolant Heat -Xfsr Heat Xfar ■ Heat Xfer Heat 
V e1oc i t y Coefficient Eoefficient Coefficient Flux Ts-Twall 
Jats LMTD Vw •Jo  "•• - - -Ho- •■"•' Hi Qp Txf 
* i degC ). (m/s > (W/m"-2-K ) CW^iVZ-K) <y/M"2-K) (W/M
A2) <degC) 
1 83.84 4. 15 3.2S7E+Q3 ! .S7SE+04 4,§34E+04 S.S34E+05 39. SS 
n 30.33 3.B5 8.H2E+83 1.708E+04 4.224E+04 B.521E+05 38.18 
■~J 73.51 3.14 7.963E+03 1.73SE+04 3.742E+04 S.363E+05 36.65 
4 7S.S4 2.S3 7.S95E+03 1 .741E+04 3.232E+04 S. 143E+05 35.29 
5 79.29 2.13 7.371E+03 1.760E+04 2.712E+04 5.845E+05 
"7 "7.    9 i 
S 78.34 1 .62 6.977E+03 K827E+84 2.I74E+04 5.500E+05 30.10 
1 77.85 1.1! B.3305+03 1.979E+04 1,6055+04 4.974E+05 25. 14 
8 78.15 1 .11 S.375E+03 1.9B4E+04 1.B0SE+04 4.9S2E+0S 25x37 
9 78.35 ! .82 7.013E+03 1.849E+04 2.183E+04 S.499E+05 29.74 
5 0 78.84 2.13 7.492E+83 1.822E+04 2.723E+04 5.906E+05 32.41 
n 73.8S 2.E3 7.831£+03 1 .80TE+04. 3.2B3E+84 6.17BE+05 34.28 
12 78.95 "^  1 ,1 3.. 1 34E+03 1 .811E+04 3.780E+34 S.422E+05 35.47 
13 78. 90 3.B5 8.245E+03 i . 755E+04 4.29SE+Q4 S.505E+25 57.07 
14 73,87 4.15 8.395E+03 1.743E+04 4.798E+04 S.S24E+05 38.01 
ftvg 1.798E+04 S.007E+05 33. SI 
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Program Name: DRPnLL 
Raw  data stored on   file ;                  HC :8A3 
Data  tak en  by: INCHECK 
Tube  tvp e; RECTANGULAR FINNED TUBE 
Fin  spacing,  width,  hei ght:      1 53     f.00 0.2S   (r m > 
Tube mat erial: 5" "AINLESS-S FEEL 
Thermal conduct . v i t y: 4.3  <U/iyi^i <) 
Inside  c iameter 3.15  (mm) 
Root   dia meter: 4.23   < mm > 
Pressure condit ..on: A" 710SPHER1C 
Room Inlet Outlet S-team Gage Xducer_ 
Flow Temp Temp Temp Temp Press Press Uoits uurre 
(pel > (degC > <degC) (degC > <degC) (KPa) (KP a > (U? 
] 80 !9.42 19.21 19.95 130.1 10K-4 100.8 384.9 2 75 
n 70 19,45 1S. 55 20.47 100.1 100.9 100.S 384. S 2 73 
S3 19.47 13.69 20.87 100.1 1 00.9 100.6 385.0 2 74 
4 50 19.53 18.70 21.22 100.1 100. 1 100.5 385.0 74 
5 40 1 9.53 18.87 21.84 100.1 1 00 .0 100.4 335.0 
7 73 
6 30 19.56 19.01 22.SS 100.0 i 00.8 100.4 385.2 2 73 
7 22 19.59 19.23 24.01 100.1 100.1 100.4 385.0 73 
8 20 19.51 19.22 24.02 100.! 99.6 100.2 385.3 s 72 
9 30 19.64 19.24 22.88 100.0 100.0 100.4 334.9 2 73 
10 43 19.62 19.27 22.24 100. 1 100.1 100.5 384.7 "7 72 
1 1 50 19.64 19.27 21.79 100.2 100.5 100.8 385.3 2 72 
12 60 19.SS 1 9.33 21 .52 100. 1 100.3 100.7 334.8 2 72 
13 70 19.S5 19.S4 2 i . 57 100.0 99.9 100.4 385.1 2 71 





RECTANGULAR FINNED  TUBE 
•1 ,50     i .00    8.28   ( mm ) 
•STAINLESS-STEEL 
14.3   (W/ei-K) 
5 irw.' 
Program Name." 
Raw data stored on file; 
Data taken by:      ■ •■ 
Tube type: 








This analysis includes and"?in 
HEATEX insert installed in tuba 
Enhancements based on comparison te Jnqiissk smooth tube data 
Wilson Plot regression asaffiöiant ■= S.999 
Ci (based on Petukhov-rPcsov > - 3.0(4 
Alpha (based on Nusseit }■ * ).267 
Enhancement (constant heat flux) = 1.74,'. 
Enhancement <constant ierap drop) - 1-519 
Overall    Outside    Inside 
-i-* t 
13.1 
1 4-, 23   ( mm ) 
ATMOSPHERIC 
25.73  <KW) 
i .03  I rs/s > 
"fact 
r oolant Heat Xfer. Heat Xfer Hsat Xfer Heat 
Ue locity Coefficient Ceaf-f-icisnt Coefficient Flux Ts-Twai1 
Data LMTO Uw' Uo - Ho '• ■ Hi Qp Txf 
* <degC > (m/s) < W/«"2-'K > \ W/!"''2-K ; <W/pi*Z-K) <W/.V2> <degC) 
1 31 .05 4.15 8.125E+03 1.B31E+8}4 4.7S4E+04 B.5855+05 40.38 
2 80.62 3.55 8.007E+03 ?.643E+04 4.30SE+04 6.455E+05 33.15 
3 80.35 3.14 7.8B5E+03 1.673E+04 3:80BE+04 5.3215+05 37.68 
80.13 2.S3 7.710E+33, 1.731E+04 3.287E+04 B. 178E+05 35.63 
5 79.74 2.13 7.3B3E+03 1.73SE+S4 '2.7^9E+®4 5.S75E+0S 33.8! 
6 79.17 1.62 B.974E+83 1.799E+04 2.209E+04 5.521E+05 30.B9 
7 73.45 1.11 S.3445+83 1.8365+04 it. B32E+04 4.577E+05 25.25 
3 7S.44 1.11 5.359E+03 1.909E+04 V.S32E+04 4.587E+05 25.13 
9 78.93 1 .62 6.9865+03 1,8035+04 2.21SE+04 5.514E+05 30.58 
18 79.31 2.13 7.43SE+03 1.772E+Q4 2.772E+04 S.899E+05 33.30 
1 1 79.71 7.733E+03 1.74<ä£W 3.303E+34 5.1S9E+05 35. 4B 
12 79.58 3.14 8.804E+03 1.735E+04 3.S33E+04 G.377E+05 35 .75 
13 79.41 3.65 8.1S7E+03 1.709E+04 4.35SE+04 S.4S6E+05 37. 94 
14 73.53 4.15 8.32SE+03 \ .784E+04 4.865E+04 5.B24E+0S 38.38 
Avg 1.750E+04 5.S98E+05 34.43 
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Program Names ORPftLL 
Raw data stored on file: S38A1 
Data tak en fay: INCHECK ' 
Tube type: REC" "AN6ULAR FINNED TUBE 
Fin spac ing, width, heig ht:  1 50 1.30 0.38 ( iim) 
Tube mat erial: 37A! NLESS-S FEEL 
Thermal -onducti v i t y: 4. 3 iW/m- <> 
Inside d iameter 3. 03 (mm> 
Root diameter: 4, 29 (mm) 
Pressure conditi .on: ATMOSPHERIC 
Room Inlet Outlet Steam Gage Xdueer 
hioui Temp Temp Temp Temp Press Press ■ Volts Cut ■■rs 
(pet ) < degC) (degC > (degC ) (degC ) (KPa) (KPa) <V) 
1 30 20.97 13.08 ! 9.62 99.5 98. S 38.7 384.8 2 .74 
2 70 20.33 18.48 20.2© 100,1 101 .4 101 .0 385.0 r> .74 
7, 50 2! .0! 18.7? 20.71 100.1 100.7 100.6 384.5 i .74 
4 50 21 .03 18.75 21.00 100.0 100.7 100.5 385.1 9 .74 
5 40 21.06 18.36 21.62 100.0 99.6 100.5 385.1 
•7 
.74 
a 30 21.08 19.16 22.46 99.9 93.3 100.2 334.9 2 .74 
7 20 21.12 13.32 23.57 100.0 99.3 100.2 385.2 2 .74 
S 23 21 .11 19.32 23.68 33.9 39.3 100.2 384.9 2 74 
9 30 21 .12 19.31 22.60 •99.9 100.0 39.9 384.9 
n 74 
10 40 21 .14 13.20 21 .8S 100.0 99.3 100.1 385.1 
n £ 74 
U 50 21 .14 19.24 21 .50 100.0 99.5 100.5 384.3 2 74 
12 60 21 .15 19.34 21 .30 99.9 99.5 100.5 385.0 2 74 
13 70 21.IB 19.53 21 .25 503.0 99.1 100.1 385.1 2 74 
14 80 21 .17 19.54 21.09 100.0 93.5 100.7 385.0 0 74 
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Program Narce DRRALL 
Röüi da bä 5 t G ~ed on file :    S38ft! 
Data taken b /1 •IWQHEGk . 
Tubs type: RECTANS ULAR FINNED TUBE 
Fin spacing, width, hei ght;  1.50  1 .00 0.33 (n p\) 
Tubs «ateria _ ; STAINLE SS-STEEL 
Thermal cond activity: ■ 14.3 ( W/m-K ) 
Insicia diärce "er: 13.28 (w« ) 
Root diamate ~; 14,23 ( Ftp. i 
Pressure con jition! ATMOSPHERIC 
SystsM power 25.73 tKW) 
Steam veloci ty: 1 .03 (-t/s ) 
This analysi s includes end-fin effec + 
HEATEX insert installed in tube .. 
Enhancements based on c onparison to Incheck smoo th tube date 
Wilson Plot i -egresaion coefficient ~ 0,393 
Ci (based on Peiukhov-P OPOV >-                           'n 2.945 
Alpha (based on Nusselt ) 'i.aas 
Enhancement constant h eat flux)  *> 1 .437 
Enhancement ;constant t 
Overall • 
epip drop )  = 
Ou t e ida 
1,313 
Inside 
Coolant Heat Xfar Heat Xfar Heat Xfer Heat 
Velocity * josfficierct Co«ffisiani Coefficient Flux Ts-Tuiali 
Data LMTD-    .Via •Uo He - Hi  • Qp Txf 
* {degC )  (m/s> (W/V2-K) ( U/M'"2~K 5 (W/w':Z-K ) (U/m"2 )' (degC > 
1 33.65   4.20 7.198E+83 t.335E+04 4,709E+04 5.806E+05 41 .82 
2 80.75  3.69 7.118Et03 1.415E+04. 4.241E+04 5.748E+05 40.S3 . 
3 80.33  3.17 7.00S-E+83 1.436E+04 ■ 3.753E+S4 5.S28E+05 39.19 
4 80.11  2.6S 6.-S55E+B3 5.4S6E+04 3.241E+04 5.491E+05 •37.47 
5 73.71   2.15 ' 6.590E+03 1.47SE+04 2.721E+04- S.253E+05 35.58 
79.1©  1.S4 B.287E+03 1.534E+04 2. IS0E+04 4.373E+05 32.43 
7 73.43  1.13 5.753E+03 1 .Bß'iE+04 1 .S08E+34 4.515E+05 2S.20 
S 73.41 . .1 .13 5.7SI.E+03 I .608E+04 1.S08E+04 4.518E+0S 28.10 
a 78.9.8  1.84 6.27BE+83 1.525E+04 2.183E+04 4.95SE+05 32.50 
13 73.45  2.15 S.821E+03 1.430E+04 2.728Ef04 5.2S0E+05 35.31 
n 73.E7  2.6S . 6.921E+83 \.4S2E+04 S/253E+04 5.S13E+05 38.55 
12 79.52  3.17 7, J04ET03 1 .474E-T04 3.778E+04 5.S56E+05 38.38 
1 3 78.53  3.S9 7.208E+23 i ■ 444E+34 4.231E*04 5.737E+05 39.73 




Program '■lane "• ORPALL 
Raw data stored on file :    S38A2 
Data tak en by- Tf ■1CHECK 
Tube typ a t RECTANGULAR FINNED TUBE 
Firs spac ing, wi jth, hei 3ht s  1 50 ' 1.00 0.38 (mm) 
Tube mat er i a 1: STAINLESS-S" rEEL 
Thermal conduct Wit y: 1 4.3 (W/m-K) 
Inside d iameter 1 3.08 (mm ) 
Root diameter: 4.25 (mm? 
Pressure condit i on i ATMOSPHERIC 
ROOM Inlet Outlet Steam Sage Xducer- 
Flow Temp Temp Temp Temp Press Press Volts Curre 
{pet 5 (degC ) (degC > (degC) <de§C ) (KPa) <KPa > a
1) 
! 80 20.58 13.37 19.95 100.3 101.0 100.9 385.0 
**> 
.75 
^ 70 20.5S 18.72 '20.4B 100.0 100.3 100.1 385.1 9 75 
3 S0 20.64 IS.24 21.22 100.0 100.0 99.8 384.8 *» 75 
4 50 20.65 19.22 21.51 100.2 100.7 100.9 385.0 2 75 
5 43 20.S4 59.40 22.11 100.2 100,7 101.2 385.2 2 75 
S 33 20.S7 19.49 22.S2 100. t 99.3 100.3 385.0 2 74 
7 20 20.71 19.78 24.18 89.9 99.3 100.0 384.9 2 75 
8 20 20.70 19.79 24,17 100.0 99.1 100.0 385.1 2 75 
3 30 20.72 19.71 23.04 100.0 99.3 100.2 385.1 to. 75 
10 40 20.73 19.70 22.39 100.0 99.1 100.0 385.0 
n to. 74 
i! 50 20.75 19.69 21 .97 100.0 99.3 103.2 385.5 2 74 
1
.2 60 20.75 19.S2 21 .79 100.0 99.3 100.1 385.0 
2 74 
13 70 20.76 20.05 21.73 100.0 99,1' 100.0 384.9 2 73 
14 80 20.75 20.08 21.54 100.1 95,4 100.6 384.7 2 73 
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Prog- -arc Name DRPALL 
Raw data sto rsd  on file :    S33A2 
Data taken fa V I jNCtiECK 
Tube t ype: RECTANGULAR FINNED TUBE 
Fin spacing, •width . hei ghi: ■ 1 ..5©  i .33 , $.38 (r rjfe* ) i 
Tube materia i; . STAINLESS-STEEL • 
Thermal cone activity: .54.3 (W/m-K ) \ 
Inside diarce ter: 13.08 (mm)- i 
Root d i afie t sr" 14.25 inn) I 
Press ura con ATMOSPHERIC 
System power : • •  25.74 (K'W) 
Steai» i veloci ty: •S .03 (m/s ) 
This analysi s includes end-fin effect 
HEATEX inser t installed in tube 
Enhar •cements based on e omparison to Incheek. smooth tube dat a 
Wilson Plot regression. coefficient - \.300. 
Ci (based on Petukhsv-P ojpsv ) -     * 2 . 902 
ftlphö i (based on Nu-sseii; )                  - i;120 
Enhar cement (constant h eat flux )  = 1 .'499 
Enhancement (constant t amp drop )  = 1,355 
Overall Outside    Inside 
p ooiant Heat Xfer Haat X?sr  Heat Xfer Heat 
Va locity Coefficient Coefficient Coefficient Flux Ts-Twal1 
Data LMTD Vw Uo ■   Ho         Hi Qp- Txf 
* (degC > (m/s ) <W/mA2-K> iÜAmA2-K)       (y/mA2-K) (W/m*2) (degC > 
1 St.13 4.20 7.347E+03 1.458E+04  4.557E+04 5.9G1E+05 40.89 
i** 80.4 J. 3.69 7.258E+03 1.437E+S4  -4.1S1E+04 5.836E+05 39.51 
3 79-75 3.17 7.165E+03 1.51'2^+04  3.719E+04 5.714E+0S 37.83 
4 79.SI 2.EB 6.97SE+03 • 1.529E+04  3.211E+04 5.5S7E+0S 36.41 
5 79.48 2.15 S.722E+03 1.553E+04  2.835E+04 5.3.43E+05 34.39 
B 78.93 1.64 6,351E+03 1.586E+04  2.15EE+04 5.013E+05 31 .52 
7 77.89 1 .13 5. 825E+03 1.S75E+84  1.593E+04 4.537E+05 27.07 
8 78.32 1 . f 3 5.823E+03 1.S74E+04  1.594E+04 4.543E+0S 27.14 
9 78.64 1 .64 5.363E+03. 1.590E+04  2.1S1E+04 5.004E+05 31 .47 
10 78.94 2.15 5.733E+03 1.5SEE+04  2.704E+04 5.315E+05 34.15 
11 79.15 2.GS 7.019E+03 1.545E+04  3.228E+04 5.555E+0S 35.94 
12 79.17 7.1SSE+03 1.515E+04  3.743E+84 5..S89E+05 37.54 
13 79.07 3.69 7.363E+JS3 1.5l3E-i-34  4.253E-S-84 5.S22E+05 38.48 





Raw data stored on file: 
Data taken by: 
Tube type: 









RECTANGULAR FINNED TUBE 
!.50  ! .00 0.48 (mm) 
STAINLESS-STEEL 
14.3 <W/m-K ) 
13.11 (mm) 
14.26   (mm) 
ATMOSPHERIC 
Room Inlet Outlet Steam Saga Xducer. 
Flow Temp Tamp Temp Temp Press Press 'Jolts Curre 
(pet > (degC) (degC) (degC ) (degC) <KPa) C KPa 5 (V) 
1 
1 80 20.68 18.04 19. B2 • 100.1 100.7 100.8 384.8 2.73 
■? 70 20.69 18.4S 20.22 100,1 100.3 1 00.4 385.0 2 = 73 
3 50 20.68 18.32 20.31 100,0 100.0 100.8 385.1 2.73 
4 50 20.76 18.38 21 .15 39.9 99.6 99.8 385.1 2.73 
5 40 20.79 19.19 21 .88 99.9 98.9 100.0 385.1 2.73 
6. 3© 20.81 1 9.52 22.35 99.8 99.3 100.3 385.0 2.74 
7 20 20.82 19.40 23.73 98.9 99.3 100.3 385.1 2.74 
S 20 20.83 19.41 23.80 99.9 99.3 100.3 385.2 2.74 
g 30 20.85 19.55 22.87 100.0 99.4 100.5 385.2 2.73 
10 40 20.83 19.36 22.07 !00.0 99.6 100.5 385.1 2.73 
11 50 20.85 19.44 21.72 99.3 99.3 100.2 385.4 2.73 
12 60 20.32 19.77 21.76 100.0 99.4 100.5 384.9 
■1  "77 i. . : J 
13 70 20.86' 19.32 21 .57 100. t 99.6 100.5 384.9 2.73 
14 80 20,88 19.90 21.48 100.0 99.3 100.2 334.5 2.73 
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Program Name: 
Raw data stored on file; 
Data taken by: 
Tube type: 












RECTANGULAR FINNED TUBt 
1 .53  1 .23 0.48 (mm) 
STAINLESS-STEEL- 
14.3 (W/n-K) 




• 1.23 <m/s ) 
end-?in effect 
HEATEX insert installed in tubs 
Enhancements based on comparison to Incheck smooth tube dat. 
Wilson Plot regression coefficient = 0.959 
Ci (based on Petukhov-gppov )      = 3.§52 
. AlpC la (faasec l  on IMusseit ) = 1 .Wi9 
Enhc ncement (constant heat flux) = 1 .479. 
Enhancement (constant ,t ems drop ) <= 1 .34'1; 
Overall Outside Inside 
Coolant Heat Xfer Heat Xfer Heat Xfer Heat 
V elocity Coefficient Coefficient Goef f ici'ant Flux. Ts-Twali 
ata LHTD Uw. ÜO Ho ..' "■•H* .  ;' ■Qp Txf 
4 (degC ) (m/s.) <W/m'-2-K ) (y/m"2-K) iW/«;2-K > .W/m"2 ) (degC ) 
1 SI .29 4.18 7.357E+03 1.425E+34 4.539E+04 5 .981E+05 41 .98 
7 80.75 3.67 7.304E+03 1 .458E+04 4.889E*04 5 358E+0S 40.44 
3. 30.14 3-.-1 6 7.175E+03 1 .479E-H34 3.S22E+04 5 .750E+05 38.89 
4 73.88 . 2.65 6..965E+03 : 1.489E+04 3.130E+04 5 5645+05 37.37 
5 79.36 2.14 6.703E+03 1.S0SE+04 2,S31£+04 5 320E+05 35.25 
B 78.65 1 .S3 S.392E+03 1.S76E+04 2.110E+04 5 027E+05 31 .90 
7 78.30 1.12 5.824E+03 1.SS3E+04 1 -552E+04 4 561E+0S 27.58 
8 78.26 1 .12 S.824E+03 1 .653E+04 1.S53E+04 /i 55SE+05 27.58 
9 78.74 1 .63 6.3625+33 1 .S57E+04 2.111E+04 5 005E+05 32.1 7 
10 79.2S 2.14 S.759E+03 1 .535E+04 2.S35E+04 c 353E+05 34.85 
1 I 79.32 2.55 7.006E+03 ' 1.S03E+04 3.149E+84 5 557E+05 36.98 
12 79.21 3. IS 7.275E+03 1.514E+04 3.SSJE+04 5 763E+05 38.05 
13 79.39 3.57 7.390E+03 1.484E+04 4.15!E+04 r» 8B7E+05 39.52 
14 73.36 4.18 7.4S3E+03 1 .46SE+04 4.635E+S4 5 947E+05 48.5S 
vg ! .522E+04 5 440E+05 35.94 
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Program Name: DRPALL 
Raw data stored on file :    S48A2 
Data iak en by; INCHECK 
Tube typ e: RECTANGULAR FINNED TUBE 
Fin spac ing, wi din, hei ght:  1.50  !.00 0.48 <mm) 
Tube mat erial: STA 3 NLESS-5 rEEL 
Thema i conduct i v i t y; 14, 3 (W/m- < ) 
Inside c iameter 13. 1! (mm > 
Root diameter: 14. 26 (mm) 
Pressure conriit ion: ATMOSPHERIC 
Room Inlet Outlet Steam Sage X due er- 
Flow Temp Temp Temp Temp Press Fress Uolts Current 
(pet ) (degC) • degC ) <degC ) (degC ) (KPa) (KPa) (V > 
1 30 20.7S 18.35 13. SB 100.1 100.4 130. S 385.0 2.74 
•? 70 20.78 18.71 20.49 100.0 100. 1 100.6 385.2 2.75 
3 60 20.77 i 9.00 21.02 100.1 99.3 100.3 335.1 2.75 
4 50 23.70 18.99 21.31 39.9 98.S 99.7 385.1 2.75 
5 48 20.72 19.11 21 .85 100.0 93.4 100.5 385.1 2.74 
S 30 20.74 19.3S 22.7G 100.1 99.9 100.5 384.9 2.74 
7 20 20.78 19.43 23.87 100.2 100.0 101 .0 334.9 2.74 
8 20 20.73 19.51 23.94 \m.] 93.8 100.8 385.0 2.75 
9 30 20.78 ■ 19.37 22.75 99.9 99. 1 99.9 385.0 2.74 
10 40 20.78 19.35 22.08 100.0 33.9 \m.) 384.9 2.75 
11 50 20.79 19.42 21.74 100.1 93-4 100.4 384.9 2.75 
12 60 20.87 19.31 21.Si 99,9 98.7 99.7 395.3 2.75 
13 70 28.83 19.85 21 .53 99.9 99.3 100.2 335.1 2.75 
14 80 20.84 19.89 21 .43 99.9 99.3 100.1 385. 1 2.75 
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Program Name: 
Raw data stored on file: 
Data taken by: 
Tube type: 
Fin spacing, width, height; 







This analysis includes end-f: 
HEATEX insert installed in tube 
Enhancements based on comparison to- Incheck smooth tube dat; 
QRPnLL 
H4GHECK 
RECTANGULAR FINNED TUBE 
• 1 .50  ! .00 8. 48 (mm) 
STAINLESS-STEEL - 
1-4.3 (W/m-K > 




': .03 (m/s ) ' 
in effect 
Wilson Plot regression coafficisnt - 0.3S9 
Ci (based on Petufchov-Popov)' 
Alpha ised on Nüssalt > 
* 2.SIS 
m 1.14-2 
Enhancement   (constant  heat   fl-ux)       ~ 1.538 
.Enhancement   (constant   temp  drop)       * ] .3S1' 
Gvera11 Outside Inside 
Coolant Heat' Xfer Meat Xfsr Heat Xfer Heat 
\, eioci ty Coefficient Coefficient Coefficient Flux Ts-Twail 
ata LMTD . VW Uo 
- " ' Ho Hi .Gp ■T*f 
t idegC ) <m/s) (W/mA2-K) (W/.V';2-K > (W/n"2-K> <W/mA2) ( degC) 
) 80.94 4.18 7. .5105+03. i .48SE+04 4.5025+04 S. 0795+05 40.85 
2 
.80.37 3.57 7.440E+03 1 .54.SE+04 4i052E+04 5.979E+05 39.35 
3 80.25 3.15 7.308E+03 1.543E+04 3.587E+04 5.851E+05 37.91 
4 73.78 2.65 7.076E+03 1,5435+04 3.097E+04 S.645E+05 35.44■ 
5 79.5E 2.14 B.821E+03 1.533E+04 2.538E+04 S.427E+05 34.23 
6 73.98 1 .63 6.42EE+03'. 1,6t4E+04 2.033E+04 5.075E+05 3! .45 
7 73.54 1 .12 5.S70E+03 1-714E+04 1 .535E+04 4.610E+-05 26.90 
3 78.32 1 .12 S.878E+03 1.713E+04 1.53GE+04 4.604E+05 25.78 
9 73.80 1 .63. 6.474E+03 1.S45E+04 2.082E+04 5.102E+05 31.02 
10 79.24 2.14 S..803E+03 1,57lEt04 ■2.S04E+04 5.3315+05 34.32 
It 79.51 -■2.65 7.144E+03 1 .573E+04 3.H 2E+04 5.581E+05 35.00 
12 79.28 3.16 7.335E+03 i .55pE+(J4 3.6115+04 5.816E+05 37.51 
13 73.20 3.57 7.498E+03 1 .538E+'|4 4.104E+04 5.933E+05 33. S7 
14 79.27 4.18 7.590E+03 1 .5185,44 4^5735+04 S.017E+05 33.84 
vg 1 .S80,Et(J4 ~ 5.5155+05 35.10 
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Program Name: 
Raw data stored on file: 
Data taken by: 
Tube type: 









RECTAN6ULAR FINNED TUBE 
ight:  ! „50 'I .00 0.75 (mm) 
STAINLESS-STEEL- 
■14.3 (W/PI-K > 
13.10 (mm 5 
14.25  (mm) 
ATMOSPHERIC 
Room Inlet Outlet Steam Gage X due er- 
Flow Temp Temp Temp Temp Press Press Uoits Current 
(pet ) (degC > (degC) (degC) (degC ) (KPa) (KPa) (V) 
! 80 22.10 20.71 22.19 100.3 131.4 101.3 384.6 2.75 
c 70 22. as 21 .05 ?? . 7"? 100.0 100.7 100.S 385.0 2.75 
3 60 22.2! 21.35 23.20 100.3 101.0 101.1 384.8 2.76 
4 50 21 .85 21 .40 23.53 100.0 100.7 100.8 385.2 2.7B 
5 40 21.67 2? .64 24-13 100.0 100.9 101.0 384. S 2.76 
6 30 21 .58 21 .73 24.82 100.2 101 .4 101.3 385.0 2.76 
7 20 21 .65 2! .58 25.66 100.1 100.7 100.8 384.8 2.76 
8 20 21 .60 21 .56 25.84 100.1 100.6 100.6 385.! 2.75 
g 30 21.59 21.75 24.83 100.2 100.7 100.8 385.0 2.76 
10 40 21.64 2! .69 24.19 100.1 100.7 100.S 334.6 2.76 
It 50 21.65 21.72 23.85 100.2 100.7 100.9 385.1 2.75 
12 60 21.53 21.92 23.75 100.2 100.7 100.7 385.1 2.74 
13 70 21.54 21.98 23.SI 100.2 100.7 100.7 385.2 2 .75 







RECTANGULAR FINNED TUBE 
. b'ii . M    0.75 -(mm> 
Program Name: 
Raul data stored on 
Data taken by: 
Tube type: 








This analysis includes end-fin affect 
HEftTEX insert installed in tube ■ 
Enhancements based on comparison to Incheck smooth tub« 
STAINLESS-STEEL 
14 3  < W/m-K ) 
i 3 10 fciiyi) 
14 25 < mm ) 
ATM0SP1- ERIC 
T^ 73 (KW) 
;   « 33 (m/s > 
Gat a 
Wilson Plot regression coefficient 
Ci (based on Peiukhov-popov) 
Alpha (based on Nusselt ) - 
Enhancement (constant heat flux) 






Overall Outside. Inside 
Coolant  Heat Xfer -Heat Xi>er Heat Xfer    Heat 
Velocity Coefficient Caeffioifnt Coefficient   Flux- 
Data  LMTD    Vui      Uo ■  Mo-.' Hi         Qp 





















































































































Program Name: DRPALL 
Raw data stored on file :    S75A2 
Data tak en by: INCHECK 
Tube iyp s" RECTANGULAR FINNED TUBE 
Fin spec ing, wi dtn, hei ght:  1 50  i.30 8,7b imm > 
Tube mat eriai: STftINLESS~STE£L 
Thermal conduct i v i t y: ' 4.3 (W/m- < ) 
Inside c iameter : 1 3.10 imm ) 
Root diameter: 4.25 <mrc? 
Pressure condit ion: ATMOSPHERIC 
ROOM Inlet Outlet Steam Bags X due er" 
Flow Temp Temp Temp Temp Press Press Volts Current 
(pet > <degC) (degC) {degC) \degC ) (KFa) (KPa) (U) 
1 80 20.33 18.77 20.29 ? 00 .1 101 .4 100.4 384.8 2.74 
70 20.33 1 S. 30 20.98 103.0 102.0 101.0 385.0 2.75 
3 S3 20.S3 1-9.73 21 .62 100.0 101 .2 100.3 384.9 2.75 
4 50 20.42 20.03 22.20 99.9 100.3 100.2 384.5 2.74 
5 20.26 20.27 22.82 99.S 99.E 93.8 385.5 2.76 
5 30 20.44 20.83 23.77 39.8 93.8 1 00.0 385.3 2.76 
7 20 20.58 20.48 24.62 99.8 100.3 100.6 385.2 2.76 
3 20 20.47 20.49 24.54 33.6 100.2 100.6 335.2 2.76 
9 30 20.44 20.82 23.96 100.0 100.8 101.1 385.4 2.76 
IC 40 20.24 20,88 23.44 93.8 101.0 101.3 384.5 2.76 
11 50 20.41 20.94 23.10 93.7 100.7 101 .0 385.0 2.75 
12 50 20.30 20.98 22.8E 99.7 100.7 101.1 334.8 2.75 
!3 70 20.23 21.30 22.95 39.8 100.7- 100.6 384.5 2.75 
14 80 20.26 2! .53 23.01 99.8 95. 3 99. S 385.1 2.75 
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ie:gnt: 
F r o y r a n U a ri s: 
Raw data stored on • 
Data taken by: 
Tubs type--" 
Fin spacing, width. 
Tube material: 
Thermal cor.duct ivi t; 
Inside äiaroeter: 
RoQt disrceter: 




HEATEX insert, installed in tube 
Enhancements based on-copipari-som is 1> 
Ljf >-f fr- »-t!__ !_ 
INCHECK 
i .S3   i .00   0,75  :(*rl 
STnlNLErö-^TEEL    ■ 
14,3   iU/r.-K i 




1 .04 ( n/' s .' 
includes end-fi 
uca csxa 
Wilson riot regression COSTf ie.isn't = ü,aaa 
Ci (based en PetukhovFcpO'V-) = 2,£53 
Alpha (based on Mussel'*) = ' -iäsS 
Enhancement (constant hsat flu») - ! . 38is 
Enhancement (constant tartp drop) =■ i . 27-3 
Overall Outside Inside 
Cooiant Heat Xfar Hsat Xfer Heat' 'ir-'ic 'Hsat 
i eiocity Coefficient Coefficient CssPfiyiant Flux i 5~ "wa 
Data 1»! t "Ö Vill Uo  -r :' Ho - Hi Qp ~ :.-   V 
* ■; dsgC > ,(n/s '> <U/ffl-'2-K->- '; W/pi" 2—K ) (W/cr^-K ) W/m"2 ) (   ri a!~! J '. 
\ S0 .58 4.IS 7..1 18E+@3 i .36BE+84 4.2S3E'*'Ö4 q .738E+85 41 SS 
~. 7S 90 3.58 7.03GE-M33 i. 3-SSE+Ö4 3.S39E-H34 522E+05 40 52 
L/ 79 T? 3.16 B.384ETS3 1 .39BE+04 3,403E+S4 C 4-S3E+0S 39 i 3 
4 TO .'3 2.55 S.725E+03 1 -42EE+-24 2 . 34SE-1-04 B 33SE+8S _> f t "■ 
3 t G 03 2. 5 4 5.457E+03 i . 44SE+04 2,4765+04 5 059E+35 32 
S 77 53 5. S3 6. MSE*03 !.4S4E+04 1.3S6E+04 *T 744E-T05 31 
7 77 13 1 .12 5.570E-T03 1.5B4E+04 i . 4E2!E'i-34 4 30S-E+85 27 50 
C; 77 S3 i .12 5.S35S+03 1.5S4E+S4 1 . 4S0E+S4 4 318E+0S 27 
-i ■[ 
g 
i' I .55 1-. 63 8. !07£r33 !.477E+04 :.53i3Ef04 4 73SE-T05 32 0S 
13 77 . S4 ? ' A S. 50SE+03 I.460E+04 2.4S2E+04 5 051E+05 34 S3 
1 i 7"? .70 2.S5 S.737E+S3 1.446E+04 2.373S+-34 5 .274-E+0S A '3" 
I 7 77 .82 w . 1 U S.S9BE-5-03 i.434E+34 3.453Sri34 _i 444E+05 •3 (' .55 
13 77 * (' il 3 ,58 7.282E+-S3 i .334E-HM 5. '324£i-04 s .504E+05 33 .43 
1 4 77 — '! 4, i 3 7. J97E+03 i .3SiE+i34 4. 3S7Er04. 5 .5S0E+3S .£ '*■ '' vi 
.44SE+Ö4 c; i c • Ciac 
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Program Name: 
Raw data stored on fiis: 
Data taken by; 
Tube type: 
Fin spacing, width, Hei; 
Tube materiali 







RECTANGULAR FINNED TUBE 
1 ,50  ! -20 S.35 inm) 
STAINLESS-STEEL 
! 4. 3   ( w/fr~"K ) 
13.98   inn) 
!   [f . a-~      \  I'll1»  i 
ATMOSPHERIC 
ROOM Inlet 0utlet Steam Gage Xducsr 
Flow Temp Temp Temp Temp Press Press ijoli 5 Cur re 
<degC / (degC) (degC ) <KPa) (KPa ) (u > 
i 80 23.1 1 5 5.33 21 .37 99.8 100.3 100.0 384.8 ?. 75 
y 23.04 23.27 21 -38 1 00 , 0 101.4 10! .1 384. S 2..75 
3 B0 23.14 20.59 22.41 1 30. 1 101.4 ! 00.8 384.5 2 .77 
4 50 23. 13 20.S3 22 .77 100.2 101.4 101 .3 385.1 2.75 
5 40 23.0E 20.32 23.35 gg, 7 39.4 ! 00.2 384.5 2.76 
5 30 23.12 21.18 24.18 i 00. 0 1 00.0 100.S 384.7 2.7S 
7 20 23. n 2! .02 25.00 100.0 100.5 101 .3 38 4.3 2.75 
J-t 20 23.15 21 .04 25.01 100.8 100,5 101 .4 385.0 2.75 
9 30 23.15 1  jl    ~1,'? 100.0 100.0 100.7 385.1 2.75 
10 40 23.55 i. i - ~ f 1~7    10 100.0 35.7 1 00.7 334.8 2.75 
i   t 
[ i 50 22 .2D 2! .35 23. 44 1 00. 0 i 00 .0 100.9 384.8 2.75 
12 50 r> ™  ■? Q 21 .37 23.18 95. S 9S.3 100.4 385.0 2.7S 
13 70 22.12 21.72 ■77 7T 99.9 100.0 100.8 384.9 2.75 
14 80 22.07 21 .87 il w ■ ij ! 100-1 i 00, S 100.8 385.2 2.75 
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Prosrai* Name - 
ft3>>J    d6. t w.    5 T C1 P £ C    OH    f I I 3 " 
Data   taken  by: 
rin spacing, «inch, ns:.g; 
Tube mat eri aI: 
ui-.i - ;i— L 
S95A! 
INCHECK 
RECT£N£üL.A.R FINNED TUBE 
1 .58  j . 0(5 3 .■ 95- ( mm ) 
5T*l5iLESS-STEEL 
14.3   {W/o-K! 
1 3. 0S   ' fii»; ? 
:4,24 i~;m) 
ATMOSPHERIC 
in5ids d i a n e t e r : 
Root diameter: 
Pressurs condition!• 
System power: 25.7; (KUJ) 
Steam velocity: 1.23 (ci/s) 
This analysis includes end-fin effect 
HEftTEX insert installed in tube 
Enhancements based on -conasriso« ta Incheck smooth tube 
Wilson ;f?ioient   = 0,8äS 
Ci ( b a sad on Petukhov-p spcv / * 2.4S7 
Alpr 3 (based on Nu5seit ) ••* 1 , 0 ! 3 
Enha n cement (constant h sat flux ) = '1,315 
Enhe n cerient (constant t 
Qvsrai 1 Outside 
=■ i . 22S 
Inside 
C colent Heat Xfer Heat Xfer1 Heat.Xfer Heat- 
i ^ locity Coefficient C 0 e f f i c i e n t Goafficient Flux Ts-Tuiall 
ata LMTD •■■hi Uo Ho Hi Qp T»:f 
it* (degC ) '. m/s ) (W/n"2-K) < U/?!A2-K ) (W/mA2-K) W/m"2 ) (degC > 
} 7G 1 9 4 . iL^u B,373ET03 i .3i2'3E+l34 4.024E+04 5 .43SE+05 41 rA~' 
L. 73.83 ■7 £ C S.765E+03 i .329E+04 3.821E+04 5 35SE+05 40.2 3 
"7V 78. S2 3.17 S. B7T E-i-03 i.353E^04 3.22SE+84 5 .245E+05 33.7S 
4 78.50 2 ,SS 6.492E+03 i.374E+34 2.771E+04 c u .0SSE+05 ~"7 ra-O 
r— 77. SB 2.15 6.236E+03 i .335E+04 2.32SE+04 4 .33SE+05 34.67 
s 77.. 31 l'.S4 5.S7IEH-03 1.424E+04 !.SS3E+04 4 539E+05 31 .SB 
"? 7S. 95 f  1 ~ 1 . r *J 5.3S7E+03 1.S2SE+04 ! .373E+04 i> 131E-T05 27.04 
S 7S. 33 1 . t 3 5.3SSE+03 1.S25E+04 1.370E+04 4 130E+05 "5 ™?   rt. /~r ii7 -VJG 
9 77.15 1 .64 S.31SE+03 i.450E+24 1 . 8ESE-H04 554Ei-05 31 .48 
18 77.47 2.15 S,248Er03 7nn
r
 > "1 .1 2.335E+04 4 840E+05 34.S2 
\ \ 77.61 2 . Sb S.S52E-03 i.35EE+04 2.7S1E+04 5 085E+05 7q  ,l 3? 
i */ 
"71   ~. 7' S.7S7E+33 1 .334ETQ4 3.233E^04 cr 239E+35 W*  /  4 <J   Tj 
j **| 77.44 3 , £;-* S . SI ■- E ^ 0 3 1  -7 j 5ifl /j ■J > 3 1 8CTU4 5 3S4E+85 33.05 
1 -4 77.54 .■' "■ ;7i 7 n\ ECiij" 1 .352E-HÖ4 i :  10Qpi04 b 433E+05 »0.22 
■■'' 3 t ..3$3EHä4 4 34SE-T05 Ci "3 J w ;'' 
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Prograre Name ; 
Raw data storsd on file: 
0 <* x ~3 t is k 2 n b v 5 
Tuba type: 
Fir; spacing, width, heigh' 
Tube watsri-aI: 
Thsmai conduct ivi cy- 
395S2 
INCHECK 
RECTANöüLftft FINNED TUBE 
i .50  i . 00 0 - 95 ( mn ' 
STAINLESS-STEEL 
Ins ide diameter ! 3.08 <am) 
Roc t di ärgster: 1 4.24 dam) 
Ora s sur s c o n d i t ion" ,AT MG3PHERIC 














( KPä ) 
yoits 
1 30 21 .46 13.40 20.88 103.1 102.0 1S1 . S 385.2 
F-. 
*7i/i 9 t ,4! 
45 
1 9.70 21 .35 1 m. 0 101 .4 1 00.3 3S5.0 
3 50 7 ! 2S.33 21 .89 '! 00.1 1 02.0 131 .2 
385. • 







































43 ■n -j .48 





















! 00. 1 
100.3 
1 00. 1 
101.0 
1 00 .3 384.7 
335,2 
1 ~ 73 2 1 .35 21 . 14 22.73 108.0 1 00.3 10! .0 













]    w 
75 
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P r o Q r s 1*5 N arcs'« 
Raw data stored on file; 
Data taken by'" 
Tune type: 
Fin spacing, width, height: 
Tune material: 





This analysis includes end-fin c. 
HEATEX insert installed in tuba 




iH.33   <«!«,) 
■  4. , 2 4      ( vir1 ) 
25/74.   (KW) 
I .03   (JI/S) 
hnnsncemsm Li ö --: c >-i oth tune data 
Wilson Plot rsgress L n n c o a T ", 
Ci (bassd on Petukhov-r'opov > «■ 2 . 547 
Alpha (based on Nusseit) Ä i .042 
Enhancement (constant heat f lay. '•• *>  1 . 3S i 
Enhancement (constant temp rinop ) = I.2S0 
Coolant 
uveraii 
Heat  Xfer 
it-side Inside 
Heat   Xfer       Heat-   Xfer Heat 

























a 1   .04 
! . 1 3 











































i . 4 i 3E+'34 
i .407E-H34 
! . 918E+S-4 





Flux Ts~" "wal 1 
Qp Txf 
' W/m^ ) (degC) 
5 5S1E+05 41 T 
5 51 SE-J-25 07 
5 -T *i/ —' t- ' 4? tj WÖ -"'7 
5 247E+05 35 79 
5 
.01SE+0S 34 39 
4 5S5E+.05 S 4- 
4 22SE+05 '~ -? 07 
i 22SE+35 ? '7 -^ 
'T 531E-S-35 0 ' 49 
4 3S8E+35 — .-! ES 
r- 2S8E+3S 3S ES 






Program Mane: U 3P 1i-L 
Raw  dais stored on   file: c 12 3A2 
Data  tak en  by"- I MC. HECK 
Tuba  typ e: RECTANGULAR FINNED TUBE 
Fin  spac ing.  wi dth,   ha ig -[■j;      ] rt 3     1 .30 1 .26  < IF! ) 
Tube.mat snai '• b FA .MLE3S-S TE5L 
Thermal conduct. I v i t y : ! 4 3   (w/tt- < ) 
Inside  d iäriet er 3 03   (roro) 
Root   die y.f~+ ap; ,4 21    ( P!R ) 
Fressurs r* r\ r. ~J i   * . o n ■ rVTMOSPHERIC - 
Roofi Inlet Outlet Staem Sage X ciucer 
Flow Tamp Tsrtp Temp Terop Press .Press Volts 
<pct ) (degC > <degC ) (degC> degC > (KPa i CKPa) {\!) 
I 30 21 .23 20.37 21 .73 33.5 38. S 38.4 384.3 
/ 70 21 .32 20.7S 22.3! 100.4 101.4 101.3 335.0 
^} B0 21 .13 2! .03 22.80 100. 1 100.7 100.4 384.7 
4 50 21 .73 23.21 33.8 53.3 33.5 385 - 1 
5 43 21 .44 21 . 5E 23.88 1 00. 1 33.S 100.5 384.8 
CJ 30 2! . 48 21.33 24.S7 1 00. 1 33.3 100.2 384.5 
7 20 21 .43 2 1 .78 25.51 ! 00 . I 33.4 100.4 384.7 
8 20 U X   • -^b 21 .57. 25.4! • 00 . 0 33. 1 ]<2<3.\ 384.8 
3 30 21 .48 21 .35 24.7S 1 00 , 1 93,8 100.4 385.2 
i 0 40 21 .70 21.94  . 24.25 100.2 100,3 101,2 385.2 
ii 50 21 .61 2 1 .34 23.33 as   a 33.0 38. S 3S.6 385.2 
12 S0 21.32 22.05 23.74 i 00.0 9S.S 100.5 ~Pi.   p 
! 3 70 2! .45 £i£  .  ilQ 23.77 1 00.2 33.5 100.5 384.9 














:>.=>T    : Haw  data stored on riie: 
Data taken by: 
Fin spacing, width, height 
Tube material; 
Thermal conductivity: - 
Inside diameter: 
Root d i äi»et er: 
DBFALL 
si SSAZ 
RECTnNGüLAR FINNED TUE 
! .S3 < .m     1 .25- <■?,*, > 
STaiNLESS-5T£EL 
14,3    (iv/rT-K) 




1,03   (m/s) 
Pressurs  condition: 
System  power: 
Steam V e 1 o c i t v: 
This analysis includes end-fin effect 
rlE^TSX insert installed in tubs 
Enhancements based on coficsr.i son to Incheck smooth tube data 
Wilson Plot regression coerf ic irsnt- •- 1.(308 
Ci (based on Peiukhov-Popcv ) = 2-319 
Alpha (based on Nusseit )■■ ■ * -* 3.323 
Enhancement (constant heat flu;1*} = i . 1-S3 
Enhancement (constant temp drop)  * 1.123 
Oaf.,- 
Overall Outside I?iside 
Coolant     Heat   Xfer Heat   Xfer Heat  Xfsr 
Velocity  Coefficient Coefficient Coefficieni 
i!J                 'Ji*l                        ÜO Ho Hi 





i s"~ i ui a a. ^ 
T x f 
(degC ) 
! 78 49 4 . 20 S .534E+03 1.19SE+04 s ,?S3£>04 b . 123E+Q5 42 b* 1 
■y 78 83 ■3 s 47BE+03 t.2Z4E+04 -7 . 421Er04 5 ■s 25E+05 41 72 
■j 78 15 0 .17 0 337E+03 1.234E+04 S tß2öE+04 4 . 3S2E+35 40 
4 77 S3 il 66 s 149E+33 1.24SE+34 -\ 515E+34 ..'1. 771E+®5 rrrv TJT'v 
o 77 34 t> 1^ 5 937E+03 i . 2 7 7 £ -^ 2 4 £ 200E+04 4 5S2E-r05 7" Q1 
B 76 80 j 54 £\ .53SE+03 1e337Er04 t 762E+B4 :1 297E+85 v^'"^ S9 
/ 7S A ■? i 1 7? 5 27SE+03 | .370Er04 1 .45S£-^04 Ci 888E+0S *>D -;Cy 
o *7H ; a A  7 ■r c ! ' "3 5 ®87E->03 t .379E+04 1 235E+04 3 887E+35 *^b' i z- 
9 7C 70 i E4 ü 579E+83 1 .297E-T-84 i 7S4E+04 4 279E-5-05 w* d 00 
!3 */7 I b 1 t5 c 327E-T03 1 -2SQEt04 i' 9(5» OF* Si ~ V w U ' "6"^ 4 572E-T05 2J w 34 
^ i 7S 94 7 SB p 175E+S3 1 .2SS£'f£4 ^ »n ■*. r* f- —:/: ,i 4 751E+0S -7**7 :4 / 
! .i •7*7 15 ^f i (' S 353E+83 i -235E-!-ä4 2 t/Jb'.itT'i.^ 4 38lE-rQ5 ■*/ CJ 3 3 
7 ~v T" IB T 3 '— 5 4E3E+03 ] - 21 4£+a$ rr ;i7g|l-.f 0rt 4 931E-rSS ^ ', i ..'.!/* 
1 4 7S 59 4 '7 <7> 5 559E+03 i , l38Ei-ii?4 i 873E+04 5 343E+25 42 ! Q 
■'9 ! .2ci4£rä,j. i .4 S54E+05 J? :'^9 
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Program Name; DRPP 
i ; 
Raw dat a stored on file '      ■  S - " --> A3 
Data ta 









-th, hai 3ht: U 52 1 , 00  i.ib IP! 
NLESS-3TEEL 
•*! ) 
Thar«aI conduct: i ^ J 3 (W/*i-K ; 
Inside diameter * 1 J. 03 VFii**? 
Root di artet er: I 
,1 21 < mm > 















iJoits Cur ren 



















7 t <3R 
20.23 
28. S5 













! m. 0 
39.7 


















































































i 00, 0 
100.3 
38.2 
1 00. 1 
S3.3 
100.1 
! 01 .2 











P r o Q r a M N a i^i e •      •" 
Raw data stored on file; 
Data taken by: 
Ts-iba type: 







S t e a m  v -a loci t v: 
ORPrV-L 
IS4ÜWECK 
RECTANGULAR FINNED TUBE 




14.21 \ '-^r0) 
r*THGSf?HERIC 
1 .03   (m/s ) 
HEnTEX inssrt installed in tube 
Enhancements based on -cowparLson•to Incheck smooth tubs data 
Wilson Plot regression eieef f ici-eni = 3. 388 
Gi (based en Petukhsy-Bopsv) f 2.323 
Alpha (based on Nusaelt )   ■ ~  Ö.SS5 
Enhancement (constant p.aat flux) =* 1.2'2 
Enhancement (constant tswa drop) - ' . ! S-ä 
Uverail    uutsiae inside 
Coolant  Heat Xf&r       Heat YJ'er Heat XFär 
Velocity Coefficient Coefficient Coefficient 
Data  LMTD    'vw      Uo       -Ho Hi 
t     (deaC)  (m/s)   <W/m"2-K>   i W-'fTZ-K ) \W/:i*"'2-H > 
188i 
Gp 
! s- tuiai 
T v f 
78.59 
2 7P "^ .S3 
o f r' R7 3 . 17 
4 77 S! 2 . SB 
c 77 .60 £ . 1 5 
s 7S I S4 
7 7E es t . 13 
p. 75 75 t 13 
b' 7B , 9S j S4 
*-7*7 44 JL !5 





























j  7 C £ C 4. (^ 1 I . .i. Cj u i_ ^ '^ •+ 












5 257E+35- 42 04 
c, 139E+05 40 8S 
5 0VSE+25 ^^ 35 
4 371E-f05 37 ?b 
*7 B51E4 35 35 73 
4 345E+05 *7'7 ~~^ 
_~ SS1E+B5 '7*7 95 
O gc.cco.0q c, ■•*' 70 
4 352E+3S 0 i- 50 
•t S62Ef05 7C E0 
4 3!3Ei-05 ■7V*7 35 
4 931E+05 '39 49 
5 077EvSE ,;( 1 
5 1SSE+S5 4 1 S4 
4 735E-95 ■JO -1 c 
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Program Nans: 
Rau data stored on file- 
Data taken by: 
Tube type: 









RECTANSULAP FINNED TUBE 
i .53  ! .83  ! ,42 (run) 
STAINLESS-STEEL 
14.3 (U/n-K) 
13.18 (mm ) 
14.23   i mm > 
ATMOSPHERIC 
ROOK Inlet Outlet Steam Sage Xducsr 
r low Temp Tamp Temp Tsnp Press Press Volts Curre 
(pet ) {degC ) (degC) (degC ) <degC) (KPa) (KPa) <: u) 
1 S3 20.48 17.73 1 3.07 133.4 100.7 133.8 384.3 7 74 
7 70 20.49 18.02 IS.53 130.0 i 33.0 130.0 •J U w ■ 1 2 74 
3' S3 20.52 IS. 26 13.93 130.3 100.7 100.8 385. 1 
!-. 74 
^T S3 20.56 IS. 25 20.2! 130.3 S3.S 130.3 385.1 "? 74 
5 40 20.55 18.54 20.81 100.3 99.3 130.1 384. S 2 1 **■ 
S 30 23.53 .18.77 21 .53 1 00. 1 39.3 1 33.4 335.2 2 74 
7 20 20.58 13.60 22.32 130.3 98.S 39.9 384.8 2 74 
g 20 20.57 18. S3 22.32 33. 9 93.9 1 03 . 0 384.7 2 74 
3 30 20.58 13.84 21 .53 99.9 33.7 S9.S 385.2 2 74 
10 40 23. S2 18.S3 23.35 99.8 38. S 39.7 335.1 
n 74 
1 1 58. 20. S3 13.59 20.63 130.1 99.5 130.8 334.9 '£ 74 
1 2 50 23.50 18.92 23.57 39.9 98. S 99. B 334.8 2 1 * 1 H- 
13 70 23. B0 18,38 20.44 100.0 38.8 93. 9 385.8 
9 /4 








Tube material:      '. 
Therma1 conduct i v it y: 
Inside diameter: 
Root diameter: 
Pressure condition: • 
System power: 
Steam velocity: 
This analysis includes 
{.EATEX insert instalie 
DRPftLL 
•i],e: '.   S142A3 
.  RECTANGULAR FINNED FUBE 
height:, 1.52  1.00 \ . 42 (mm) 
I. ■■ /  STAINLESS-STEEL 
.-.14.2 UJ/m-K) 
13. 5 0 (m) 
■   • 14.28 (mm) 
ATMOSPHERIC 
25.73 (KW) 
1 .03 (m/s) 
snd-fin effect 
in tube 
Enhancements based on comparison to Incheck. smooth tube data 
Wilson Plot regression qosfficieni * {.000 
Ci (based on Petukhav-Popov > '■■ -  2.433 
Alpha (based on Nusselt) = 0.861 
Eriha ncement (constant•h eat fiux) = 1.055 
Enha ncement (constant t 
Overall 




Coolant Hest Xfer Heat Xfer H#st Xfer Heat 
U eiocity Coefficient Coefficient Cosfficient Fiux Ts-Twall 
DatS LMTD VW Uo Ho Hi [ Op Txf 
# (rtegC ) (m/s ) <W/m"2-K> (W/mA2-K) <W/mA2-K> 'W/m"2 ) (degC) 
i 8! . 98 4. 13 6.. 134E4 03 1.083E*£M 3.8S0E+04 5 .328E+05 46.22 
'"5 
£- 31.26 3.S8 6.054E+03 i .833E+.0A 3.471E+04 4 .gt3E+05 44.75 
*7S 81.17 3.16 5.5I4E+03 1 .101E+04 3.070E+04 4 .800E+05 43.59 
4 S0.75 2.65 5.792E+S3 1 .125E+04 2.S51E+04 4 S77E+0S 41 .54 
5 80.36 2.14 5.581E+03 1. 141E+04 2.226E4-04 4 435E+0S 39.23 
S 73.89 1 .S3 5.290E+03 1.170E+04 1.783E+04 4 22SE+05 3E.12 
7 73.55 1.12 4.843E+03 1.232E+04 i.310E404 7, 353E+05 31.29 
3 79,41 1.12 4.8S0E+03 1.242E+04 1.310E+04 3 8S9E+05 31 .36 
3 73.62 1 .63 S.290E+03 1-1S9G+91 1.784E+04 4 211E+05 36.02 
»0 80.8! 2. 1 4 5.571E+03 1.136E+04 2.230E+04 4 457E+05 39.23 
1 t 80. 50 2.65 5.304E+03 J.128E+04 2.SB3E+04 4 S72E-*0S 41.42 
1 -~) 80.12 3. IS 5.357E+03 1.1I3E+04 3.0S3E-f04 A 773E+05 42.88 
13 30.28 3.S8 S.04BE+03 1.033Et04 3.S08E+04 A 854E+05 44 ,4! 
14 80.23 4.15 S . 16 4E+03 1.0S3Et$4 3.917E+04 4 945E+05 45 .27 
Avg 1 J38E+04 4 554E+05 4"! ?'? 
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Program Maine". 
Raw data stored on file: 
Data taken by: 
Tube type: 









RECTAN6ULAR FINNED TUBE 
1 .50  } . 08  ! . 4-2 (mm ) 
STAINLESS-STEEL 
14.3  (W/m-K)  . 
13.10  (mm) 
14.28  (mm) 
ATMOSPHERIC 
Room Inlet Outlet Steam Saga Xducer 
Flow Temp Temp Temp. Temp Press Press Uolts Current 
(pet ) (degC) < degC) vdegC ) <degC) <KPa } (KPa) (V) 








































s 30 20.08 18.02 20.3? 100.3 101 .4 101 .3 384.9 2.7S 





















10 40 20. 14 18.22 20.51 100.1 100 - 3 100.9 335.0 
2.78 . 
11 50 20.IB 18.34 20.25 108.0 93 ? 8 100.4 385.0 
2.75 























Raw data storad on fiii 
Data taker, bv ; 
Tube type: 
[•NC.Hr1'" 
■\»— P •*• •■ 
■ .50  i .03 
3TAINLES3-ST; 
i 4 . 6     ( !A»/ !'-!~K 
13» i 0 (w.) 
: 4. 28 iw; 
I use material; 
Thermal conductivity: 
Inside diameter: 




This analysis includes end-fir effect 
iiEftTEX   insert   installed   in  tubs 
Enhancement5  based  on  compart gc-n   to   Inciieck   sr*0G" 
25.74   CKW) 
I .83   (n/s> 
. ube  dai 
wiison 
Ci   (base 
Plot   -egression  q-a«f'f ic;i-R*.   =  0.933 
Petükhov- Q  on  retuKnov-i-Qpov > - F 2 . 470 
Alpha (based on Nusseit ) •■  . • »:--3„3S4 
EtihancGwent (constant, heat • f lux ) °= I.0S0 
Enhancement (constant tsmp drc-p i » ! ,045 
Overall    Out si. da    In-siua 
Coolant  Heat Xfsr.-     H«e1; Xfa«  Meat Xfgr 
Velocity Coefficient Coefficient Coefficient 
Data LMTD 
(üsgC ) 
Uw Uo m 
( W/i»T2-K )   < Ü/FI"2-K >   < Ui/m"2^-K 
Heat 
Flux 





32.41   4.i3  S.I73ETö3   >,337&t-®4   3s3S@E+@4 







£» a Irf \-l 
5-933ET03 
80 59 <-> 14 
89 71 ""? P — 
Qf; y4 3 i 0 
80 CO ■Ci i3 d 









80.83       2.1.4       5.589C+03        I.U3E+34 
; .iS3Eri34 
i .23SE-T04 





i .32.4E + 04 
i . I82E404        i .-79S£>S4 
! . t --i-GE-i-34       2.252E-t94 
.'j . i u • £-i-ü4 
-,>. 5 S rZ: E "^* w 4 



















..■) y.   c - 
T w/   7   Ul 
4 i . °" 





Rax  data stored on fiia: 
Data taken by: 
Tube type.' 




RECTAN6ÜL3R FINNED TUBE 
!,53  i .39  !,42 (FIN ) 
Tube r<c terial: NLE33-S rEEL 
Thermal conduct ivity: 4 Ci   '■ W • P1—K / 
Inside diameter : 3. i 3 ( F.K ) 
Root di amater; 4 28 ( PI IT! ) 
Pressure condit i or, •: .'■> ^ "MfisPHERIG 
- 
Room Inlet Outlet Siesro Gage 'Xducer 
Flow Tenp Temp Temp T«r^D Press Press i 1^ 1 VOi j 5 
(pet ) (degC ) (degC> { degC > (degC ) (KPa) '. KFa ) f i.,: ) 
j 80 f 3.78 17.74 1 3.09 99.6 33.3 38.3 38 4 .9 
7 70 13.30 1 7.37 19.48 ! 00. 1 100.7 100.5 335 £ 
3 60 19.83 12.23 j S. 38 93.3 100,0 33,7 385 } 
4 50 IS.82 18.23 20. 18 100,0 100.1 100.4 335 0 
c 40 19.84 13.22 20.55 100.2 100.7 100.3 y.ac 1 
B 30 13.34- 1 S. 45 21 .32 ■ 100.3 39.6 100.S 335 ? 
7 20 13.83 18.54 ■ 100.0 33.S 100.5 334 s 
3 20 19.89 13.52 22.3! 100.1 33.4 100.5 3S5 2 
q 38 13.90 IS.47 2! .34 93.3 33 . i 100.5 384 3 
10 40 13.92 18,37 20.70 33.3 38.7 93.3 335 3 
i 1 50 19.96 18.47 20.42 100. 1 33.S ! 00.4 335. 1 
? "* 50 13.92 13.55 20.24 100.0 100.0 100.5 334. '? 
13 70 19.35 18.73 20.22 100. ! 99.8 I08.S 385. j 













Raw data stored on file: 
Data taken by: 
Tube type: 
Fin spacing, width, h$igh 
Tube wateriai: 
The r r; a 1 c o n du ■:; i i v i t y-i 
I ns i els di si^e t er: 
Root diameter: 




CJ 1 4,- h b 
INCHECK 
RECTnNSULAR FINNED TUBE 
] .53  ! .33  1 „42 ;**!) 
STAINLESS-STEEL 
14.3 (W^-K) 
13 , 1 0 '. pn ) ■ 
(4.23 i. Mm ) 
ATMOSPHERIC 
2E.7 4 <KW) 
•  1.23 ^/s) 
This analysis includes end-fin affect 
HEA7EX insert installed in tube 
Enhancements based en comnari.eon to Inoneck srcoath tube dat: 
Wilson Plot, regression coeffi« 
Ci (based on Petukhsv-^papav '< 
Alpha (based on Nusseit.' 
+ 1- r it tnhancement (constant hea 
Enhancement (congtan-t tsf.p drep) 






Coolant  Heat Kfer 
Velocity Coefficient 
Vw      Us • ' 
)  (m/s )  iy/n'Z-K J 
Outside Inside 
Heat Xfer Heat Xfer 
Coefficient Gpefficiersi 
■• : Ha- - •• Hi 
Haat 
F1 ux "s-Twali 
Txf 
■ da1"1— < •■ «-'Www . 
1 P '. 4 . 1 S S 277E+03 1 , ]-28E<r34 
9 SI ^ .58 S i'7S£+83 '!■. 1I4E+04 
0 83 3 ;s s 25!gi-e3 i,142Et04 
4 80 84 7 .65 w 397E+03 i,f S7E+34 
E 80 32 14 5 S73S+03 •;.172E+04 
S 80 12 i S3 5 334E+Q3 !.205E+84 
'7 "O 59 t i ? 4 944E+03 i .27BE+84 
s 79 S4 1 1 "5 4 940E+03 ! .274E-T04 
Q 80 02 i S3 C 4!S£f33, 1 .218E+04 
0 8© **  ( 2 14 5 723E+Ö3 1 . 192E+04 
i ■w* -4J 7 pH E 3S0B+33 i ., ! 53E+S4 
2 30 £54. w- iS 6 0eSE^-^3 : . !4SE->-34 
3 30 P"3 w* S3 O I43E+03 ! . 120E+04 
i4- 80 5! A 1 3 s 3IS£t@3 1 . I3SE+04 


















,1 5SSE+0S ~?.Q i -» 
.1 
.3'i3E-r05 35 80 
■7, 935E+0S 30 S3 
Lj 934E+S5 30 8S 
4 330E+05 '"*! 
4 S02E+05 38 b'c3 
4 750E+05 41 i a 
4 892E+05 < "": S9 
4 953E+i25 44 ■"> .-1 
C 034E^05 44 p-,r. 
A ES4E+05 ~Z" 80 
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APPENDIX E.  UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS 
A.   INTRODUCTION 
The uncertainty in an experimental result can come from 
systematic errors, random errors, or a combination of both. 
Systematic errors are those errors that cause a measurement to 
be off by a fixed amount or percentage. Some causes are 
faulty or imprecise instrument calibration or limited system 
resolution. Random errors are errors whose magnitude and 
direction vary without pattern. Causes include fluctuating 
experimental conditions or insufficient instrument 
sensitivity. [Ref. 61] 
When a calculated result is a function of several 
different measured variables, each having its own uncertainty, 
the uncertainty in the final result is a function of each of 
the component uncertainties. Finding the resultant 
uncertainty from the uncertainty of independent components is 
called propagation of uncertainty. Kline and McClintock [Ref. 
62] formulated a method for determining uncertainty 
propagation if the component uncertainties are independent, 
relatively small, and have the same chance of occurrence. 
Assuming that uncertainties behave like standard deviations, 
they postulated that the total uncertainty (u ) of a quantity 
y  is related to the individual uncertainties (u^) by 
uy = 
\ (iH*(t"f-^-r-     --u 
For example, suppose 
yten n) 
y = Ax?x2+Bx2. (E.2) 
Then using equation   (E.l),   the overall uncertainty is 
uy = )/(2Ax1x2u1) 2 + (Ax?u2) 2 + (Bu3) 2 . <E.3) 
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At NPS, Mitrou [Ref. 30] wrote a computer program to 
calculate the experimental uncertainties in the heat transfer 
coefficients using this method for specific data points. His 
program was expanded in this work to find the uncertainties in 
the heat transfer coefficients for a complete data set and for 
the final quantity of interest, the enhancement. 
B.   UNCERTAINTIES IN THE MEASURED VARIABLES 
To begin the uncertainty analysis, the uncertainties of 
the measured components are required. The measured 
uncertainties in the dimensions of the tubes (root/inside 
diameters and end/condensing lengths) were observed to be very 
small and hence are neglected. The uncertainty in the 
rotameter reading (ufm) is taken as ±0.5 percent due to 
calibration uncertainty and rotameter fluctuation. The 
uncertainty in thermal conductivity for stainless steel (u^) 
is estimated from the curve fit in Thermophysical Properties 
of Matter [Ref. 63] as ±1 W/m-K. The uncertainties in the 
coolant inlet (uT±n) and outlet (uTout) temperatures as 
measured by the quartz thermometers are a function of 
calibration and precision uncertainties. The total is 
estimated as ±0.05°C [Refs. 61, 64]. Lastly, the uncertainty 
in the steam thermocouple measurement (Urstni) is estimated as 
the sum of a ±0.1°C calibration error [Ref. 61] and a 
precision error of ±0.1°C for vacuum runs and ±0.3°C for 
atmospheric runs. This precision error was introduced after 
noting that the two vapor-space thermocouple readings differed 
by up to these amounts during experimentation. The 
thermocouples share the same thermal well but contact slightly 
different portions of the well wall. The difference in their 
readings increases at higher temperatures where the thermal 
well temperature gradient is steeper. The total uTstm is then 
±0.2 and ±0.4°C for vacuum and atmospheric conditions 
respectively.   Finally,  because all the thermophysical 
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properties in the analysis are represented as polynomial 
expansions of temperature, their uncertainties are simply 
their first derivatives with respect to temperature multiplied 
by the uncertainty in temperature. 
C. UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS 
The HP-BASIC program UNCERT is coded by combining the 
data reduction portion of program DRPALL with the Kline and 
McClintock [Ref. 62] uncertainty analysis procedure. An 
uncertainty is calculated for each equation in DRPALL to yield 
individual uncertainties for the coolant mass flow (m) and 
velocity (vw) , inside heat transfer correlation (D) , log-mean- 
temperature-difference (LMTD) , heat flux (qr") , and overall 
heat transfer coefficient (U0)   for each data point. 
Because the inside and outside heat transfer correlation 
leading coefficients (Ci and CQ) are not calculated from 
explicit equations but rather are determined from a least- 
squares line fit in the modified Wilson procedure, their 
uncertainties are calculated by a different method [Ref. 65, 
p. 498]. It is assumed that the Wilson X-Y data points are 
normally and independently distributed. A 100 (l-a) confidence 
(or uncertainty) interval with n-2 degrees of freedom on the 
slope (m)   for simple linear regression is 
if)- t tt.fejl-2 
^ 
<. m <. fii + t, B./2.&-2 
\ 
(E.4) 
Similarly, a 100(l-a) uncertainty interval on the intercept 
(Jb) is 
S-t 
a/2.fi-7. N Hi*!;**^ a/Zn-2 \ O2 ±+J?} n (E.5) JxxJ 
For equations (E.4) and (E.5), the unbiased estimator of the 
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variance (ß2)   i s 
'    n n n ' 
62   =   -^i- 




Sxx  is / \2 n        1 
n D 7, xi 
x=l x=l XI 




the mean   (y)   is 
y = I>i' 
x=l 
(E.9) 
and tQ!/2,i2-2 ^-s f°un<i from the statistical t-distribution. C± 
and C0 are the reciprocals of m  and Jb.  Following Kline and 
McClintock [Ref. 62], the uncertainties in C±   (uci)   and in CQ 
(uCo)   are 
uc, = 
u slope (E.10) 
i7T 
and 
,.       _    "intercept (E.ll) 
The uncertainty in enhancement iue^T) is then calculated by 
applying Kline and McClintock [Ref. 62] to equation (4.47) to 
yield 
uc    = e ATA 
uo, finned 




\ ^o, smooth/ 
(E.12) 
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For a 95 percent confidence interval and 14 data points (n), 
a/2 = 0.025, n-2 = 12 degrees of freedom, and t = 2.179. In 
equation (E.12), uCO/Smooth was determined by merging two 
smooth tube data runs for each pressure condition and using 
the uncertainty analysis on these merged 28 point files. 
Once the uncertainties in C±   and C0   are found, the 
uncertainties in h±  and hQ  are determined by applying Kline 
and McClintock's [Ref. 62] method to equations (4.18) and 
(4.19) . The UNCERT program code and uncertainty analysis for 
each accepted experimental trial follow. 
D.   LIMITATIONS 
It is important to note that uci and uCo are determined 
solely on the basis of the goodness-of -f it of the modified 
Wilson plot to the data points. For instance, if the X-Y data 
points lie exactly on the least-squares line, then the 8 
expression in equations (E.4) and (E.5) will be equal to zero, 
and the uncertainty interval will be zero. This means that if 
the uncertainty of the data points is large, yet the curve fit 
is close, uci and uCo will be small and consequently the 
uncertainties in h±, hQ, and enhancement will be smaller than 
intuitively indicated. This analysis typically yields 
uncertainties in the overall heat transfer coefficient 
approaching 20 percent yet the uncertainties in C^ and CQ are 
typically only a few percent. In view of this, the analysis 
provides a conservative estimate of the uncertainties in h±l 
hQ,   and enhancement. 
Another method of uncertainty analysis is also possible. 
The modified Wilson plot of the 0.48 mm fin height vacuum 
experimental trials is shown as line A in Figure E.l. The 
calculated value of C0 for these runs was 0.96 with an 
uncertainty of 3 percent as determined by the previous method. 
The calculated values of the uncertainty in the overall heat 
transfer coefficient for these trials was between 8 and 22 
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Figure E.l Range of Uncertainty in Intercept for a 
Modified Wilson Plot of a Stainless Steel 
Integral Fin Tube with Fin Height 0.48 mm 
Under Vacuum Conditions 
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percent. The Kline and McClintock [Ref. 62] method was 
explicitly applied to equation (4.22) to give an uncertainty 
in Y as a function of the uncertainty in U0. The limits of 
uncertainty in Y are shown as lines B and C. Therefore, given 
a value of X, any value of Y that lies between lines B and C 
fits the data uncertainty. If there are proportional bias 
errors in the data collection, there is no reason to believe 
that the uncertainty for each data point is the same, so the 
data points could just as reasonably fit lines D or E. Using 
the inverse of the intercepts (C0) of lines B and C as the 
extreme values, 0.72 < C0 < 1.32. This yields an uncertainty 
in C0 of -25 to +37 percent. Since the uncertainty in the 
outside heat transfer coefficient is a function of C0, it 
would have a similar range. This method yields uncertainties 
so large, that the data is virtually useless. Obviously, 
another approach is needed. 
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100 i. UNCERT (SEGRSE INCHECK-1994 ) 
H0 ! This program uses the Modified i4iL*P-n plot of program QRPALL and the 
!20 i linearised uncorreiated coefficient- method detailed in T. Beckwith, R. 
139 ! Marangoni, and J. Lienhand-MECHÄNICftL.MEASUREMENTS to calculate ths 










































inside heat transfer coefficient.- su-tside-Raat- trans far coefficient and 
film delta-T.  The input • arguments ar-e the uncertainties in coolant 
temperatures, steam temperature, rotameter reading, and tube thermal 
conductivity.  The coolant temperature uncertainty was based on a quarts 
thermometer calibration accuracy of 0.04- degC, precision of 8.0! degC, and 
ssn-f  -f hn t at is the average of 5 readings.  The steam temperature a measureme  
uncertainty is based on a calibration accuracy of 
0.1 degC for vacuum conditions or 0.3 degG for atwaspheri 
i-degC. precision or 
test conditions 
and a measurement that is the average of t-wo thermocouple measurements, 
each the average of 5 readings-  The rotameter uncertainty is based on a 
calibration accuracy and precision of 0.25-percent each.  The thermal 
conductivity uncertainty was based on the range of values for thermal 
conductivity detailed in THERMQPHYSICftL PROPERTIES OF MATTER for the range 
of tube wall temperatures expected.  Tube geometric dimensions were 
assumed constant with insignificant uncertainties. 
Dictionary of variables 
A - Gross-sectional area of tube <m''2>. 
Alp - Musselt leading coefficient. 
Alpc - Iteratively determined Alp,  Compared to Alp to.test for 
convergence. 
ftipsm - Nusselt leading coeffiqi-ent for a smooth tube. 
Areacorr - Tube inside x-sectional area loss due to heatex insert <mA2). 
Array - An B.rray  for storing Ti , T2 ; Md, Tsteam; and QNESA and 
their uncertainties during Wilson analysis« • • - -. 
Cerr - Absolute error between Ci and Cic.  Used, toy-test convergence. 
Ci - Leading coefficient' in ipside heat transfer correlation. 
Cic - Iteratively determined Ci i  Compared: ts> Ci >ta test for convergence, 
Gpcut - Specific heat of cooling water < J^'kg-K ). 
Cpf - Specific heat of condensing film (J/kg-K).. 
CI - Constants in the function FNHfg.     • - '\ 
C2 - Constants in the function FNMuu. 
C3 - Constants in the function FNRhow. 
C4 - Constants in the function FNKw. 
C5 - Constants in the  function FNCpw. 
OS - Constants in the function FNUrho. 
C7 - Constants in the function FNUcp, 
C8 - Constants in the function FNUk. 
CS - Constants in the function FNUmu, 
C10 - Constants in the function FNÜpr. 


































Drid - Dummy variable. 
Di - Inside diameter of tubs (m-)., 
Droct - Root diameter of finned"tube or S.D. of smooth tube Cm). 
D_fiisS - Read/write data storage * ?rts,:W 
£q - Enhancement ratio for^constant heat flu:« across the condensate film 
for a finned tube vs smpoth tube. 
Et - Enhancement ratio for constant temperature drop across the condensate 
film for a finned tube «s smooth tube, 
Fel - Axial fin efficiency fcsr tube inlet length, 
Fe2 - Axial fin efficiency for tube outlet length, 
Fm - Cooling water flow measured by rotamatar (pet). 
Hfgf - Latent heat of condensation for saturated water evaluated at film 
temperature plus the effects of thermal"advection (J/kg), 
Hi - I n s i-.d.e.. .h.e.al_ i-ra-nsxar -coefficient ' U./K-''2-Ki, 
Ho - Outside heat transfer coefficient (W/m"2-K). 
I - Loop counter and srrsy  subscript. '■') 
Ifg - Tube geometry flag. 
IMc - Tube material flag.  
Ipc -Experiment pressure flag. 
j - Loop counter and array subscript.       .. 
Kcu - Thermal conductivity of cooling waten (U/M-K). 
Kf - Thermal conductivity of film < W/st^K ) < '   '•: 
Km- Thermal conductivity of tube, metal < U/I«J—K > * 
L."- Tube condensing length <m), '• 
Lmtd - Log mean temperature diff*raf?ea \ degK ), 
LI -Tube inlet end length (m). 
L2 - Tube outlet end length <m>. 
M - The "m" component of fin efficiency O/rc). 
Md ■- Cooling water mass flow rate (kg/s). 
Mücw - Viscosity of cooling water <kg/m-s>. 
Muf - Viscosity of film (kg'/m-s).   •■'• . 
New -Nusselt function for outside heat transfer on horizontal smooth tube 
880' ! Nrun - Number of data runs. 
890' i Ntercept - Intercept of the modif-ied- Wil-son plot line. 
300 ! Omega - Fetukhov's Nusselt number» for-inside heat:transfer.. 
910'- ! P - Tube inside perimeter <m).-- 
S20 ! Ppk! - Constant Kl in Petukhoy's relation. 
330 I Ppk2 -.Constant K2 in Petukhov's relation. 
340 ! Pp-! - Numerator in Petukhov'srsiatier. Nu*?\Re ,Pr). 
350 i Rp2 - Denominator in Petukhov's-relation -Nu=f<Re,Pr). 
5S0 ! Prcw - Prandti Number of cooling water. 
370 ! PI thru'P43 - Partial derivatives of vapiaug equations used in uncertainty 
990- i    determination. 
330 ! 0' - Heat transfer rate to--coolant •< W). 
1000! Qp- Heat- flux to coolant- (■ J/«*2-s >. ■ -..'■' 
1010! Rei - Reynolds Number of cooling water through aJcircular pipe. 
1020! Rhcf:- Density of f iim' < k§/mrt3 >.       
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1030! Rhocui - Density of cooling wa'fcer <-jv§/>T'3 ). 
1040! Rm ■■-  Wall thermal resistance (K/WK 
• 050; SigmahatZ -Säe/(Nrun-2 ). ■ 
1060! Slope - Slope of the modified Wil-aoft plot line-. 
1370! Sse - Syy-'Siope*Sxy, 
!@S0! Sumx - Sun of X. 
1030! Sumxy - Sum of-X*Y, 
1100! Sumx2 - Sum of X"2. 
I 110! Sumy - Sum of Y. 
1 123! Sumy 2 - Sum of Y"2. 
H'30! Sxx - 8um;<2~Sum;<"2/Nrun, 
1140! Sxy - 3um;<y-Sumx*Sumy/Nrun. 
1150! Syy - Sumy2~Nruh*7bar*2. 
1150! Tau - t-distribution for a two-sided B5% confidence interval. 
1170! Tavg - Average-cooling water temperature i degC'■). 
1180! Tcor - Temperature rise of coolant due to viscous heating of internal 
1190!       flow (degC). : 
1200! Temp -Temporary variable. :' 
1210! Tfilm - Temperature of film <degC). 
12201 Trise - Delta T of coolant after subtraaUsg viscous heating effect, i tiegC 
1230! Tsteam - Temperature'of steam in condenser (degC). 
1240! Thiö - Tube outside wail temperature < degC). 
1250! Twoc - Iterativeiy obtained wall temp.  Compared to Two for convergence. 
12S0! Txf - Temperature drop across the condensate film <degC>. 
1270! 7-1- - Coolant inlet temperature as measured by qtz thermometer < degC). 
1280! T2 - Coolant outlet temperature as measured by qtz thermometer*degC). 
1230! Ualp - Uncertainty in Alp,' 
1300! Ualpsm - Uncertainty in'ftlpsm. 
1310! Uci - Uncertainty- in Ci. 
1320! Ucp - uncertainty in coolant specific heat. 
1330! Ueq - Uncertainty in Eq. 
1340! Uet - Uncertainty in Et. 
1350! Ufel - Uncertainty in.Fel . 
1360! Ufe2 - Uncertainty in Fe2. 
1370! Ufm - Uncertainty in flowmeter reading. 
1380! Uhfg -  Uncertainty in latent.heat of vaporisation. 
13S0! Uhi -'Uncertainty • in Hi--' '•'   ■•'.--«; 
1400! Uho - Uncertainty in Ho,  •.'■'•, 
1410! Ukm - Uncertainty in tube tbftfwal cc>nqju«±ivity. 
1420! Ukw - Uncertainty in sqsl-sni ■ •thermal conductivity. 
1430! Ulmtd - Uncertainty in LMTD.- ."•'•• 
t44S! Urn - Uncertainty in M.   --      ■' 
1450! Umb ■- Uncertainty in coolant -mas-s flaw. 
1460! Umu - Uncertainty in-coolant--" viasosity* 
1470! Unfercept - Uncertainty in-Ntercepi. 
1480! Uo - Overall-heat-transfer eaeff iei-ent (K/W-). 
1430! Uomeaa -.  Uncertainty in Omega. •   • 
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1500! Uppkl - Uncertainty in Ppfej. 
1510! UppkZ - Uncertainty inPpk?. • 
1520! üppl - Uncertainty in Ppl. 
1533! Upp2 - Uncertainty in Pp2. • 
■ 540! Upr - Uncertainty in'coolant pranptl number,- 
1550! Uqp - Uncertainty in up. 
1530! Uqtz - Uncertainty in quarts tfoerrflopiatsr- r<-eadings. 
1578i Ure - Uncertainty in Reynolds number- ■- 
1580! Urh.o - Uncertainty in coolant density. 
1590! Urhotl - Uncertainty in coolant -density• -as a function of inlet temp. 
1BS-0! Uslcpe - Uncertainty in Slope,    •• ■ 
1 Si 0! Utavg - Uncertainty in average cs>ala,nt temperature. 
1S20! Utcor■- Uncertainty in Tcor. ' 
5 S3®! Utcpi -Uncertainty in s tat am thermocouple measurements. 
1S40! Utfi 1m - Uncertainty in Tfilm. 
)B5S! Utrise -Uncertainty in  Tri§e. 
1650! Utwo- Uncertainty in Two. 
1S70! Utxf - Uncertainty in.Txf, 
1688! Uuo -Uncertainty in.Ljq. 
1-630! Uvcw — Uncertainty in-coolant water velocity. 
1700! Uxi - Uncertainty in Xi» 
V7-T0! Ucw - Cooling water average velocity (m/s). 
1720! Vf - Cooling-water volumeiric flow (?t'''3/s). 
1730! X •■- Independent variable, inJunction Y=f(X>.  Used for curve fitting by 
1740!      least squares method/, 
1750! Xbar - Arithmetic mean of M. 
V7B0! Xi - Sreek "Xi-" in Petukhov5 sj < squat ion Nu=-HRe ,Pr >. 
1770! Y - Dependent variabie in"'funptiof| Y=f(X>.  Used for curve fitting by 
1780! ••    least squares-method. 
1730! Ybär - Arithmetic «tean of Y .- 
1800! 
181.0! . 
1820!     ■■■■"■:• 
1-830. COM /Hfg/ C5CS-)' 
.1-840 COM  /Muw/.C2(8> 
1350. COM  /RhouV  C3(S> 
13S0 COM  /Kw/-C4(5) 
1870 COM /Cpw/' C5(5) 
1880 COM ./Urho/ CB(5) ' 
1890 COM /UcpV C7U). 
1.900 COM /Uk/ G8<4> ■ 
1310 COM /Umu./ C9(7> 
1320 COM /Upr/ Ci0U> 
1930 COM /Uh'fg/ CM (4) ' ' ' ' 
1340 OIM Array*27,S5 
1950! 
19B0! Read  function  constants. 
1970 DATA -0.3591 743SE-9JZ!. 2321369SE-5,-0.30437402E-4 
249 
1980 DATA 0.I0148364E-2.-0.23700473E1 ,0.2S005t'97E4 
I960 READ CU«> 
2800 DATA 0.J3788S9E-11,-0.50954132E-9,0.1032S148E-S,-0.i1S73223E-4 
2010 DATA 0.8?36755E-3,-0.4512923E-U@. 18275094E1 ,-3.S3745948E2,0.180013E4 
2020 READ C2<*> v* .*••'. ' 
2030 DATA -0.8S244597E-11 .0.390S7797E-8 ,~®-7S31S631E-S,0-38!2944SE-4 
2040 DATA—0.30737942E-2,0.70E40968E-j ,0.89981032E3 
2050 READ €3^*;- . 
20E0 DATA -0,51 282051E-8,0.18735431g-=,H3,23712121E-3 
2070 DATA 0.30282G34E-2,0.18SS3438E],0.5ES03333E3 
2080 READ G4(*>- - '  -': 
2090 DATA -4.84U511E-8,I.52S196E'5,-» .34p723liE^3 ,. 1 ! 450S4 ,-3.431 451 ,4218.853 
2100 READ C5<*> ■■■■•' 
2110 DATA -S.J7467582E-11,1.9533ifS85E-3^3.358745245-8,2.S4388338E-4 
2120 DATA -1 .8I475'884E-2,0.70S4Ö8B8E-1 
2130 READ CS(*> ■ . ■■'". 
2140 DATA -24,2057555E-3,S. i 1S784E-5 .-5-.5401S27E-3 , .2290128 ,-3.431 451 
2150 READ C7(*> ...,'. 
2130 DATA -2.564i©255E-8,0.74941724E-3,-ai7H363S3E-3 
2)70 DATA 0.605S52S8E-2,0.18883438EW 
218-0 READ C3<*7 ' 
2190 DATA- 0.8S30352E-11,-3.5SB78824E-9 ,0.81374376E-S,-0.59391 1 15E-4 
2200 DATA 3.494702E-3,-'! .353S769E-»! ,8, 3S5501 38E1 .-8.6374S948E2 
2210 READ C9<*> 
2220 DATA -1 .1 8SS1 07E-7 ,S. 9S551 E-rS ,-S ,24544785-4 ,2.117715SE-2 ,-. 46 1 S8S5 
2230 READ CJ0<«) v ■ 
2240 DATA -4-. 8458743E-B ,9.2354784E-4 ,-9. 14822€5E-2 ,2 .029G728 ,-2370.0473 
2253 READC1U*) ■'     • ■ 
22SS !  . ... 
2270 BEEP > 
228« INPUT "SI YE THE NAME OF THE EXISTING DATA PILE" ,D_fiie$ 
2290 ASSIGN @Fiis TO D_fiie$ 
2300 PRINTER IS .701'. 
2310 Nrun=14 
2320 BEEP 
2330 INPUT" "ENTER THE NUMBER OF DATA POINTS (Defaults 4)",Nrun 
2340 ENTER: ©File; If g ,l'mc ,Ipc 
.2350 ENTER @FiIe;Ddd ,Ddd ,Ddd 
23S0 ENTER §Fiie-;Di-,Droot 
2370 !■••'.■-.- 
233© ! Initialise tube geometry and thermal conductivity. 
2390 L=. 13335  : ■ ■ . ■■■■ 
.2400 L! =.080325 
2410 L2=. 034925. 
2420 Areacorr=9.182J4E-S 
2430 IF lnc=0 THEN Km=390,8 
2440 IF   Ine»?   THEN  Kit=14.3: 
2450 IF   Imc*2- THEN  Kn-231.8 
250 




2500 IF Ipc=2 THEN 
251®    Aip5m=.8'i5 
2520 Ualpsrc=.014i 
2532    Utstm=.2 
2S4S ELSE 
2553        .  ftlpsi>i=.8Z7  ... 
25G0 Ualpsm=.307S 
2570 ütstn=.4 
2580 END  IF. 
2590 Uctz=.0S • 
2800 Ukft=1.0 
2610 U-fm=.5 . 
2520 I   . 
2S3© Rm=L06<Droot/Di )/'( 2 .0*?I*L.*Kre ) 
2S40 R=PI*Di 
2S50 A=\Qroot"2-Di'''2 )*PI/4.0 
2EB0 PRINT. USING " IX ," "Uncertainty analysis done ori file: "",t0ft";D_fi 
ls$ .... 
2570 PRINT 
2SS0 PRINT, USING " IX ," "Uncertainty in coolant temperatures:       "" ,Z ..M5 ,"" ( 
degC)H,,niUqts 
2590 PRINT USING  "IX/"Uncertainty  in  steal",  teaaperature: ""rZ.30,""   ( 
degC)""";Utstw '■.,,' 
2700 PRINT USIN6 "1X , ""Uncertainty in tupa thermal conductivity:   "",2.30,"" ( 
W/m^K>""".;-Ukm '.•"-•■• .      
2710 PRINT USING " 1X ," "Uncertainty. in-£Hui!»«t ar reading: "",L.t>0,""   ( 
pet fiow)""";Ufm ..... 
2720 PRINT -• 
2730 !     ■■     ■ 
2740 ! Read file and compute necessary values tor  Wilson iteration.  Store 
2750 I these values in Array for iterative processing. 
2750 FOR J=0 TO NrunH 
27?0 ■! '   . .... 
2730 ! Calculate the properties of the cooling water at its avg temperature. 
2790 ! Based on these properties-,'Calculate omega by Petufchov theory. 
2300 i Calculate the -uncertainties of the fluid properties and the variables. 
2810    ENTER SFiiesFm ,T1 ,T2 Jstsap» ,Qdd ,Qdd ,Ddd ,Ddd ,Ddd 
2S20   . Md=( ;S763*Fm+1 .3421 2 >*FNRhW. TI )/■] .£+6 
2S30    Urhotl=FNUrho(Tl ,Uqtz> 
2843    P1=Urhotl*(Fm+1 .9845) 
2850    P2=Ufn*FNRhou(T1 ) 
2860   • Um.d-S.763E-S*(Pi "2-!-P2"2 )A.5 




23S0 ütavg=Uqtz*(2.0 )>.b/>.0 
2900' .■! 
2310 C'pcu)=FNCpw(Tavg ) 
2920 ■ . !Jcp=FNUcp(Tavg,Utavg> 
2930. I 
2940 Rhocu=FNRhow<Tavg> 
2350 .-•■ .Urhb=FNürho( Tavg ,Utavg ) • 
29S© ! 
2570 Kcw=FNKw(7aVg > .. • 
2980 ■■     Ukw=FNUk<Tavg,UtavQ> 
2380 ! 
3000 •  ■   Mucw=FNf1uuj<Tavg} 
3010 Umii=FiMünu( Tavg .Utavg ) . 
3020 .-.■■•   i .     •..    .                                 - 
030 '. , Prcw=FNFru(Tävg). 
3040 Upr=FNÜpr(Tavg,Utavg> 
3050 . i 
386.0 \}f=Md/Rhocu          •   -. 
3070 . :. you=4.0*i!f/(Pl*DiA2-^reöcorr ) 
30S8 .. P3=Umd'/ttd          , . ;' • 
3030 P4=ürho/Rhocw" 
3100 Uvc«»Vc'w*(P3A2+P4''2)A.5 
3110 - !              • ' .  ■ 
3!20 Rei-Rhocw*Ucw*Di/Mucw 
3130 .PS=Uvcw/Vctö ■ 
3140 PS^Umu/Mucw ■ ■ 
3150 ... üre=Rei*(P4'-2+P5"2+PSA2)'4.5 
31-60 - ! 
3170 Xi«tt.82*L6T<Rai)-1.64)A<-2) 
31.80 Üxi=T.58*XiAi.5*Ure/Rei '•■' 
3190 ■ !            ■■•. ■■.. 
3200 ■. Ppk 1*1 „.0+3.4*Xi 
3210 •.ÜppKl=3-.4*Uxi  ' 
3220 i-     :      ■•,...■ 
3230 Ppk2=1l.7+1.8*Prcu";-l.0/3.0) 
~"40 -Upp'k2=.S*Prcw*<'-4./3. )*Upr 3L. 
3250 •! 
oci Ppl=( Xi/Si..0>-*Sg.i*Prcw      ... 
3270 P7=üxl/Xi 
3288 P3=Upr/Prcw  ■. 
3290 P9=Ure/Rei 
3300 üpp!=Ppl*<P7A2+P3A2+P9A2i*.S 
3310 .    i 
3320 Pp2=Ppkt.+Ppk2*<Xi/8.0)?..5*(PrcwA.SSS7-l .0) 
3330 P!0=üppkr/.(Pp2-Ppk1> 
3340 PH =Uppk2/P.pk2 
3350 P1 2*( 2. *PPCU>"<-. 3333 )*Upr?/( 1, *(Rrcw"'( .S6B7)-1 . ) 





















































Uomega=Omega * ( P I 3"2+P i 4 " 2 ' '"', 5 
Calculate the iog-nsan-tewp-di f fter-snca after correct ing 
frictionai effects of heating.  Then calculate the heat 
overall heat, transfer coeffieiant awd their uncertain*ie 
■Tcor=FNTfric(Vcw) 
Utcor=( 2 . »2 . 4SS9874E-3*Vcw-'6 . S4B7683E-4 )*Uvcw 
\       :        ■ i .- . 
7rise=T2-T1-Tcor  ■■- 
•  Utrise=<2.0*UqtzA2+UtcorA2>".S 
!   . ..■•'...■• 
. Lmtd=Tri5e/LöS< CTsteam^T) >■/; Tätsais-Te+Tcar )» 
. Pi-5=U.trise/Lwtd •.        - 
R1.6=<.T1-T2+Tcor>»Utstit/< (T§tsaw*-T> )■*( Ts1;aa(»|-T2+Tcor >) 
Pl7-Uqtz/<Tsteam-Tt )■■'"-' 
P13=U.qt2/(T5tea«-T2+Tcpr ' 
P?9=Utcor/(TsteamrT2+Toer>   ' 
Ul-mt.d=Lmtd-,''2/Tri5e*(P1.5:'2+E!b"2+P1 7s2+PISf2+p{?*2 )n .5 









P22=Uqp/Qp<      • 
■P23-Ulntd/Lntd 
Uuo=Uo*<P22A2+P23"2>'\5 
!   Store  the. necessary  values   for  Wilson   iteration. 
Array< J-,0 ).=7stearr. 
ftrray( J ,1 ;=Kcw 
Array<J ,2>=Qp 
Array(J,3 >=Uc 
Array( J...4 }=öwega 
Array(: J ,5 )=Uomega 
Array(J TS)=Ukw 
Array.S J ,7)=U.uo 
Array!J,8>=Uqp ,       " 
NEXT   .],■■•.. 
















































i Iterate, for. Gi and Alp until they converge uitnin 3.öa/: 






FOR J=0 TO Nrun-1 
Tätear»i=Array< J ,0) 
■ Kcuf=Array( J , 1 ) 
Qp=ftrray(J,2> 
• Uo=Array(J ,3 ) 
Qmega=Array< J ,4 )•■ 
i 
[..Solve  for Two  by   iUrat ic>n' and than   Sind Hi. 
Tuo=Tsteam-5.0 ■ -■   ■   • • 
Tf iiri=(Tstea«+2.0*Tuio )/3.3-   •— • 
Rhof=FNRhow(Tfiim> -   -      . ;    ■ 
Kf=FNKw(Tfiin> 
iv!uf=FNMuw(T.?ilr»i) 
Hfgf=FNHFs(Tf tIn> + -B&*FNGpw(Tf il«)*< TsteaPi-Tuio2 
New=(Kf'3*9..81*Hfgf*Rhof';2/(Muf*DrQot*iT5tean-iuio 
Bo=Aip*New   j ;    ■ 
Twoc=Tsteam-Qp/Ho 
IF .A8S< <Tuioc-Tiitp)/TuiQG )> 
Two=Twoc 
GOTO 4020 
END IF . 
Hi=Kcw/Di*Ci*Qpiega 
M=<.Hi*P/<Km*A)P. 5 




II   THEN 
lompute  the Wilson1 i^a'tsi .points   for   linear regression. 
X=Droot*N.ew*L/(0w«Ba*Kcw*tL-t'U1*FeHL2*F-e2 )•) 









and intercept of the Modified W 
compute Alpe- and Cic.  Compare-.-ujit 
liK ~.,~ ^.  If, out of tolerance, average their v 
analysis with the revised-values. 
Compute the slope 















4333 SxxsSur*x2-SuitxA2/Nrun • <   ■■ 





4390 Cic=1.0/Slope . 
4400 Aipc=1.ö/Mtercept 
4418 Cerr=ASS((Cic-Ci )/Cic) 
4420 Aerr=ABS< <Aipc-Alp >/AIpc ) 
443® Ci=(Ci+Cic>/2.0 
444© Alp=(Alp+Aipc>/2.0 
4450 IF Cerr>..000SQR Aerr>.8005 THEN GOTO 3373 
4460 !''■'■ . 
4478 ! Once final values of Ci and Alp are feupd, compute the regression 
44.80 i coefficient of the Modified- Üi'lsor, plot.' 'Firvd the enhancements for 
4430 i constant heat flux and constant temperature drop across the film. 
4500 »' Determine the-uncartairrtv bands about Alp. Ci , and the enhancements 
4510 ! based on a 95% confidence interval and Nrun-2 degrees of freedom. 
4523 I Print-results. ■ ' ■ 
4530 Syy=Sur*y2-'Nrun*Ybar*2 ' 
4548 Sse=Syy-Slope*Sxy.'    '■ 
4550 Sigmahat2=Sse/(Nrun-2.0> 
4560 Tau-Z.J-73 . ! For a 95% confidence interval with 12 deg freedom. 
4570 IF Nrun-28 THEN Tau-2.056 
4530 Ü5iope=Tau*(Si:g«a-hat2/.SxA- \n .5   
.4530 Uci=Uslope/(SIope*Siope> 
45.00 Untercp.t=Tau*<Si-gmahat2*< 1 .0/Nrun+>(b«r"2/5xx ) )".5 
4R.10 Ualp=UntercDt/(NterceDt*Ntercept > 
4S?S PRINT USING   "1X,""Uncertainty   in Si.:" \25fc,0D.2D,"B     (pct> ?Uci<H00./Ci 
.4630 PRINT  USING   "IX,'"Uncertainty  in  Alp:"" ,Z*X .D0.2D ,""     (pet) »Ualp*»00./* 
ip. - 
4640 ■ IF. Ifg-1   THEN 
4650       •■' Et=Aip/Alpsm     • - 
4650     '••   'üet=Et*(<Ualp/Aip )*2+( Ualpsw/Alpsm, V2 >".5 
■4670 ''--'■■■  Eq=Ef(4.0/3.0> 
4680 '■•• ••: Ueq=1.333*Uet*£t*<1 ./3. >   _ 
4SS0 PRINT USING "IX,""Uncertainty in Enhancement (const f lux ,•: •'" ,äX ,Di~ .*D , 
(pet )""";Ueq*1'00./Eq ,. „      op 
4700 PRINTUSINS "1X,""Uncertainty in Enhancement (const DsiT ):"" ,iX ,QD.^ , 
(pet)""")Uet*100./Et 
47 5 0 END IF -    - ■• . 
4730 PRINT USING "8X/"'Uncertainty' Uncertainty  Uncertainty Uncertainty  Unce 
rtainty1'"" .... __ 
4740 PRINT USING " 10X ," "Overall     Outside      Inside       Heax 
•i "* ir" " " '       f     ' 
4750 PRINT USING "MX,""H.T.C.      H-T.,C?;     H.T.C.       Flux       Dei 
255 
tai 















































! Calculate and prini is RSF-cent uncertainties in-Uc, Hi, Ho ., Qp , and 
Hoavg-0. 
Uhoavg=0. •"•■■"■    ■■■.■■■• 
FOR J=0 TO Nrurs-1 
Tstsarn=Array< J ,0 ) 





■Ukw=Array(J ,6 ) 
Uuo='Array(-J ,7 ) 
Uqp=ftrray<J ,8 >' 
i 
'.   Hi=Kcw/Di*.Ci*Oroega 
P24=Uonega/0nega ; 
■P25='Jci/C'i ■•■-''■■ 








. Kf=FNKw<Tfili?i> ";    ■ ■•:..'.■ 
Muf=FNMuw(Tfilw> 
Hfgf=FNHfg(TfilM)+.5&*FNCpw('T>ftlPi>*Txf 
MewKKf 3*9,.81 *Hfgf *Rhpf n2*t Muf *proot*Txf ) >A .25 
P3g-3.-0*FNUk(7fiim,Utfam>/Hf     • 
P40-< (FNUbf g( Tf i im ,'üt f i In } )*2+i v6$+7* ? *FNUcp( Tf i In ,Ut f i In ) > A2+( .68*FNCp 
w>*Utxf >'.2>%:5   . 
P40=?P40/Hfgf. • .■■■:'■ 
P4-1 -2. 0*FNUrho( T f i in ,Ut f i 1 n >/Rhof 
P42=FNUmu(Tfiim,Utf i.lm)/Mu:f. •     • 
P43=Utxf/Txf 
Uneixi=.25*Naw*(P39A2+P40"2rP41 A2+P42"24-P43A2 )A .5 
Ho=Ai:p*Mew 
Uho=( (ALp*Unew >A2f (New*Ua-lp ')'"2 )A .5 
Tu'oc=Tsiearn-Qp/Ho 
Uiwoc-(Ut5tmA2 + ^Uqp/Ho)"2*«Qp*Uho/(Ho*Ho))"2 >A.5 
256 
5213   -IF AB3(\Twoc-Two>/Twoc>>.301 THEN 
5220       Two=Tu/oe-: ...:'■ 
5230       .Utwo-Utwoc 
5240      . BOTQ 501-0 
5250    END IF ■■'•.■ 
52S0 ! 
5270   PRINT.USING "iX ,DD ,5(8* ,00.00 V; J-fcl ,Uue*!00/Uo ,Uho*100/Ho ,Uhi*130/Hi ,Uqp 
*100/Qp ,Utx'f*iS0/Txf ■    • 
5230 NEXT J       ..•-;.■■ 
5290 END   
5303 !'■'■'■ 
5310 !   •        . 
5320 !■■•." 
5330 ! 
534© DEF FNHfg(T) ,        ,    . 
5350 ! This function takes saturation temp EdegCJ af uiatar ana returns xa.ent 
S3S0 i heat of vaporization iJ/kg3. 
53:70- ! 
5330: COM- /Hfg/ CK5)  - ' 
5350 Hfg=C1{®; 
5400 FOR :I = ! TO S 
5410 Hfs=Hfg*T+CKI> 
5420 NEXT I■ 





54S0 !       ..■-■■ 
5430 DEF FNMuu<:T>    : ,,„-,•*. 
5500 ■! This- function takes saturation temperatures (?f water t-degCj and returns 
5510 ! viscosity [kg/m-sl. 
5523 ! . 
5530 COM  /Mliw/ C2(8)  ■ ... 
5540 Mu=C2<0> 
5S50 FOR.1=1 TO 8 
S5S0    Ku=Mu*T+C2<I) 
5570 NEXT I - ■ 
5580 Mu=Mu*i.E-S 
5590 RETURN Hü      ' 
5600 FNENO 
5510 ! ; 
5S20 !   '        . 
5S30 !, 
5640 DEF FNCpwCT) ' 
5550 ! This function takes saturation tempi pf water [degCl and returns 
5S6© ! specific heat [J/kg-K], 



















































FOR 1=1 TO'5 V 
Cp=Cp*T+'C5< I ) 




! ■      • 
!•■  . ■'•■''' 
DEF FNRhoui(T) 
l This function takes'water temp EdegCl and returns density £kg/eT3]. 
I 
COM /R-how/ C3CS-) ' ' - 
Ro=C3<0). 
FOR 1=1 TO S : "• 
.• ■Ro-Ro*T+'C3< I > •—■'•• 
NEXT I : 
RETURN Ro  ' 
FNEND 
DEF FNPrw(T). 
!   This  function  takes  uiat-*r  temp  IdegQ]  and ret 
! ■    ■ '  ' 
Prui=FNCpw<T)*FNMuw(T )/FNKw4JT^ ■ .■•■   ' • ' 
RETURN Pru ■'■ 
FNEND 
urns Prahdt1 Number. 
DEF FNKw(T) 
!. This function takes water tapp C 
••coefficient EW/m-Kl.       •- • 
■'!•.■:..■•..■■:■•'..■ 
COM 7Kw/ C4(5> 
Kw=C4(0> 




RETURN. Kw    . 
FNEND 
DEF'FNTanh(X) 
CJ and returns thermal conductivity 
258 
S1S3 i   This'-function  computes  tha  hyperbolic   tangent  of  3  number. 




S2T0- RETURN  Tanh 
622© FNEND 
6230 !■-,''■ ■■:••■ 
6240 i 
5250 ! 
62S3 DEF FNTfric(Ucw) 
8270 I This function takes coolant velocity Lfn/sJ and returns the increase in 
S230 i water temp CdegCl due solely to friotionai heating of the internal 
8290 I flow.  This increase was ■•determined by-aurv^ fitting the tenp rise 
6308 !•-obtained by circulating'oooiant at velocities .ranging from 1.1 to 4,5 
6310 i in/3. through tubes of l'!0'.--?2. i 4 to 1 3. 3<?'-w<' with HtftTEX insert. 
6329 !■ ... ■      " '■■   ;' 
6330 Tcor=2;4SS9874E-3*ycw',2-6.6467BS9E-4^Ucw-S,?!|i5371E-4 
5348 RETURN'Tcör' 
6353 FNEND, ■•...'' 
636© -.!. .. .;.■•• ü'.'"" 
6370 ! >•'••'•'■ 
6330 ! "•'■■'. 
5390 DEF FNUmufT,Ut) ''•'■; 
6438 !.. .This-.function calculate? the uncertainty in viscosity as a function of 
34i0 * the uncertainty in temperature and a•precision, error of 0.1. 
6428 ! - 
6430 COM /Umu/ C9(7> 
544® Umu=C3<0>   
6450 FOB 1-1 ■■•TO 7 
6480  • ■ Unu-Umu*T+C9<.I ) 
S470 NEXT J- 
6480 Umu=(-üsnü*Ut + ; :•)./! .E+6 
5430 RETURN Umu . 
6500 FNEND • "■■ 
5510 !•.-. 
6520 i 
6530 I • •  ■■•■■■ ■ ■■;■;-■ ■ . ; ■  • ' 
6540 DEF FNUrho4 7.,Ut > ■ • .' \ 
5550 1. This, function calculates tha uncertainty in density as a function of in« 
55B0 ! uncertainty in temperature snd a (3,Si ■ kg/m'S precision error. 
5570 ! • ■• ■'•'•■ 
S5S0 COM /Urho/ C6<5> ... 
5593 Urho=C6<0) • ■  • 
6530 FOR 1=1.TO 5 
GSV0 Urho=Ürho*T+C8(I) •• 
6S20 NEXT  I 





















































c heat as a rune*ion 
precision error. 
DEF FNUcp(T,Ut ) 
! .Thrs function calculates the uncertainty in specif: 
'•! .of the uncertainty in temperature• ä«d ä 1,8 J/kg-K 
i 
COM /Ucp/ C7<4> 
Ucp=C7(0) 







DEF FNUk(.T,Ut i 
■i This function calculates *He uncertainty in water thermal conductivity 
I as a function of tenpefp^P  snd a 0.IE.-3 precision error, 
! "'.■'•      .; 
COM /Ut.;./ C8<4> 
Uk=C8(0) 
FOR 1=1 TO.4 
Uk=Uk*T*C8«I> 
..NEXT -I 
Uk=(Uk.*Utr.1 )/! .E+3 
RETURN Uk 
FNEND 
DEF FNUpr£T,Ut > 
! This function.calculates the uncertainty in Prandti number as a function 
!: of temperature and a'Ovpi precision error. 
,   . -: ....-.r, .^._, t : 
CQM.',/Upr/.C10(4>  .      "-■'  ■-••'; ■■'• ■< '•' ■ ',■•■- 
Upr=Ci0(0)       ' 























BEF FNUhfg(7,Ut ) 
rhi; function calculates the uncertainty in iatsnt heat 




COM /Uh'fg/ Cl I i 4 ) 
Uhfg=Ct1(0) 







Uncertainty analysis done on file: SSMTV3 
.incsrtai? in coolant temperatures: 
Uncertainty in steam temperature: 
uncertainty in tube therrtsl conductivity: 
Uncertainty in flowmeter reading: 
0.350 (degC ) 
0.200 ( deg'G) 
1 ,000 (W/m-K ) 
0.500 (act flow 
Uncertainty in Ci : 
Uncertainty in Alp: 
Uncertainty Uncertainty 
Outside Overai i 
H.T.C 
(net ) 








5 13. SS 
10 13.09 





















4 .82 (pet ) .. 
2 
.37 (pet > 
i -'-    •           *» 
Uncsir-'tainty • Uncertainty Uncertainty 
.Inside ' Heat Film 
-
:
 -h\T,G, Flux Delta! 
(ps-t ) (pet > (pet) 
4.07 13.34 1 .48 
4.09 11 ,71 11 .99 
4.11 10.53 1 1 .51 
4.14 3.00 9.91 
4,2! 7159 8.52 
4.34 5.27 7.12 
4.^7 5.13 B.14 
4.67 5.»2 2.13 
4.34 E.27 7.13 
4.21 7.51 S.44 
4.14 8,98 B.89 
4.11 ! 0.37 11.45 
4,09 12,86 12.34 
i'.®7 13;29 15.07 
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Uncertainty analysis done on file: 
Uncertainty in coolant temperatures: 
Uncertainty in steam temperature: 
Uncertainty in tube thermal conductivity: 
Uncertainty in fiowfteter reading: 
SSMTAM 
0.05® (degC ) 
0.230 (degC) 
1.008 <W/m-K ) 
8.500 (pet flow) 
Uncertainty in Ci: 














(.pet ) (pet) 
23.12 7.43 








13.08 3. SB 






















as (Ret) .. 




(pet ) (pet) 
1 3.35 14.93 
12.27 13.77 





5.15  • 6.10 
\ 6.34 7.33 
7.S0 8.55 
.9.07 10.03 




Uncertainty analysis done on file: S1BV1 
Uncertainty \r:  coolant temperatures: 0.050 (riegC ) 
Uncertainty in steam temperature; 0.2te0 (deg^ i 
Uncertainty in tube thermal conductivity: 1.008 (W/m-K> 
Uncertainty in flowmeter reading:      . 0.580 (pet flow) 
Uncertainty in Ci: 3.52  (pet) .. 
Uncertainty in'Alp: 2,S3  (pet) 
Uncertainty in Enhancement (const flux»! 4'.26  (pet) 
Uncertainty in Enhancement (const BelT); 3.20  (pet) 
Uncertainty Uncertainty Uncertainty- Uncertainty Uncertainty 
Overall     Outside      Ias ids       Heat        Film 
H.T.C.      H.T.C.      H.T.C       Flux       OeltaT 
(pet)       (pet)       <j?cU       ipci) (pet) 
I 19.98 4.89 --3.58 -    11.54 12.58 
4.37 3.60 13.15 11.15 
3.SB 3.62 8.S9 10.01 
3.64 3.6S 7.82 8.84 
3.40 3.73 6.77 7.88 
3.23 3.88 5.65 5.S2 
3.12 4.24 4.72 6.23 
2.77 4.24 4,72 . 2.74 
3^22 ' 3.83 S.60 6.87 















3.S3 3.86 7.81 8.84 
3.S5 3.62 S.88 9.89 
4.22 .3.50 13.25 10.73 
4.91 3.58 11.33 12.46 
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Uncertainty analysis done on file: i'°"t 
Uncertainty in coolant temperatures: 0.050 <degC ; 
uncertainty in steam temperature". 0.28® tdegC> 
uncertainty in tube thermal conductivity: i.000 (W/rc-K ) 
Uncertainty in fiawmetar reading: 0.500 (pet flow) 
Uncertainty in Ci: 3--;* {?ci] 
Uncertainty in Alp: 2,61  (pet) 
Uncertainty in Enhancement (const flux>; 4.1?  >.pct> 
Uncertainty in Enhancement Cconst' Qe}%) i— 3-'3 <pct) 
Uncertainty Uncertainty Uncertainty Uncertainty Uncertainty 
Overall Outside Inside Heat Film 
H.T.C. H.T.G. H,T,G. Flux Delta! 
(pet) (pet >■' . (pet.) (pet ) (pet) 
1 19.78 2.65 3.45 11.42- 1 .80 
2 17.84 4.32 3.45 10,31 11 .23 
3 15.71 .3.81 3.49 8.09 10.08 
4 13.52 3.57 3.53 7.83 8.81 . 
5 11 .89 3.34 3.El 5,81 7.85 
S S.52 3.15 3.76 5 ;63 6.87 
t . 7.55 3.P5 4.]3 4,72 8.2S 
8 7.57 2.70 4.13 4.73 2.78 
9 S.55 3.»S v,>' S S.35 6.89 
10 1 1 .50 3.32 3,51 6.70 7.78 
11 1 3.49 ■ 3.57 3.53 7.82 8.82 
12 . 1 5.44 3.8S 3,49 8. 33 5.92 
13 1 7.68 4.30 3.4S 10.22 1 1 . 1.8 
14 13.69 4.SI 3r45 1 1 .33 12.33 
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Uncertainty analysis done on file: 528'^? 
Uncertainty in coolant temperatures: 
Uncertainty in steam temperature! 
Uncertainty in tube thermal conductivity; 
Uncertainty in flowmeter reading; 
Uncertainty in Ci: 
Uncertainty in Alp: 
Uncertainty in Enhancement, (const flux):- 
Uncertainty in Enhancement (cob^t DelT): 
Uncertainty Uncertainty Unsertainty Uncertainty Uncertainty 
Overall     Outside 
a .050 (degC 5 
a .200 I. degC) 
r 000 (.U/m-K > 
s • S00 (pet flow) 
2 48 (pot) 
:I8 •pet ) 
3 ,SI i 'rr*  > 
a- ■ 17. «pet > 
■H.T.C.      H.T.G. 
(pet )       Cpot;> 
[8.89 
16.99 
** ! 5.43 
4 1-3.31 

























neide • Heat l-lil«! 
. T •. G. Flux rvi * =f 
pet ) (pet) (pet ) 
■2.56 10.SI 1 1 .77 
2.59 a,82 10.65 
2,62 8.53 3.78 
2.88 7.7t 8.59 
2.77 fi.5? 7.53 
2.97 5.53 6.57 
3.43 4.S9 6.15 
3.43 4.S9 3.02 
2.57 5.52. s.ss 
2.7? S.54 7.50 
2.S8 7.58 8.55 
8.84 9.63 
2.59 10.01 1 0. 83 
2. SB 11.21 12,08 
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Uncertainty in ui 
S28V2 
0.050  (degC 
Uncertainty analysis cone on file: 
Uncertainty in coolant temperatures: 
Uncertainty in steam temperature: ••    -  0-200 (degC) 
Uncertainty in tube thermal conductivity:   1.000 (W/m-i; 
Uncertainty in fiowmeter reading: 
3:05 (pc-! 
Uncertainty in Alp: 2-^    (PC*> 
Uncertainty in Enhancement (const flux>:   4.36 <Pc-> 
Uncertainty in Enhancement (const OelT->f'   3.19 (set ) 
Uncertainty Uncertainty Uncertainty Uncertainty Uncertainty 
Overall Outside; Inside Heat Film 
H.T.C. H.T.C*" H.T.C. Flux DeltaT 
(pet ) <pct ) <P?t>' (pet ) (pet) 
) 19.20 4.S2 -3.11 11 .09 12.15 
L. 17.40 4.2! 3J3 10.05 11 .07 
15.38 3.35 3. IS, 8.90 9.88 
4 13.37 3.58 3,?t 7.75 8.80 
5 H .43 3.37 3.29 6.SB 7.81 
B 9.45 3.22 3.45 5.59 
5.94 
*-5 7.B2 3.'14 3.SS 4.76 6.47 
8 7.5S 2.79 3, SB 4.75 3.04 
9 9.55 3.23 3-45 5.55 7.0! 
10 11 .58 3.38 3.29 S.75 7.51 
1 ! 13.60 3.60 3:2» 7.88 8.93 
12 15.48 3.8S 3.is 8.95 9.95 
13 17.33 4.2® 3.13 10.05 ! 1 .06 
14 19.78 4.4S 3.11 11.42 1 1 .91 
3.500 (pet flow) ! 
i 
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Uncertainty analysis done on file: 32SU3 
Uncertainty in coolant temperatures: 0.050 (degC> 
Uncertainty in steam temperature:.     • 0.200 <degC> 
Uncertainty in tube thermal conductivity: 1.000 (W/m-K) 
Uncertainty in fiowmeter reading: . 0.580 (pet flow) 
Uncertainty in Ci: 
Uncertainty in Alp: ..... 
Uncertainty in Enhancement (eonst- fiux>s 
Uncertainty in Enhancement (edpst DelT): 
Uncertainty Uncertainty Uncertainty 
Overall     outside     -Inside 






























































Heat        Film 
Flux       Delta! 































Uncertainty analysis dons on fils 538U2 
Uncertainty in coolant temperatures: 0.058 (degC) 
Uncertainty in steam temperature: 8.200 (degC ) ^ 
Uncertainty in tube thermal conductivity: 1.000 iW/m-K) 
Uncertainty in flowmeter reading:     • 0.588 (pet flow) 
Uncertainty in Ci: 2.S§ < pet J 
Uncertainty in Alp: y3? <Pet> 
Uncertainty in Enhancement (const flux): 3.4® (pet) 
Uncertainty in Enhancement (const DelT): 2.55 (pet) 
Uncertainty Uncertainty Uncertainty Uncertainty Uncertainty 
Overall Outside      Inside       Heat        Film 
H.T.C. H.T.G.      H.T.-C'. >     Flux       DeltaT 
(pet) (pet)       (pet)       <pet)       (pet) 
1 22.20 4.70 2,76. 12.32 13.09 
2 20.00 4.32 2.78 11.55 12.41 
3 17.50 3.73 :   2.31 10.12 10.91 
4 15.22 3.27 2.67 8.8 I 9.61 
5 12.91 2.90 2.96 7.51 8.33 
6 10.62 2,63 . 3.14 6.25 7.19 
/ 8.26 2.45 3.58 5.10 5.28 
3 8.26 1.99 3.58 5.10 2.72 
3 10.54 2.63 3.14 6.21 7.14 
13 12.90 2.90 2.96 7.50 8.32 
11 IS.29 3.23 2.87 8,85 9.55 
12 17.56 3.74 2.31 10.15 10.98 
13 19..91 4.30 1! .50 12.35 
14 22.25 5.00 2.7B 12.87 13.32 
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.mv alvs: acne on \ s.• zaa\ 
Uncertainty in coolant temperatures'; 
Uncertainty in stea« temperature.' 
Uncertainty in tubs thermal conductiv: 
Uncertainty in fiowmeier reading; 
0.050 (degC ) 
0,2313 ( degC ) 
] ,000 ( w/m~K ) 
8.50® (pet flow) 
Uncertainty in Li: 
Uncertainty in Alp: 
'uncertainty in Enhancement {const fiux>< 
Uncertainty in Enhancement (const palT); 
v _ 7 2 ( n c t ) 
3 .-27 (pet) 
3.80 <pct> 









Uncertainty     Uncertainty     Uncertainty     Uncertainty 
Outside Inside Heat 
H.T.C. W,T,G. Flux 
verail 
H. 1 -     /*\ 
i pc i, ) 




1 5, .S3 
1 2 , 
13, ,38 
8, • tC-J 
























i D C t > 
3, ,-2S 
3, ■7,7, 
3. ■5? 1    *J   i- 
3, ,37 

















S, 1 i 
5.35 
5.03 
E 1 C 








v p C X .' 
, i.0 
1    0    . 83 
3, .57 
S. .33 












Uncertainty analysis done on file: S48U1 
Uncertainty in coolant temperatures: 0.050 (degC ) 
Uncertainty in steam temperature: 8.200 <degC> 
Uncertainty in tube thermal conductivity:- 1.000 (W/m-K) 
Uncertainty in fiowmeter reading". •    ■• 0.500 (pet fiow) 
Uncertainty in Ci: 3.S7 (pet) 
Uncertainty in Alp: 2.52  (pet) 
Uncertainty in Enhancement (const flu;*:)! 4.88 (pet) 
Uncertainty in Enhancement (cqngt QelT): 3.©6  (pet) 
Uncertainty  Uncertainty Uncertainty  Uncertainty Uncertainty 
Overall     Outside Inside -   Heat Film 
H.T.C.      H.T.C. H.T.'.C. Flux Delta! 
(pet)       (pet) (pet) (pet) (pet) 
1       21.85       5.5B 5.83 -   12.62 13.75 
7       19.81        4.84 3.64 11,44 12.46 
3 17.45       4.24 3,67 1(1.09 H.09 
4 15.28       3.77 3.71 8.85 9.81 
5 12.9G        3.42 3.78 7.53 8.53 
S       10.B5       3.17 3.52 S.27 7-38 
7 8.3S        3.02 4.28 §.16 6.53 
8 8,35        2.B1 4.23 5.15 2.65 
3       10.74       3.18 3.32 6.32 7.44 
10 ■      12.90'       3.41 3;78 7.50 8.45 
11 15.31        3.77  ' 3,71 8.87 9.83 
12 17.74        4.24 3.67 10,25 11-25 
13 20.10        4.81 3.64 H.6! 12.61 
14 22.43                    5.6: 3.63 12,85 14.23 
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Uncertainty analysis done on file: S48V2 
Uncertainty in coolant temperatures: 0.050 (degC ) 
Uncertainty in steam temperature: 3.200 (degC.1 
Uncertainty in tube thermal conductivity: i .000 <W/m-K> 
uncertainty in fiowneter reading: 0.500 (pet flow) 
Uncertainty in Ci: 2.33 ('(act) 
Uncertainty in Alp: ''-53  {ppW 
Uncertainty in Enhancement (const flux): 3.0S  <pct) 
Uncertainty in Enhancement (const DelT): 2.3!  (ppt ) 
Uncertainty Uncertainty Uncertainty Uncertainty Uncertainty 
Outside      Inside Heat       Film 
H.T.C*.      H.T.C. plu>:       Delta! 
<pct )       <pcH <ppt 5       (pet) 
1 
3 17^33 3.57 2.25 10.02 10.80 
4 15.03 3,06 2.32 8.70 9.4 




















4.S9 -2. 19' 12.57 13.49 
4.IS 2.21 15,23 12.04 
2.17        2.65        6.14        b.3/ 
7       .        2.20       3.IS        5.13       b.^i 
8 
10 
11       .       3.06 S.73 3.46 
12 17.        3.56        2.25       10.02 10-79 
13 '              .                      4.14                    2.21                   M.31 12.10 
H                  22.                     4.83                    2.13                   12.74 13.64 
n 2














1.67 3.1 5.10 2.70 
5.19 7.03 
66 .4 7.38 8- 1 0 
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Uncertainty analysis done on file". 
Uncertainty in coolant temperatures: 
Uncertainty in steam temperature: 
Uncertainty in tube thermal conductivity: 
Uncertainty in flowmeter reading: 
0.050 (degC) 
0.200 (degC) 
i .0013 (W/M-K ) 
0.500 (pet flow) 
Uncert ainty in Ci: 1 .97 (pet) 
Uncertainty in Alp: i .36  (pet > 
Uncert. ainty in Enhan cement (cons t flux):    2 ,83 <pct> 
Uncert ainty in Enhan cepient (cons t DeiT):    2 .20 (pet) 
Uncertainty Uncertainty Uncertainty Uncertainty Uncertainty 
overall Outside Inside Heat Film 
H.T.C. H.T.C. • H.T.C. Flux DeltaT 
(pet ) (pet > (pet }■ (pet) (pet ) 
1 24.41 5.59 • -2.07 14.10 15.11 
2 21 .74 4.71 2.10 12.56 13.53 
3 19.28 3.91 2.14 11.14 11 .95 
4 JB.S7 3.27 2.21 9.S5 10.37 
5 14.19 2.78 2.32 8.24 8.95 
G 11 .SB 2.40 2.55 6.84 7.82 
7 9.15 2.15 3.«38 5.58 6.58 
e 9.18 2.12 .3.08 5.60 S.42 
9 11 .S3 2.40 2.55 6.82 7.60 
10 14.22 2.78 2.32 8.26 8.97 
11 16.82 3.28 2.21 9.73 10.46 
12 1 3.. 35 3.91 2.14 11.18 11 .99 
13 21 .94 4.69 2.10 12.57 13.62 
14 24.7! 5.68 2.07 14.27 15.42 
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Uncertainty analysis done on file: S/5V2 
Uncertainty in coolant temperatures: Ö.050 (degC ) 
Uncertainty in steam temperature: *-fJ  )°*&* 
Uncertainty in tuba thermal conductivity: =.000 W/^;  N 
Uncertainty in floater reading. 0-508 <pct rlou.) 
Uncertainty in Ci: ■- ,*f     J^JJ 
Uncertainty in Alp: ■ l'**     ;pCT 
Uncertainty in Enhancement, (const flux): - cs.T^ )Pcy 
Uncertainty in Enhancement (const Del-T): 2.34  vpcv) 
Uncertainty Uncertainty Uncertainty Uncertainty 
Overall     Outside      Inside       Heat 
H.T.C.      H.T.C.      H.T.C,       Fiux 
(pct>       <pct)       <pct>       <P«> 







3 ,9.SB        4.22  i 2.3? 11.54 
4 17.41        3.53 2.43 10-07 
5 14.60 2.98 2.54 8.4^ 
G l?.05 2-5B 2,?4 7.06 
7
        9.45        2.34 3-24     ..  5.75 
!.72 3.24        =♦ -b 
2'.59 2,74        7.05 
9 eg 2.54        8.52 
Üsi" 2.43        3-34 
4.20 2.37 11.44 
is       22.57       5.02 2-33 13.04 




















Uncertainty analysis done on file: S95U1 
Uncertainty in coolant temperatures: 0.050 (degC ) 
Uncertainty in steam temperature: 8.2(20 (degC) 
Uncertainty in tube thermal conductivitys 1.000 (W/m-K) 
Uncertainty in flowweter reading:   ' ■• ' 0.580 (pet flow) 
Uncertainty in Ci: ■• 3-35 (pet) 
Uncertainty in Alp: 2.34 (pet) 
Uncertainty in Enhancement (const flux)«-- 3,77 (pet) 
Uncertainty in Enhancement < const Del'T): 2.83 (pet) 
Uncertainty Uncertainty Uncertainty Uncertainty Uncertainty 
Overall Outside. Inside Heat Film 
H.T.C. H.T.C. H.TiG, Flux Delta!" 
(pet ) (pet) (pet ) (pet ) (pet) 
t 27.08 7.34 S.40 15, S3 17.27 
2 24.25 S.02 3.42 14.01 15.33 
3 21.55 4.98 3.45 12.45 13.53 
4- 18.41 4.17 3.49 10.55 11 .59 
5 15.89 3.80 3.57 5.22 10.11 
6 12.92 3.17 3.72 7.55 9.50 
7 10.10 2.91 4.10 6.10 7.25 
8 10.18 2.88 4. 10 6.15 7.10 
3 12.88 3.IB 3.72 7.53 8.48 
10 ■ 15.96 3.60 3.57 9.25 10.14 
1! 13.92 4.18 3.49 is; 94 1 1 .87 
12 21 .83 4.31 3.45 12.'S1 13.58 
13 24.94 5.87 3.42 14.41 15.52 
14 28.00 7.05 3.40 15.17 17.49 
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uncertainty analysis done on file: >95V2 
8.853 (ciegC) Uncertainty in coolant temperatures: 
Uncertainty in stean temperature: &-2M '; ^QU ; 
Uncertainty in tube thermal conductivity: 1.000 )*>"-»> 
Uncertainty in floui-eter reading: *>-^ <Pwt-tlou. 
Uncertainty in Ci: ' • ~ *~M 
Uncertainty in Alp: ^ ^--- ,     '' 
Uncertainty in Enhancement (const flux;: ~--^ ;P- 




Uncertainty Uncertainty Uncertainty Uncertainty Uncertainty 
H.T.C H.T.C.      H.T.C.       Flux 
23.04        4.35 
12.25        2.25 09       7.17 
9.S3'       1-94       ?--71 
9       12.23        2.24       d-V* 
10       14.79        2.G8 V I 
1       17.E5       3. 
25.79       5.93     =  1-47 
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Overall '   Outside      Inaide       Heat        t-i£ 
.. _ _       ,. T ^       u T r        Flux       Deltat 
<pct>'      (pet)       t'«»ct)       <pet>       <Pet> 
R7       5 95        1.47       '14.82       15.89 
1.51       13.31       14.30 
2033 4Ü1 1-67 11-75 12.50 
4 17.54 a.29 1-BD '«■'* 




8 3.Ö0 I-89 2'71 "■;- 7  pn 
_ .„   --, •>  7.1 ?.09 /.lb -d5 
8.59 3.23 
i;G6            10-21 1®-9! 
12                  23.33                    4.03                    1.57                    1.75 U.S. 
3                  2^07                    4.88                    1.51                   1^2 K.19 
?                  ^  ~n                    c  q*               :     1.47                  14.89 '5.94 
Uncertainty analysis done on file:        ■SsZbvH 
Uncertainty in coolant temperatures: 
Uncertainty in steam temperature: 
Uncertainty in tube thermal conductivity: 
Uncertainty in flowroeter reading: 
Uncertainty in Ci: 
Uncertainty in Aip: 
Uncertainty in Enhancement (const flux): 
Uncertainty in Enhancement (const OelT>: 
Uncertainty Uncertainty Uncertainty 
Overall     Outside      Inside 
H.T.C.      H.T.C.      H-T-Cv 
0.050 (degC) 
0.238 < decC) 
1 . 000 (W/M-K ) 
0.500 (pet flow) 
2.72 (pet ) 
1 .S3 (pot ) 
3.3E < pet ) 
2.52 (pet ) 
(pet > ipc ) 
1 28.50 7.37 
2 25.77 S.12 
Ci 22.79 5.00 
4 13.56 4.10 
r- 3 1S.50 3.44 
a 13. S0 2.35 
7 10.54 2.S3 
3 10.52 1 .55 
9 13.51 2.94 
)0 15.42 3.42 
11 19.42  ■ 4.09 
1 7 1 L. 22.44 4.97 
13 25.45 6.11 














C . Ot 
? Q.Oi 
Uncertainty Uncertainty 
Hest       Film 
Flu*       DeltaT 

































Uncertainty analysis done on file; si2su: 
Uncertainty in coolant temperatures: 0.850 <rfegC ) 
Uncertainty in steam temperature." 8.202 ( degC ) 
Uncertainty in tube thermal conductivity: 1.003 (W/m-K) 
Uncertainty in flowneter reading: 0.500 (pet flow) 
Uncertainty in Ci: 1.67 (pet) 
Uncertainty in Alp: 1.18 (pet) 
Uncertainty in Enhancement (const Mux): 2.73 (pet) 
Uncertainty in Enhancement (sonst OslT): 2.?S (pet) 
Uncertainty 
Overall 








































































































Uncertainty analysis done on file: 
Uncertainty in coolant temperatures; 
Uncertainty in steam temperature: 
Uncertainty in tube thermal conductivity: 
Uncertainty in flowmeter reading:  . - 
Uncertainty in Ci: 
Uncertainty in ftip: 
Uncertainty in Enhancement (const flux*»- 
S142U3 
0.350  (degC ) 
©.200  idegC) 
1 .000  (W/'rt-K) 




( p c t ) 
17     (pet) 
Jncer tainty in fcnha ncement (const DelT):   2 ,00 (pet ) 
Uncertainty Uncertainty Uncertainty Uncertainty Uncertainty 
Overall Outside Inside • Heat Film 
H.T.C. H.T.C.' H.T.C. Fi UK Delta! 
(pet ) (pet ) (pet ) (pet ) (pet) 
i 27.76 8.30 1 .81- IS. 03 17.64 
2 24. SS 6.54 1 .84 14.24 15.48 
3 21.77 5.15 1,89 12.58 13.57 
4 18.51 3.97 1.97 10.77 1 1 .59 
5 15.37 3.09 2-10 B;<Z9 9.88 
e 12.83 2.44 2-35 7.51 8.14 
7 10.05 2.03 2.91 5.08 6.82 
8 10.03 1.17 2.91 5.07 2.32 
9 12.80 2.43 2.35 7 F 49 8.12 
10 15.89  ■ 3.07 2.10 3^)0 9.77 
11 18.E0 3.96 1 .97 10,7.6 1 1 .57 
12 2 1.. 53 5.16 1.89 12.44 13.53 
13 24.82 6.43 1 .84 14.22 15.43 
14 27.33 8.74 1.81 is:ei 17.92 
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Uncertainty analysis done on file: S142U4 
Uncertainty in coolant temperatures: 0.050 (degC> 
Uncertainty in steam temperature: 0.200 (degC) 
Uncertainty in tube thermal conductivity: 1 .030 (W/m-K) 
Uncertainty in fiouimeter reading: 0.500 (pet flow) 
Uneert ainty in Ci: n A. ,82 (pet.) 
Unc ertainty in Alp: 1 . 79 (pet) 
Unc ert ainty in Enha nceinent (sonst flux);   ? .3? ipct) 
Uneert ainty in Enhancement (const DelT>» ;  2: .4S  (pet > 
Uncertainty Uncertainty Uncertainty Uncertainty Uncertaint 
Overall Outside. '• •■ Inside • Heat Film 
H. T. C . H.T.e; H. I. G. Flux Delta! 
(pet ) < pet ) (pet ) (pet) (pet ) 
1 27.29 8.3« 2.83 15.75 17.35 
2 24.26 5.46 2.51 14.01 15.27 
3 21 .52 5.21 2.34 12.44 13.57 
4 1S.43 4.14 2.99 10.SB 11 .50 
c 1 5.50 3.33 3.08 8.59 3.78 
5 12.77 2.87 3.25 7.47 8.25 
7 9.32 2.53 3.58 6.01 5.33 
8 9.97 2.50 3.58 5.04 5.75 
9 12.75 2.9(3 3.25 7.46 8.25 
10 15.49 3.38 3.03 8.99 9.77 
11 13.42 4. IS 2.99 10.56 11 .56 
12 21.23 5.21 2.34 12.27 13.40 
13 23.85 G.67 2.51 13.78 15.30 
14 27.IS 7.0S 2.85 15.68 15.87 
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Uncertainty analysis done on file: S142U5 
uncertainty in coolant temperatures: 0.050 (degC> 
Uncertainty in steam temperature: 0.2-08 (degC> 
Uncertainty in tube thermal conductivity: I .000 (W/m-K> 
Uncertainty in floumeter reading;: 0.520 tpct rlouJ 
Uncertainty in Ci: '■   < "'• *-?J <pcJf 
Uncertainty in Alp: •• 2.9c [P«J 
Uncertainty in Enhancement (const flux)» 4,5^ , pet; 












Uncertainty Uncertainty Uncertainty 
Overall Outside ' •.-Inside 
H.T.C. H.T.C. H.T.C. 
(pet ) (pet ) (pet ) 
28.19 9.05 4.91 
25.22 7.12 4.92 
22.13 5.93 4.94 
18.91 4.93 4.97 
15.85 4.2S 5.02 
17 öS 3.80 C 1 "X 
9.99 3.52 5.41 
9.S7 3.02 5.41 
12.71 3.79 5.13 
15.76 4.25 5.02 
18.50 4. 96 4.97 
21 .27 6.00 4-84 
24.24 7.47 4.92 
27.28 8.94 4.91 
Uncertainty Uncertainty 
'-  Heat Film 
Flux DeltaT 
(pet) (pet) 















Uncertainty analysis dons on file: SSMTA2 
Uncertainty in coolant temperatures: 
Uncertainty in steam temperature: 
Uncertainty in tuba thermal conductivity; 
Uncertainty in flowrceter reading:    ..' . 
Uncertainty in Ci: 
Uncertainty in Alp: 
0.050 (degC ) 
0.400 (degC ) 
i,®00 (W/rc-K> 
0.500 (pet flow) 












Uncertainty Uncertainty Uncertainty 
Overall ' Outside      Inside       Heat        Film 
H.T.C. H.T.C. ■  H.T.C. 


























7 77 5.S8 
8.22 f . 3L 
i 1 .78 
Flux OeltaT 







2 .87 3.39 
2.87 1 .49 







Uncertainty analysis done on file: SSMTA3 
Uncertainty in coolant temperatures: 
Uncertainty in steam temperature: 
Uncertainty in tube thermal conductivity: 
Uncertainty in floumeter reading: 
Uncertainty in Ci: 
Uncertainty in Alo: 
0.050 (degC ) 
0.400 (degC) 
i,000 (W/n-K ) 
0.500 (pet flow) 
2.67  (pet") 



























Uncertainty  Uncertainty  Uncertainty 








































































Uncertainty analysis done or, file: 
Uncertainty in coolant temperatures: 
Uncertainty in steam temperature: 
Uncertainty in tube thermal conductivity; 
Uncertainty in fiowrteter reading: 
Uncertainty in Ci: 
Uncertainty in Alp: 
Uncertainty in Enhancement £ const flux): 
uncertainty in Enhancement (const DeiT): 
Uncertainty Uncertainty Uncertainty 
Overall Outsj.de •    Inside 
H.T.C. H.T.C.      H.T.C. 
(pet) (pet)       <pct> 
3 ISA! 
0 050 <denC ) 
Q 400 (degC5 
1 000 (W/m-K 5 
8 sm (pet flaw) 
3 .43 (pet > 
ri 01 (pcf ) 
2 .34 (pc t) 
n 



























































Heat        Film 
Flux       Delta! 



































Uncertainty analysis done on file: 
Uncertainty in coolant temperatures: 
Uncertainty in steam temperature-: 
Uncertainty in tube thermal conductivity: 
Uncertainty in riow meter reading: 
:ainty in Ci Uncer 
Uncertainty in Alp: 
Uncertainty in Enhancement (constt flux)« 
Uncertainty in Enhancement (sonst DelT): 
BA2 
.050 (degC ) 
,400 (degC) 
.000 (W/m-K) 




















































































































Uncertainty analysis dons on file: 
Uncertainty in coolant temperatures: 
Uncertainty in steam temperature: 
Uncertainty in tube therns 1 conductivity: 
Uncertainty in flowmeter reading: 
S28fti 
0.053 idegC) 
3.4E0 (degC 5 
1 .009 (ti/m-K ) 
0.50(3 (pet flow) 
Uncertainty in Ci: 
Uncertainty in Alp: » 
Uncertainty in Enhancement (const fiux'H   2-.S5 
Uncertainty in Enhancement (const DelT);   2.1} 
2. S3  (pet) 







Uncertainty  Uncertainty Uncertainty Uncertainty Uncertainty 




































^ I-. < 
.£ . / I 
2 9! 
H .i.e.   ■ Flux Delta 
pet ) (pet) (pet) 
i_-.    ?»Ö 4.05 5.11 
2.78 3.66 4.73 
2.81 3.27 4.42 
2. SS 2.91 4. t2 
2,35 2\61 3.91 
3.3 3 2.44 3.35 
3.57 2,S3 4.19 
3.57 2,S9 4.08 
3.! 3 2,45 3.87 
2.95 2.5S 3.89 
2.8B 2.92 4.12 
2.81 3,25 4.40 
7    *?£ 3.67 4,79 
2.76 4.10 5.15 
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Uncertainty analysis dons on file: b28A2 
i» 
Uncertainty in coolant temperatures: • 0.050 <degC ) 
Uncertainty in steam temperature: 3-400 (degC> 
Uncertainty in tube thermal conductivity: 1.000 <W/m-K> 
uncertainty in flowmeter reading:-  - 8.500 (pet flow) 
Uncertainty in Ci: ■■ 4-1®  (Pct> 
Uncertainty in Alp: • 3.09 <pctJ 
Uncertainty in Enhancement (const flixO? 4.S0  (pet) 
Uncertainty in Enhancement (const DelT): 3.<;2  <pc; 
Uncertainty Uncertainty Uncertainty Uncertainty Uncertainty 
Overall     Outside     .Inside       Heat        Film. 
H T.C.      K.T.C.      H.T.C.       Flux       DeltaT 
<pct>       <pct>    •  (pet )       (pet)       (pot) 
7 21        3.8S  •■  ■ '4.15       4.18        5.42 ^ 1 
2       E.4S 
4        5»»J 
7 
3.93 4.17 3.7B 5.61 
5.73 3.7(3 '4il9 3.3S 5.2 
3.54 4.22 2.99 4.91 
1 4.3G 3.44 4.28 2.S3 4.70 
B       3.75 3.3S 4.41 2.50 4.6* 
7 3.47 3.37 4.74 2.71 4.86 
8 3.46 3.37 4;74 2.71 4.84 
3.7S 3.38. 4,41 2.50 4.52 
0       4.32 3.44    ■  4.28 2.66 4.68 
5.Ö0 3.54 4.22 2.98 4.S3 
2 5.68 3.71 4.19 3.33 S.l_3 
3 6.47 3.86 4.17 3.77 5.b0 
4 7 22 4.21 4-15 4.19 6.05 
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Uncertainty analysis done on file: S28A3 
Uncertainty in coolant temperatures: 0.050 <degC> 
Uncertainty in steam temperature: 3.400 <. dego , ^ 
Uncertainty in tube thermal conductivity: -1.080 (W/n-K)  ^ 
Uncertainty in flowmeter reading: 6.500 (pet rlow, 
Uncertainty in Ci: 3-2~ {pct> 
Uncertainty in Alp: 2.ät (pet 
uncertainty in Enhancement (const flux): 3.^9 \pct) 
Uncertainty in Enhancement (const QaiTS: 2.54 (pet) 
Uncertainty  Uncertainty  Uncertainty Uncertainty Uncertainty 
Overall     Outside     .Inside Heat      ,.„"-, 
12 
H.T.C.      H.T.C. 
(oct ) 
10        4.33        2.7i 
288 
Flux       DeitaT 
(pet)       (pet)-      (pet)       (pet) 
,        n  77        3.44        -3..3S 4.21 5.49 
3,36 3.80 5.15 
3.39 3.38 4.74 
3.43 2.33 4.38 
2 G.S3 a.19 
3 5.77 2.97 
5       4 3d 2.71        3.51        2.67        4.16 
3:74 2.E5        3.66.        I-** *•?? 
7 ^46        z'.BB        4,05       2.7!        4.35 
8 3.AS        2.43        4.05        2.M        2.15 
9 3.74        2.55       3.66        249        4.0, 
2.66        4.15 
1!        5.01        2,81        J.4*        ^.98       4.^ 
5.72       .2.37        3,39        3.^5        4.711 
13 .     6.49        3.20       3,36        3,78        5.13 
u        7.22        3.53        3.35        4,19       *-B» 
0.053 (degO 
0.400 (qegC) 
i . 030 (W/rc-K ) 
0,500 (pet   flow) 
2-§3 i pet') 
i. . §0 (pet ) 
2. £9 (pet ) 
2.02 (pet ) 
Uncertainty analysis dene on file: S38A1 
Uncertainty in coolant temperatures: 
Uncertainty in steam temperature: 
Uncertainty in tube thermal conductivity; 
Uncertainty in flowfoeter reading: 
Uncertainty in Ci-' ' ■* 
Uncertainty in Alp: 
Uncertainty in Enhancement (const flux): 
Uncertainty in Enhancement (const DelT): 
Uncertainty Uncertainty ■ uncertainty Uncertainty Uncertainty- 
Overall     Outside     • Insi-de Heat Film 
H.T.C.      H.T.C;      H.T.C. Flux Delta! 
(pet)       (pet)       (pet) (pet) (pet) 
1 S.20        3.44        2.95 •  •   •• 4.75 5.81 
2 7.23       3.05       2.97 4.23 5.37 
3 S.43        2.65       3.00 3.7G 4.81 
4 5.53        2.39       3.04 3.30 4.34 
5 4.7S        2.22       3.13 2.32 4.00 
6 4.05        2.13       3.30 2.BS 3.82 
7 3.55        2.12       3.72 2.79 4.04 
8 3.55        1.57       3.72 2.78 2.01 
9 4.07        2.13       3.30 2.56 3.83 
10 4.79        2.22       3.13 2.92 4.00 
11 S.55        2.38       3.04 3.29 4.32 
12 5.40        2.65       3.00 3.74 4.73 
13 7.30        3.0-4       2.97 4.24 5.36 
14 3.15        3.59       2.S5 4.72 5.93 
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Uncertainty analysis done on file: S38A2 
uncertainty in coolant temperatures: 
Uncertainty in steam temperature: 
Uncertainty in tube thermal conductivity: 
Uncertainty in flowmeter reading-' 
0.050 CdegC ) 
0,400 (degC ) 
1 .000 (W/R-Ki 
0,500 (pet flow) 
Uncertainty in Ci<" 
Uncertainty in nip: 
Uncertainty in Enhancement (const flux): 









översl1 Outside •. 
H. T. C . H.T.q. 
(pet) (pet 3 




4.72 1 .56 
4.03 1 .53 




5.51 1 .82 





H.. T. C. 
(pet ) 



















































Uncertainty analysis file 
Uncertainty in coolant temperatures: 
Uncertainty in steam temperature: 
Uncertainty in tube thermal conductivity: 
Uncertainty in fiowmeter reading: 
Uncertainty in Ci: 
Uncertainty in Alp: 
Uncertainty in Enhancement (const flux): 
Uncertainty in Enhancement (const QelT): 
S48A1 
0.050  (degC ) 
0.400  (degC ) 
1.000  (U/m~K> 
8.500  (pet   flow) 
2.B5 (pet) 
1.78 (pct>- 
2.57 (pet ) 
2.00 (net ) 
Uncertainty Uncertainty Unoertainty Uncertainty Uncertainty 
Overall Outside ■ . Inside Heat Film 
H.T.C. H. T. C. H.T.C. Flux OeltaT 
(pet) (pet ) (■pet i (pet ) (pet) 
1 7.93 3.35 2.78 4.S2 5.67 
7.12 2.92 2.79 4.14 5.13 
3 G.31 2.60 2.82 3.69 4.73 
4 5.52 2.34 2.87 3.27 4.30 
5 4.75 2.19 2.9S 2.89 3.97 
B 4.03 2.10 3.14 2.64 3.81 
7 3.64 2.10 3.58 2.79 4.04 
8 3.B4 1.85 3.5S 2.79 2.04 
S 4,04 2.10 3.14 2.64 3.82 
10 4.72 2.18 2.9B 2.88 ö. 96 
1 1 5.. 52 2.34 2.87 3.27 4.29 
12 G.30 2.59 2.82 3.68 4.71 
13 7.15 2.96 2.79 4.16 5.25 
14 8.02 3.47 2.76 4.55 5.87 
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Uncertainty analysis done or file: S48A2 
Uncertainty in coolant temperatures: 0.052 (degC> 
Uncertainty in steam temperature: 3.400 (degC ) 
Uncertainty in tube thermal conductivity: 1.000 (W/w-K) 
Uncertainty in flowmster reading: 0.500 (pet flow) 
Uncertainty in Ci: 2.(54  <pct> 
Uncertainty in Alp: 1-42  (pet) 
Uncertainty in Enhancement <const flux): 2.25 (pet) 
Uncertainty in Enhancement (sonst Del Tu: ».£8  (pet) 
Uncertainty Uncertainty Uncertainty Uncertainty Uncertainty 
Overall     Outside      Inside       Heat        Film 
H.T.C.      H.T.C.      H.T.C,       Flux       DeltaT 
(pet)       (pet)       (pet;       (pet)       (pet) 
1 7.85 2.50 2.13 -4.55 5.42 
2 7.02 2.50 2.IB 4.08 4.91 
3 E.21 2.21 2.20 3.65 4.49 
4 5.44 1.98 2,27 3.22 4.09 
5 4.SB 1.83 2-38 2.85 3.7G 
E 4.00 1.76 2,60 2.62 3.64 
7 3.61 1.77 3.12  , 2.78 3.S0 
8 3.S2 1.51 3^12 2.78 2.11 
9 3.93 1.75 . 2.60 2.61 3.63 
10 4.59 1.83 2.38 2.3G 3.78 
H 5.41 1.97 2.27 3.21 4.06 
12 6.24 2.20 2.20 3.65 4.50 
13 7 ..07 2.53 2.IB 4.11 5.01 
14 7.93 2.87 2,13 4.53 5.46 
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Uncertainty analysis done on file: 575A1 
Uncertainty in coolsnt temperatures: 8.050 (dsgu ) 
Uncertainty in stead temperature: 0.4150 idegC / 
Uncertainty in tube thermal conductivity: 1.000 <W/m-K> 
Uncertainty in fiowmeter reading: 3.580 (pet flow) 
Uncertainty in Ci: 2-44' (P?U 
Uncertainty in Alp: ^.5t <pcU.. 
Uncertainty in Enhancement (const flux); 2.48 (>cti 
Uncertainty in Enhancement (const DelT)» 1-86 (pet) 
Uncertainty Uncertainty Uncertainty Uncertainty Uncertainty 
Overall     Outside'    'Inside • Hf§t        Film 
H.T.C.      H.T.C.     -H.T.G; Fiux       Delta! 
tpct>       (pet)      ipet) ipai)                 (pct> 
4 






13       7,71 
H 
2.95       2.55       4,4B        5.40 
S8       2.58       3.95,       4-9; ? 
3.58 3.48 -2.52 4.87 5.99 
7.68 
E.77 
c e° ? 2? 2.64 3.48 4,42 
z'.S>7 2.74 3.08 4.06 
4.30 1-97 2.93 2-77 3.84 
3.80 1.9S 3.40 2,86 4.02 
3.81 1.69 3.40 ?:S& 2-04 
A 31 1.87 2.S3 2.73 3,85 
5 ©9 2.07 2.74 3.08 4.06 
11        5.90 2,26 2,64 3,48 4.41 
6.79       2.5E       2.5 3.35        4.92 
3.Of       2,55       4.48        5.5 j 
T5 8.60        3.B5       2.52        4^33        6.22 
293 
» ■ 1  . CCA? Uncertainty analysis dene on rile- "!="1t
Uncertainty in coolant temperatures: 0.050 <degC ) 
Uncertainty in steam temperature: 0.400 <degC> 
Uncertainty in tube thermal conductivity: !,.0©0 iW/m-K) 
Uncertainty in flowmeter reading: 0-500 <pct flow; 
Uncertainty in Ci: 2-2^ !pc^ 
Uncertainty in Alp:                 ^ • 1-.5t jpeU 
Uncertainty in Enhancement (const flux)? 2.3S i.pc\,; 
Uncertainty in Enhancement (const Del-T)J 1-77 (pet) 
Uncertainty Uncertainty Uncertainty 
• ■  Heat        Film 
Flux       DeltaT 
(pet)       (pet) 
4.82 6. S3 
4.34        5.33 
3.88 4.88 
3.42 4.31 


























H.T.C. H.T.C. • 







3.77 1 .86 
3.75 1 .84 
4.24 1 .87 
























Uncertainty analysis done on file: 
Uncertainty in coolant temperatures: 
Uncertainty in steara temperature: 
Uncertainty in tube thermal conductivity: 
Uncertainty in flowrteter reading: 
0.050 (degC) 
3.40(3 ( degC ) 
1.030 CW/n-K> 
0„50B (pet flow) 
Uncertainty in Cü 
Uncertainty in Alp: 
Uncertainty in Enhancement (const flux): 
Uncertainty in Enhancement (const DelT)s 
2,90 (pet) 

































Uncertainty Uncertainty Uncertainty Uncertainty 
Outside Inside       Heat        Film 
H,T.C. • H.T.Qv       Flux       DeltaT 


























































Uncertainty analysis done on file: 395A2 
Uncertainty in coolant temperatures: 0.050 (riegC> 
Uncertainty in steam temperature: . 0.400 <degC ) 
Uncertainty in tube thermal conductivity: 1.000 <W/m-K) 
Uncertainty in flowmeter reading: 0.500 (pet flow) 
Uncertainty in Ci«" ■     • 
Uncertainty in Alp: 
Uncertainty in Enhancement (conat flux): 
Uncertainty in Enhancement.(const 0alT>' 
Uncertainty Uncertainty Uncertainty Uncertainty Uncertainty 
Overall Outside'     inside       Heat        Film 
H.T.C H.T.C.      H.T.C«       Fiux       DeltaT 
(pet) (pet)       (pet)       <pct)       (pet) 
1.90 (pet > 
1.31 <pct > 
2.13 (pet ) 
1.60 (pet") 
1 8.54 3.23 2.00 • •      4.94 5.85 
2 7.61 2.71 2.03 4.42 5.25 
3 6.72 2.32 2.07 3.92 4.77 
4 5.84 2.00 2.14 3.45 4.26 
5 5.02 1.79 2.2B 3.04 3.88 
6 4.28 1.69. 2.49 2.77 3.70 
7 3.81 1.S9 3.03 2.8B 3.92 
8 3.81 1.41 3.03 2.8G 2.08 
9 4.29 1.69 2.49 2.77 3.71 
10 5.07 1.79 2.2G 3.07 3.91 
1! 5.88 1 .98 2.14 3.47 4.28 
12 G.79 2.29 2.07 3.9G 4.79 
13 7.B9 2.74 2.03 4.47 5.33 
14 8.60 3.37 2.00 4.98 6.08 
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Uncertainty analysis done on file: S125A2 
uncertainty in coolant temperatures: 0.050 (degC ) 
Uncertainty in steam temperature: 0.400 (degC> 
Uncertainty in tube thermal conductivity: 1.000 (W/m-K) 
uncertainty in flowmeter reading: S.S00 (pet flow) 
Uncertainty in Ci: 1.SB (pet) 
Uncertainty in Alp: 1.09 (pet) 
Uncertainty in Enhancement (const flux): 1.90 (pet") 
Uncertainty in Enhancement (const DalT): 1.43 (pet) 
Uncertainty Uncertainty Uncertainty Uncertainty Uncertainty 
Overal1 outside inside Heat Film 
H.T.C. H.T.C. H.T,Q. F1 ux Delta! 
(pet ) (pet) (pet ) (pet) (pet) 
1 9.32 4.39 1.77 5.39 6.80 
8.23 3.3S 1.81 4.78 5.88 
3 7.33 2.56 1,88 4.27 5.14 
4 6.42 2.05 1.93 3.78 4.53 
5 5.4S 1.73 2-07 3.29 4.03 
S 4.B2 1.5S 2.32 2.94 3.75 
1 4.03 1 .53 2.89 2.96 3.89 
8 4.03 1.50 2.^9 2.SB 3.77 
9 4.54 1.56 2,32 2.95 3.76 
10 5.48 1.72 2.07 3.30 4.04 
11 6.44 2.04 1.93 3.79 4.55 
12 7.40 2.51 \-m 4,31 5.15 
13 8.41 3.20 1,8'f 4.83 5.91 
14 9,46 4.18 1.78 §,*? G.80 
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Uncertainty analysis done on file: 
Uncertainty in coolant temperatures: 
uncertainty in steam temperature: 
Uncertainty in tube thermal conductivity*. 
Uncertainty in ficwmeter reading; 
Uncertainty in Ci: 
Uncertainty in Alp: 
Uncertainty in Enhancement (const flux): 
uncertainty in Enhancement (const OeIT>* 
S12SA3  ' 
0.050 (degC ) 
0.403 (degC) 
1.300 (W/n-K ) 













Uncertainty Uncertainty Unasrtainty Uncertainty Uncertainty 
Overall Outside      Inside       Heat        Film 
H.T.C, H.T.C.      H.T.C.       Flux       DeitaT 


















1 .98 2.45 
1.84 2.67 
1 .82 3.17 
1  C7 *l . 1 ' 
! .84 Z.O( 
1.98 2.45 
































Uncertainty analysis dons on file: S142A3 
Uncertainty in cooiar iemperatures 
Uncertainty steam temperature: 
<3.950 
Uncertainty in tube thermal conductivity:   1.000 
Uncertainty in flowmeter rsading: 0.508 
iU/m-K ) 
pet flow' 
Uncertainty in Ci: I.Si 
Uncertainty in Alp". 1 = 06 
Uncertainty in Enhancement (canst flux):    ! „ 87 















Uncertainty  Uncertainty 
Overall     Outside 































Uncertainty Uncertainty Uncertainty 
Inside    ■  Heat        Film 



















































Uncertainty analysis done o r. T i i a : S142A4 
Uncertainty in coolant temperatures: 
Uncertainty in steam temperature: 
Uncertainty in tube thsrnal conductivity: 
Uncertainty in fiowmeter reading: 
0.050 (degC ) 
0 .4(3© ( degC ) 
I.000 (W/>-K ) 
0.503 (pet flow) 
Uncertainty in Ci: 
Uncertainty in ftip: 
Uncertainty in Enhancement (const flu;-«): 
Uncertainty in Enhancement (const DeiT): 
T 
.20 (pet ) 
1 . SS (pet ) 













Uncertainty  Uncertainty  Uncertainty  Uncertain*. 
Overall     Outside      Inside 

















































pet ) (net) 
5.42 9.05 
4.88 S.7B 
4.32 3 ■ ' tj 
7    *"»G 












Uncertainty analysis done on file:    . S142A5 
Uncertainty in coolant temperatures: 0.050 (degC) 
Uncertainty in steam temperature:    •• 0.400 ( degC > 
Uncertainty in tube thermal conductivity: 1.200 (!>J/m-K> 
Uncertainty in flowmeter reading:   . 0.500 (pet flow) 
Uncert ainty in Ci: • ? 77 si . i.e. (pet) 
Uncert ainty in Alp: I .32 (pet > 
Uncert ainty in Enha ncement (const f J u* >: 2.15 (pet)' 
Uncert ainty in Enhancement (const Ds »1T)J 1.61 (pet ) 
Uncertainty Uncertainty dm «rtaint y  Unc ertainty Uncertainty 
Overall Outside Inside Heat Film 
H. T. C. H.T.C. H,T.C. Flux Delta! 
(pet) (pet) (pet 5 (pet ) (pet) 
1 9.34 4.84 
f 
5.4! S.S7 
2 8.33 4.16 2,33 4.83 6.26 
3 7.40 3.06 2.37 4.31 5.38 
4 6.40 2.40 2.43 3.77 4.65 
5 5.45 2.00 2.54 3.28 4.11 
S 4.59 1.79 2.75 2.93 3.73 
7 3.98 1.73 3.24 2.94 3.87 
8 3.9S 1,40 3.24 2.94 1 .82 
3 4.58 1.79 2.75 2.92 3.77 
10 5.43 2.00 2.54 3.27 4.10 
11 E.42 2.37 2.43 3.78 4.64 
12 7.39 3.0-1 2.37 4.31 5.33 
13 8.44 3-94 2.33 4.90 6.22 
14 9.36 6.44 2.31 5.42 7.ST 
301 
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